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GASTEIN

MEGA DRIVE

32 Mb Hard Drive £339
85 Mb Hard Drive £449

GASTEINER
Unit 12a, Millmead Business Centre,
Millmead Road, London N17 9QU
Tel: 081-365 1151

Fax: 081-885 1953

Call Alfa Data for quality products
and down to Earth prices

Do you worry about the quality and reliability of Asian products?
Are you bothered about having to buy so many of them?
Do you sometimes feel upset by unprofessional services and unfulfilled
warranties?

If the answer to the above questions is yes then you need to try a new
breed of company - a company based on the following:- Over 30 years experience designing and manufacturing IBM PC cards.
- Over 20 years experience in quality controlled computer products.
- Over 15 years international business relations with top electronics
companies.

This is the backbone of Alfa Data. Top quality products, designed and
manufactured with care, precision and above all experience.
Our product line up>
Item
PC
Amiga
ST
Cordless Mouse

Opto-Mech Mouse
Trackball
RAM Cards
Hand Scanners
Emulsion Board

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
TBD
TBD

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
TBD
TBD

TBD = To be developed
ALFA DATA EUROPE LTD

T)ATA Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London, N17 9QU
Telephone 081 801 8128 Facsimile 081 801 9569

VIRTUAL REALITY

14

This amazing new technology is set to take the world by storm. Three
dimensional gameplay that will have you begging for more.

OPENING UP THE ST

48

You've wondered for a while now about what's underneath that grey case,
what it looks like and what it really does. Here's your chance to find out.

MANAGING EDITOR:
Derek Meakin
PUBLISHER:

REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS

Richard Williams

95

The fifth and penultimate in Andrew Tyler's series looks at the effect of light
on what you see, and at "hidden surface removal".

EDITOR:
Claire Walls
ART EDITOR:

MASTERCLASS: MAKIN1 MUSIC

Terry Thiele

84

Ian Waugh plays some pretty funky music, man! Here the maestro shares
a few secrets about creating it yourself on the ST.

NEWS & FEATURES EDITOR:
John Butters

TECHNICAL EDITOR:

Marc Young

REVIEWS

SALES & MARKETING MANAGER:

Jane Conway 0625 859555
ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES:

Lisa Bracewell, John Derbyshire
0625 859555

SYSTEMS MANAGER
Dave Stewart
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR
John Burns
CIRCULATION MANAGER
David Wren

DAATAmouse
The

CONTRIBUTORS:

Gunter Minnerup, Cyclops (Andy Mitchell),
CharlesMichael, Fielding Mellish, IanWaugh,
Pat Winstanley, James Nicholson, Don Maple,
Andrew Tyler, Peter Philips,John Peters, Martin
Eaton, PhilTrory, Mo Warden, Jake Drinkwater,
Colm McNeill, Otis Hall, Paul Overaa

POLYFILER

69

Phil Trory takes a long hard look at
another seriously good database from the
Kuma stable. It's an immensely powerful
and flexible means of organising and
retrieving data - you need to know about

latest

recruit

79
from

Pandaal

shows

promise, but does it really have anything
special to offer? Jaime Atkinson puts this
rodent through its various paces.

this one!
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UJVPRESS
PUBLICATIONS

Europa House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK104NP.

Telephone: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

COMPUSERVE

© Europress Publications 1991. No part ofthis magazine may be
reproduced inwhole orinpartwithout written permission ofthe
publishers. While every careistaken to ensure the material both
printed andonthedisk isaccurate, thepublishers cannot beheld
legally responsible foranyerrors inarticles, listings or
advertisements.

5 IN 1 MOUSE

Contriver

have

packaged

79

this

little

wonder. It's a versatile rodent that does

NEWSTRADE DISTRIBUTION: Comag 0895 444055

everything but the dishes! So what exactly
is it that makes this one so different?

I
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This

US-based

and

information

online
service

7....90
communications
is

the

world's

biggest. Its database contains numerous
reports, news services, travel information you name it, it's there. But whether it's
worth it for the average UK user is the
problem to ponder.

REGULARS
NEWS

7

STEs for less than £300, ST sales soar,

Mega STE delayed, and more.
WORLD NEWS
A new desktop

utility from

11
Germany,

Make like a Stone Age
man with Chuck Rock,

organise yourself into a
copy of Lords of Chaos,
save those terminally cute
Lemmings from disaster,

WordPerfect not to be updated and a TOS

drive

licence for Gadgets by Small.

Supercars

INTERACTIVE RESCUE

59

The Silicon Service Supremo offers expert
advice on all your technical problems. If
he can't help, you're in real trouble!
PUBLIC SECTOR

65

So you think you've seen it all? How about
an exciting new shareware game, an
indispensable virus killer, and Bay

Computers' PD preview of a commercial

hard

and

fast

in

II, create

a

new hero in

HeroQuest

and then sit back, relax
and sink your teeth into

Brides of Dracula.

j

There's also pages I
packed with the latest I
Games News, Trade I
Secrets

and

Playtest

Extra!

program?
MAIL

73

If you feel the need to get it off your chest,
write to us. If your letter is particularly apt
or clever, or if the Ed feels unusually

generous, you'll score the prize of the
month - £10. This month though, there's a
bit of a twist in the winning tale...

UNBELIEVABLY

'

UNREAL COMPETITION!
ARTBREAK!

92

There's
been
some
pretty
fierce
competition for the Artbreak! prize. Who
won this month? Mo Warden displays her
selection of the best.

ASPECTS

among the first in the UK
to experience the latest in
games technology.
Win a trip of a lifetime
into Virtual Reality!

Seven whole pages positively packed
with news on your favourite aspects of the
ST. It's all here:

MIDI AND MUSIC

100

EDUCATION

103

COMMUNICATIONS

105

EMULATION

107

ADVENTURES
DESKTOP PUBLISHING

109
.111
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Discover Your STISTE's Real Power!

Xtra-RAM ST

Xtra-RAM STe

Upgrades your ST's memory easily. Complete with testing
software and comprehensive manual.

Easy to fit without soldering - no need to send
your ST^ away.

Automatically sets your ST/ST>:'s
system time. Now all your files will be properly
date and time stamped.

No Need To Send Away Your ST

Upgrade Your STE Yourself

Just Plug In And Go

Upgrading the RAM memory of your Atari ST
(520ST/M, 520STFM, 1040ST, Mega 1ST or
Mega 2ST) usually means sending your ST
away or doing a large amount of soldering

Frontier's Xtra-RAM STe has been designed to
work with the memory upgrade facilities built
into your STE to make upgrading the memory
straightforward and painless.

With the Forget-Me-Clock II plugged into your
ST or STE's cartridge port the system clock (used
by the Control Panel) and keyboard clock will

yourself. Frontier's Xtra-RAM ST is installed
by you, in your home or office.

No Soldering

Installation takes around an hour and is

carefully explained in a detailed 32 page manual

one hour. You simply open your STE, plug in the
Xtra-RAM STE memory boards and close the
STE. It's as simple as that!

which is written with the non-technical ST user

in mind. If you have any problems during the
installation process, Frontier's technical staff
are always available on the phone to offer
assistance. Most STs will require absolutely no
soldering to fit the Xtra-RAM ST. Some newer
models will require a small amount of soldering.
Contact Frontier for more details.

automatically be set at turn on or reset. No

longer will you have to waste your time setting
The installaion ofthe Xtra-RAM STE takes under

Easy To Install

Forget-Me-Clock II

Expands All The Way To 4MB

With the Xtra-RAM STe from Frontier you can
expand your STE all the way to 4MB. There are
four possible configurations for the RAM

memory in your STE - V2MB, 1MB, 2MB and
4MB. For more details on the memory slots in
your STE contact Frontier direct.

your ST's clock.

Full Pass Through

Frontier's Forget-Me-Clock II is a clock cartridge
unlike any other. All other clock cartridges for
the ST or STE will tie up the cartridge port. The
Forget-Me-Clock II has a full cartridge pass
through - any other cartridge for the ST can be

plugged into it while it is plugged into your ST.
The Forget-Me-Clock II remains totally invisible
so that the other cartridge canbeused normally,
but it still automatically sets the system and
keyboard clocks in your ST or STE.

No Need To Stop At 1MB

No Need To Open Your ST

Most RAM upgrades for the ST leave you at

Installing some clock cards for the ST means

1MB and that's it! Not so with the Xtra-RAM ST.

that you have to open your ST's case and pry
computer chips out of their sockets. The ForgetMe-Clock II is a cartridge which plugs into the

You can buy the V2MB upgrade now safe in the
knowledge that the Xtra-RAM ST can be
upgraded later without any messy trade-ins.
You just replace one set of memory chips with
another without any soldering whatsoever.

All of these products are manufactured by
Frontier in the UK which means that you can be
certain of the best possible after-sales support.

port on the side of your ST or STE which means

that its installation couldn't be simpler - you
just plug it in and turn on your ST.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Totally Compatible

Service And Support

The extra RAM memory that the Xtra-RAM ST and

All Frontier Software products are designed and
manufactured in the UK and are supplied under
Frontier's ten day money back offer which means that
it you don't like the product for any reason you can
return it for a full refund within ten days of purchase.
All Frontier's products also carry a full twelve months'
guarantee (two years with the Forget-Me-Clock II).
Unlike some ST and STE upgrades, Frontier guarantee
that each Xtra-RAM for the ST or STE only uses brand
new memory chips - making your ST or STE and its
memory upgrade more reliable both now and in the

Xtra-RAM STE gives to your ST or STE is totally
compatible with all of your programs. The memory
controller chip 'logs' in the extra memory and makes it
available for your programs. You will automatically
get more valuable memory space for DTP, word
processing, MIDI, running the Atari laser printer and
everything else that you use your computer for.
Software Included

Every Xtra-RAM upgrade is supplied with a free RAM
testing program (so that you know with certainty that
your installation has worked), RAM disk and printer
spooler software.

Prices

Xtra-RAM ST Unpopulated
(without memory chips)
Xtra-RAM ST Populated to

£54.99

upgrade a V2MB ST to 1MB
(can later upgrade to 2'/.,MB
simply by changing the RAM chips)

£69.99

Xtra-RAM ST Populated to upgrade
keyboard STs and Mega ISTs to

272MB and Mega 2STs to 4MB

£159.99

Xtra-RAM STe V,MB (includes

two V(MB memory boards and will

future.

upgrade a V..MB STE to 1MB)

£51.08

Xtra-RAM STE 2MB (includes two 1MB

memory boards and will upgrade a

V2MB STEor 1MB STEto 2MB or
Every Forget-Me-Clock II cartridge is supplied with
time and date setting software for the Forget-MeClock II's clock together with a small auto-run program
which automatically sets your ST's system and
keyboard clocks every time you turn on or reset your
ST or STE. Built into the setting software is the facility
to stop the Forget-Me-Clock IFs clock to save on
battery life when the Forget-Me-Clock II is not being
used.

All of these products are available from your local
dealer or direct from:

E
Frontier Software

a"2MBSTEto4MB)
Forget-Me-Clock II cartridge

£122.60
£25.53

All prices include VAT.

Please add £2.50 postage and packing to all orders
under £120.00. Frontier accepts payment by Visa,
Mastercard or Access. Prices subject to change without
notice. Goods subject to availability.

P.O. Box 113, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, England HG2 OBE. Phone (0423) 567140/530577. Fax (0423) 522874.
* If we don't dispatch your order within 2 working days we will give you a 25% discount! Offer ends 30th June 1991.
© Frontier Software 1991.

AS sales of the ST soar, the first

STE bundle to be priced at less
than £300 has been launched by
Atari.

Discovery Xtra is a direct
replacement for the ST-based
Discovery Pack, which to a great
extent has been responsible for
the computer's success.
The £299.99 pack will continue
to be aimed at first time home
users and will be based on a
520STE. Games Indiana Jones,

ST SALES SOAR AS NEW
PACK IS LAUNCHED

Dragon's Breath, Anarchy and
Super Cycle are taken from the
Turbo Pack and the programs
NeoChrome, ST Tour and FirST
Basic are also included.
The older STFM variant of the

ST will continue to

be sold on

demand for the rest of the year
but looks certain to be dropped
soon after Christmas.

Marketing director, Peter Stad-

Discovery Xtra is the first pack to put

don, told Atari ST User. "Atari will

the STE on sale at below £300

not be walking away from the FM

and is a replacement for the
Discovery Pack. However, the STFM

- there is still demand for the FM.

will continue to be available to those

It will be available to any retailer

who specifically ask for that model

who wants to order it.

At an Atari press conference in
computer
giant
March
the
claimed

that

the

STFM

would

continue to be sold, and in the

same
speech
vehemently
rejected an Atari ST User report
of a forthcoming price cut for the
STE to below £300.

Meanwhile, the company's new
Family Curriculum Pack has
boosted ST sales considerably
over the last couple of months.
Exhibitors at the recent Computer
Shopper Show reported that
while sales of most types of home
computer had picked up, the ST

particularly

because parents can see a
machine with all-round comput

Staddon says that ST sales

ing ability, he says.
As well as increasing sales,
the Family Curriculum has been
responsible for balancing the

had

enjoyed

a

noticeable increase.

have risen by 10 to 15 per cent
this year, compared with the
same period last year.
The Family Curriculum Pack
has been a huge success

number of

1040STs sold

com

pared with 520STs.

Better
communication

Mega STE delayed

TWO

new

Pace

modems

are

THE on-sale date for the newest member

available from Action Computer

of the ST family, the Mega STE, has been
put back.
It was expected to be available at the
beginning of May but by the end of the
month there was no sign of it being
shipped to UK suppliers. Atari's market
ing director, Peter Staddon, revealed to
Atari ST User that the problem has been
caused by a delay in shipment from the
Far East but he expected full availability
by the beginning of July.
Staddon was quick to dismiss any pos
sibility that the on-sale date would con
tinue to change, as it did with the TT last

Supplies (0800-333 333).
Ultralink

Midi and Music Show held at Hammer

smith, London, at the end of April. The
computer was running a copy of C-Lab

and

The

Ultralink

Thirty Two have a front-panel
LCD display showing relevant
information.

Both models have MNP level 5

data
compression
giving
throughput of up to 19,200 bits
per second and MNP level 4
error correction. Ultralink Quad

costs £399 and supports V22bis,
V22, V23 and V21 and speeds
Shipping problems have meant that Atari have

from 300 to 2,400 baud.

The more expensive Ultralink

had to delay the Mega STE's on-sale date

year. He said that unlike the TT, the
Mega STE is a completed product and is
ready for shipment.
The Mega STE made its first public
appearance on the Atari stand at the

Quad

Hotator version 3

and a

Yamaha SY-77

synthesiser.
Atari have annouced that the price of

the one and two megabyte Mega STEs is
to rise by £100. The Mega STE will cost
£816.63 and the Mega 2 STE, £1169.12

Thirty Two priced at £779 will
automatically dial the public ser
vice telephone network (PSTN)
should the leased line fail, but
switches back as soon as it is
restored.

It boasts baud rates from 300

to

12,000 and

supports V32,

V22bis, V22, V23and V21.
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THE SHOW'S OVER
AFTER several months of speculation Atari have finally
confirmed that they will not be running a major London
show this year.
Management at the firm have told Atari ST User that
they will have a major presence at the Computer Enter

tainment Show to be held at Earl's Court at the begin
ning of September and are looking at the possibility of
a touring event in October.
The four cities the proposed tour would visit remain
unknown but it seems very likely that at least one day
will be spent in London. It would then travel north to
the Midlands, Northern England and Scotland.
Last year a Whistle Stop Tour was held on board a
train, but because of the resulting lack of space this
year's show will be held at exhibition centres or large

universities where there will be ST workshops and
seminars.

At the end of the year Atari intend to have a large
presence at the Computer Shopper Show.
• Those intending to visit the Atari Dusseldorf show
this year should note that the exhibition, with more
than 230 exhibitors promised, will now be held on
August 23 to 25.

Monstrous fun
CHILDREN under five years old
and older students with learning

opment of pre-reading skills, Mix

difficulties are set to benefit from

like

a new piece of software just
released for the ST by education
software house Scetlander (041-

Maggie to help students recog

357 1659).
Aiming to assist the devel-

ters and numbers.

and Match uses a

Scottish

Loch Ness-

monster

called

nise, discriminate between and

remember pictures, shapes, let
Its three programs - Two of a
Kind, Odd One Out and ForgetMe-Not - each contain six edu

cational

games.

recorded,

Results

retrieved

are
and

printed.
Digitised speech is used to
make the program friendly
and ideal for the very young.
As

with

earlier

Scetlander

software, the level of difficulty
can be adjusted to suit the
ability of the student.
The
program
has
already been translated into
Dutch for the Belgian Min
istry of Education.
It will soon be used in

Three programs divided
into six educational games make
up Mix and Match, an educational
program aimed at the very young

20 schools but managing
director of Scetlander, Ron Lan
der, is confident that eventually it
will be used in every primary
school in Dutch-speaking Bel

gium. Cost, £24.09.
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Atari once again plan to run a touring show in the autumn. The com
pany considered last year's Whistle Stop Tour very worthwhile but
are looking for larger venues this year

A
COMPETITION
to
find the Best Christian

Software
1991

writers

was

of

launched

recently at the Chris
tian Resources Exhibi
tion.

Applicants have to
write an original piece
of

Christian

such

a

software

computer

game, a Bible study
aid, database or any
other program which
could be used by reli
gious education teachers, church workers and
members. Entries are invited for a range of home
computers including the ST.
The competition is divided into separate cate
gories for individual software writers or groups,
and in each category there are prizes of cash and
software for entrants under 15 years old and for
those of any age. There is an additional cash prize
for the best from all categories
A spokesman for the competition's organiser,
Evangeltrust, told Atari ST User; "The competition
makes an excellent project for a church youth
group, Sunday School or house group. All it needs
is one or two people with simple programming
skills, plus the enthusiasm and organising abilities
to see it through."
To obtain an entry form, send a sae to Bible Soft
ware Competition, Evangeltrust, PO Box 224,
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1 2NX. The clos
ing date for entries is December 31, 1991 and the
software must have been written this year.

Diary dates
BRIEF
•

9 June, 1991

Ail Formats Computer Fair

Organiser. Bruce Everiss

DESPITE reports in other

sections

of

the

(0926-640137)

computer

Venue: National Motorcycle

press, Atari's new ST Pad and

Museum, Coventry Road,

ST Notebook machines will
not be available in the UK

Solihull

until spring next year. It has

Ideal for those living in the

After fitting a
connector,

been said that the name of ST

Midlands who are unable to

visit the large London

Compo's PC

Pad has been changed to ST
Style but Atari UK is unaware

shows.

emulator can be

plugged into

of such a move

22 June, 1991
Ail Formats Computer Fair

Atari's

• A USER group for ST own
ers running desktop publish
ing applications has been set
up to support Calamus,
PageStream and Timeworks.
It is run by Dave Howell, Flat
3, 68 Corporation Street, West
Walsall, West Midlands WS1
3QR.
Telephone
0922
649410, evenings only.

latest ST

Organiser. Bruce Everiss
(0926-640137)

PC links for Mega STE

Venue: New Horticultural

Hall, London
An increasing number of pub

MEGA STE owners will be able to use Compo Software's (0480

making an effort to attend

been developed by the German firm.

this event.

The Mega STE Connector, which does not require soldering, will
have a recommended retail price of £50 and will be available by the
time the computer goes on sale in the UK.

• THEprice of Michtron UK's
(0726-68020) computer aided

design package Master CAD
has been reduced to £29.95.

• SOME errors crept into last
month's review of Art Tutor.

The program is compatible
with all Atari STs and can be

obtained from Castlesoft, 53
Ewart Grove, Bo'ness, West
Lothian EH55 OJJ.

Atari ST

User wishes to apologise for
any inconvenience caused.
• SOFTWARE Express are
among the latest ST firms to
fall victim to high interest
rates.

The

lapsed

firm

owing

have

a

col

reported

• THE Supra range of hard
disk drives is now distributed

in the UK by Surface (081-566
6677) and WTS Electronics
(0582 2491949).

• PRINTERgiant Star Micronics

have

1,000,000th

international
flavour
MORE than 160 companies are
expected to pack into the
Novotel Hotel, Hammersmith
for the 4th International 16 Bit

Computer Fair which is to be
held on July 12 to 14.
It promises to attract many
international

firms

from

Canada, the United States and
mainland
Europe.
Several
British companies have con
firmed they will unveil new ST
products including Microdeal,
GFA Data Media, Pandaal Mar
keting, Gasteiner, Third Coast
Technologies and Power Com
puting.
For more information con

£150,000.

donated

printer

their

to

the

Prince of Wales' Committee to

help them in their environ

tact show organiser Westmin
ster
Exhibitions
(081-549
3444).

As part of the preparations
den Festival more than 1,000
flowers and 300 trees were

Vale Penuel Scout Group.
Star have a manufacturing
plant near the site.

US-BASED Soft-Logik Pub
lishing (010 1 314 8948608) have confirmed that
a new version of its profes
sional desktop publishing

package

PageStream

fn a very crowded
market, Naksha has
taken the step of
including a game
with its ST

replacement mice

is

poised for release.
PageStream 2 will sup
port
several
new
file
importing formats includ
ing TIFF, MacPaint, GIF,
object-oriented Amiga for
mats

ProDraw

and

DR2D

and IBM EPS.
Point

points

sizes

will

onscreen

be

and

above

26

displayed
Linotronic

(071-730 7852)
Venue: Olympia, London
A musician's paradise instruments, synthesizers
and celebrity visits.
12 to 14 July, 1991
4th International 16-Bit

Computer Show
Organiser: Westminster
Exhibitions

(081-549 3444)
Venue: Novotel Hotel,
Hammersmith
Scores of exhibitors from

Europe and North America
meet under one roof.

5 to 8 September, 1991
Computer
Entertainment Show

Organiser: EMAP
(071-404 4844)
Venue: Earl's Court 2

If you're interested in games
then a visit to Earl's Court
is a must.

and EPS files are to be bet

ter supported. Colouring
has been improved and
colours

can

be

added

using a full CMYK box.
Full details of the pack
age and a UK release date
are not yet available.

MOUSE producers Naksha (0925-56398) have signed a
bundling deal with games house US Gold to combine some top
games with their pointing devices.
Under the deal, Delphine's Operation Stealth will be packaged
with Naksha's Upgrade Mouse for the ST at £35.24.

for the Ebbw Vale 1992 Gar

association with the 1st Ebbw

BETTER
PAGESTREAM
SOON

Games packaged with mice

mental work.

planted by the Committee in

Internationa/ Music Show
Associates

listing computer-related 0898
telephone numbers is being
offered by the proprietor of
one computer line operator,
Bruce Everiss. To receive one

12 to 14 July, 1991
Organiser. Westland

• A FREE plastic wallet card

send an sae to PO Box 71,
Kineton, Warwick CV35 OXA.

lic domain libraries are

891819) AT Speed C16 PC emulator using an adaptor which has

5 to 8 December, 1991
Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Online
(081-868 4466;
Venue: Wembley Exhibition
Halls

An opportunity to buy some
bargains before Christmas.
It's expected to be much
larger than last year's
show.

OVERSEAS EVENTS

23 to 25 August, 1991
Atari Messe

Organiser: Atari Germany
(010 49 61 42 2090)
Venue: Dusseldort Fairground
A chance to catch up with
what's happening in Ger
many, where the ST is sel
dom used for games play
ing.
• If your company is organising a
show relevant to the Atari ST

and it's not listed, let us know
so we can include the informa

tion in the diary.
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NRG

CYBERZINE

Over 50,000 have joined Special Reserve - theclub which offers more for lesswith no obligation to buy.

We only supply members but you
can order at the same time as joining

£6.00 membership includes:
NRG colour magazine, with News, Reviews &
Graphics and featuring the adventures of the NeuReal Gamers Cyberpunk street gang. NRG is sent to
all members bi-monthlyand includes the Special
Reserve top ten charts, a release schedule of
forthcoming games and a full catalogue of club otters.
7-Day Sales hot-lines, 9am to 8pm weekdays. 9am
to 5pm Sat. 10am to 5pm Sun. 0279 600204.
Enquiries hot-lines, dedicated to after-sales service.

3.99
25.!

IISURE SUIT LARRY 1,253(1 MEG) 32.99

3D POOL..
4D SPORTS BOXING

LfllSURESUITLARRY 2 (SIERRA) D/S 26.49

LEMMINGS

16.99

4D SPORTS DRIVING

UFE>ND DEATH

15 99

ADVANCED DESTROYER SIMULATOR 1€

LIN&OF FIRE D.'S . .
LOMBARD RAC RALLY

16.99
12.99

AFRIKACORPS
ALCATRA7

LOTUS)ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE

AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY

LURKjflGHORROR ilNFOCOM)

APB .

Fast despatch of stock items. Over 40,000 games in
stock. Games sent individually wrapped.
Writtenreceipt of order, and we issue refunds on
request in the event of any delay.
Best Prices and Best Service, that's why over
50,000 people have joined Special Reserve.

QC /)/1

UK£6.00 EEC£8.00 WORLD £10.00 AmSJmUU

16 99

5 99

1999 I
.19.99 I

TANK PLATOON

ARCHIPELAGOS

9am to 5pm weekdays. 0279 600205.

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP

10.99
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

"TAVELLER

MENACT"
mercenary

5 49 I

ARMGU-GEDDON
ATOMINO
AWESOUE

merchant colony

B.S.SJANES£YVOLI!>t[lrfGi.F?T 1

metal masters

BAAL
BAD LANDS
BALLISTIX

microprjse soccer

.

'9.49

'6.99

. .8.49

midwinteb
... .1999
mig 29 fulcrum
23 49
monster pack 1 shadow of the

BALLYHOO IINFOC

BARDSTAysafcto^C
BATTLE OFpRITAINB S

19 99

BETRAY^T

19.99

BATTLESGAfrS.P0R4)IVOaAHr.tADA)...19.99
I

BEYCJlPZO.::K T-FOCOM).. .

;ast, infestat.on. nitroj d.'S
""INSHINb RACERS
IERD/S

HEKID

16.99

TCK CAULDRON

6.99

.OODWYCH

. .

kVYSE AL\. .

CADAVER-EVELS-THE PAY OFF^I :0 49

22 99 I

. . .15 99

6.99

1699

CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN SSSm.

19.99

CHAOS STRIKES BACK ...W

1099

CHASE H02;SCi: D.S ..A

TION HARRIER D.SV

16.9

OPERATION STE A! 1-1 D S

IRKS (ART PACKAGfc

. . 5 99 |
1,16.99 I

. ..16.99

CHIPS CHALLENGE

CHRONOQUEST2

CHUCK ROCK

Annual subscription to XS NRG is just £14.99 for
Special Reserve members only. The price includes:
colour review magazine for
Amiga, ST and PC users. Each issue is packed with
reviews of new games (and some of the best older
ones) and utilities. There's more about the NRG street
gang plus cheat modes, bulletin board and club letters.

You get more from the club with XS NRG...
, redeemable

¥

16 49

"ER MANAGER

CODENAMFICFWAN;- MEG) D.S

26 49

_FlCEQUEST2(S.ERRA)D'S ....

COHORT

1949

BOL OF RADIANCE :i MEG) (SSI)

riGt-TiNG^ORBO.VIE

*T£ULOUS &SIM CITY

2549
15.49

fSIERRAV ..^tijr

26,49

IR UP (CHASE H Q TURRICAN.
f. ALTEREDBEAST.

WARRjfn 4 CARVUP)
"Nation

16.99
9.99

T1DRIFT ....

CORE DjfUprPACK (TORVAK THE
'oration mission disk

jlous PROMsrn. ancs

IOW ISLANDS)
•MONGER

10.49

:orruption (m/scrolls)

ENT ELECT (SSI)
EOFPERSIA
"JNNISTOUR2

curse of the azure bond'". meg) 19 99
.

.

ORGLORYfi MEG)
BR GLORY 2 ;1 MEG)

899
8 49
8 49

das boot (the boat sub sim)
deadline (budget)..

18.99
7.99

KlLROAD WCOON

11.99

CK DANGEROUS

ORwe'll giveyou XSNRG PLUS... all for £29.99.
Enter XS NRG and pay £14.99.
These offers apply to UK only. Special
Reserve membership is not included.

7.99

DEJAVU

3.99

DEJAVU2

799

DELUXE PAINT

39 99

DEMON'AK
DEUTEROS
DRAKKHEN

2Q.<
. 16 99,,

.

DUNGEON MASTER

. 10.99

DYNASTY WARS
EMOTION .
EASTVS WEST

6.49
12!

ECO PHANTOMS

16.99

ELITE

ELVIRA M STRESS OF "HE DARK
ENCHANTER .BUDGET).
ENCOUNTER

:

. ...

20.99 j
13498

EPIC
ESWAT DS

16.99
. ...16.99

EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE

.16.99

EYEOFHORUS

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50P PER GAME FOR TELEPHONED ORDERS

(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

Name
Address.

3 99

F15S1HIK; EAGLE

., . .8.49

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON .

.

.22.99
10.99

Postcode

Tel.

P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH
Existing members please
enter your Membership No.

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC £10 World

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE [i

19 99
23 99

.

FOOLS ERRAND

7.49

.

. 12.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7-)

'.5.99

GAUNTLET 2

6 99

\

2.99

I ENT SERVICE (S'JBSIM)
•II ICON DREAMS .I r/r. ')• V

IIKWORM (BUDGET)

3.99

\

7 99

M CITY & POPULOUS

IL ANDCROSSBONES

....

"HASE
RER (INFOCOM)
QUEST 3 (S fcHHA. DS

iBALL
bi-i-FDBALl.?
spn.i---

..

.16.99
8.49
16 99

GUILD OF THIEVES (M/SCRO.LS)

6 99

HARDDRIVIN1

0 99

TEENAGE MUTANT -FRO TURTLES 0/
TEENAGE QUEEN.STRPPOKFRi ...

TESTDRIVE2

TETRIS

THE LOST PATROL

•_——"^ '349

...*fc^

THEME PARK MYSTERY ./*

16<

TIME &MAGIK (LEVEL 9j

.

J

.JH16.99

JAMES POND. .
/
.M 1699
JAMES POND 2 ROBOCCjr . ..M 1699
799

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

19.99

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO RED
Front row left to right

TOURNAMENT GOLF ^T

... .14.49

TOWER OF BABEL JT

11.49
.16.99

TRINITY (INFQ0OM

TURBO |Pmi TH CAR) .
"njRBJpIrl2 D/S

5 49
15.49

WR5

19.99

2(1 MEG)

2049 I

'MS CIVILWAR DISK
UNINVITED
UNTOUCHABLES ..
VENUS -THE FLY TRAP

4,49 I

4,49 1
...

2 9S
13.9$

VIZ..
VOYAGER

; '

2.99

WHEELS OF FIRE (HARD Uri;v,N. CHASE

19.99

WINNING TEAM

(ESCAPE FTPOT ROBOT MONSTERS,
APB. KLAX, VINDICATORS)

19,99

KICKOFF2- Rn"JRN||FEUROPED.S ?J

WIPE OUT
WOLFPACK

3.99
19.99

KICK OFF 2 - WiNNiNQPACTICS D/S.

WONDERLAND (1 MEG) (M/SCROLLS)

19.99

KICK OFF 2 D/S
KILLING CLOUD!

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER

14.49

.§.% 49

WRATH OF THE DEMON D/S
XENOMORPH D/S
XENON 2, MEGABLAST

19,99
8.49
7.99

#18 49

XIPHOS

16.99

KICK OFF 2 - FINAL WHIST

KICK OFF2 - GIANTS OFJfjROPE D-'S ...7J

KILLING .gAME'SHOW

EST4 (SIERRA) D/S ...
IGHTS OF LEGEND
KULT

5.J

LEATHER GODDrSf'.r.:> •RLDGET)

7.!

LEGEND OF THz SWORD

4.'

ZORK 1 (INFOCOM)
ZORK 2 (INFOCOM)
ZORK 3 (BUDGET)

13.49 I
13.99
8.99
9.99
9.99

14.49

H.Q. POWERDRIFT. TURBO OUTRUN)

JUDGE DREDD
KICKOFF

1699

.5.49

Back row left to right
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA GLO GREEN

.^

UMSVIETNAM DISK ....

JET+ JAPAN DSK 3JBL«fciC)Jr ..

74.99 I

QUICKJOY JET FIGHTER JOYSTICK
QUICKSHOT111ATURB02JOYSTICK
QUICKSHOT130F PYTHON JOYSTICK
TURBO BLASTER JOYSTICK

.»

TOKI

1699

J.NICKLAUSGOLF

-M 16 99

TOYOTA CELICMrTRALLY

jM%99

9.99 I
5.49
5.9

DRAGON SPIRIT. XYBOTS)
TEAM SUZUKI

TEAM YANKEE

16 99
6.99

IMPERIUM ....
INFESTATION.

6.99

SWITCHBLADE 2

HILL STREET BLUES
HILLSFAR

IMMORTAL (1 MEG; D/S

PRINTER LEAD AMIGA OR ST
DUST COVER FOR ATARI ST
DUST COVER FOR LC10 PRINTER

SUPREMACY

THUNDERSTRIKE

8.49

..169.99

SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX"">»w 16 99
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2 iDATABAST

16.99

7.49
24.49

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
LC10 RIBBON

STORM ACROSS '
STUNT CAR RACE!
SUPER CARS 2
SUPER GRIDRUNNER

HERO'S QUEST (GREMLIN)

HOLLYWOOD HIJINX (INFOCOM)
HOME ACCOUNTS (DIGITA)

STAR LC10 PRINTER
FRICTION AND TRACTOR, 144 CPS/36 NLQ

STARFLIGH1
STARGLIDER 2.

THUNDERJAWS

19.99

199.99
14.99

STATIONFALL (iNf

16.99

BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S

24 MONTHS WARRANTY
CITIZEN SWIFT COLOUR PRINTER RIBBON

STAR RA'l

HARD DRIVIN' 2 D/S

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE (BUDGET)
7.99
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION (ROBOCOP.

..86.99

SPY WHG

TNT (APB. HARD ^RIVIN'. TOOB1N.

GOLDEN AXE
GRAVITY
GREG NORMAN'S GOLF

CSA354 ATARI ST 3.5" 720K

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR PRINTER
FRICTION & TRACTOR, 213 CPS/36 NLQ, COLOUR,

OLYMPUS 14" OPTIK LEAD GLASS
ANTI-RADIATION & REFLECTION FILTER

SWIV

7.99

CUMANA EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE

.....16.99 I

\. 599
V..9 99
\0 99 |

19.99

GOLD RUSH! (SIERRA)

1599
14 99
5 99
14.49

25 99
37.99
1599
14.99

INTERNATIONA- SOCCERCHAhf

CHEQUE/P.O./VISA/ACCESS/MASTERCARD/SWITCH

. V

GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER
GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER
GODS
GOLD OF THE AZTECS D'S

HUNTER

Credit card issue/expiry date

....

RET OF MONKEY i S r ' "
lADOWOFTHE BEAST

GETTYSBURG (ARC) D/S

HOUND OF SHADOW

please add 10% EEC or 25% World (or carriage.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

CRKE'SDRIFT... \. .
T U.NRUNNER
V
ASTALKER (INFOCOI*..

SPINDLT
SPIRIT

GHOSTBUSTERS 2. INDIANA JONES.

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage.
World software orders please add £1,00 per item.
For non-software items such as joysticks or blank disks

GUE TROOPER

iADOWGATE

59p each or
£21.99 for 50

3 99

SPELLBfl&AKERflM r>G(;M

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6, 6-8 or 8-)

Payable to: Special Reserve

16 99

CKET RANGm»_..

IADOWWARRIORS

SONY 3.5"
DS/DD DISK + LABEL

7.49

JOCOP2D-S

!1.49

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2 .

Computer

22 99

9.99
59.99
16.99
8.49
16.49

4 99

21.99 for 50

.16 99
6.49

F16 FALCON MISSION D!SK 2
FI9 STEALTH FIGHTER
F29 RETALIATOR
FERRARI FORMULA 1
FEUDAL LORDS

FISTS OF FURY (DYNAM TF DUX. NINJA
WARRIORS, SHINOBI, D DRAGON 2) . 19 99
FLAMES OF FREEDOM (MIDWNTER 2"- 22 99

159p each or

8,4

"

"K DANGEROUS 2
ADWAREUROPA :SSI)

F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 1

FISH!(M/SCROLLS)

"
16,9

.25.99 I
2699

^2 (SSI)

deathtrap
defendfr of t h f crown

5.9

.

*YLE

1699

damocles
damocles mission disk 1
damocles mission d!sk 2

16.3

OR2 ..

16 99
19.99
17,49

cybercon3

D S

MONGER DATA DISK 1 D/S..

4.99

crime doesnt pay .
cruise for a corpse
crystals of arborea

against items bought from Special Reserve.
of pre-release or latest titles.
That's 18 reasons to buy XS NRG heres two more:

Or enter XS NRG PLUS at £29.99.

..

COLONFl S DEQUES" (1#EG) DS
COLORADO
.J&F

coNours" OFcarfroi •.- megi

FREE CATALOl

0279 600204

7.!

\

2.99

649
799

16 99

HAND SOUTHrT"_

CADAVER

J»

3.99

'699

>HIFT .....V..

BRAT

M.

2.99

-6 99 I

IRMIND.. %
' .MANSELLIgRAND PRIX

CAPTIVE

4.99

16.99
. 6.99

.

IULUS2 ..«.

CARRIER COMMAND

4.99

iM 19657

BLOODWYCH DATA DISK .
BLUE MAX

CHAMPiONOF THE RAJ

4.99

17,49

"" jLD.S

7 49

MAGNETIC SCROLLS

....

9.99
5.99
7.99

TURBO (RAPID FIRE) JOYPAD
ROCTEC MOUSE FOR AMIGA

13.49 |

14.99 I
15.9

QUICKSHOT127 STARFIGHTER REMOTE

CONTROLLER + TWO INFA-RED JOYPADS

QUICKSHOT138F MAVERICK 1JOYSTICK

29.99 I

13.99 |

Other items not shown

COMPETITION PRO 5000 BLACK
COMPETITION PRO 5000 MEAN GREEN
COMPETITION PRO 5000 RED/WHITE

10.99
10.99
9.99

COMPETITION PRO 5000 WHITE
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA COMBAT

10.99
12.99

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA CLEAR
CONTRIVER C820A ATARI ST MOUSE
FOUR PLAYER AMIGA/ATARI ST JOYSTICK

13.49
29.99

ADAPTOR (FOR KICKOFF 2 ETC)

7.99

MOUSE MAT

3.99

NAKSHA MOUSE. BRACKET AND MAT(AMIGA/ST)...24.99
POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD (NULLMODEM)
7.99

Inter-Mediates Ltd. Reg. Office: 2 South Block,
The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.
VAT reg. no. 424 8532 51
INEVITABLY, SOMEGAMES SHOWN MAY NOTYETBE RELEASED.

w
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A VERSATILE CHAMELEON
A GERMAN ST pro

grammer has written
a
program
which

File Mien Sort

Rbout NeoDesk

Not so perfect

Options

Afl

The Chaneleon

bbbdbd

THE
boys
in
Salt Lake City,
Utah, have now

enables any desk accessory to
be loaded and removed from

memory at any time but which

reversed

does not demand a huge amount

their

decision

of memory to be reserved.

to upgrade the ST's Word

The maximum number of desk
accessories
which
can
be

it appears that Word Per

loaded into the ST at any time is
six. The commercial utility Multi-

Perfect to version 5 and

Didot linelirt

,

fect addicts will have to

fmrnwemaamt

desk will extend this limit, as well

as making it possible to run
•aiy^wfRiyw i

accessories from the Desktop as

ii 11finMi

if they were ordinary program
files, but it requires a consider
able amount of precious ram in
reserve.

In practice, you often find that
you do not need any accessories
at all during an entire working

only agreed to

on the strength of an
order by Atari Deutsch-

The arrow indicates that the accessory is operating

through Chameleon, so you know the memory space
occupied by it can be released again at any time

land

who

ever you have loaded, with an
arrow in front of it indicating that

main application.
Until, that is, you suddenly
need urgent access to a note

the utility freely - although he

Chameleon has been at work.

book or a disk formatter. Even if

It is really the only desk acces

remain

with

the

author

prohibits its distribution through

The

new

accessory

either

pops up immediately or, if it was

PD libraries.

for

no

ware and that the order
has been cancelled.

Perhaps the existence
of

such

excellent

wordprocessors as

Pro-

and

sory you'll ever need, provided

patiently for your call. It can be

text,

that your main applications are
compatible with it - the only one
Atari ST User found to give prob

That's Write

you to call up any desk acces

The Chameleon is very cleanly
written and even compatible with

removed again by clicking on its
name while pressing Shift+Alternate - any windows opened by
the accessory will be closed, the
memory space released to the
operating system, and the name

sory at any time and then remove
it when you have finished with it?

the TT and various accelerator
boards. Once installed as an

of the Chameleon restored to the
Desktop menu.

takes up only 5K, yet enables

lems is Protext.

Even better, how about such a

accessory, all you need to do is

A Chameleon can be yours for

utility for free? The Chameleon is

click on its entry in the Desk

a sort of all-purpose desk acces

menu and choose the desired

sory. It is distributed on a special
disk for subscribers to the Ger

accessory from the file selector.
Its entry in the Desk menu will be

the cost of a blank disk and an
sae which should be sent to the
author:
Karsten
Isakovic,
Wilmersdorferstr.82,
D-1000

man ST MAGAZIN but the rights

replaced by the name of what

Berlin 12.

TOS licence for Gadgets
AMONG the growing number of com

peting acceleration boards for the ST,
Dave Small's new SST030 must surely

be the jewel. Based, as the name suggests, on the
Motorola 68030 it is capable of beating the TT's
speed - at a staggering 33MHz.
It will also support high resolution screen dis
plays, can be expanded up to eight megabytes
using TT fast ram, and supercharge Dave Small's
other marvel, the Apple Macintosh emulator Spec
tre GCR, to a degree that will leave most Macintosh

ST

selected with the Shift key, waits

the six slots, more often than not

among them.
So what about a utility that

fewer than

10,000 copies of the soft

you have taken full advantage of
the accessory you require is not

resume

work for the Atari market

allows private owners to copy

session and that the memory
would be better used for your

continue with the ageing
version 4.1, give or take
the odd bug fix.
Rumours suggest that
Word Perfect Corporation

Calligrapher

thing

to

had some

do

with

both

decisions.
It. flic tdll frirch Fnrn>l Si.If '"•:

I

_

: Vri'irticCT...

::

CO

Word Perfect for the ST: the
fast word from Utah?

France shown

serious Atari

II owners with dropped jaws.
At a recent Atari Show in Canada, the moving

spirit behind Gadgets by Small announced that
Atari Corporation had agreed to license TOS ver

ATARI France had
a stand at the
recent Construktic

sion 2.02, as used in the TT, for incorporation in the

Exhibition in Paris. The busi
ness arm of the firm was

SST030.

represented and attention

The SST030 should be released any day now,

distributors. Gadgets by Small is at 40 W. Littleton

was firmly focused on the
TT. ST specialists Human
Technologies shared the

Blvd., #210-211, Littleton, Colorado, USA. Tel: 010

stand space.

although nothing is yet known about price and UK
1 303 7916098.

July 1991 Atari ST User
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We are the longest established Atar,i dealer in tieUK We have developed an extensive 1

ladbroke

Icustomer serwce potcy which means that we test at Hardware/Software prior to

| despatch toensure thai goods arrive in working order Although on prices are not

Omputing

| always tiecheapest we do endeavour to oiler consistently good service and backup I

;Itvsisntiustour opriion we were voted 'Best Dealer 1983T byme readers ofSTWorld*
^magazne. not lor 'the number ol boxes shifted; but lor quaity service.
%

\On SiteWarranty. We have recently extended our backup programme by oflerhg on sitei
i*arranty asan option on alSTs.We already otter this service on AM Star printers and *

International

1Pimps monitors Ssted
AMsystems include 12 Mnths
on site maintenance and
D0S401

i^5 Mpnxs are accurate while slocks last. Phone lor up to dale prices Alprices *
Iindude WW (here areno hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Delivery fm Mainland UK) isfree, on i

1
£734.99

}orders over £100 (add £10 for nextdaycourier deSvery. Al prices available onMai

286 •12MHz
Mono VGA
tvb RAM suppled, upgradeable to4Mb. 80287 Co-Processor socket
Colour
VGA £839.99
40Mb 24msHaid drive 2x AT and 1x XTfree expansion slots. Mouse.
GBd a 1st Wtord. chobe of1x 525'floppy or1x a5' fbppy
Colour S-VGAE839.99

386k, -16MHz
Mono VGA
2M3RAMsuppled,upgradeable to 8Mb. 80387sx Co-Processor
socket. 40Mb 24msHard drive 4x ATand1x XTfree expansion slots. Colour VGA

Mouse, choice of 1x525' fbppyor1x35' floppy.
386p«*20MHz
2MbRAMsupplied, upgradeable to 10Mb. 80387Co-Processor

386., -25MHz

XT free expansion slots. Mouse. 1x 525' floppy and 1x 35" Ibppy

1

£104999
£1159.99

Q 100 tracks storage. 20 tracks playing

Mono VGA

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

£1259.99
£136999

Colour S-VGAE1469.99

4MbRAMsuppled,upgradeabte to 16Mb32K Fastcache RAM
80387Co-Processor socket 4CMb 24ms Hard drive. 4x ATard 1x

:Order. Shop prices may oilier

Colour S-VGAE1259.99

socket40Mb 24msHard drwe. 4x AT and1x XT free expansion slots Colour VGA

Mouse. 1x525' floppy and 1x35'floppy

;|

\AlIprtcf'are correct at copy date 22/05/9land are subject to change without prior %

Mono VGA

£1789.99

Colour VGA

£1889.99

Colour S-VGAE199999

CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

£64.99

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£54.99
£54.99

TheST internal drivo requres theSTs case tobe modrfied (Ml nstructkns suppiedl Theexternal
ST drive isa high quaity. sirn. qiietdrive wffchcomescomplete with integral PSU and so dossnot
draw power fromthe ST which couldcause Drabtams. Add E3 P&P fordrives.

Midistudio
Master Now
£99.99

simitaneousry.
240 ppq resolution.

Realtime mix-down via mouse,
Realtime scroling arrange window.
11 levels of quantise,inducinghumanise.
Pipeine/Modute system
Loop record.
Mid soft keys
Works on 1040STF(MXE)

Midistudio Junior
Mow 29.99

Use your ST or Amiga to send faxes.
FuMy featured modem accesses

buietin boards/commercial systems.
G Fuiy Hayes compatible.

PCBnutetora frir.gr

PC Speed. XT Emulator
AT Once. ATEmulator

AT SPeed (16MHz)

Auto del/answer

Q
Q
Q

300/1200/2400 Baud

a

Cannot receive faxes Not BT
approved.

fix ST or Amiga

£224.99

E 99.99
E 19999

£249.99

Includes DR DOS 5
Socket for 80C287 CoProcessor

Norton factor of 8.2

(W- &~

rices

Bulk Sony or Kan

Quantity

loose

Boxed

5.99 £

6.99

10

£

40

£ 20.99 £26

100
150

TPK erancf

99

99

Boxed in IP's

Ry fori Hack

ptaticbox
Lockabfe,
disc bos

£ 48. £57.99
99
£ 66.99
OJt
Sucixhfc

Locfabfe,

disc box

£

9.49

£

34.99

£

84.99

15Mb Amiga board unpop
E 37.99 15Mb Amiga brd.5Mb hstatedE 55.99
15Mb Amiga brd *fc instated £ 7299 15Mb Amiga brd15Mb instated £88.99
Zydec15Mb board requires connection to Garry &13 Kfckstart hdudes clock.
TOS14kit(6or2 ROMs) E 3R99 STFM Bitter chip, kit
E 39.99
Amiga 512K noclock
E 2699 Amiga 512K with clock
£ 2999
Exchange STFM PSU
E 59.99 ROM switch * TOS14
£49.99

Ple?5? *5£L "^ c"ifi°ura«on of your machine with our staffbefore ortterino any
upgrade and have your machine open when you phone. Al upgradesAepatrs^fried^tby our

servra centrecarry a 90 days parts and labour guarantee. Our service centre can repair/

upgrade any ST. Arnga. Please phone for repair/upgrade charges. Please add Et60 PSPfor

x!50

disc box

£125.

Al diskscarry unconditional guarantee. Add80p RSPfor each10disksorE3.00for 100arid above.

"Power of the Mac, without the price.
Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

520STEPowerPack
£269.99 520STE Turbo Pack
£269.99
Amiga 500 Computer
£299.99 Mb Amiga Screen Gem's Pack £369.99
Wecan supply upgradedSTE packs forthe extra pricesshownbelow
520STEtoMj
add £25 520STEto2Mb
add £75
520STEto4Mb
add £150 See aries upgrades

3
Q

3

200 Dpi scanner.
16 grey scales or Hack/White mode.

Ugh quaity thermal image printer.
Acts as photocopier.
ST & Amiga £399.99
PC version £42999.
Requires M) RAM
write stocks last

IMG scanner £49.99

Atari SM124 Mono
£ 149.99
Phips 8833Mkll Colour £ 249.99
Phips15'TV
£ 269.99
IncOdes: FST. remote control. Scart input
(giving near monitorquaity drsplay). 80 tuner
presets, sleep timer and Fastext
Al displays come with Scart cable. Deduct

£10 from Monitors only, if bought with
computer.

Q Supports Hard drive andsecond floppy.
Q Compatible with STE Stacy.
Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

Spectre GCR V3
£290

Phone for 128K
ROM's

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

Aldot matrix printers come complete with IBM Cerr&onics cable AlStar printers bdude

12months on site warranty. UKMainland only.

StarLC-X)

140/36cps E 169.99 Citizen 120D+ COcps
£20999 Citizen Swift 192/64cpa
Star lC-200 colour printer E 219.99 Citizen swift Colour upgrade
Star LC24-200 222cps
£ 249.99 Citizen Swift 9
SterLC-24/10

Star 1X24-200 colour printer E 31999
Star Laser 8DB 2Mb RAM

£
E
£

139.99
31999
3999

£

209.99

B4K buffcr/3 input switcher S:
E 1849.99 256K buffer/3 input switcher £

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Snop& Mai order premises: 33Ormskirk Road. Proston. Lancashire, PR1 SOPOpen Monday to Saturday
gaoamto SOOpm Phones answered from ftOOam Deater enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing
trternational isa trading name ofWalton Marketing Limited AM trade marks recogrtsed

Data Pulsed
Quantum Mechanics

Data Pulse Hard Drives

The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

Pulse range of Hard Drives are made to very high

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of
capacities and include the following

American Miitary standard and are covered by a 2

H>i Full Metal case providing good shiekSng

year manufacturers warranty (from date of
manufactureX They are al 3.5" mechanisms with a

heightof just 1inchand integrated SCSI controtera
They have an average access time of 11ms utilising a

and can be used as a monitor stand

£) On/Off switch and DMA device selector
mounted on front

64K look ahead disk cache.

£} Integral PSU

All Mechanisms used are Autoparking reducing the

|§^ DMA Out for Daisy chaining.

riskof damage during transit They are also very low
power which means they can operate without the
need for a fan. thus reducing noise

A
Space forsecond mechanism rntematy.
A% Choice of controller boards(prices differ):
™

1Mb per second Bothcome with formatting and
partitioning software
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NFO Desk 3 Special Offer
TM

A* drives come with a range of PD utilties
and Turtle Backup software, plus demo's of

Midistudio and Midistudio Master.

52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock)

er
T|bW1

«ff7 lure

GE-Soft board or ICO boardfwithdockX

Both boards have a data transfer rate h excess of

A

G/pecial

£
£
£
£

409.99
429.99
519.99
539.99

Al prices include VKT & DeSvery. Dealer enquiries
welcome.

Due to the popularity of our hard drives
and buk purchasing power, We can now NEO
offer NEO Desk 3. the replacement

desktop which was voted "Software utjlty
of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readers, to buyers of our hard drives for
just an extra £24.99. We can also offer

the perfect hard drive companion to all existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for
details!

'Neodesk 3 is truly invaluable for the ST owner?
-ST Format-

AridFi Memory Upgrades
Ladbroke Computing have been active in the field of
ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire
range of STs. h that timeour engineers have gained
experience in the field and have used that
experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards.
We have recently developed our own 2/4Mb
upgrade board using an in house designed, MuJti
layer circuit board which measures just 52mm x
62mm, smaller than a credit card. We have achieved
this miniturisation by utilising 4 Megabit memory chip

technology. The result of this reduction in size is a
reduction in cost and more reliable operation due to
the fact that the board resides under the STs

shieldng protecting it from interference and reducing
Electromagnetic emissions.

The board is manufactured in the UK and hand
assembled in our workshops by skited technicians.
The boards are then thoroughly tested before
despatch.
The board comes in two configurations, 2Mb

(upgradeable at a later date to 4Mb) and 4Mb
The boards require some soldering but are very

easy to fit and come complete with ful instructions
to fit ANY ST inducing Mega'sfexcept STE's which
use SMM boardsl If your shifter chip is not

socket which is supplied.

To check your board has been instated correctiy we

supply you with a dak which has a memory check
program and other PD utiity software. If for any
reason your upgrade should refuse to work we have
skilled technicians on hand to offer technical support.

Aries Upgrades (Any ST(F)(M))

512K Upgrade Board
2/2.5Mb Upgrade Board
4Mb Upgrade Board

Our skied technicians can install the above upgrade boards

for £20 induing VAT and returndefvety

4 or 16 chip STF(M) only

£39.99

AriRfiUporadesSTE
512K SIMMS upgrade
2Mb SIMM's upgrade
4Mb Simm's upgrade

£24.99
£79.99
£159.99

Al the above prices include VAT. Defvery is free on orders
over £100. Please check configuration of your machine with
our staff before ordering chip or SwMs upgrades.

socketed, you wil have to desokter it and install a

A

£59.99
£139.99
£259.99

Dealer Enquiries

New 2Mb / 4Mb

Upgrade board for
Any ST
(Shown actual size)

Welcome.

ries Upgrades

Udbroto Conputirxj WerraSorBi is a tradrxj nen^

A U
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The days of flat-screen displays could b
drawing to a close with the introduction of

virtual reality. John Butters has been finding
Jt how, why and when it's going to happen

hehvMiab
virtual real!
A

tiny Leicester-based firm is about to
turn the leisure computing industry and home computing - on its head.
W Industries, which has fewer than

20 employees, is responsible for the develop
ment of Virtuality, an innovative and sensa

tional new application for 3D technology.
Virtual reality is a computer science which
until now, has been used only in the research
-•

-=»
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and

development departments of certain

industries. But this is set to change thanks to
a system called Virtuality 1000 SD which was

launched by W Industries to a rapt audience
at the Wembley Conference Centre. London,
just a few weeks ago.
Virtuality is aimed primarily at the leisure
market and will give most people their first
experience of virtual reality. The potential mar

ket is worth many millions of dollars - the
largest slice of the cake is taken by Japan
with 30 per cent of the sales, while the UK is
worth a modest five per cent.
W Industries' system is the result of work

by the firm's managing director, Doctor Jon
Waldern. who devised and performed several
experiments with his own real-time interactive
research system in 1984. This followed the

type a year later after being built in
Waldern's garage at home. Basically, virtual
reality transports the user into another world
by fooling the brain into accepting that the
environment created is real.
Users are shielded from their real sur

roundings and given a complete 360
degree three-dimensional vision of the
new world - or Experience as it has
been labelled by W Industries - made

up of 16-bit graphics in 65,000 colours.
There

is

quadraphonic

sound,

objects can be touched, and scientists
even predict that smell will be intro
duced. But the quality of the graphics
is not as good as some would have
us believe - in fact, it's the ability to

look around by moving your head
that is exciting and new.

Players are able to do danger
ous things without risking life or
equipment. The experience of

engaging in a dog fight with
another

fighter

parachuting

plane,

off*?/**^st

or

from a Hercules

transporter would normally be
limited to very few. But in virtual

reality anybody can jump from 20,000 feet
and survive, even if their parachute refuses to
open.

A group of people can be put into the same

There are several levels of play - like many

world by networking and the effect is so real

games on the ST - starting with an easy
beginner level. Unlike the coin-op machines
most people are familiar with, which in most
cases run only one piece of software, Virtual
ity is able to operate like a juke box holding
many different games from which players can

istic it's already being put to unusual uses. A
QED television program recently announced
that a lawyer is investigating whether a mar

riage between two Americans in virtual reality
is legal

choose.

AN OBSESSION

There were two games available for the

One industry source sees this as an example
of how some are becoming obsessed with it.
He says that virtual reality is being treated by

trade and press visitors at the launch. Battlesphere is a three-dimensional shoot-'em-up,
and VTOL is a flight simulator based on the
vertically taking off and landing Harrier, again
with a shoot-'em-up theme but ideal for letting >

some as an alternative to illegal drug-taking
and adds that the craziest are even attempt

ing virtual sex. If this is the case, it's likely that
regulation of the new technology could pre
sent a whole new problem area for the author
ities concerned.

Virtuality is now set to make its mark in
amusement arcades across the globe, at a
cost to the operators of £20,000 per console,
which is double the cost of conventional
machines.

The cost to trigger-happy youths will proba
bly be the equivalent of £1 per game, which is
likely to be restricted to a maximum of
between six and seven minutes playing time.

At a later date it might be possible to pay for

games in advance by buying credit cards,
such as British Telecom's Phonecard.
W
Industries claims that amusement

arcades need the fresh technology that Virtu
ality offers because of the damage done to
the market by the increased sophistication

and lower prices of home computers such as
the Atari ST.

Because the ST and other micros have

Once games such as the Harrier simulator,
VTOL, arrive in the arcades ST users will be

pining for the software to be converted to their
home computers. The cost of virtual reality in
the home is a problem but firms are working on

ways of bringing it down to a more affordable
level - the Japanese will probably be first

graphics and sound very similar to arcade
machines, game-players have become reluc
tant to plough their money into the coin-op

games, preferring to pay £25 for unlimited
creation of the first head-mounted computer-

generated display system at the University of

play at home,

W Industries argue that their Experiences,

which are specially written for a multi-player

Utah in 1969.

head-

environment, will have lasting appeal because

mounted displays which were retrofitted into a
motor cycle helmet. They contained a liquid
crystal display (LCD) for each eye and influ
enced the design of Virtuality, which was first
previewed in 1987 and completed as a proto

of the ability to link consoles, enabling friends
to play against each other or as teams. On
paper, 25 systems can be hooked up and so
far, in practice, 10 have been connected and

NASA

had

already

developed

worked as planned.
July 1991 Atari ST User

>. friends or teams have dog fights with each
other. To change between the two, players

Waldern sees an output of between 5,000
and 6,000 consoles per year. However. W
Industries would be happy if a few hundred
were on the streets by the end of 1991. The

didn't have to get out of their seats and look
for different machines as they would have had
to do with existing arcade games - simply

impact of the consoles on the smoke-filled

pressing a button on the front of the console

games arcades seems fairly predictable, but

changed the Experience.

how will they affect ST computing? ST games
players have come to expect coin-op soft

At the moment all software for Virtuality is

written in-house by W Industries, and they're

ware to follow on to their £300 home micros
soon after they've grabbed the attention of
teenagers in the centre of town.

working on an extra six Experiences which
they hope to have available by the end of the
first year of operation.

They will all be compatible with the existing
hardware and at least a further two games will
be written each quarter.

It is possible that third party software
houses could produce additional Experi
ences, but this is still open to discussion.

ADDING MOTION
Plans to improve Virtuality include the addition
of motion, which could be introduced as early
as the end of this year. Those who spend their
time in amusement arcades will already be
familiar with the latest generation of coin-op
games that bump and turn as they're played.
Afterburner is one example.
This can easily be added to Virtuality for
games such as the simulation VTOL. There

are already boltholes in the base of the con
sole for adding six axes, and with a little extra
work those flying the Harrier would be able to
feel the aircraft's movement.

The Japanese are said to have been "over

But if the arcades become full of virtual

The multi-processor, multi-media computer

reality, which W Industries is "giving its best

system that controls Virtuality. W Industries
have called the machine, which also holds a
CD-ROM drive, Expality

shot" to achieve, software houses and com

effect of that country's current recession it
seems that the time is not yet ripe for Virtuality

wear a bulky Visette, a helmet which shields

them from outside life and gives the visual

to make its trip west.

display and sound for the software being

puter developers are going to have to think
hard and pretty fast.

At the moment those entering virtual reality

Thirty units are expected to be produced
each

week

heads and those wearing spectacles using a

premises, each taking three hours to build. If

locking system called Ergolok.
Sensing circuitry inside the helmet detects
the direction of the user's head. When your
head is moved the image changes to take

ones

the
are

firm's

used. It can be adjusted to fit different sized

Leicestershire

additional

at

built

under

licence

account of this. When you look up, you get an

irhe crazi<>st
are even

whelmed" by the concept of virtual reality and
it's also expected to be popular in most Euro

overhead view; turn around, and you see
behind.

Quadraphonic sound effects are heard
through the helmet and a microphone is built
in to enable people to communicate with oth
ers networked into the same "world".

In the primitive days of computing the
machines were large but before long their
size was reduced so that now they're able to

pean countries. But the US, which is quite
often a launching ground for entertainment
hardware, is going to be behind the rest of

equipment.

the world on this one. Because of the serious

Industries can see the size of the Visette

Virtuality users are shielded from the outside world by wearing a helmet, known
as a Visette. It's quite large and clumsy but further development should reduce its size

Atari ST User July 1991

sit on desks and still leave space for other

And those involved with the project at W

Your Second
Manual
Would you liketo get morefrom your ST? Liketo learn about its
innermost secrets: the mouse, the keyboard, floppies and hard disks,
RAM disks, the screen, the desktop and how to change it etc? Do you
want to find out which word processor to use, how to make a printer

Public Domain Disk

driver, which cable you need, how to log-on to bulletin boards, where
to find public-domain software and much, much more?

A disk full of goodies including:
• icon editor, key editor, mouse accelerator
• calendar, clock, snapshot program
• disk cache, RAM disk, new file selector
• keyboard shortcuts for menus etc.
• utility to organise your start-up (AUTO-SEL)
• file copier, mono emulator for colour screens
• + a complete 'breakout' game - BALLZONE

Then look no further - Your 2nd Manual has all the answers. Written by

Andreas Ramos, the man voted ST Man of the Year 1989 by ST World
readers, Your 2nd Manual is a pleasure to read, with an informal,

friendly style that makesit easyto learn about the true power of your ST
computer.

But Your 2nd Manual has more than just the facts - it has concrete

examples of how to mend a broken keyboard, how to recoverlost disks,
how to keep your mouse squeaking perfectly, even how to make your
screen larger!

All this plus hints and tips on what to look for in a word processor, or a

DTPpackage, or a paint package ... where to find Atari throughout the

2 HiSoft Demo Disks

world, how to publish your own software and, as if all this wasn't

Full demonstration versions of:

WmmmmmmmmmWK

enough ...

3 Free Disks!

•
•

Power BASIC Compiler
Tempus2 Editor

•

Turbo ST Software Blitter

•
•

Devpac 2 Assembler
The new HiSoft multi-window editor

Plus a slide show of:
•

Harleldn

•

HiSoft C Interpreter

All disks are double sided

Priority Order Form
Yes, please rush me
copy(ies) of
i Your 2nd Manual, with 3 free disks
1 Your FirST BASIC, with mouse mat

Your FirST
BASIC the official guide

Name:
Address:

Post Code:

The comprehensivereference guide.an.d,tutarial to the popular FirSTBASIC
package which is supplied with.y'our new AtarljST computer.

L.J

/ enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders

•

Extensive tutorial, guiding yqfMirou'gh uiing BASICfrom first

L.i
[...:

I would like to pay by:
Access/MasterCard/EuroCard etc.
Visa/TrustCard etc.

principles. Includes many ex'§r$ples plus how to use GEM

Card No:

•
•

Full command referencejor•FirSf BASIC \
Detailed descriptions of all the GEM and'other operating system

libraries supplied with FirST BASIC \...

•

Expiry Date:

Concepts chaptez,which-expJains,SK^^

the

modern, structured aspects of.FirST BASIC \

i

• Many technical appe%$$ees giving a f#Winating iMight into the
workings of the Atar£S%

j

J

Use the order form to obwm Your FfrST i§M:S/C dnd we'll include a mouse
mat (with the St.A&Gll.set-pMnted-.onU^,c,&m''pletely free of charge

HiSoft
High Quality Software

Sgnature

Your 2nd Manual costs £6.95 Inc within UK
Your FirST BASIC costs £14.95 inc within UK

Fordelivery within Europeyou should add
£1.50 P&P whilst outside Europe the

shipping charge is £3.

Bedford MK45 5DE UK

Please post this coupon to HiSoft at the
address opposite. We will despatch your
order within 2 working days of receiving it,

Tel: 0525 718181, Fax: 0525 713716

if we fail, you don't pay!

The Old School, Greenfield

fiAiv^

ve b*en kiidy
being reduced considerably, probably look
ing similar to a pair of spectacles in the not
too distant future.

It's thought that the visors will be on sale as
separate accessories by the beginning of
next year. As soon as this happens computer
manufacturers like Atari will need to

start

thinking seriously, if they are not already,
about making their machines compatible with
virtual reality.
There is no reason why making virtual real
ity compatible with home computers should
not be a relatively simple task. After all, the
main computer controlling Virtuality is said to
be based on a Commodore Amiga with a
graphics card.
Despite industry claims that virtual reality

will be available for home use, most experts
agree that its immediate use will be kept to
entertainment. But in 20 years' time who
knows what will be possible?

VR IN INDUSTRY
Outside the leisure market, virtual reality has
enormous potential. Another small company
based in Bristol with a team of only 10 is
putting its effort into introducing virtual reality
to general industry.
Division is headed by Steven Ghee and
has named its virtual reality development
Vision. It proved to be the main attention
grabber at the recent European Computer
Trade Show held in London.

It's the result of only six months' work but,
as with Virtuality, is undergoing continuous
development in order to bring its cost down
and to improve its appearance. In addition to
the visor, some of the industrial applications
of virtual reality would make use of a glove.
One of the company's first customers is the
Advanced Robotics Research Laboratory in
Salford, Manchester. They are putting
together an advanced robotic control system
in which a robot is linked electronically to a
human so that the robot learns the actions

performed by the person.
A stereo camera sits on the robot's head so

that a human sitting in an office any distance
from the robot can see and hear exactly the
same things as the robot. By using this tech
nology, robots can be taught to do jobs that
are considered too dangerous for humans.
For example, work in nuclear reactors,
deep sea diving or bomb disposal are areas
in which it is desirable to remove the human

Virtuality is on sale
now. Players sit
down in the

console, wear a

visor and play the
game using two
joysticks - one
controls speed,
the other the
direction of
movement

similar type of
space-station.
space shuttle
remain on the

system for their work on a new
Robots will be sent out of the
and astronauts will be able to
spacecraft and watch what the

robot is doing from the comfort of their seats.
The cost of such a system is in excess of
£50,000 and so for the time being is out of
reach for many firms that could find it useful.
Steven Ghee believes that it will be at least

five more years before the price of virtual real

ity will come down enough for it to be adopted
widely in industry.
Another problem which is preventing it from
making an immediate entry into offices around

their systems are already compatible with one
of the leading CAD packages, AutoCAD, and
can easily be adapted for other programs.
And in database software, virtual reality
could be introduced so that, for example,
trays could contain different types of screws
and bolts, and pull-down menus could be

introduced as roller blinds with options on
them. But despite the fact that one of the main
leisure attractions is flight simulation it's
unlikely that virtual reality will enter the simula
tor houses at leading airlines.
The problem lies with the reproduction of
the cockpit instruments which, because

the world is the bulk of the helmets. Work is

the visor shields the user from anything out

continuing to make them more acceptable.
Architects designing buildings using com
puter aided design software currently view
their work on a flat-screen monitor. By adding
virtual reality they could walk around newlydesigned buildings before the foundations

side virtual reality, would have to be created
in the software. However, the graphics do not
meet the standard necessary for it to train

have been laid.

Both W Industries and Division say that

aircrews.

Despite some of its present limitations vir
tual reality looks set to be a major and radical
influence on both leisure and industrial mar
kets in the not too distant future.

DANGER ZONE
Of course, virtual reality is not without its problems. While experiencing virtual reality, users are taken
away from their real surroundings and put into another world. It's all too easy for the body to be fooled
into thinkingthat the game or simulation is a real event, especially with car driving and flightsimulations.
Once somebody has left virtual reality, experts say that at least half an hour should be left before that

personhops intothe driving seat of a car.With adrenaline flowing fast after a dog fight it's temptingto put
your foot on the accelerator a little too heavily.

W Industries staff working on virtual reality have to leave the system half an hour before they travel
home in the evening.

However, Virtuality has been put through many other health and safety tests to check its electrical

safety, noise safety, neck stress and comfort. It has been cleared by 12 independent health and safety
consultants, hand picked by the firm before they spent millions in production costs.

The only common problem found by journalists at the launch was that they received eye strain from a

element.

It is believed that NASA are developing a
Atari ST User July 1991

slightly blurred display.
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protar... your advantage

protar products include the fastest hard drives available for the Atari ST. The
fully compatible auto-bootable hard-disks are mounted in an elegant housing
which is perfectly at home with the ST design. They are
supplied completly ready for operation - no hidden
preliminaries.

features as 12 partitions per disk, selectable boot partition,

write protection and password, all of which are fully
compatible with the numerous operating systems and emulators which are
offered for the ST.

protars' 40 DC, 80 DC and 160 DC models are additionally equipped with a
64 kB cache memory integrated on the hard disk; this cache memory reduces
Some other examples of protars' hardware include:

the T60 and T150 tape streamers

• ProScreen TT - a large scale monitor for the Atari TT

There is a minimum guarantee of one year on all

pr«tar

The system software supplied provides access to such

disk accessing times by up to 50%.

the R44 removable disk drives

- a safe option

components used in our products. We guarantee fast,

for the future.

efficient, hassel-free technology at a price our success has
allowed us to offer.

protar products are leaders on the German market
which are now available to you nationwide.

We are currently renaming our hard disk series for copyright reasons. Also,
we are putting the final touches to our new U.K. subsidary. Until further notice
our products are available to you without delay, direct from Germany at
absolutely no extra cost. Definitely worth checking out!
For further information please contact:

protar Ltd •Park House •Greenhill Cresent •Watford Business Park •Watford, Herts, WDl 8QU •Tel: 0923 54133 • Fax: 0923 50341

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,

Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ
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Upgrades Available Uplo A Realistic4 Megabytes!

<m®

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in

upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an

hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If

you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff

will give you any assistance you need over the

telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board
for Atari's with and without surface mount

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990
"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4

Ease Of Use-Good"

megabytes. Return the board to us and we will

discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective
simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM. 520STFM or even a

520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we
have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also

offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners
we have an expansion board to take your
machine upfo 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug
in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good "

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . £39.99

RFI Interferance

520ST-1040 Plug In Boaid Socketed MMU Chip. . . .£79.99

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
under the RFI shielding so that you get no
interferance on your screen.

auto

configuring

and

compatible with

all

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty

520ST-1040 Plug In Boaid Surface Mount MMU. . . £94.99

All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone

520ST-2.5MB Plug In Boatd Expandable to 4MB . .£169.99

support.

520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoaid. . .£249.99

1040ST-2MB Boatd Requires Minor Soldering. . . .£169.99

Software

products please return the form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.

1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Boaid Expandable to 4MB. . £169.99

All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied
with a ram checker which checks every chip on
the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram
disk, print spooler and several other useful
public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

1MBInternal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes4 256'4 Drams)

Name;

1040ST-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Boaid. . £249.99

Address:

Mega 1-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board . . £249.99

Mega 2-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board . .£169.99
Postcode:

£29 99

For those Atari owners who have a machine

4MB Board Unpopulated (16 or 32 megabit Drams). . £59.99

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

520STE-1040STEPlugInSimms

£39.99

520STE-2.5MB Plug In Simms

£129.99

520STE-4MB Plug In Simms

£229.99
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For more information on any of Third Coast's

Tel:

interests:

Please Make Cheques/Postal Orders Paybable To
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

Here it is - well over 1Mb of stunning

games, sexy demos, fascinating utili
ties and scintillating features, all on
one disk! And if you live and die to

program, you'll find what you need in
RunTime

•iM!M!l.n| File Entry Input Output Fornat Filters Set Help

TCB TRACKER

(23 cF 55 entries!

INTERACTIVE.PUBLISHIHG LTD

Not just a demo, but the full commercial release of TCB
Tracker, the four-track sample sequencer, including the man

HBHEHET ADDRESS AHD TELEPHONE DATABASE

ual! And for those of you who may already own the package,

Cpparijht 8 1S31

BTBF
ST I

there's a version which supports the new Monster Stereo Car

name

name

tridge, available through our special offers.

itleT;

I (lei

Hennru 13:2"
HO OWN

NAMENET
A superb database program by Roger Derry. Complete with
a sample database to get you started, this one is ideal for
many applications.

UNITERM

HAPPY WORM
Enjoy some addictive arcade fun as you guide the Happy
Worm round the maze. Featuring sampled sound and addic
tive gameplay, this is a game which will stretch your reactions
to the very limit.

The remaining files, including that all-important manual, to
complete the Uniterm package. The first part, as you'll recall,
was on last month's CoverDisk.

PVK V2.0
A Demo of The Professional Virus Killer from Floppyshop ST.

RUNTIME

This version allows you to investigate your disks to see what,

We provide the answers to some of your most disturbing pro

if any, virus may be lurking. It recognises many commercial

gramming concerns. No problem!

programs and PD disks too!

H o w t o h a n d l e all t h
tell us about it so that we can publish updates or

TRIED AND TESTED
We put a lot of hard work into finding the very best
games demos and public domain programs to put
on the Disk and check it thoroughly for viruses and
other nasties.

Do bear in mind however, that although we test

every item on the Diskwith the huge variety of STs
here at the offices, we cannot guarantee that every

program will work as intended with every configu

further instructions.

Where we know a program wilt not work with a

THAT'S MY PROGRAM!
We also try to ensure that all of the programs dis

particular configuration, but is one which we feel

tributed on the CoverDisk do not breach copyright

the majority of you would want and will be able to
use, we'll make note of the fact on the Disk pages.

and all programs on our Disk are distributed in

IF IT DOESN'T WORK

then please tell us so that we can take

If you're the unlucky recipient of a Disk which

appropriate action.
We cannot be held responsible for software

won't work at all, send it to Stanley Precision Data

ration available.

Systems, Unit F, Cavendish Courtyard, Sallow Rd,

If you do discover a program which works
strangely or not at all, then please don't hesitate to

with your name and address and we'll replace it.

Weldon North Ind Est., Corby, Northants, together

good faith. If however, you discover a program
which you feel infringes a known copyright,

which does not perform to the programmer's speci
fication, nor can we assume responsibility for any
instances of copyright infringement.
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CB TRACKER

Configuration: All STs. Colour only
Filename:TCB_NRM.PRG,

The manual for TCB Tracker has
filename

is

X MANUAL.TOS.

See

using the disk and running runtime

to close the file selector.

14. Now turn up the volume and

TCB_MSC.PRG

click on the PLAY button (top lefthand corner).

from the Tracker disk.

The module TEST is a simple drum

those with the Monster Stereo Car

tridge) onto the Tracker disk. This
should h e eaniail t « tha mnt M~<*~

extract the files correctly.
The sample sound modules for
TCB Tracker as well as a module
player

have

been

archived

and

tory (ie NOT into a folder).
6. Make sure the ST is in low res
olution, and the Tracker disk is in
the disk drive. Double click on

must be de-archived before they

TCB NRM.PRG or TCB MSC.PRG.

for details on extracting files.

credits. Press the space bar.

the Monster Stereo Cartridge.
It also contains a number of sam-

not send us your examples? We
could even put the best on a
CoverDisk!

There isn't enough space on these
pages for us to explain how to use

mm^^m&immM^BEm
and can be read from the screen or

Turn your ST into a musical
instrument playing four-track sam
pled sounds (in stereo on the STE

ing "PLEASE TYPE MPH". Do so,

or with the Monster Stereo Car-

and press the Return key.

and play it back at any pitch.

ULE is highlighted on the left ofthe we have used V seif' de-archiving

ning quickly, follow these instruc

on it.

8.

TCB

TRACKER

main

screen will appear with a box say

tions:

10. Now click on the LOAD but

1. Format a fresh disk. We'll call
this the Tracker disk.

2. Copy the folder MODULES.MOD
onto the Tracker disk.

3.
Open the
MODULES.MOD
folder on the Tracker disk, and run
the program X MODULE.TOS. This
will extract two modules (songs for

Tracker)

The

and

a

player

program

TRAKPLAY.PRG.

4. Delete the file X MODULE.TOS

ton, directly beneath MODULE.
11. A box will appear in the cen
tre of the screen, headed LOAD
MODULE. Click on MODULES in this

printed out (after de-archiving).
In order to fit the full commercial
release of TCB TRACKER onto a sin
gle disk, we've had to archive some

much

simpler.

Just

follow

the

instructions on page 25 for trouble
free de-archiving.

box, and the two modules, TEST
and COMPLICA should be shown,
together with their file sizes.

Store Bootsector As File

AS

Display Bootsector

*B

12. Click on COMPLICA, then on
YES in the box that appears to the

Bios Parameter Block,

*B

right. The module will be loaded.

Compare Bootsectprs

^

13. Click on the box marked EXIT

The full commer
version
TCB TRACKER -

cial

including

the

manual

PROFESSIONAL
VIRUS KILLER
DEMO
Configuration: All STs Medium res.
Colour or mono

Filename: X_PVK.TOS

Follow the instructions on page 25 to deST USER-'

J—l@8i f I £_
~-i "

j—jasijj

As'

's~j____

COMPI-ICA
SftSM»8MHHHi

archive this demonstration version of the Pro

I

fessional Virus Killer from Floppyshop ST.
Once de-archived, double click on the pro
gram PVKILL.PRG to run. When the loading
screen appears, press the space bar to con

"TTw^BfrTJ::'.
JE

jXtJ-HS"' T«m»*—-

-.

^L ilfirSZtMlMAT'd
I step iruck i
mum z

&e
.m
I2BI--00001--00001 .-00001 • -0000
2CIH lBQOlfi 1920I .-00001 - -0000
2DJ_- -00001- -0000J -00001--0000

included two song
experiment with!

•

\Wa rW'A'hvA rRnlMri ffiaipad BbMiii
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tinue. The program allows you to investigate
boot sectors, and will tell you if a virus is lurk
ing, either on the disk or already in your com
puter.

This demo version will not allow you to kill
viruses, but all of the other options are avail
able from the menu. With nearly 500 boot
sectors recognised by the program, there is
little danger of you mistaking a game or utility
boot sector for a virus.

Invertebrate mayhem
with Happy Worm

HAPPY WORM
Configuration: All STs. Colour only
Filename: WORM.PRG

Playing with your Happy Worm could
not be simpler! Just double click on

the program WORM.PRG, making
sure that you are in low resolution,
and off you go! Once loaded, simply
press the space bar to play.
The idea of the game is to guide
the worm around the maze, collect

ing objects and avoiding collisions.
Use the two Shift keys to guide the
worm around the maze, collecting

all the pills to complete the level.
Guide your worm round the

Detailed instructions can be found

maze but watch out - it's

on the Disk by running the RUNTIME

growing fast.'

program.

Configuration: All STs with 1Mb or more.

NAMENET

Medium resolution. Colour or mono

Filename: X_NAMENT.TOS

NAMENET has been archived in order to cram it onto the CoverDisk. To
de-archive the files, simply follow the instructions on page 25.

Once de-archived the program can be run by double clicking on
NAMENET.PRG. The program loads the database file called
ADDRESS.NMN, an example of which has been included. If you wish to
start your own database, the file NEW.NMN can be re-named to
ADDRESS.NMN. This is an empty database file.
Also included on the Disk is a file called LO_PHONE.DOC, which the

program uses to convert old "01" London telephone numbers to the new
081 or 071 codes.

Detailed instructions are also provided in the file NAMENET.TXT.
which can be double clicked on to print or display to the screen.

Ejjfij File Entry Input Output Format Filters Set Help
59 entries

tVM/U

ram mm
UP REF

Namenet runs in both

medium and high resolutions

(anelet Version 1,5
Published in Atari ST User

disk 13:27, 24/64/91
119UP LIKKS

An easy to use database,

=s==rMr SfUCTP W IIP [Mm
DEM MTfl For ST User jersiij M *****

-nrrcr

CCtKENT ...

This data in this file is provided
for demonstration purposes only
and no dains are nade for accuracy

Configuration: All STs

Note the use of a leading space to

Filename: XJUNITER.TOS

put this entrs at the start of

DOW KEF

the file.

HenOT 13:27, 24/84/91
NMEKET

As promised last issue, here's the

.

second instalment of the Uniterm

This cement is Miser than the

comms package. The extra files

entry font space and shows how it
can be nade to scroll to enter as
nuch information as you wish.

<L.

have been archived in order to

x
fl'fl^ tilt Entry Input Output Fornat Filters Set Help
129 of 59 entries)
UTERBCTIUE PUBHSHIMC LTD

MKIEHET ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE 0BTBBB5E
aisk 13:2

• tomci

11 bat!

these

files

Uniterm

require
from

the

the

use

rtewnc

iriEi.

The files included in this final
instalment include answers to the

most common questions asked
about Uniterm, the full manual,
and further documentation.

Sample data is included to get
you started • but there's also an
empty file provided so you can
start your database afresh

of

previous

CoverDisk.

Copyright 6 1991

nidi
ST i

squeeze them onto the CoverDisk,
so follow the instructions on page
25 to de-archive. Please note that

Also

on the" Disk are sample macros
and C source code to convert
Uniterm GEM files into a format

readable by EasyDraw.
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The definitive lexicon of programming from those
in the know: professional ST programmers
From within the RunTime program, you can
read the documentation for all of the pro

CoverDisk! The files are in the EXTRAS.MAG
folder on side one of the Disk.

grams on the Disk. Further documentation is

also provided for some of the programs,
either on the Disk or within these disk pages.

3D GRAPHICS

MIDI MASTERCLASS
The Midi files for Ian Waugh's Masterclass
are in the MIDI folder on side two of the Disk.

As Andrew Tyler's 3D graphics series contin

Just load them into your favourite sequencer,
attach your Midi equipment, and compose

ues,

Kylie's next hit!

we

include

more assembler source

code to help you follow the theory. No typing

FIRST STEPS IN BASIC

in long listings here, just run the example
program, or load the

sources into your

assembler and enter the 3D world of com

puter graphics.

Even

CODE CLINIC
Code Clinic is the place where you get your
questions answered, and where you can pro
vide the answers to someone else's problem.
This month the topics covered include
shuffling a deck of cards, STE enhance

ments, and running a program from within a
desk accessory. Don't forget, if you have a
problem, or if you can answer a problem in
the clinic, write to Matthew Lodge.

Peter Philips continues looking at variable

types. This month it's the turn of the string
variable. More powerful than you may think,

if you don't own an assembler

there are many uses for these, and Peter

there's no excuse - we've already given

studies some of the more common, including

away version 1 of HiSoft's DevPac on the

rv1ID$, LEFTS and RIGHTS.

STOS COLUMN
Due to a technical hitch (which means that
the copy didn't arrive in time) we haven't a

STOS column in this issue. But don't worry
STOSsers, we won't be abandoning you.

WRITING IT FOR RUNTIME

GETTING STARTED

How many times have you read RunTime and thought that you could add some valuable programming
knowledge to what's here already? We certainly have some expert writers offering their programming
secrets in RunTime, but there's always something else to learn about and something else to discover

RunTime is a disk-based magazine program with
articles providing programming help, hints and

with the ST. And that's why we need you.

as RUNTIME.PRG and to read it just double click

That's right, if you have some in-depth knowledge of the ST - some little programming secret that
you're sure others would benefit from, or some special way to achieve a particular effect - then we
want to hear from you.We're not chasing brilliant writers. If yourcopy is a little messy we can tidy it up
for you. What we do requirehowever, is a comprehensive understanding of the ST and the topic you're

on it. You'll see a screen with the Atari ST User

attempting to write about. This is a fantastic opportunity for an unproven would-be ST writer to make

his or her mark on the ST community. A chance in a lifetime. You'll have the honourof appearing in the
world's first ST-exclusive programming magazine and we'll pay you handsomely to boot!
Interested? Then why not write to us here at RunTime? Send an outline of your feature ideas,
together with a little background about yourself and copies of anything you've written (published or
not) and we'll take it from there. Move it send it to Marc Young Europress Publications, Adlington Park

much more.

The magazine appears on side one of the Disk

logo on the left and a list of menu options on the
right.

These menus contain the titles of all the pro
grams,

articles,

games

and

utilities

on

the

CoverDisk. Click on a menu option and the article
will be loaded and displayed on the screen. If
your monitor isn't very clear you can print out the
article.

At the foot of the screen you will find several
icons. Here's what the main ones do.
This is the icon which enables

Maccleslield, Cheshire SK10 4NP

you to return to the opening

Main menu. Click this if you
want to stop reading the cur

YOUR DISK NEEDS YOU

rent feature.

Here at Atari ST User we're always on the look-out for new programming talent. ST owners the world
over love to programtheir machines and we love to publish the fruits of those programming efforts -

Use this icon if there is a partic
ular page of the feature which

many of which rival commercial offerings.

If you've written a program which you think would be interesting to other readers, send it to us. Sure,
it's easy to be discouraged," they'll never publishthis..." and you'd be right! We can't publish programs

"•]

we don't receive, OK? Whatever language you've used, Basic or assembler, Pascal or C, send it to us,
we'll evaluate its potential and if it's good enough for the Disk - why, we'll even pay you!
If you're going to send a program, here's what to do.

• Check that it works and that it's as bug-free as you can get it. May sound obvious, but you know

yourown code. An inexperienced user might press one wrong key and send the wholething scampering
away for cover.

Pi

ture there'll be an associated

• Include full instructions.

• If you want the disk back, include a stamped addressed envelope.
• Include a signed declaration bearing these words "I agree to indemnify Interactive Publishing

against all possible litigationarisingfromthe use of my software". If you're under 18, get your parent or
guardian to sign it too.

This last point is very important and we cannot even consider your software without it. Then once
you've sent a disk, be patient. We get lots of submissions and we give each one careful consideration.

Atari ST User July 19910

If you need to print the entire
feature, tutorial and so on, this
is the icon you need. Click here
to send the complete feature to
your printer.
Often, as you're reading a fea

• Make sure that it's ALL your own work. Don't rip off code from anyone else then send it with your
name. We'll send it back with the forces of law and order...

• Include your name and address.

interests you and which you
wish to have on paper.

SP

picture to help illustrate a
point. Click on this icon to see
the picture.
Everyone, even learned pro
grammers, needs help occa
sionally. If you find that some
friendly advice is needed click
the cross.

USING THE DISK AND
RUNNING RUNTIME
We've changed a
few of our more

mysterious ways
this month to make

it even easier for

you. Follow these
simple instructions
to get the most out
of your CoverDisk

ARCHIVING - WHAT IT ALL MEANS
Many programs on the ST are large

ARCX.TTP. But to make things sim

and use lots of files, such as
resource files for a GEM program,
data files for a spreadsheet, or tune

ing archive.
This is a utility which turns an

the archive and writes them to disk.

all

No more ARCX.TTP

their

associated

files,

the

archive program was written.
Although there are a number of
different versions of the archiving

program they all achieve more or
less the same result. A

number of

Some of the programs on the CoverDisk have
been packed using an archiving program.
This is done to ensure that we can fit as much

of the individual files.

as possible onto your Disk. To make the dearchiving process as painless as possible we
have used a self-extracting archive program.

this archive it's usually necessary

is copy one program to a blank disk, then run
it and all the archived files for that application
will be extracted.

To make the self-extracting programs eas

archive file into a program which,
when run, extracts all the files from

files for a music program. In order
to fit as many programs as possible
onto the CoverDisk, complete with

files are taken, compressed and
merged together to form one large
file, which is smaller than the sum

In short, this means that all you have to do

ple, we're now using a self-extract

To extract the original files from
to run another program which loads
the

archive

file

and

writes

the

uncompressed files back to disk.

The

self-extracting archive pro

gram appears just like any other
program on the ST, and for this rea
son we've adopted the following
standard. All self-extracting archive
files will have the prefix X_ and the
suffix .TOS

As an example, the filename
X_1STWRD.TOS may be the selfextracting archive of the 1st Word
program and associated files.
These self-extracting archive files
should be copied to a blank disk
before being run because they will

This method was previously used on
the CoverDisk, using the program

attempt to write out to the disk

7. If you have an external drive, put the
blank, formatted disk in it now. Ensure this
disk is NOT write protected.
8. An alert box will appear, showing 1 file to
be copied. Click on OK.

highlighted, release the mouse button.
16. You will be prompted that you are

from which they're run.

ier to spot, the filename used will always be of
the format X_??????.TOS where ? may be any

letter or number (X_RAMDSK.TOS for exam

ple may hold archived files for a ramdisk).
Ifyou find a file with this type of name, sim
ply format a disk and copy the file to it. Then
put the disk containing the program into the
drive, and double click on the program. The
files will extract themselves.

If you are still not clear on the procedure,
follow the numbered instructions below for a

step-by-step guide.
For this exercise we will assume the file is

9. If you do not have an external drive:
when prompted to insert Disk B in Drive A, put
in the blank, formatted disk, ensuring it is NOT
write protected, then click on OK. When
prompted to insert DISK A in DRIVE A, insert

computer, monitor and any external disk
drive.

reset button).

1. Put the CoverDisk in drive A, switch on

2. Make sure you have a blank, formatted
disk. This disk should NOT be write pro
tected.

3. Ensure the CoverDisk IS write protected

and then put the CoverDisk into drive A.
4. Double click on the DRIVE A icon on the

Desktop to open a window.

17. The disk in the drive now contains the

unarchived files. Depending on the programs
concerned, you may be able to run them
now, or further files may have to be dearchived first. Consult the instructions on the

disk pages for the program in question.

the CoverDisk and then click on OK. Repeat

this as often as requested.
10. Put the previously blank disk in drive A.
11. Re-boot the computer (by pressing the

called X_PROGNM.TOS

about to delete one file. Click on OK to con
firm that this is correct.

SIDE TWO
SERVICE

12. Double click on the DRIVE A icon. This

will open a window.
13. The window should contain just one file,
X_PROGNM.TOS. Double click on this.

14. The program will now automatically dearchive all of the files, writing them to the
same disk. While it runs, a list of filenames will

If you own a single-sided drive,
and you're dying to get your hands
on the goodies on side two of the
CoverDisk, don't depair! Just send
a cheque or postal order for £1.50

5. Size the window so that the file is visible

be displayed on the screen. When finished,

within it, and the DRIVE A and DRIVE B icons
are visible on the Desktop.
6. Point at this file with the mouse pointer,

the Desktop will return, with the window now
containing a number of files as well as the

to

X_PROGNM.TOS file.

Macclesfield SK10 4NP. We'll put

press and hold the left mouse button, and
drag the file over to the DRIVE B icon. When

15. Point the mouse pointer at the file

the DRIVE B icon is highlighted, release the

X_PROGNMTOS, click and hold the left
mouse button and drag the icon to the waste-

mouse button.

bin on the Desktop. When the wastebin is

Atari

Europa

ST

House,

User

Disk

Adlington

Offer,

Park,

the programs from side two onto
a single sided disk and send it out
to you. It's that simple!
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MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

MT SOFTWARE

Greens Ward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W.

RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE

ADVENTURE GAMES -

along with your faithful companion, the wizard Prang, you have to rescue a
beautiful princess from the fiendish villans evil grasp. An American comic view
of our historical past with a delightfully BRITISH sense of humour! (5 DISKS)
QUEST FOR THE HOLY GRAIL: A zany, madcap adventure which is loosely
based upon the film 'Monty Python and the Holy grail'; a must for Python fans.
Whilst walking in the fog you are suddenly transported to medieval England it is 926AD the time of King Arthur. You must find the Holy Grail noble Knight!!
(5 DISKS)

UNDERGROUND ADVENTURE: Written by Mark Welch. A futuristic adventure set
in the year 2093. It is rumoured that there was once an underground complex
of caves and tunnels where the elite few hid during the recent atomic
cataclysm. No trace has ever been found of these hidden politicians and
millionaires. Your adventure starts at the bottom of a deep pit. This is the first
of 68 locations and all is in darkness. You can just about make out the position
of an old flashlight and the outline of what appears to be a short metal bar.
Good luck, you will need it! (5 DISKS)
THE PYRAMID OF MUNA: You have been studying the Myan Pyramids and have
come across information that leads you to believe that there are other, much
older ruins in that area that may predate myan civilisation. You have in your
possession an artifact that was found in the Myan pyramids. It is a 6 pointed
star with precious gems embedded in it. Writings in the pyramids seem to
indicate that this star may be the key to unlocking the secret of the older ruins.
Today is the day that you have arranged to visit the site of these older ruins.
Are you ready to explore the 65 challenging levels that follow? (5 DISKS)
SON OF STAGEFRIGHT:You play the part of an actor or actress who is trying to
get out of an old abandoned theatre. This is an adventure in 3 'acts' where
each act has a different theme and a different challenge. (5 DISKS)

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE

A complete assembly language programming
environment for the beginner and intermediate ST
Programmer. Learn assembler the easy way, stepby-step!
BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK!only £19.99
(over 400 pages)
The comprehensive book introduces the reader via

many assembly language examples how to program
the ST. No knowledge of assembler is assumed. All
examples in book are held on disk and can be
assembled using the supplied text editor and
assembler. The disk also contains a complete
resource construction list for producing dialog
boxes, pop down menus etc. Learn to program like

the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS,
GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES,

prospector has told you a story of a fabulous mine and an even richer old
ghost town nearby. Whilst the town is supposedly deserted there have been
rumours of strange noises, gunfires and terrifying screams coming from the
place. You have walked long and hard for days only to find yourself lost in a
trackless prairie with nothing but your wits to save your life. (5 DISKS)
CRUSADE ADVENTURE: You assume the role of Godfrey de Goodhead, a bold
but impoverished Knight. King Frederick III has called upon you to rescue his
only daughter, the beautiful Princess Ann from the dungeons of baron Von Evil's
castle. (5 DISKS)
STAR PORTAL: By Michael Detlefsen this is a science fiction adventure based

on the story entitled 'Ticket to Anywhere' in which you journey to the stars.
You must search the martian deserts and commence your quest through this
177 location adventure. (5 DISKS)

ODIEUS'S QUEST FOR THE MAGIC FLINGSHOT: You are Odieus, son of Odielle
of the Ancient Winwood family. Coming from a line of sorcerers and
enchantresses, you naturally undertake the preservation of your ancestral
traditions. Your arch enemy Blackwing has taken your Magic Flingshot, used for
flinging magic spells, can you get it back? (5 DISKS)

SHOOT-EM-UPS -

and destroy all the evil chemicals that are being developed. (5 DISKS)

3 PACKS
ONLY £19.99

C PROGRAMMING PACK

STOS PROGRAMMING PACK

Complete package for all you STOS enthusiasts.
Comprises STOS TUTORIAL providing valuable
information on all the main commands. STOS

TRACKER manipulate and play tracker files. STOS
SHOOT-EM-UP BUILDER KIT to produce fast shootem-up games quickly and easily and 3 disks full of
STOS programs £11.99 (6 DISKS)
EASY TEXT PLUS

A fully featured desktop publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9 pin, 24 pin and
. laser printers. Only £19.99. Ring for details.
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Our printed catalogue details
hundreds of disks on all sorts

AMAZING OFFERS ON BLANK DISKS AND ACCESSORIES

Highest quality double sided disks in protective wallets and
complete with labels. 100% error free performance guaranteed.

£4.99

10 DISKS

£11.99
£11.99

10 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX...
25 DISKS

£18.99
£22.99
£29.99
£42.99
£47.99

25 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX ...
50 DISKS

50 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX ...
100 DISKS

100 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX.

ACCESSORIES

DISK LABELS

50 Coloured labels
100 Coloured labels
1000 Coloured labels

£1.50
£2.50
£13.50

100 Tractor Fed labels

£3.00

200 Tractor Fed labels

£5.00

k1000 Tractor Fed labels..£17.00

ST/STE Dust Cover
Mouse Mat

£4.99
£3.99

MTS SPECIAL

25 Blank Disks - 100 Cap Box
ST/STE Dust Cover,
Mouse Mat.

Normally £27.97
ONLY £94

ALL 4 PACKS
ONLY £24.99

THE CATALOGUE

y

BLANK DISKS

WINDOWS and much, much more.

Complete package for anybody learning 'C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully configured and ready
to use on 2 disks), a tutorial disk and 3 disks full of
'graded' programs for you to compile and
experiment with £16.99 (6 DISKS)

VOL 2

CAVERNS OF NERAK: Forced to land on the planet Nerak you must leave your
ship and explore the caverns on your gravity sledge in the hope of finding
Energy Pods. These are your only chance of replacing the ships depleted
power supply and escaping from the planet. The Neraks have other ideas
though. (5 DISKS)
KEY TO ATLANTIS: Excellent scrolling shoot-em-up. Collect as much treasure as
you can (keys, goblets, necklaces, chests) as these will prolong life. Beware of
the bubbles and watch those clams! Joystick required. (5 DISKS)
HAUNTED MONASTERY: Only you, a lone monk, can find the treasure vault.
You must fight the ghostly guardians but remember, all is not what it seems!! (5
DISKS)
WIZARD: It was a mistake to take a short cut home through the wizards
domain. Now you must face his wrath and see if you can survive. (5 DISKS)
DROID: You are lost in the Ajax factory. Guide Droid upward through the levels

9 PACKS
ONLY £14.99

H

VOL 2

FAST LANE: In this excellent game you attempt, against much adversity, to
locate, enter and win a Classic Car Show. You must overcome obstructive family
members, odd creatures, criminals and the law as well as a host of other
assorted trials and tribulations to accumulate the 200 points available in this 39
location adventure. A very well done game with an unusual theme. (5 DISKS)
GHOST TOWN: This is a fairly large 88 location adventure written by E.L.
Cheney. You are a prospector searching for gold and adventure. Another old

VOL 1

TRACKER: Drive your tracker through hostile environments and destroy the
enemy tracker base. Joystick required. (5 DISKS)
OVERLANDER: Another classic shoot-em-up. Can you fly overland and destroy
the enemy base. Watch for ground fire and electrical generation. Joystick
required. (5 DISKS)
CHANCE: The Archons have taken over the nearest space platform to earth.
From here they intend to build a large strike force and take over our world.
Can you fly through their defence system and wipe out the mothership? But
beware as the platform is unstable! Joystick required. (5 DISKS)
ESCAPE FROM THE TOMB OF RA: How did you get in, how can you get out?
Collect jewels to prolong life, seek out the secret passages but, above all get
out alive, if you can! Joystick required. (5 DISKS)
MUTANT: The reactor in the worlds first nuclear powered mine has gone out of
control. The workers have received high doses of radiation making them
mutate. Only one person can get to the end cavern and destroy it; will it be
you? Joystick required. (5 DISKS)

WHY NOT LEARN TO PROGRAM
AND WRITE YOUR OWN GAMES . .

CATALOGUE

ADVENTURE GAMES -

VOL 1

SIR RAMIC HOBBS AND THE HIGH LEVEL GORILLA: A comedy theme
adventure featuring the antics of Sir Ramie the Knight. You play Sir Ramie and

1 PACK
ONLY £9.99

9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24 hour)

P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

SHOOT-EM-UPS -

-b 0983 • 756056

of subjects.
ACCOUNTING
ADVENTURE GAMES
ARCADE GAMES
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
BUDGIE UK DISKS
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS
CHEMISTRY
CLIP ART
COOKERY
DATABASES
DESK ACCESSORIES
DATA PROTECTION
DISK & VIRUS UTILITIES
EDUCATION
ELECTRONICS
FILM INFORMATION
FOOTBALL
GENEALOGY
OPERATING SYSTEMS
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SPREADSHEETS
SATELLITES
TYPING TUTORS
WORD PROCESSORS
Plus much much more

Order your FREE
catalogue NOW

WBm

mm
♦

GAME NEWS
The

latest

ST

releases

from

Infogrames, Loriciel, Millenium,
Audiogenic and much more. ROead

Lemmings

about it first here!

TRADE SECRETS
f'i'iai'iBiiii'K'»ii;«a^

44

We'll tell you ours if you'll tell us
yours. Hints and tips on the games
that frustrate you...

ck page 42

PLAY TEST EXTRA..46

1 m

Timeless

Jfv

classics

and

recent

releases that you shouldn't forget
and others that arrived just a little
too late for review.

•

RAN

TITLE ,;

PUBLISHER

DDp

1

NE A

LEMMINGS

PSYGNOSIS

2

+4 A

STEVE DAVIS WORLD SNOOKER

CDS

3

-0

FINAL WHISTLE

ANCO

4

NE

•

FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

CODE MASTERS

6.99

5

NE

T

OPERATION WOLF

HIT SQUAD

7.99

6

-2

T

KICK OFF + EXTRA TIME

ANCO

9.99

7

NE

LITTLE PUFF

CODE MASTERS

6.99

8

NE

NINJA RABBITS

MICRO VALUE

7.15

9

NE A

SPEED BALI

10

-6

•

SPEED BALL 2

MIRRORSOFT

24.99

11

NE

A

VIZ

VIRGIN

24.99

12

-11 a\.

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

CODE MASTERS

4.99

13

+ 15

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS

MASTERTRONIC

7.99

14

NE

A

FORGOTTEN WORLDS

KIXX

7.99

15

-5

•

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

MICROPROSE

29.99

16

NE a\.

POWER UP

OCEAN

29.99

A = Up places

17

-10

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOAR

•

18

NE A

CHUCK ROCK

CORE DESIGN

19

NE

GALDREGON'S DOMAIN

PLAYERS

6.99

20

NE A

DOUBLE DRAGON

MASTERTRONIC

9.99

Gallup
Chart

Top 20

KEY
NE = New Entry
RE = Re-entry
= Down places

• = No change
This chart is compiled
by Gallup Ltd

•

.

/tIRROR IMAGE

<IXX
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25.55
9.99

12.99

9.99

7.99
25.54

NEWS...PREVIEWS...GOSSIP...SCREENSHOTS
Infogrames send you to Alcatraz
Thenew
E*ecfrHawWfs
«ebut
"TW
1a
label- HaW* ic
Thrust.
You
have to vanq«'s^; the universe." 1
i certainty •

screenshot. »a

k could »e

for

Apparently Alcatraz has been taken over by drug barons.
Your task is to get in, get the drug barons out and escape
with your life. It's by the same team who programmed
Hostages and it shows, being fairly similar in places.
If you're not into drugs then how about trying a differ
ent kind of fix? Yup, Tetris is back and it looks better
than ever.

ware *»usetowa*c W||Mr

Loads of levels, impressive backdrops and, of course,
that naggingly addictive gameplay make for another puz
zle challenge. But if Tetris isn't colourful enough for your
liking then how about Colours? The screenshots should
show you what we mean about colourful. You have to
turn the screen all one colour. As you'd expect it's not as
easy a task as it sounds.
Finally, Billiards Simula
tor 2 is here, and a jolly
fine wheeze it is. You don't

only get Billiards though,
Snooker also gets a look in
and

there's

what

Info

grames are calling Future
Billiards. Looks good to us,

SILLY NAMES F

IEL

Jack.

If you've never heard of SuperSkweek then don't fret - all will soon
be revealed. Skweek was some weirdo who had to paint his planet
pink to decontaminate it. Oddball, huh? Well, with a name like that
what do you expect? We'll tell you what to expect - expect a review
very soon.

Moonshine Racers and Stormball are the two latest releases from

Millenium. Stormball is targetted at the 21st century sport market
and looks really nice - you can even link two computers using a

serial port linker. This allows full-screen two-player action. If you'd
rather stick to one computer the screen splits.

Moonshine Racers looks pretty much run of the mill. It's an Outrun-type game where you have to smuggle illegal Moonshine
through the border patrols and to the safety of your shack. Both
games are available now.

Audiogenic sport new sport label
Harrovians Audiogenic are launching a new
label dedicated to producing the best sports
sims for every sport. The label, imaginatively

entitled Sports Action, kicks off (groan) with
Graham Gooch's World Class Cricket. Expect

it any time now. Also on the way from Audio
genic come Exile, Wreckers and Super
League Manager.
Wreckers, by old-timers Denton Designs,
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sets you the task of eliminating as many
marauding aliens as possible. They're trying
to take over your spacecraft but you're having
none of that! 3D 8-directlon scrolling and
plenty of exploring to do as well as blasting
action.

Super League Manager sets you off on the
path to a hopefully glittering career as a man
ager. Starting as a fourth division manager

you must work your way up - or be head
hunted - to the top. Chances are you'll be
sacked instead.

Exile, on the face of it, sounds a bit like
Wreckers. The story of Wreckers is better
though - you're in Exile just to maim and

destroy, and explore an area which is half a
scale mile in size! We're assured that the

games are in fact very different...

NEWS...PREVIEWS...GOSSIP...SCREENSHOTS
BEHOLD! PREVIEWS OF THE LATEST TWO SMASH HITS FROM SYSTEM 3.
LOOK OUT FOR FULL REVIEWS NEXT MONTH!

The 16-bit versions of thi
bit classic have been a lo

time coming. But at last you
can witness the amazing

XL t r r t

graphics and animation for
yourself on your ST.
You

have

to

take

the

butch, macho hero through
four
gigantic
levels
<"
action.

Most

Last Ninja II!

of the levels

If all that blood, guts and glory is not
your thing, why not have blood, guts

are of the beat-'em-up vari
ety but make it through to
the fourth level and you'll
be treated to a shoot-'em-up

and sneakiness instead? That's what

Last Ninja III offers in the way of
entertainment.

as well.

Were this not enough, you

also travel through time to
the Greek, Norse and Egyp-

tian underworlds and take
on semi-immortal godlike
foes

in

their

lairs.

If

e IIL
•..,

''—-1
.T* •*•"•*•—""

The Last Ninja series has received
wide acclaim, not least for the tough
graphical puzzles and the adventure
elements involved. How about this for

a maxim to bear in mind when deal

ing

tl

a

traffic

warden -

Real

Ninja has resigned himself to travel
ling to Tibet to fight his greatest ever
enemy, Kunitoki.
There are five levels to chase old

sound effects.

Myth will be available at

any time now, priced at
£25.99. It looks to be quite

j

,'T

Kuni across including the plane of

3
«£*U

fire and the void. Are you up to the

challenge? Shell out £25.99 and find

a bargain.

out.

GREMLINSIN
THE WORKS

CrVStther
bad
together. And
An t°hat'shorsey
neWS'
a„ late
hero can
take him
m on. That's
where
you ^"^pegasus
vour winged horse res
you must defeat Satam any
way you can.

m

MAN UTD WHO ARE YOU?

Bet yo« «*££• had a

What's so special about Manchester Unit
ed? Well, Krisalis reckon that the poor
shadow of Liverpool (no bias there!) is
worth another game. So expect Manch
ester United Europe to appear very soon
now, priced at £25.99. Apparently the
original version has sold 110,000 copies -

'ast War, and **?" ? «* Amiga &
a««»tf,Wast^n- ^« have to fj

•* gather fajfi ^T 0f*>«" ship

more tickets than the team sold in the

last 10 years - and now the updated ver
sion offers full keeper control as well as a
number of other improvements.

n

There are " leve

tW°. That lot and find all

ST -tlTwiJVat
lookiMBM1"";

with

Hatred Is Timeless. That's why the

sounds all too much for y
then just sit back and enj
the superb graphics a
marvel
at
the
samplei

Sv,itch.

Af.EX

FCRaUSON

Agony- Walking ""£ peases. U's also
the title ol an up-and

magic and

Umiscs.oadsa^.^^^m-and
they're funky'-

k yea,s toappear
Shad0WtrSTb>« tare's
not the same
on the humble SJ but ^ ^ me n0*.

games will cost E24.99.
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY •

IEvesham Micros]

•

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY

3Y2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
AMAZING LOW PRICE!

£59.95
including VAT & delivery

PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY
AND VAT @ 17.5%
Express CourierDelivery(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL
PLUG-IN PSU

• Very quiet

Beware of other makes ol
drive that take their power

• Slimline design

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one of the longest
established companies in their field, with a
reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable
our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient
order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us to carry out almost any repair on our
premises. We feel sure that you won't be
disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

Irom the joystick port!

• Cooling Vents

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST
• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanisr
•

Also available:

On / Off switch on rear of drive

5.25" External Drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity

40/80 Track Switchable

Only £99.00 inc. VAT & delivery

• Long reach connection cable

how/ t® order
Call us now on

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's

0386 765500

# Fits STF, STFM and MEGA
series computers

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9.00am - 5.30pm

# Uses SIMMS RAM Modules for
Effortless Upgradeability

Send Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details to :

Evesham Micros Ltd

^ Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.
Evesham, Worcs
WRIT 6XJ
ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

&

I

%

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £6.50 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
for personal cheque clearance.

I Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

I

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easil
with our new, fully software compatible RAM upgrad
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the un
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, makim
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledgi
needed! Available with or without RAM

module.

Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4M
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated.... £ 59.95

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
£ 89.95
RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 212.5Mb.... £174.95
RAM Upgrade With 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb

£284.95

N.B. Due lo the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

full, comprehensive instructions provided.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
Allour Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most items and also
supply from a far wider product range than advertised. Please do
not hesitate to ring any of our showrooms and discuss your
requirements with a member of our highly trained staff.

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS
RAM UPGRADES FOR ANY

520/1040 ST COMPUTER

"S 0386 765180
fax : 0386 76535/1

RAM & DRIVE ACCESSORIES
520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAM upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS)...
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS)...
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit. requires soldering..
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 40.00
E 119.00
£ 235.00
£ 59.00
£ 89,00

Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

£ 149.00

520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full instructions.
Requires very slight case modification
£ 54.95
Atari Megafile 30Mb Hard Disk
£ 439.00
Atari Megafile 60Mb Hard Disk
£ 589.00

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
"S 0223 323898
fax

0223 322883

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

Open Mon-Fri, 9.30 - 6.00
and Sat., 9.00-5.30
Corporate Soles Dept • IBM dealer

1762 Pershore Road, Corteridge
Birmingham B30 3BH
S

021 458 4564
fax: 021 433 3825

Open Mon-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30

T

TECHNICAL SUPPORT T

•0*0386-40303

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply I
2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb. or 2/2.5Mb • Compact
design • Quick installation procedure • Simple, fast and
effective RAM upgrade path • 512K Version suits any Atari
520 ST model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how
Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.30
512K VERSION:

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

UPGRADES ANY 520 ST
TO 1MB RAM

All goods subject to availability. E. & O.E.
Please note: Prices that include On-Site Maintenance

(On-Site Warranty) are UK Mainland Only.

STT0 2/2.5MBRAM

AH3AH3Q V IVA IQmONI SBDIdd 77V •

We can ofter fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use. inciuding drive

problems We reserve the right to refuse any machine that we consider to
have been damaged other than in normal use. eg. substandard repair

work, lightningand physical damage - Ihese are quoted for separately
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

£ 65.00

If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

LYNX Hand-held Games Console
INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY AND

ONLY

Only £99.95

£69.95

Electro Cop

£19.95

Slime World
Klaxx
Roadblasters

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

Paperboy
Rvgar Warrior

£19.95
£19 95

Chips Challenge
Shanghai

Zaior Mercenary

£19.95

Rampage

£19.95
£19.95
£22.95

Ms Pacman

£19.95

Gauntlet 3

£22.95

All details correct at time of press
2MB VERSION:
UPGRADES ANY 520/1040

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.

ONLY

£159.95

lsej»iuuieus3Al

GAMECARD OF YOUR CHOICE !

Xenophobe

£19.95

Blue Lightning

£19.95

Gates of Zendocon... £19.95

• X83AI13Q V IVA 3QmONI SBDIHd 77V

Evesham Hicr

NEW! 3y2" DRIVE with

ST FORMAT GOLD AWARDS I 9 9 0

LED Track Display

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2 to 1 Majority Winner!

Wl

High quality double-sided 3.5"
floppy drive offering the
full 880K formatted

jfli capacity per 3,5" disk.
Features a special LED

iJP^ display which accurately
p

shows the current track

being accessed during any
disk drive activity.

ONLY £74.95

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY |i
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk
mechanisms, these units combine excellent

performance with quality and high capacity.

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive and

•i NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms with 28ms Access Time ^
•i Fully Autoparking Hard Disk

I accurate replacement mouseyou

•i Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

Ican buy for theAtari ST. Excellent

it Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
.V High quality compact grey metal casing
Or Extremely easy installation procedure

performance, amazing low price !

p-iy QC SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE ST/Amiga compatible excellent travel & accuracy assured
£ 37.95

40MB VERSION ONLY £349.00
100MB VERSION ONLY £499.00
PRICE INCLUDESCABLESS DEDICA TEDPOWER SUPPLY. WE STRONGLYRECOMMEND AGAINSTUSE OP HARDDISKS ON THEST WITHOUT INDEPENDENTPOWER SOURCE

NEW! TRACKBALL
Excellent new high performance trackball,
directly compatible to any Amiga or Atari
ST. Operates from the mouse or joystick

'KICK OFF' FREE! With EVERY ST Packl
*'KICK OFF 2'
(RRP: £25.53) I
WITH THIS
DEAL FROM

port. Super-smooth, accurate and

'ersatile - you probably won't want to
use a mouse again after using this

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Trackball! Total one-handed

control. Top quality construction
and op to-mechanical design,
livering high speed and accuracy every
time. No driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

7"Y~FI
^ ' • •

amplified stereo
speakers

'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'
'SUBBUTEO'
'TABLE TENNIS SIMULATION'
'TREASURE TRAP'
'FLIMBO'S QUEST'
'SKIDDO'
'LEONARDO'

(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)

QUICKSHOT PYTHON Joystick....... (RRP: £9.99)
10 X 3.5" DS/DD DISKS
(RRP: £9.99)
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER E175.00 !

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI ST
PACKAGE OFFER ON A LIKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND

ALL OUR ST prices include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5

Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain
loftware Including paint program, two word processors, games,
graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

POTENTIAL OF YOUR
ATARI STE WITH THESE

NEW! 520 STE DISCOVERY EXi

FULL RANGE, AMPLIFIED
STEREO

Special new package including the Atari STE,
now available at a special new price ! Includes
the STE with 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM, full digital
stereo sound, PLUS extra software including:

SPEAKERS I

ONLY £39.95
GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP
Outstanding quality, excellent value

for money

'Dragon's Breath' 9 'Super Cycle' 0 'Indiana
Jones' 0 'Anarchy' 0 'Neochrome' 0
'FirST BASIC 0 'Atari ST Tour'

- this

the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP software
package which drives the scanner directly. Scanner

includes viewing window & backlight for accurate
scans every time. Scan either line-art or grey

..^l? images up to 400dpi. Many image
;l!'
enhancement 8 special effects available
..J*i§#^f
from within TouclvUp. A sensible

£279.99 oX;&

Special new pack features five
categories of extra software, including :

ONLY £309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

'Read & Learn' word recognition &

ONLY £359.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

sentence construction • Quizzes,

ONLY £439.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

Spelling $ Primary Maths • QCSE
Maths. French & Geography revision
• Wordprocessor. Database &
Spreadsheet (RRP over £100) • Hyper
Paint, Music Maker and FirST BASIC

High quality, good value package based around the 520 STFM computer including 512K RAM. 1Mb
Floppy Drive and built-inTV modulator. Also supplied is
'STOS' Games Creator •

Command' •

'Outrun'0 'Carrier

'Bomb Jack' •

'Space Harrier' •

PQ7Q QQ inc VAT &
Jwfaf ^7nC7^7

delivery

COCQ QQ inc VATS
Z.OUC7.C/C7 delivery

£449.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

'Neochrome'* 'FirST BASIC* 'Atari ST Tour'

E309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

Plus 'Discovering your Atari ST' Book

investment for Desktop Publishing work.

£179.00

'FAMILY

CURRICULUM PACK'

520 STFM 'DISCOVERY PACK'

package includes a 100-400dpi scanner with dither options.

plus

1040 STE

flaWMil

£529.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'

2

Refer lo the Jan. IMI issue of ST FORMAT

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
With Its dedicated monitor input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium
resolution colour monitor wrth the convenience of

remote control Teletext TV - at an excellent low price !
NEWVersion features dark glass screen tor improved
contrast, plus full range 3-way speaker sound output.

£269.00

Including VAT,
delivery & cable

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model inc.cable .. E 249.00
Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

E 129.95

Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor

E 269.00

VIDI-STwrth VIDI-Chrome Video D-gitiser Package, great value
VIDI-Chrome colour separation VIDIaccessory lor B&W camera users ...
VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator VIDIadd-on for colour input
PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which fits neatly inside the ST,
Fast operation, fully compatible
AT-Speed Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with DR-DOS v5.0 and
for maths co-processor, Supports VGA/EGA (with SWI24)and EMS

E

99.95

E

16.95

E

59.00

E

99.95

First Word Plus

£ 57.95

Write On

£ 49.95

Data Manager Professional
Cyber Paint 2.0

£ 29.95
E 37.50

CyberStudio (CAD 2.0)

E 37.50

Degas Elite

£ 21.00

Deluxe Paint
Spectrum 512

£ 49.95
£ 22.50

Digita Home Accounts

E 1S.95

Timsworks DTP

E 69.95

Tiger Cub

£ 84.95

Replay 8

£ 63.95

GFA BASIC 3,5

£ 37.95

GFA BASIC Compiler
HiSoIt Devpac 2.23

£ 22.50
£ 44.95

Lattice C 5.06.02
Power BASIC
Alan Fastcom 2
Mini Office series, each

£ 115.00
£ 29.95
£ 37.00
£ 19.95

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

PRINTERS

socket
E 199.95

AT-Once B0286 based hardware emulator with support for extended
memory and hard disks ,..

Supercharger External V30 CPU-based multi-tasking PC emulator with
1Mb RAW& MS-DOS 4. Plugs into DMAport, STE compatible
Joystick/ Mouse Ports Accessibility Adapter (or STF/STFM/STE
Dust Cover - available lor any ST or Mega

ST SOFTWARE

All STAR printers
E 289.00

4.95

E

4.95

£29.95

Simply the best replacement desktop/file
management environment for any ST.
NeoCLI

£24.95

SPECIAL OFFER !!!
We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing / Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any hardware
purchase over £75.00.

1 ST w o r d plus &
TIMEWORKS DTP

include 12 months
On-Site Maintenance

AU3AH3Q V IVA 3Om0Nl SBDIUd 77V •

<

Professional 24 Pin COLOUR Printer I 2
-alp.
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
24-PIN COLOUR
PRINTING NOW
AVAILABLE- AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE !
Combining the advantages of advanced
COLOUR output with the superior quality of Olivetti

Professional 24-pin printing, the new DM124C
represents excellent value for money! Consistent
high quality is assured every time, with no ink

excesses or pale lines at any speed. Peace Of
Mind for trouble-free use is Guaranteed, with

Star LC-10 top-selling 9-Pin Pnnler
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts. I8fl/45cps

E 159.00
£209.00

Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 louts. 180/60CPS

£ 215.00

Star LC 24-200 24-Pin 5 fonts 200/67cps

£ 249.00

Citizen Swrtt-24 24-Pin COLOUR PRINTER

£ 279.00

in operation (requires 2Mb RAM minimum)
£ 899.00
Olivetti JP350 Superrcr 300 DPI Inkjet
£ 389.99
Olivetti DM100S 200/30 cps 9-pin. SPECIAL PRICE
includes 12 months on-srte maintenance

£ 115.00

Panasonic KXP1123 24-Pin printer

£ 215.00

eojm||uieiis5a3| •

NEW! Olivetti DM124C

Olivetti's 12 Months On-Site Warranty cover!

£ 22.50

EVESHAM MICROS Atari SLM605 6 ppm, 300dpi laserpnnter. Quiet

SPECIAL OFFER I

E

NEODESK 3 Desktop

200 cps output in draft. 50 cps in Letter Quality
mode • 7 Colour output; Graphics resolution
360 x 180dpi • Tractor & Single Sheet Feed as
standard • Complete with cable and
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY
Olivetti DM124C Normal RRP: £ 389,95 inc.VAT

Evesham Micros Special Offer Price

ONLY £269.00

including VAT.
Delivery & cabk

VI

• Cut Sheet Feeder available for only £ 79.95 •

AH3AI13Q %AVA BQmONI SSDIVd 77V

Chuck fends off a killer monkey
using a rock as a shield. He can
throw it as a weapon or use it as
a stepladder

How doles

belly-butting,
and kicking your
way through a
series of hostile
dinosaurs
sound? Believe
it or not it's fun -

and it doesn't
even hurt! Better

than most, and
with some of

the style of
classic com

puter games,
Chuck Rock

deserves your
attention.

bours", when all sorts of commo
tion started outside. I ran out to

find my darling Ophelia being
dragged off by Gary Gritter, the
local thug. Looks like Crawly
Minogue and Mason Donovan will
have to wait...
Chuck

Rock

is

a

loveable

caveman. I won't say cute
because he's rugged, rough
edged and nasty looking, hasn't
shaved for months and is often
mistaken for the tail

end

of a

baboon. You have to drag him
away from the television for long
enough to rescue Ophelia and
start his plans for the Rock clan to

j*%

WkW

into the latest episode of
"Neanderthal
Neigh

rock throwing
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Meet some of the local wildlife. That blue dinosaur just walks aimlessly
about but the brown one chases you. The heart grants you extra energy

increase its numbers.

If you're patient and don't mind
waiting a few minutes for the
game to start you'll be treated to
some truly superb graphics in the
introductory sequences. Only
Psygnosis has managed to do

such amazing animated introduc
tions for its games in the past and
it gives you a good feel for the
plot. The graphics are huge,
colourful
and
cartoon-quality,

although

each

new sequence

does take a while to load in.

Having sat through
you're probably itching
with the quest. Chuck
on a fairly easy path.

the show
to get on
starts out
The only

combatants he comes across are

some pretty cute little blue
dinosaurs which do nothing more
than run into our unshaven hero.

@/^a^Oi©©

86%

Now that's what I

call a ferry! Watch
out for the bee,

©rjug®

and from the looks

75%

of that monster
he's a mite bored
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One hefty belly-butt sees off
these minor opponents and only
in extreme circumstances do they
cause Chuck any problems.
I wasn't joking when I said
belly-butt, for Stone Age beer
refreshes the parts that other bev
erages never fail to reach! Chuck
has a hefty spare tyre which may
be put to good use in despatch
ing the various forms of wildlife.

Here's Ophelia. I can't make out
what Chuck sees in her...ahem!

'•

him pick up Chuck in his claws

'i i

and drop him at a previously inac
cessible point, and standing on
one end of a crocodile while drop
ping a rock on the other gives you
a seesaw springboard! Snakes
can also be used as handy natu
ral bridges.
Having goggled at the quality
of the intra graphics, you won't be
disappointed by those in the
game proper. The dinosaurs,

CORE DESIGN £24.99

Chuck and

other creatures

are

beautifully animated and move
very smoothly about their terrain.
Colour is used superbly through
out and the few sound effects are

useful and well done. I especially
liked the brontosaurus that gives
Chuck a lift across the swamp
land. There's plenty to keep you
busy too, with plenty of levels and
inter-level

Press Fire as you run towards the

Buff coloured dinosaurs not only

the bottom left of the screen - and

monsters

run towards you but also chase
after you, not sticking to a set pat

makes you flash for a second, giv
ing you a chance to escape from
the nasty monster that did you in.
If the dinosaur in question is a
homing one you could be in big

and

Chuck

does

a

pretty damn mean hip wobble
before sproinging his belly out

kick - good for pterodactyls -

tern. The nasty pterodactyls will
flap just above your head and
dive bomb Chuck at times, peck
ing at his head. There are tiny

and, true to his name, pick up
large or small rocks and chuck

triceratops-like creatures that not
only home in on Chuck but split in

wards.

He can also do a wicked flying

them at the dinosaurs. But don't

half when attacked. And there are

let the thought of all these attacks
lull you into a false sense of secu

other more natural hazards like

rity. There are plenty of hidden

rocks.

surprises in store that can catch
out the unwary prehistoric fighter,

It's inevitable that you'll be hit
by something nasty. This reduces
the size of your heart - shown at

even if he is on a labour of love.

killer thorn bushes and falling

trouble...

Not everything is against you
though, as in order to progress
through parts of the game there
are useful creatures like snakes,
crocodiles and pteradons. These
have arrows pointing to them to
show their useful bits and must be

manipulated in different ways.
Belly-butting a pteradon makes

nasties

to

deal

with.

Chuck will have to learn prehis
toric scuba diving and do an
awful lot of rock throwing, kicking
and belly-butting before winning
through.
My only reservation about this
game is the belly-butt, as it needs
careful timing (being such a close
range weapon). That aside,
Chuck Rock is everything the
games market has been lacking
for a long time. It's instantly
playable, fun to watch as well as
to play and, most of all, it's origi
nal. Arcade gamers everywhere
should get hold of a copy.
Mathew H. Jones

LvYwVJI MV.1
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Chuck sitting

boulders and

in his

spiny thorn

armchair,

bushes are all

oblivious

part of the fun

to the

and both will

impending
kidnap of
Ophelia

hurt Chuck.
Avoid!
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sound,

AHAHAHAHAHA! I vant to

bite your neck! Give me

raphics
ndfunny
characters

make this one a

ze brides zat I need to

take

over

ze

villarge!

Argh! Garlic? Stakes? Get zat evil
Van Helsing avay from me!
Oh dear, oh dear. Only Gonzo

BRIDES OF
GONZO GAMES £24.95

Games could take what seems to

reciate

ython's
', you'll
his. It's

ing, it's
and tim
nth the
clams!

be a sensible plot - mix it with
Monty Pythonesque humour and
twist it around until it's beyond all
recognition - and still bring off the
idea superbly. That's exactly what
Gonzo has done, so expect the
unexpected!
The story (if you need one
when you've seen the silly graph
ics) runs roughly parallel to this.
Big nasty Vamp moves into small
helpless village and feeds on
several victims. Big nasty Vamp
then tops this performance by

going into the graveyards and
animating a load of the rotting
corpses.

Vamp then feeds on the sister
of the heroine. Heroine sends a

message to Heap Big Vamp Killer
Baron Van Helsing. Van Helsing
arrives and vows to put a stop to
the Vamp's frolics. And so the fun
begins.

Brides of Dracula is a splitscreen game,

sounds, I promise!

Vamp's area is the top half of
the screen and - surprise, sur
prise - Van Helsing
occupies the lower
half. Each player
has

13

boxes

which are below

the

screen

dis

played and filling
these is the object
of your quests.
Van Helsing has to
find all the 13 of the Vamp
killing items and return to the
village. Vamp has the somewhat
more interesting task of over
powering 13 virgin brides, biting
their necks and leading them
back

to

his

castle

where

13

coffins await them.

playable
by one or two

players. One person takes on the
role of Van Helsing while the other
takes over Vamp's evil empire.
The computer can fill either role
so the lone player doesn't always
get to be the good guy...
The selection of these players
deserves

a

brief

mention.

It's

done using a diagonally split
screen with large representations
of both characters which change
from mono to colour as you move
the joystick. Looks better than it

©MiSMJL

92%

m
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Pick up the joystick and move
a character. The first thing you
may notice is the three-layer par
allax scrolling which is very
smooth - I was impressed any

way. And you won't fail to notice
how silly the characters' move
ments are.

Van Helsing's walk is straight
out of Monty Python's Ministry of
Silly Walks (although it has been
toned down - during develop
ment he sloped backwards at an
angle of 45 degrees) and Vamp's
Soft Shoe Shuffle is a delight to

behold.

But

the

silly
animation
doesn't end with the walking.
Press Jump and you'll see some
even more spectacular moves,

including Vamp's triple somer
sault!
Brides

of

Dracula

can

be

played in any way the players
choose. Van Helsing can hinder

imp (rather unsprJiting, don

|u know?) by sockm the girlie!
the jaw and jBing them

ip can exact rev^^^Dy pickVan Helsiifl^Bibject:
them around ^kgene

ally getting in the wayl^P
By now you'll probaJ^be after

aach other's blood. ^Hkily you

tan meet your great^Ktrsaries
I fight it out to the deairV (or to

third blow - gentlemanly or
what?). Either way it's fisticuffs
time. As you might by now have
guessed, the fight animations are
just as original and funny as the
rest of the characters'

actions.

Van Helsing's kick is pure John
Cleese!

Fighting drains the energy of
each player. Contact with the
swamp (uurgh, it's all sticky) or
with the local wildlife (weeping
trees and walking dead) also
drains it. That swamp is some-

of a prob7

low do

|pross? Well like all gooi
Tps there's

•oatman.

wants payin

ough

credit1

ha

coins whicl

;atl

id various pi,

to give

For the des^^je or th
torter
Iroke there's a t5^5c
of the,
the.
Ikes you from on<naAdd of
oe to the other

^Mother us<

Jtegic feature, tl

-player games must by defplayable. It's no good
ayers are bored instead o
However,
is

Brides

boredom's

o

eternal

enawy. It's completely gripping,
totally addictive and positively
bursting with original concepts
and ideas. From the freaky sound

to the funky graphics, Brides of
Dracula will have you hooked.
Buy it!
Colm McNeill
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mmings in the
real world are
small arctic
rodents which

are reputed to
, rush headlong
"hto the sea and
drown during

migration,
emmings in this
game have the
same suicidal

tendencies - just

try to kee^

those curious**
creatures out of
trouble

PSYGNOSIS £25.99
W e ' r e in danger. Lots of it
in fact. There's pits,
traps, fire, water - in
fact, apart from you,
there's nothing on our side. Do
you reckon you're up to the chal
lenge? Don't accept yet until you
know exactly what you're letting
yourself in for.
lemmings
love
the
We
unknown. We're forever walking

nasty thing is making loads of evil
places, filled with hideously
painful means of death and
destruction and letting us loose
into them. We, being the foolishly
curious things that we are, have
to explore and find out - the hard
way - just how evil these people
are.

Your job, if you've got the
courage (and aren't too bothered
about the hours you sleep) is to
guide me and my friends through
the levels that we're dropped into.

ahead into new territories, explor

ing for adventure, and we aren't
often disappointed. Some terribly

There may be as few as five or as
many as 120 of us, depending on
the world, but you must always
save a certain percentage of us
to keep the species alive.
Along the way there are many
pitfalls to avoid. Some are worse
than others - some claim a single

Here come the

life while others will

lemmings! This is a rare
close-up of a
lemming tribe moving
into a new neighbour

tudes in a single go. You're up
against fire pits, water traps,
squashers, bear traps and worse!
We'll help in whatever way we
can. Lemmings are not useless,

hood

take multi

in fact when we set our minds to

something we're hard to shift. It's
just decision making that we find
tricky, and that's where you come
in.

Pick up the mouse and select a
task for us. You may instruct any
one of us to climb a sheer sur

face, block the path of our fel
lows, dig horizontally, diagonally
or vertically (but only downwards,
alas), build a bridge over a gap
or chasm, use a parachute or
even explode!
Using these basic skills you
must see us to safety at the
exit. You do this by clicking on
an individual with the cur

sor at the exact point you
wish

him

to

use

his

power.

This might sound
easy to you and ini
tially it is. There are

(SUMPGW©®

90%

some

pretty

easy

going worlds where
only a single skill is

80%
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needed. But the odds
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are
that as
you
progress, you'll need

Things start easy. All you have to do to
escape level one is dig a couple of holes
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kid yourself that you're going to
have it easy. Beneath these beau
tifully animated and wonderfully
cute graphics and all of the rinkydink tunes that play along to the
game is an evil addiction, and
it'll grab you as soon as you
get hold of the mouse in your
sweaty hand. If you've made a
mess of a screen - and believe ,

me, you will - you can put us out
of our misery with the Nuke but
ton. Clicking on this blows us to
hell, and pretty gruesome it is to
watch too. But things
don't

end

when

you nuke us or
even switch off
the

machine.

One lemming holds back the hordes while the '
scout builds his bridges over the chasm

Your sleep will be
haunted
by
the
cries of our dead and the

challenge of that screen you just
to call upon our unique resources
carefully and sparingly.
Misplace a dig or undershoot
with a bridge and we'll all perish...
and when you thought life couldn't

get tougher for us, we're against a
time limit, too.

Some of those worlds are just
pure torture for us guys, but don't

couldn't manage to escape from.
These Lemmings are endan
gered. But puzzling ability is not
enough, nor are sheer reflexes or
timing. You've got to think like you
never have before, feel the level
and live as a lemming. Then you
might just have a chance.
Colm McNiell
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Simple, addictive

I'll and fun.

H

Heroquestls
based on the

learn and fun introduction to role-

playing, something the roleplaying game market had been cry
ing out for. If half as many people
take to the computer version as
did to the board-game, Gremlin
Graphics are going to be some
very pleased honchos.
Computer Heroquest should

s a m e mame

but this

omputer versioyres better i
our books*

plorers and

enjoy it.

birthday and Christmas
money in 1990 to buy

Heroquest the board-game. At
last there was an easy, simple-to-

popular
ard-game of

fans will

ordes and hordes of kid
dies flocked in with their

sell - the board-game created
enough hype to shift loadsa units

The main menu. It's here that quests are
started, heroes created and items bought
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just in terms of pre-sales. And are
all those eager beavers going to
feel cheated? Not in my opinion.
Computer Heroquest, while
obviously limited, is every bit as
atmospheric and playable as the
board-game. In fact, in many
departments it's a lot easier to
use, and more user friendly too.
The idea of the game is to take
your four characters from being
the

most

basic

of

heroes

-

unarmed, no money and no use
ful items - through the various
dungeons and quests. You'll then
build them up into a truly
formidable fighting team.
Each quest has a goal. This

might be to kick out some fire
Naming your mighty wizard. You can take up
to four characters out to play from here
There are plenty
of quests to keep
you busy. Start
at the top and
work your way
down the list

demon who's throwing his weight
about or recovering a spirit
sword. Of course, each quest
also carries its dangers - usually
the object of the quest is the most
heavily guarded or dangerous and its rewards. There are several

hundred gold pieces for the victo
rious - and a cold, lonely grave
for those unlucky enough to
become ghoul snacks.
Every character needs gold to
purchase equipment - weapons
and armour in the main
-

which

increase

the

hero's chances of blat-

ting the
avoiding

baddies or
being
hit.

There's also a

tool kit
which is useful for dis

The party
begins its
quest. Armpits
the Warrior is

70%

first to go and
he's heroically
opened a door,
all on his own

(MmMHUffl

88%
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arming any traps you
might encounter.
The game display
reminded me of Popu
lous. The display is in
the

centre

screen

with

of

the

control

icons dotted around it.

This only shows a
small portion of the

effective

than

water

ones. Being clob
bered reduces your
hits and may result in
the

unfortunate char

acter's death if restora
tive

measures

are

not

taken.
Combat is

handled

using
a
separate
screen. In it, only the
two combatants are dis

current dungeon though, with
available exits displayed as
arrows and any doors closed.

Everything from the

pack or fight an enemy in an adja
cent square (but not diagonally).
At top left the character in play's

played with symbols above their
heads where appropriate. These
are skulls (attacking symbols) or
shields (defending ones). For
every shield the defender has, he
can repulse an attack. If the
attacker has more skulls though
he gets hits in on the defender.
Depending on the strength and
type of attack your character may

stats

and

snuff it - this means that all of his

defence power, hit points and
movement
points
remaining.
These are affected in many ways.
Potions temporarily increase your
powers and restore lost hits; spells
have similar effects depending on
your spellcaster's bent. The fire
spells, for instance, are far less

items and treasure reappear in
the dungeon where he found

GREMLIN GRAPHICS £24.95

heroes to

items and doors is shown in per

spective, just like the real thing.
There's a spinning coin at the
bottom of the screen. This repre

locked door you'll have to use a
key. This is done by clicking on
the bunch of keys icon at bottom

sents the roll of two dice and the

left.

outcome determines how many
movement points the character

You may not move into a
square that is occupied by an
enemy although you may pass
your own party members if you've
got enough movement points.
Once you've used all movement
points you get one further option.
Magic users (that's the Wizard
or the Elf) may cast one of their
spells. Everyone can choose to

can make use of that turn. The

floor is divided into squares and
moving from one square to anoth
er usually costs one movement
point.
I say usually because you may
not always have a clear path.
Should you be blocked by a

search for secret doors or trea

sure, use an item from their back

are

shown:

attack

them.

The control system works
exceptionally well with the mouse.
Perhaps the only niggle is having
to go back to search areas that
you've already covered but that's

a matter for your own
memory

and

judge

ment! Because search

ing ends your turn, you
should do this last of

all.

You'll love Heroquest.
It's simple, addictive
and fun. Graphics are
excellent, very colourful
and bright, and I would
recommend this game
for explorers and RPG
The combat screen. You lived through this initial attack
but will you have the stamina to hold off another?

ROCK

SHIN i
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S004

PASS THROUGH

That cave-in prevents the dwarf from going in
that direction but no matter - the little guy's not
even interested in bashing the bad guy

fans.

]

.SWIFT WtNO
•fiEWXE
TEMPEST
COURAGE
FIRE OF WRATH
BALL OF FLAME

Oetafix chooses a spell from his fist. Most of these fire
spells are offensive and will turn your enemies into ash

The Elf's feeling pretty unwell. That's OK because the
big butch burly warrior has arrived to save the day!
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This is a battle

have

two

I

great weaknesses
- power and pride.

i ili $between the

•• •» So when they're

superpowers,*

1only it's a case
of spells, bows
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of untold power, they just
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missiles. Lords
of Chaos is a

/

- a battle to the death?
Lords of Chaos started

/
/

life as plain old Chaos on

challenging and

t Mk*lful tmt °f

edition, inadvertently pub-

owers. Keep an

sion of the game's designer
by Games Workshop, andthe few that escaped the
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recall were much loved by
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for it
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those lucky enough to play
them. In those days, all you
had was a single screen
with up to eight wizards
dotted around it, and they
slogged it out between
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wizards in the ultimate test

instead of
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challenged to take part in a
magical battle for the prize
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on loads of other powerful
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Chaos

is

not

only the official version but
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it's also a far greater chal
lenge than its ancestor.

The number of players has

been chopped down to four
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although they may still all SOFTWARE BUSINESS £24.95
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be human or computer con

trolled. But where the origi
.
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nal left much of the game
to chance, Lords of Chaos
allows you to customise
and choose where most of
your
wizard's
powers,
weaknesses and strengths
lie.
Before you dust off the
old

wand

and

get

stuck

right in you must create

the wizard to do the job.
You can not only change
his name but also affect his
physical attributes, mana
(magical
spell
points),
offensive and
defensive
fighting capabilities and
the spells he will be able to

store
of
experience,
although this can be added
to later after some suecessful missions,
Spells are selected by
clicking on icons. For each
click, an extra level of
casting is added to your

cast and their levels. All

armoury of spells. The cost

selections

eat

into

your

of

this

transaction

is

shown at the top left of the
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Level
Level

screen. For each *extra
level bou9ht the cost
increases, making it more

difficult to gain access to

,
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higher level spells.

Spells come in two types;
creature and non-creature.
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Creature spells range from
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spells may be used to help
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The main menu, loaded with options. Maybeif you ask
them nicely your friends could make up a foursome...

Lightning, subversion and

I

flwi"9 are examples of
these.
But getting your wizard
well

balanced

will

be

„
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Experience ^92

1 The creature spells.

That g0,de„ dragon

Level>l Cost^ 87
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looks nice and beefy
but if you fancy
being evil, try the
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The start of the first

scenario. It's a good
tactic to get your army
started, so get casting.'
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ELEPHANT
A troii takes on the elephants while the wizard

| looks on. Lightning might be a useful spell here

NEXT

and, should you vanquish
your foe,
victory points

CREATURE

which can be traded in later
for

the only way to succeed.
Piling all available points
into your spellbook will
make you very weak in.
other areas.

Having made your wizard
as satisfactory as possible,
it's time to load in a

sce

nario and take on the oth

ers. You start, depending
on the adventure, at one of
several
points.
Strategi
cally you could opt for cre
ating as many creatures as
possible to defend your wiz

extra

an

ble with it.

character

selects in turn. Items may
be picked up and used but
first their use must be dis

enemy

resides.

The

result of this is a series of

small animated explosions

There's something magi
cal about Lords of Chaos,

bolt at the

elephant.

have

interest

It's

more

involved

Colm McNeill

room. There
could be
den in those

cupboards
and drawers

the World
Wide Fund

factor.

for Nature

Magic swords, bows,

Charity Ball

| scrolls which contain

I FNimiBa.

|| extra spells and vari-

•ja ous other juicy oddmay
be
i added to your wiz^ ard to increase
his

chances

than

Chaos so fans of the origi
nal might be turned off at
first. Keep an open mind
and enjoy it though - this
one is a good buy.

surveys a

we're frying
tonight at

also

v\ been added to the
'the

provide even more chal
lenge.
These
additional
scenarios can be bought
from the suppliers.

Looks like

C:i;j game to increase
•'

ful and the extra scenarios

The wizard

Sorella casts

a lightning

ing personal power such as
magic shields or armour.

Items

and

cerned - not everything is
as meets the eye.
Battles are fought, as in
the original, by moving
onto the square in which

Each

ard or concentrate on build

.:.,_

abilities

spells.
The graphics are excel
lent, with neat, well ani
mated creatures and good
use of colour. And although
the icon-driven control sys
tem is a little tricky to use
at first, after a couple of
games you'll have no trou

battle.

just as there was about the
original. The element of
chance has been reduced,
making the game more skil

in

The death of

a wizard is

VAMPIRE^

Sorella

always excit
ing - with all
that magic
about

The vampire finds a protected position. It's
wasted on him though - give it to the wizard!

anything can

happen!

VAMPIRE^ Tor q item ado.

a.

-.fy f%> Aclassic
overhead racing
game has just
had a power
boost. It's even

better, more
playable and
well worth

the money.
4
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SUPERCARSII
V

ROOM I Ready for the off.
I wipe the sweat from my
visor and glance into the
mirror. Imagine my sur
prise when all I can see is a large
and pointy missile...
Supercars was a hit for Gremlin
just over a year ago. What lifted it
above the run-of-the-mill Super
Sprint take-offs was the option to
buy new and better add-ons and
cars, and the haggling screens
with the salesman. If you got the
right responses you were in for a
bargain, if you blew it you'd be
out the door. Fun and original.
Well, Supercars II builds on the
successful
formula,
original's
adding new tracks, random inter

GREMLIN GRAPHICS £24.95

views with officials, solicitors and
other oddballs

and the

added

attraction of loads of weapons
with which to blow things to bits.
This may not sound very sporting

No! Turn around! Turn around! Didn't your
Highway Code teach you anything?
It seems as if no-one can

jump a bridge these days.
More pile-ups than the M6

but believe me, once out on the

track it ceases to be sport and
becomes a life-or-death grudge
match.

You start life on easy, medium
or hard level and with just a basic
car and a few missiles to play
with. According to the level the
circuits are easy or difficult to
negotiate. More of that later. At
first it's probably best to dispose
of some of the opposition. Lob a
couple of missiles in either direc
tion and you're already
four places higher up
the list, guaranteed.
Once

a

car

has

the

off a drop or been
bashed to bits (a
very real danger -

curves, level crossings, openand-shut gates, tunnels and rail
way lines to race on all make an
appearance and they're not at all
easy to negotiate.
In the split screen two-player
mode each player has to finish in
the top six to qualify and thus

HflPI it explodes. This is
L"^^
not as ghastly as it
because

the

car

soon reappears in a safe spot usually safe because everything
else has overtaken it by then and

i@m][MMLmr 89%
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88%

the

is a bridge not a bridge? When
you have to jump over the hole in

been nobbled, fallen

r^t s things get rough!),
sounds

Look, there's plenty of room on
the road for everyone. Anyhow,
we're several places closer to
being disqualified

race

continues.

This

middle

of

course!

Banked

continue playing. In between
races, the league table is shown
and cash prizes are awarded.

a battering ram which is basically
the opposite of armour, and land
mines. You'll also come across an
interview screen.

You may find yourself in trou
ble again or in with a chance by
grabbing bonus championship
points or cash. By making the
right responses you "tweak" the
level of punishment or bonus. For
example, you may be tested on

real Highway Code questions and
be penalised or awarded points
as a result of your answers.
By adding so many extra fea

applies to the computer cars too
so they don't get any favours thankfully, since they're good

Cash is very useful because it

enough as it is!
The circuits may consist of

Illegitimate Cow Son. One set of
weapons may be used on the

player mode, Gremlin have made
what was arguably the most
entertaining overhead
racing

many and varied hazards to test
all drivers - computer cars are
not perfect, I hasten to add, and
they often make mistakes. When

front and a second on the back,

game

operated during races by pushing

playable. Well worth shelling out

up or down on the stick.
Other add-ons include armour,

the sovs for Guv.

can be used to build up the car
until it's a Megadeath Turbo Nutter

tures and the much-needed two-

even

better

and

more

Richard Penhaligan
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AMAZING OFFERS ON
3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi

11-45
21.45

75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

31.45
35.95

BY PHONE

0782 208228
0782 281506

MEDIA DIRECT
COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
STU7. UNIT 3

RAILWAY ENT CENTRE:
SHELTON NEW ROAD
STOKE ONTRENT

ALL DISKS SUPPLIED WITH LABELS AND ARE 100% ERROR FREE 2 FOR 1 GUARANTEE

5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS

5.25" DSDD DISKS

5.25" DSHD DISKS

10

9.95

25

23.75

50

39.95
57.95

30
50
100

8.95
12.95
23.95

200

45.95

30
50
100
200

100

^P

DISK STORAGE BOXES^
3.5" 100 CAPACITY

INCLUDES ENViLABELS)

INCLUDES ENV./LABELS)

INCLUDES LABELS)

2.95 P & P PER ORDER

17.95
20.95
35.95
67.95

9.00 NEXT DAY

(UK MAINLAND ONLY)

REMEMBER !!!

(ALL DISKS 100% ERROR FREE

(ALL DISKS1O0%ERROR FREE

(ALLDISKS 100% ERROR FREE

J

25
50
100

3.5" 80 CAPACITY....5.45

3.5" 50 eAPA<5krY......4 95
3.5' 40 CAPACITY: 4.45

12.45
22.95
41.95

200
500
1000

ARE MADE BYK.A.0 AND OUR
5.25" DISKETTES AREMADE BY
ATHANA.WE DO-NOT SaL SUB
STANDARD DISKETTES FROM
THE FAR EAST

79.95
179.95
339.95

(ALL DISKS 100%ERROR FREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WITH LABELS)

5.25" l00eAPACttY...5.95

RAINBOW

iSrxV-O- OFFER ftftft

DISKS

THIS MONTHS

(RED.GREEN.YELLOW.ORANGE.BLACK.WHITE COLORS AND CITY'S OF YOUR CHOICE)
:;;:

:: ABOVE BOX PRICESiF
PURCHASING A QUANTITY
OF DISKS BELOW ?S AND
K-OOFORAOUAHTtrY

5.25" DSDD DISKS

3.5" DSDD DISKS

ABOVE 75

5.25" OR 3.5" 10 CAP BOXES
5 FOR 4.50
10 FOR 7,50

25 DSDD

13.75

25 DSDD

10.45

50 DSDD

26.45

100 DSDD

44.95

50 DSDD
100 DSDD
200 DSDD

18.95
34.95
67.95

ft ft OFFER 1 ft ft
200 DSDD +
2 100 CAP BOXES

GENE R AL ACCESSORIES

CLEANING KIT.

2.50
1.50
1.95
..

..1.95

J9r95

ATARI DUST COVER.
AMIGA DUST COVER
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND
MONITOR STAND..........

^

SPECIALS

200 DSDD
84.95
(ALL DISKS 100% ERRORFREE AND ARE SUPPLIED WrTH ENV /LABELS)

L1TY MOUSE MAT.
SE POCKETS
CLEANING KIT.......

WE CMY SELLHIGH QUALITY

DISKETTES.OUR 3.5" DISKETTES

GENUINE SONY 3.5" DSDD BULK DISKETTES

5.95

I INCLUDE VAT

At

3.95
3.95
...5.95

64.95

ft ft OFFER 2 ft ft
NAKSHA MOUSE+
MAT AND POCKET

.....12.95

.3*95

22.95

RIBBONS
ft ft OFFER 4 ft ft

WE STOCKA
LARGE RANGE FOR
AMSTRAD

ATARI EXTDRIVE
PLUS

BROTHER

CITIZEN
EPSON

SYNCRO EXPRESS II

.94-96

NEC

::::::::: olivetti

Mannesman tally
SEtKOSHA
PANASONIC

BANX BOX

ft ft OFFER 5 ft ft

STAR

ACCESORY PACK

and many more

MOUSE MAT
MOUSE POCKET

HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS
swftches and cable?

CAN BE STACKED

DISK CLEANING KIT

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

1...

we stock a large range
of data switches and

.9.00

3+.

.8.50

5+.

.8.00

DUST COVER

POSSO BOX

&m

HOLDS 150 3.5" OR 70 5 25" DISKS

CABLES

J

89.95

-:":,-,:

7.99

CAN BE STACKED

HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY

PHONE FOR A QUOTE

J

ONLY 15.95

TRADE GOVERMENT LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EDUCATIONAL
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train

SECltETS
* £. h,s been edging ,.uto ages Ml M. let us know and well see i. we m
drag the solution from the guilty software house!

Robert Smith has sent in these hints to help you

DOUBLE DRAGON

through some of his favourites:

Pressing Escape a lot gets you to the end of the game. You should
then press both attack buttons at once and blat those nasties.

FLYING SHARK

An oldie here, but still a playable game. To get infinite lives just type

INTERNATIONAL KARATE

2;°," KM^f SCT
table' Th3t Sh°Uld he'P Y0U f'ying freaks 9et When
P'ay|n9 this one' Rob recommends typing fish, polo, toto off or
>the game,
pac togain "wicked cool stuff"
ROLLING THUNDER

Thanks Robert, your tipettes have won you a copy of Hvdra from

attacking you. Sounds dubious but you can only try...

those tips in!

Typing Jimbby on the title page will, Robert tells us, stop Ninjas from Domark. See? Even the oldest games may be useful to us so get

T>tec detty/tU
I've

been

bashing

Loriciel's excellent

to try to reach Great

r

Disc into little pieces and if you've got

Guidehood.

the urge, power, guts and sheer determi

you're a champion your \

When \

nation to want to become Great Guide,

shot power is doubled I

read on.

which means you can \

My advice to you is to avoid the early
tournaments and the championship is

knock out tiles faster \
and cause more dam- \

certainly out of the question. Practise a

age to your opponents.

bit to start with - this sets the ground
rules for your skills that are so important
later. When you're reasonably competent
at these somewhat tiresome tasks you
should set about challenging a few
higher level players.
Start with someone of a reasonable
level - Dough and Gloom are good candi
dates. This will advance you from Novice
to perhaps Initiate level and this in turn

Start on the road to
fame

in

the

tourna

ment. Winning every
game from the lowly
Novices right up to The Great
Guide will give you that c
title
you've
been
striving for.
Some other ti

niques to employ are heading for ques
tion marks wherever they appear, as this

• When fighting
Guide Eagle,
times you can win jus
by standing near th

not only gives you a more powerful disc
but scores a vital point for you too.

and back on the joy-

increases your power. Some good tech

After winning a few challenges you'll
have discovered that even beating some
one eight places ahead of you isn't a
quick enough form of advancement. The
players get too tough too soon. Enter the

championships next, as winning these
will make you an instant champion. This
is not likely to be an easy task. You may

centre and holding fire, \

stick (defence mode). \/
Eagle is an aggressive

giving you an easy vicget to defend as well as

opponent who tries for the kill but comes

attack. It's all too easy to get caught by

unstuck if you're always defending. Often
he'll lob loads of discs only to have them
deflected back at him by you. This often

a rebound while running across the
screen. Great when it happens to him but

proves fatal.

lousy when you die of it. If this happens

Knock out as many tiles as quickly as

stop running immediately.
Don't allow yourself to be pinned down

get a simple ride to the final or meet the
Great Guide in the first round!

you can, as this reduces the area your
enemy has for manoeuvring and gives

Once you've reached champion level
you should be powerful and fast enough

in a corner. Your opponent will knock you
off a small area of the floor so keep mov

you more chance of knocking them into

ing and present many targets instead of
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space. They might

also stand on the

Anthony Knight of
Manchester sent
these in:

... has a «P *ot,

NEBULUS
Type HELLOIAMJMP on the
title screen and F1-F7 controls

what number tower you'll start

thinks

that

anotheL°lW When the

BAC
startstarterBtaves
"*J*nghisescape

ing flag, WjSutfh an*
Puts
you'H *°?J*
almost certainly
lhat
V.n «rst P«*«-

RAINBOW ISLANDS
A favourite game of mine this.
Ant

H J H,Uy.*e - Lombard

everyone

should know how to find the
fabled hidden room. Collect

cheat.

soUndS«e Good *<»<*

ing
HJ, *°
and^^nloy
enioy Pans *rom
Ocean.

4Looking forward with sunglasses on (?)
5 Dynamite stick

6 Key to the lobsters

7 The Mermaid's magic comb

%7hero°Z%VOSh00tatnaSt'eSthrOU9hthewa"S

- the orchids (how lovely!)
= Gold bars

the coloured crystals in a cer

Backspace Vases for mission 10

tain order to do it. Get red,

orange, yellow green, blue,

JpHnoU^ "^ f°r th0SS US6fUl tipS take this -PV - Viz!

indigo and violet and you'll be
in the secret room at the top of
the level!

RENEGADE III
I'm not sure what this one's

supposed to do, but if you
press Q and T, complete the
level and press them again
you'll see something happen.
Any clues anybody?
pSf yfc

WT

TEENAGE MUTANT
HERO TURTLES
At the end of level four,

if

you're in possession of the
boomerangs, jump up and fire

Kicking off this month's batch is Miss A
Frauldin of Bournemouth. She's been beaver-

ing away on Turrican 2 (which most of you
wouldn't even have seen yet!) and has dis
covered a secret cache of lives - six to be

precise - hidden deep in level two. To find
them you should get to the first lift in the level,
go down and work back, carefully shooting
blocks. When you've gone far enough six
extra lives, shining gloriously, will drop from
the ceiling!

one. Level it with the robot's

head. This gradually kills it.
Now all you have to do is
dodge the balls (ouch!).
Thanks Anthony.

And for your trouble,
The Winning Team
compilation from
Domark.

&

03 IsstX #^00 X I 303 X 000058-

SUPERCARS 2

If you're finding the going tough on this gem of a game (wimp!)
here's a couple of little starters. In the beginning always play the
easy level. Start by taking out the guy in front of you with a missile.
This gives you a foothold on the game and a better chance of get
ting some speed up before the corners begin in earnest.
Whenever possible, take a different line to the other drivers,
because they have this nasty habit of turning a corner and leaving a
steaming missile coming for you! This also stops you from getting
tangled in the worst ofthe traffic jams that occur from timeto time.
A copy of the Highway Code definitely comes in handy for some
of the question sections. Otherwise, guess at the answers but don't
give too smart com
ments or you'll be
docked points.
Look carefully at the

prices of items. Pick
carefully because what
money you have might
not be enough to see

you by. Make notes of
the prices you bought
at and sell rockets back

Don't forget to keep sending in those hints and tips

for a profit (rule one:
buy low, sell high!).

to us at Atari ST User. Good luck and happy gaming!
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Here are the games of the last few weeks that

there are the others - the really good games

didn't make it into the mag because we didn't
have room, or they arrived too late or they were
just so good that we couldn't drag the team

that we have reviewed but which we don't

want you to forget about. Anyway, all are well
worth tracking down from wherever you

away from playing them to write a review. Then

normally get your games fix.

FINAL COMMAND UBI SOFT £24.99
This masterpiece of a space detective game missed out a few issues back
when it was released but it's good enough to deserve a mention now. You

have been sent by the Federation to solve a brutal murder mystery light
years from the earth where a group of scientists and colonists has been sav
agely attacked.

You arrive on the doomed ship to a scene of carnage. The captain, his
mate, the technicians - all are dead, shot with Federation laser blasts!

.99

There's a traitor somewhereabout and you'dbetter watch yourstep... or per
haps you'lldiscover that there's more to this than meets the eye!
Using a unique system of interaction you must pick up the clues dotted

at any type of space, split up into smaller areas,

around the ship and on the planet's surface. You'll often need items to

QUADREL-

g just four colours. This is easy in itself until you
realise that no colour is allowed to touch an area that's already painted the

progress to new areas of the game. This adds to the puzzle, so keep your
notepad handy because those clues start mounting up. Nice one!

same colour.

PLAYTEST RATING: 84%

Impossible? Well, Quadrel proves that indeed it is not. You get a paint
brush, different screens to load in (including some highly unlikely shapes, I
can tell you!) and four pots of paint at the bottom of the screen. You change
the colour of your paint by dipping into the pot but you have only limited sup
plies of each colour.

Quadrel offers a variety of different games, and various playing modes
including two-player - head-to-head or one player versus the computer - and
a solitaire mode. It's a neat, colourful game that we just couldn't find room
to include. Don't let that put you off because it's one that any puzzle fan will
appreciate and is good value for money.

PLAYTEST RATING: 79%

MERCHANT COLONY IMPRESSIONS £24.99
Coming in a boxas bigas a barn, Merchant Colony is reallyone for explorers,
colonists, scientists, soldiers, teachers and most of all, strategists every
where. You start in Liverpool docks and must establish a shipping empire in
the days when boats were real boats and pirates were the terror of all who

dared set sail. By careful purchasing of stocks and hiring of the right men
you can build new towns and trading centres, establish contact with the

locals - killing if necessary! - create farms and buy and sell produce, trans
porting it around the globe in your fleet of ships.
For a strategy game of this depth MerchantColony is terrifically detailed
and surprisingly varied. Graphics in both sprite and still form are excellent,
sound adds to the experience and you even get an arcade section to fight
the pirates off! Great stuff if you're a budding capitalist.

I PLAY 3D SOi
4.99
What can you do to football on the computer?You can make it playable, like
Kick Off, or you can make it realistic. I Play 3D Soccer is like, real. It's as
near to being there as has ever been attempted on the ST. You view the
game from player level, just behind your chosen player, and must control him
- and the team's fate - using the joystick.

Other players do as they see fit. You have to wave at them to get them to

PLAYTEST RATING: 80%

PLOTTING - OCEAN £24.99
When have you ever had the pleasure of playing the part of a baked bean
before? I didn't think so. Plotting from Ocean gives you the chance to

become the bean of your choice and mixes arcade speed with mindgame
puzzling in a dangerously addictive little number.

pass to you! Every player has artificial intelligence and skill levels of their

You, the bean, face a pile of square blocks with symbols on them. You

own. Gameplay is very hard to get used to - the view might make you sea
sick after a while. You rotate around and the view is spectacular!
Players seem lifelike and solid, it's all in real 3D and you can alter the
level of detail to speed up the game. All in ail, it's a very nice offering which
is just a tad less playable than some. Goggle at those graphics though.

hold a symbol yourself and have to knock out other blocks with the same

PLAYTEST RATING: 77%

symbolfrom the pile. The block you hit vanishes and another leaps from the
pile into your "hands". This must in turn be thrown at the next and so on.

It's never as easy as that and there are plenty of devious screens to get
stuck into. Great game - graphics and sound are of secondary importance
but are also very tasty.

PLAYTEST RATING: 88%
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FREE DELIVERY

Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning

Next Day - Anywhere inthe UK mainland

range of high quality dot
matrix printers from Citizen.

FREE STARTER KIT

Each Citizen printer is built in
the UK to exacting standards,

ensuring superb reliability
and a very high quality of
output. Our confidence in the
quality of Citizen printers is
such that we are pleased to
offer a

Worth £29.95 - With every Citizen printer from Silica.

FREE
COLOUR KIT
Worth £39.95 • With Swift 9 and Swift 24 printers.
2 YEAR
WARRANTY

Silica offer a 2 yearwarranty (including the printer head)
with every Citizen printer purchased from Silica.

unique two year

guarantee with every printer.

WINDOWS 3.0

Plus, if you purchase your
Citizen printer from us, we

FREE HELPLINE

will give you a Silica Printer
Starter Kit (worth £29.95),
FREE OF CHARGE!

Free Windows 3.0 driver • In the Silica Starter Kit.

Technical support helpline open during office hours.

MADE IN THE UK
Citizen printers are manufactured to high standards.

4QO CPS
I 9

printers. It has a stylish appearance and excellent
features and performance for such an inexpensive

printer.The 120D+ is available with either a serial
or parallel interface and is an ideal first printer.
• 9-pin Prlnthead
• Print Speed 144cps Draft
• 30cps NLQ

The Citizen Swift 9 is perfect for those who require
high quality dot matrix black or colour printing at a
budget price. The print quality of Swift 9 rivals that
of other manufacturer's 24-pin models.
• 9-pin Impact Printer

The award winning Citizen 124D brings high quali
ty 24-pin dot matrix printing within every computer
users reach. It is the ideal choice where high quali

ty
•
•
•
•

192dcr& 24

DRAFT

SWIFT 9 - COLOUR!

CITIZEN 124D

CITIZEN 120D +
The Citizen 120D+ is one of the UK's best selling

A

printing is required at a budget price.
24-pin Impact Printer
Print Speed 144cps Draft
2 LO Fonts (48cps)

• Print Speed 192cps Draft
• 3 NLQ Fonts (46cps)
8K Buffer

8K Buffer

FREE!
COLOUR
KIT

SWIFT 24 - COLOUR!
The Citizen Swift 24 is one of Europe's best selling

printers and has won awards including Printer Of
The Year 1990. Its rapid print speed, quality and
black or colour options, make it a natural choice.

• 24-pin Impact Printer
• Print Speed 192cps Draft
• 4 NLQ Fonts (64cps)
•

FREEI
COLOUR
KIT

8K Buffer

• Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation

• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation

• Epson & IBM Graphics Emulation

• Epson, IBM & NECP6+ Emulation

• Pull Tractor & Bottom Feed

• Advanced Paper Parking

• Advanced Paper Parking

• Advanced Paper Parking

• Superior Graphics • 240x216dpi

• Superior Graphics - 360x360dpi

•

FREE Starter Kit

•

•

•
•

•

FREE Colour Kit

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£233.83
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
TOTAL RRP: £263.78
SAVING: £112.20

£129

SILICA PRICE: £151.58

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

FREE Starter Kit

RRP
£292.58
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
TOTAL RRP: £322.53

SAVING: £112.20

FREE Starter Kit
FREE Colour Kit

RRP
£280.83
STARTER KIT .... £29.95
COLOUR KIT
£44.65

£179

TOTAL RRP: £355.43
SAVING: £133.35

£4.11
£4.70
£15.63

COLOUR KITS
PRA1236 Swift 9/24
£39.65
All prices include VAT and Free delivery.

£259

Every Citizen printer from Silica, comes complete with the Silica
Printer Starter Kit, including everything you need to get up and run

ning with your new printer immediately, FREE OF CHARGE!
• 3V2" Dual Format Disk with Amiga & ST Printer Drivers
• 3Vi" Disk with Drivers for Microsoft Windows 3
• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of High Quality Continuous Paper
• 200 Continuous Address Labels on Tractor Feed
• 5 Continuous Envelopes on Tractor Feed

If you already own aprinter, and would like aSilica Printer ^SEjiJ" SS.Pgm
Starter Kit, you may order one (ref. _KIT 5000) for the special P29 9 5
Silica price of £24.95- £5 off RRP!

MAIL ORDER:

LONDON SHOP:

• FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of PC technical experts at your service.

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

. tnCUP SHOP:

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors ona "Same product -Sameprice" basis.

• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
• £13m TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid and reliable with maintained growth.
• BUSINESS/EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches,
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your PC requirements from one supplier.
• free CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when tobuy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy it.

Considerwhatit will be likea fewmonthsafter youhave made yourpurchase, when you mayrequireadditional

peripherals orsoftware, orsome technical help and advice. And, will the company you buy from contact you with

details ofnew products? At Silica Systems, weensurethatyou will have nothing toworry about. Silica Systems
isoneoftheUKs leading independent computer dealers andprovides a quality service tousersathome, ineducation
andInbusiness throughout the nation. Silica have beenestablished for over 12years, andhave anannual turnover

ilLICA
SYSTEMS

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
NoLate Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
NoLateNight Opening
Opening Hours:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFERS YOU I

literature on the Citizen printer range and begin to

TOTAL RRP: £503.48

SAVING: £199.15
SILICA PRICE: £304.33

£71.38
£88.70
£42.00

SERIAL INTERFACES

RIB 3520 120D/Swift 9 Black
RIB 3924 124D/Swift 24 Black
RIB 3936 Swift 9/24 Colour

experience the "Silica Systems Service".

£428.88 .

COLOUR KIT .... E44.65

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1200 120D
PRA1215 1240/Swift 9/24
PRA1228 124D/Swift 9/24

ORIGINAL RIBBONS

requirementswithan understandingwhichis second
to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete
and return the coupon now, for our latest Free

£189

SILICA PRICE: £222.08

SILICA PRICE: £210.33

PRA1189 120D+
£56.45
PRA1209 Swift 9/124D
£32.25
PRA1709 Swift 24
£26.38
PRINTER STAND
PRA1242 124D/Switt 9/24
£24.03

of £13 million. With our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers

RRP

STARTER KIT .... £29.95

Opening Hours:

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-3028811

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To- Silica Systems Ltd, Dept ATSTR-0791 -55,1 -4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX^1

| PLEASE SEND CITIZEN PRINTER INFORMATION
i

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname: .

Address:

I
Postcode: ..

Tel (Home):

m

Fax No: 081-308-OoOd

Tel (Work): .

" Company Name (ifapplicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?

.^^.....^^....^^.....^^••••^^•••••^J

E&OE • Advertised prices andspecifications may change • Please return tnecoupon torthe latest information.

Stereo put
ports

WHAT

Power supply port
Reset button

Ever wondered

what's actually
going on beneath
the grey plastic

Midi in and
out sockets

lid of that

humming silicon
beast on your
desktop?
Wonder no more

- Fielding Mellish
reveals all!

Computers are sophisticated beasts.
Think about it. When the first transis

tor-based computers came into use,
several rooms were required to house
their complex circuitry. A constant stream of
dour young men and women tended their
every needs and no one, but no one was

allowed within three streets of the thing unless
they had a first in maths, a beard or sensible
skirt and their own lab coat.

Today, of course, things are much differ

And when they do, what are you going to do
about it? Spend the better part of this year's
salary just to get one of the many service cen
tres to allow it through the door?
And what about upgrading? Ram, doublesided drives, replacement roms and so on. All
are 10-minute jobs requiring little or no real
expertise, just a passing knowledge of the
machine's layout and a bit of courage.
This feature isn't about repairing, however.
What we're going do here is take some of the

down further still and that's where the compli
cations set in.

Rom, for example, stores the computer's

ent. The beard's been shaved, the sensible

mystery out of the ST. Reveal some of its

operating system, and is a simple plug-in
chip which is probably all you need to know.

skirt replaced with a version so short the
wearer needs privacy just to sit down, and as

innermost hardware secrets. It's all straight

But closer examination reveals it to be a com

forward stuff.

for the computers, well, you simply wouldn't
recognise them!
At least, you wouldn't were you around

back in grandad's day. Most of you, thank
fully, were not and have been weaned on a

diet of freely-available silicon - a computer in
every home.

And yet the computer still remains some
thing of a mystery. Sure, you're not afraid of it.
Bung in the plug, switch on and you're in con
trol right from the start. But when it comes to

FANTASTIC VOYAGE
Of course it's very nice to have a BSc in com
puter science but you can manage without
one and here's how. If you've seen the movie
Fantastic Voyage (the one where the heroes
shrink to tiny proportions then roam around

inside some poor unfortunate's body...), you'll
know what's coming. We're going to reduce
ourselves to the merest speck then slip unno
ticed into the heart of the ST.

plex matrix of diodes. Closer still, and we see

that the diodes are not of the discreet compo
nent type, but are etched onto the surface of

a sandwich, consisting of silicon - a semi
conductor - and an insulating material.
Get down really small, and we see that this
sandwich consists further of doped gallium
arsenide which relies on migrating electrons
and 'holes' to produce the properties we see
when the rom is in operation.

It's computer science stuff, and you'll
remember that we said you didn't need a

looking under the lid, most people have about

The best way to think about a computer is

as much understanding as well, someone

degree to follow the feature. So let's get back

as a series of building blocks. Each is a self-

without any understanding, right? I know
exactly how to propel my MR2 forward, but
when it comes to changing the oil, forget it!

to component level, where it's easy. At the

contained item which, when joined together
with the others, produces a working com
puter. Thinking of building blocks is by far the

most important "block" is the Motorola 68000

Well, that's fine. Most machines, especially
the ST, are well made and reliable and it's

easiest method because otherwise almost
every component can be broken into con

rare to see a breakdown - but they do occur.

ing Unit. It's the square item you can see to
the right in the "expose-all" photograph. The

stituent components which can be broken

green board holding the chips and other

-^m-a^
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heart of the ST, and perhaps its biggest and
processor - aka the CPU or Central Process

SIMM memory
cards - either
Power

supply

4x256k or 4x1 Mb

Monitor port

DMA port for
hard disk or

TV output. Takes
the video signal

laser printer

Centronics

RS 232 port for

Printer port

modems

and modulates it

into a TV signal

3.5in internal

floppy disk
drive

MC6850 ACIA -

Asynchrous
Communications
Interface

Adapter. Chips
used to convert
serial data -

such as Midi or
RS 232 - into the

parallel type
which can be
stored in ram or

dealt with by the
processor

Keyboard
connector

port

Space for
mouse and

joystick
connector

MK 68901 MFP multi-function

Large surface-mounted
custom chip

68000 processor. The heart of
the system - controls all the
other chips on the board

Blitter. Speeds up
screen drawing

peripherial. Provides the system

timers, interrupts and control
functions

ers and you'll recall that they were 8-bit

rom and ram. Rom stands for read-only mem

machines. So the 68000 16-bit device is twice

ory and holds the permanent instructions

has the ability to take user-inputted data, per

as fast as an 8-bit computer.

which tell the ST who and what it is. You

form various calculations and other opera

Well, not quite, clock rates, bus widths, the
sophistication or otherwise of the program
ming instructions, available ram and so on all
play a part in determining the ultimate speed
of a CPU, but yes, the 68000 provides far
more raw speed and power than the simpler

switch on the power, the ST examines its rom

components is known as the motherboard.
The 68000 is the brains behind the ST. It

tions on it then spit it out at the other end suit
ably - and meaningfully - processed.
What this means is that the characters you

type at the keyboard are displayed onscreen,
the calculations you instruct that spreadsheet
to do are processed correctly, databases are
sorted into a proper order and so on.
Now although breathtakingly fast and
clever, the 68000 isn't really intelligent. You
have to tell it what to do before anything
worthwhile can happen. Think of a car. Sure,
it can travel safely along the motorway at 70
miles an hour, but it can't do this by itself, you
have to tell it by turning the key, pressing the
accelerator and steering the wheels.
The 68000 is driven by the programs you
load in from disk, and these can be bought
from people who know how to program, or
written by yourself.
It is described as being a 16-bit chip which

means that it can process two bytes of data at
a time. Think back to the first home comput-

8-bit machines.

Here's an interesting little aside. Ever won
dered what "ST" means? The name relates

directly to the innards of the ST. Internally, the
68000 is an awe-inspiring 32-bit processor
capable of immense computation. Unfortu
nately, because of the width of the bus (the
path along which data is taken from memory
and fed into the 68000), the amount of data
which can be moved at any one time is only
16 bits. ST stands for Sixteen/Thirty-two - the
internal chip and bus size.
So,

in the ST there's some brains, but

they're not very good without memory. Imag
ine learning to drive all over again each time
you wanted to take the oar out. To get around
memory problems, two types are installed,

and finds there the instructions which tell it

how to manipulate a monitor, a disk drive, the
keyboard and soon.
These instructions are known as the oper

ating system and without a rom, the ST would
be, quite literally, brain-dead! Rom is perma
nent. Nothing more can be stored there, and
what's already in it can't be wiped out. When
ever you switch on the ST, the contents are
made instantly available to the computer.
Early STs didn't have roms. The operating
system had to be loaded from floppies. This
method actually has certain advantages, like
being able to upgrade the operating system

simply by using new disks, but it's a slow and
tedious process.

Ah, we were just coming to ram. This latter
is a kind of scratchpad memory. Anything can
be loaded into it and stored there, but the

instant power is disconnected, the contents
are lost forever.

Ram, or random access

memory, is where the programs you load from
July 1991 Atari ST User

Mouse and

joystick sockets

disk

are

stored

and

where the 68000 temporarily
stores bits of information it might
need

later,

such

as an

intermediate

result from a spreadsheet calculation.
In early STs, ram chips were inserted into
special sockets in a line along the bottom of
the motherboard, and because this board

was the same for both 520 and 1040STs,
upgrading the former to the latter was a sim

ple process of opening the case and plug
ging in more chips.
That was far too simple however, so it
wasn't long before the design was changed.
The chips were soldered directly on to the
motherboard, doing away with sockets alto
gether, which made it very difficult for those
who wanted to upgrade the memory but

didn't have the necessary soldering skills.

SIMPLE SIMMS
The latest STE machines have returned to

simplicity. They use a device known as a

SIMM (Single In-line Memory Module) for the
memory. This SIMM is simply a little oblong

means the Glue performs
address decoding so that data is
correctly located in memory. It pro

vides timing frequencies so that chips can ^
be read and written to at the correct time and
speed. And it renders rom banks active and

helps

to control

the

peripheral

devices

attached to your ST.

The next exotic building block on the moth
erboard is the 68901 MFP. The letters stand

for Multi-Function Peripheral, and the chip
provides a parallel and serial port for the ST the former for use with printers, the latter with
modems - timing and interrupts.
Computers work sequentially, one instruc

board containing several ram chips, which
can be plugged into a special socket. To
upgrade, you unplug the existing SIMMs and
plug larger SIMMs in their place. Simple!

tion after another. But unless there was a

Ram is also used for the video display to
help produce what you see onscreen. And
this where a conflict can arise. How do you

would be useless. Interrupts do just that. Inter
rupts are allocated a priority and when

means of halting this relentless move forward
in order to get the machine to do some other,
perhaps more important function, the machine

required, are sent to the Glue.

decide whether to allow the CPU access to

ram or screen maintenance operations such
as refreshing and changing the display?
Many early home computers could not

STOP THAT!
For example, the ST might be currently
engaged in fetching some much-needed data

resolve the conflict and consequently per
formed at a fraction of the speed at which
they were capable. The Sinclair Spectrum's

from memory, when a disk drive signals to the
machine to say "Stop what you're doing! I'm

processor, for example, had to sit idling while

interrupt with a higher priority than the func
tion currently being attended (fetching data
from memory), the 68901 signals to the Glue
and says "Stop that, start doing this...". In this
way, the most important tasks are always
attended to first which, if you think about, is

the screen was updated.
To get around the problem, Atari used
another building block known as the MMU.
The Memory Management Unit behaves
almost like a processor in its own right. It runs
at twice the speed of the 68000 CPU and ser
vices the video shifter (a temporary and fast
store for output to the screen) without affect

ing the performance of the CPU in any way.
The screen is refreshed and the CPU can go
on working, impervious to the requirements of
the video shifter.

So that's four building blocks. We've got
the brains, rom to store the operating system,
. ram to store your programs and act as a little
scratchpad for the CPU, and a Memory Man
agement Unit to ease the processor's burden

and control the memory efficiently.
And now we come to a few specialised lit
tle devices. Every computer worth the name
has a custom chip or two. These are
designed by specialists and perform the work
normally taken up by several off-the-shelf

chips. Sometimes, it isn't possible to buy a
commercially-available chip do the task you
want, and the only way out is to design a cus
tom chip.
The ST's Glue chip is used, as its name
suggests, to hold everything together. This
Atari ST User July 1991

waiting to be serviced". If the drive has an

the way it should be.
Finally, there's a chip to control the DMA
input/output. The DMA port at the back of the

almost-acronym meaning Block Line Trans
fer. In computers which don't have a blitter,
anytime a screen changes, every pixel has to
be recalculated and redisplayed (pixel
means Picture ELement and is the smallest

screen dot which can be displayed). The pro
cess takes a long time, particularly if you're
running a fast and colourful arcade game or
messing around with a flight simulator.
To solve the problem, the blitter processes
and redisplays whole blocks of the screen at

a time, represented by "lines", speeding up
the drawing and redrawing considerably.
This is known as "blitting", that is, block line
transferring.
The first STs didn't have the blitter although
it was always promised as a plug-in optional
extra. Unfortunately, it was never actually
available and if you wanted one, you had to
buy a 1040 or Mega. The STE of course, is
equipped with a blitter as standard and ben

efits enormously from the device.
Sound from the ST is produced by an old
industry standard sound chip known as the
Yamaha 2981.

It's a four channel device and with it, you
can generate the kind of computerish beeps
and buzzes that 8-bit machines such as the

ST is an incredibly fast parallel port with a few

Atari 800XL and Oric Atmos used to produce.
In short, the Yamaha chip is better than noth

bells and whistles which enable the ST to

ing, but not much better!

transfer data in and out with far more speed
than that available at the parallel, serial, drive

Why Atari plumped for this chip when the
rest of the machine was very innovative for its
time and price remains a mystery. Perhaps
there simply wasn't anything else around that
could do a better job without increasing the

or other ports.

The DMA is used to hook up devices which
require data fast and in large amounts.
Peripherals such as a hard drive, laser printer
and so on fall into this category, and the DMA
chip is provided to control the data flow and
generally service the port. The chip also helps
to control the floppy drives.
So now we can process, store information,
display it, control disk drives and laser print
ers and stop the machine at any time if some

to see what's going on.
The machine pictured is a 4160 STE.

thing more important needs to be done. All

The STE is now Atari's standard machine.

that's left is to have maybe one final attempt to
speed up the screen, and provide some inter

Your ST or STE may look slightly different
because there are so many variations on
the theme. But the principles remain the
same regardless of the configuration of

esting squeaks and buzzes.

To do the former, the ST is equipped with
what's known as a

blitter. The word is an

price significantly -

who knows? There's

always the Midi ports of course...
So there you have it. Computers aren't diffi
cult to understand. Get right down to the nuts

and bolts and things get a bit hairy, but pic
tured as a series of building blocks, it's easy

your machine.

APPLICATION
Astro

Comms Assortment

Infinity 4BS
Micro-Emacs
Network
Uniterm

Star Net

GRAPHICS

Hypervoc

Pearl

Child Ed Disk Collection
Treasure Search

Mega Blit
Neo-Chrome Master

Type — IT
Chemistry For All

Akore brings you the most

Master Painter

comprehensive choice of top shareware
programs available. To order your free
catalogue call free on 0800 252221
now or to place your order by credit card
telephone 0602 500544.

Artist

Public Painter

Eplan (Cad)
Mini-Paint

UTILITIES

Autogem
Disk Lab

GAMES
Hack

Chess
Warzone
BOLOI

Give Us A Break
Chance
Lunar Lander

For either of the above fill in the tear-off

ST Switcher

slip below and send it to:

Compunet
Disk Format

Tracker

FREEPOST, AKORE SHAREWARE,

DC Format

NG1 1BR.

Interprint 2

i nsras

Please send me the following programmes and my FREE copy of

MUSIC

the AKORE SHAREWARE CATALOGUE.

Casio C3
Music Writer

No. Of Discs

PRICE

The Accompanist
Uniplayer
Sound Tracker

Quartet (Samples)

Prices
1.95

POST & PACKAGING
TOTAL

.Disc Size

Name.
cd a
en

5.25

Address.

o

Telephone

Postcode

Post and Packing

2 3

Q_

CO

2.49p
- 1.99p
- 1.75p
- 1.49p
- 1.29p

Price per disc
(including VAT)

~

£ 2
CD

3.5

1 10+
20+
50+
100+

I wish to pay by

Cheque/P.O.

|Exp. Date | j

Card No.

Credit Cd

(type)

1.95p extra

fit"!

^mvjFmthe best psfcm.mEbest service Aim nm

M

sumwj?

PRINTERS

<SX /^Vccetdcr-tcc*
SM124 Mono Monitor
Megafile 30 Hard Disk
Megafile 60 Hard Disk
External 3.5" Disk Drive
Golden Image Hand Scanner

£109.99
E399.00
E529.95
£69.00
£199.00

Forget-Me-Clock «
ST Monitor Switch Box

£19.95
£14.95

£12.99
£12.99
STE Stereo MKI8833 lead
£12.99
£12.99
STFM MKII8833 lead
Joystick/Mouse extension lead
£4.99
Replacement Mouse lead
£3.95
Standard Parallel lead
£5.95
Internal PSU for STFM/E
£100.00
Replacement ST keyboard
£100.00
Mouse Mat
£3 50
2 x Mid cables
£6.99
14 pin din plug (ST disk drive)
£2.30
14 pin dn socket (ST disk drive)
£3.00
13 pin dn plug (ST monitor)
£2.00

&

RIBBONS

All of our printers come with a parallel cable to suit Atari ST,
Amiga and all standard PC etc (other cables available at
extra cost - ask for details). All printers carry a full 12 months
warranty. We only sell genuine UK stock - we do not offer
inferior grey imports".

STE Stereo scart lead
STFM scart lead

512K Ram upgrade with clock

£29.99

A590 20Mb Hard Disk
External 3.5" Disk Drive

£284.95
£65.00

Golden Image Hand Scanner
Amiga Stereo scart lead
Amiga Stereo MKII 8833 lead
Standard Parallel lead

£199.00
£12.99
£12.99
£5.95

Mouse Mat
2 x Mid cables

£3.50
£6.99

* 2 YEAR WARRAiSTY *

SPECMk OFFER! All Citizen Swift 9.24 and 24X printers come

with a FREE colourkit and colourribbon until the end of May1991.

SPECIAL OFFER! For a limited period only weareoffering a
CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK with allCitizen printers. The

£ao£ °S^n?es of :,3-5" disK full of printer drivers forthe STAmiga

&PC;2O0 sheets of fanfold tractorfeed paper 200 fanfold tractor
feed address labels; 5 tractorfeed envelopes all for only £12.99 on
top of the price of the printer

,-^X^4^ QJ-uVed
* NEW * NEW *
We are now official stockists of the latest
in high quality / low price ST hard disk
drives from Protar. All Protar hard dsk
drives come with a full 12 month

Citizen 120D + (9-pin)

Citizen Swift 9 (9-pin) *FREE COLOUR KIT*
Citizen 124D (24-pin)

Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin) *FREE COLOUR KIT*

Citizen Swift 24X (15 24-pin) *FREE COLOUR KIT*

REPLACEMENT warranty (no lengthy
repairs!!), a DMA through port, device

CITIZEN RIBBONS
120D / Swift 9 Black Ribbon

number switching and Protar hard disk
drives are the only manufacturer with
the ATARI COMPATIBILITY seal of

124D / Swift 24 Black Ribbon

approval

Swift 9 / Swift 24 Colour Ribbon

*

PHONE NOW *

Phone us today for prices Hard dsk sizes

ranging from 20MB to 440MB includng

removable taoe streamers

&Tr€ AL***v fCu*
DIY 1 - 512k upgrade
DIY2 - 2mb upgrade
DIY 4 - 4mb upgrade

£29.99
£89.00
£159.00

All STE Ram Kits come with instructions

Swift 24X Black Ribbon

Swift 24X Colour Ribbon

details.

Discovery 1 Pack Software
Discovery 2 Pack Software
Extra Pack Software
Tenstar Pack Software
Power Pack Software
Curriculum Pack Software

£16.99
£16.99
£39.99
£29.95
£34.99
£39.95

uajits sequencer One

DrT Tiger Cub
C-Lab * ALL PACKAGES *

Swift 24X Colour Kit

Swift 24 Font Cards (6

Steinberg * ALL PACKAGES*

XX

Star LC10 Mono (9-pin)
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin)
Star LC24-10 Mono (24-pin)
Star LC24-200 Mono (24-pin)
Star LC24-200 Colour (24-pin)
Star XB24-10 Mono (24-pin)
Star XB24-15Mono 15" (24-pin)

Canon BJ10E Portable Bubble Jet
Hewlett Packard Desk Jet 500

2mb ram, 40mb h/disk
4mb ram, 40mb h/dsk
8mb ram, 40mb h/dsk
Hi res cdour monitor
19" Hi res mono monitor

Canon BJ10E Sheet Feeder

Contnver 5-in-1
Contiver Trackball

Golden Image Optical
Logitech ST

HP Desk Jet Epson FX Emulation Card

£2t66
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cartridge games. The Lynx can be used

with either batteries or a mains power

supply unit. All our Lynx machines come

with instructions and mainspower

supply unit.

£95.00

£3.50
£5.20
£5.00
£10.00
£4.75
£7.50
£11.00

California Games cartridge)

£14.99
£1199
£9.50
£6.99
£14.99

ALL GAMES £19.99 EACH:
California Games

Blue Lightning
Chips Challenge

Gates of Zendocor
Klax

£289.00
£459.00
£279.00

£117.50

Carrying Case
Carrying Pouch
Car Power Adaptor
Sun Visor/Scratch Shield
Mains Power Supply

Paper Boy
Road Blasters

Rygar

Slime World

Electrocop
Gauntlet III
Miss Pacman

Rampage
Robo Squash
Shanghai
Xenophobe

£59.99
£59.99

RIBBONS / INK

Canon BJ10E Ink Cartridge
HP Desk Jet Ink Cartridge
£29.99
ERI.NG
£29.95

The Atari Lynx is a superb full colour;

hand held, games console usingplug-in

Zarior Mercenar

ACCESSORIES

n\c

£249.99
£249.99
£249.99

Lynx Console (with free

Other Printers

available in the followingconfigurations:
£1699.99
£1999.99
£2199.99
£440.00
RI.NG

£155.00
£220.00
£215.00
£260.00
£295.00
£475.00
£600.00

Lynx Console

STAR RIBBONS
Star LC10 Black Ribbon
Star LC10 Colour Ribbon

Panasonic KXP 1124i (24-pin)

The amazing 32Mhz TT030 is now

8833 with STFM (.able
8833 with STE cable
8833 with Amiga (.able

MONDAY TO SATURDAY \

Star LC24-10 Black Ribbon
Star LC24-200 Black Ribbon
Star LC24-200 Colour Ribbon
RI.NG
RI.NG
RI.NG
RI.NG

The Philips 8833 Mkll also comes with
12 months on site warranty FREE!

£39.99
£79.99
£34.99
£39.99
different) each
£35.00
TELESALES (0903) 700714
10.00AM TO 12 MIDNIGHT-

Star LC200 Black Ribbon
Star LC200 Colour Ribbon

Stmuu

The Philips8833 Mkll is the perfect
colour monitor for ST and Amiga
owners. With its stereo sound and super
qualitypicture it really shows off the full
capacities of the STE and the Amiga.

124D / Swift 9 & 24 Semi Auto S/Feeder
124D / Swift 9 & 24 Automatic S/Feeder
Swift 9 & Swift 24 Colour Kit

machines.

For contents of the ST software packs see the listing of ST computer ranges
on the opposite page or phone us for

£4.50
£4.50
£16.00
£7.50
£18.00

CITIZEN ACCESSORIES

and DO NOT require soldering in most

&X £?CrfiU$f*te.

£139.00
£199.00
£209.
£299.
£399.

Panasonic KXP 1124i Ribbon

£19.99
£14.99
£9.00

LASER PRINTERS & PLOTTERS AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST - PLEASE RING US WITH
YOUR REQUIREMENTS

/.x ri amplified stereo speakers are
suitable for the STE. AMIGA & SEGA

MEGADRIVE. They come with a power
supply and offer lull range stereo sound

for only C37.50 including VAT * delivery

ATARI STE PACKS
WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR NEW
STE PACKS WHICH OFFER YOU THE VERY
BEST DEALS AT THE VERY BEST PRICES!!
PHONE TODAY ~ 10903) 700714
ALL ATARI ST PRICES INCLUDE VAT ANDUKDELIVERY. ALLPRODUCTS CARRY A FULL _ - _ .

12MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND OlXK

Imb

4mb

2mb

CURRENT PRICES

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consists of the computer wiuV26Q qq
mouse, tvlead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack issupplied****",-*,*/ £299.00 £329.00

£409.00

with NO software.

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 1. consists of the Standard Pack and

STOS, First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command Space Harrier,

E279.00 £309.00 £339.00

£419.00

Outrun, Bomb Jack)

ATARI STE DISCOVERY 2. consistsof the StandardPack and

First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4games (Dragons Breath, Super Cycle,

£279.00 £309.00 £339.00

£419.00

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

arcade games (for individual game titles see theblack box onthe bottom left of £289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£289.00

£319.00 £349.00

£429.00

£299.00

£329.00 £359.00

£439.00

Indiana Jones, Anarchy)

ATARI STE TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix,

Chess Player 2150, Driving Force, Live +Let Die, Onslaught Pipemania, Rick
Dangerous. Rock n Roll, Squeek and Trivial Pursuit II

ATARI STE POWER, consists of Standard Pack and 20 top selling
this page).

ATARI STE EXTRA, consists of Standard Pack and Kuma word

processor, database, spreadsheets business graphics as well as First Basic,
Hyper Paint,STAC Adventure game designer and Prince game.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists of Standard Pack and also

3 levels ofeducational software (from 5 yrsto50 yrsIII), a word processor, a
spreadsheet a database. HyperPaint and MusicMaker II software.

mF^k. IWB m ^Wp Ar"^k

&^.^m& m^k>^&

ALL AMIGA PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS AHE UK STOCK AND CARRY AFULL 12MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY. PLEASE
RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PHICE&

AMIGA ASOO BASE PACK A500 computer, mouse, tv modulator, manuals, Workbench, etc supplied bare'with no
games software * STOCKSVERY LIMITED - SO HURRY *

AMIGA ASOO 1MB PACK A500computer with extra512K ram expansion, mouse, tvmodulator, manuals, Workbench,
etc supplied bare' with nogames software. * OUR RAM EXPANSIONS DO NOT INVALIDATE YOUR WARRANTY *

£299.00

£325.00

AMIGA ASOO ASTRA PACK A500 512k computer, mouse, tv modulator, manuals, Workbench, etc supplied with 10
£325.00

great software titles (see A5001MB ASTRApack below for details)

AMIGA ASOO 1MB ASTRA PACK Amiga A500 computer, 512K Ramexpansion with clockand battery back-up,

mouse, tvmodulator, manuals, Workbench etcdisks, plus theASTRA 10 games pack including the following games: Datastorm. Dungeon

£350.OO

Quest,E Motion, Grand Monster Slam, Kid Gloves, Powerplay, RVF Honda, Shuffle Puck Cafe, Soccerand Tower of Babel
AMIGA A1500 BASE PACK A1500 1Mb RAM (expandable to 9Mb) computer with 2 x 3.5"880k dsk drives built in.

and a mouse. The A1500 base pack is supplied with no software.

£599.OO

AMIGA A1500 PACK A1500 1Mb RAM (expandable to 9Mb) computer with 2 x 3.5"880k dsk drives built in, mouse and
the following software :Platinum Works, Deluxe Paint 3, Populous Simm City, Battle Chess Their Finest Hour (Battle of Britain) and2
books: "The A-Z of Computer Jargon" and"Getting the most from your Amiga"

£655.00

IT'S BACK !!
THE POWER PACK !!
Due to massive customer demand, we aie proud to
announce lhal we now have further slocks of our best

selling Atari ST software pack comprising ot

Afterburner. R-Type. Gaunllel 2. Super Hang-On.
Space Harrier. Slar Glider. Overlander. Super Huey.
Pac Mania. Ncbulus. Eliminator. Predalor. Xenon.
Bombuzal. Bomb Jack. Double Dragon. Black
Lamp. Out Run. Star Goose and Star Ray.
All ot the above games are available in the Powgi Pack

Soltware pack lor only (STOCKS LIMITED - SO HURRY) -

£34.99

I^^UWIShi^L^LACEANORDERmENPL^ASESEm YOUR CHEQUES.
BANKERS DRAFTS. POSTAL ORDERS. CASH ETC. TO :

BEST PRICES (DEFT SW), UNIT A, GRAfTON PLACE,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX, BH11 IdX
OR USE YOUR ACCESS OR VISA AND RING OUR
TELESALES ORDER HOTLINE AT ANYTIME BETWEEN

10.00 AM AND 12.00 MIDNIGHT, MONDAY TO SATURDAY
AND SPEAK TO ONE OF OUR FULLY TRAINED STAFFON :

109031 700714

All prices include 175% VAT and free UK delivery (pverage A-Sdays) unless otherwise stated. All prces / specifications / special I
oilers are subject tochange without nolfce. Goods usually despatchedsame day when cleared payment isreceived before

lhals less than £1.75 each

(requires double-sided internal disk drive)

2pm Personal cheque clearance takes 7days. Please make cheques/P.O's out to BEST PRICES Mail order onb No callers please.
ADD £700 INC VAT hVR NEXT WORKING DAY UK DELIVER* FOR ORDERS PLACED BEIORE 2 VM
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OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304

E3 CALL US ON: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 m
ATARI ST SELLERS
A.P.B

NEW PRICE 7.99

ADVANCED DESTKOYfR SIM
ADVANCED FRUIT MACHlNr SIM
AFTERBURNER
AFRICA KORPS
APPRENTICE

17
6
/
NEW 21
NEW 13

ARKANOID-REVI-NGE OF DOH ...

50
99
99
50
99

7 99

ATOMIC ROISOKID
AXELS MAGIC HAMMER

1 3 99
7 99

AWESOME

NEW PRICE 1 7.50

B-A.T.

74.99

BACK TO THE FUTURE 3
BACKGAMMON

17 50
17 50

BARBARIAN 2
BATMAN THE CAPF.D CRJSADEH
BATTLE COMMAND
BATTLEMASTER
BATTLETECH

799
7 99
1 7 50
7J 50
24 99

BETRAYAL

21 50

BLINKYS SCARY SCHOOL
6
BLITZKRIEG MAY 1940
17
BRAT
NEW 1?
BRIAN CLOUGH'S FOOTBALL FORTUNES
9
BRIDGE MASTER
17
BRIDGE TUTOR
17
CADAVER
17
CALIFORNIA GAMES
NEW PRICE 7
CAPTIVE
17
CAR-VUP
17
CARRIER COMMAND
NEW PRICE 9
CENTREFOLD SQUARES
9
CHAOS EDITOR
9
CHAOS STRIKES fSACK
17

CHASEHQ 2

99
50
50
99
50
50
50
99
50
50
99
99
99
50

17^0

CHIPS CHALLENGE
CHUCK ROCK
CHUCKIE EGG

1 7 50
NEW 17 50
1 j 99

CODENAME ICEMAN

24 99

COHORT FIGHTING FOR ROME
COLONELS BEQUEST
COLORADO
COLOSSUS BRIDCE
COLOSSUS CHESS 10
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
CORPORATION + MISSION DISC
COUGAR FORCE
CORPORATION MISSION DISC
COUNT DUCKULA
CRAZY CARS

NEW 21
27
?
17
17
7
17
NEW 1 7
9
7
7

50
99
99
50
50
99
50
50
99
99
99

CRICKET CAP IAIN

17 50

CURSEOF AZURE BONDS
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING

21 50
9 99

DALEYTHOMPSONS OLYMPIC CHALLENGE ,,7,99
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DEFENDERS OF T-ih EARTH
DEGAS ELITE

NEW PRICE 9 99
7 99
17 50

DELUXE STRIP POKER

"

9 99

DENARIS

NEW PRICE 7.99

DONALDS ALPHABET CHASE
DRAGON SPIRITS
DRAGONS LAIR 2
DRAKKHEN
DRILLER
DRUM STUDIO

1 7 50
NEW PRICE 7 99
31 99
2150
NEW PRICE 7 99
4 99

DUNGEON MASTER
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR
E-MOTION
EDD THE DUCK

i 7 50
6 99
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99
1 7 50

ELITE

....17.50

ELVIRA

21,50

EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER

1 7 50

EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE
Fl 6 COMBAT PILOT
f-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
F29 RETALIATOR
FALCON MISSION DISK 1 OR 2
FAMOUS FIVE
FANTASY WORLD DlZ/Y

FAST FOOD

NEW 17
17
21
17
13
13
6

50
50
50
50
99
99
99

6 99

FEDERATION Ol RFC TRADERS
S.50
FERRARI FORMUI A ONE
9 99
FINAL WHISTLE
8 99
FIRE BRIGADE
21 50
SPECIAL OFFER 3.99
FIRST CONTACT
THE FLINTSTONES
NEW PRICE 7 99
FLOOD
9 99
FOOTBALL DIRFCTOR 2
1 3 99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 1 EXP. KIT
9 99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (UNDFR 5)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7)

FUNSCHOOI i(7+)
FUTURE BASKCTBA.L
FRUIT MACHINE
GALDRACONS DOMAIN
GARRY LIN-KERS HO I SHOTS

GAUNTLET 2
GAUNTLET 3
CAZZA2

17 50
1 7 50

17 50
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99
6 99
NEW PRICE 6 99
7 99

7 99
NEW 17.50
17.50

GETTYSBURG
GHOSTS AND GOBLINS
GO

GODS

21 50
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99
17,50

NEW 17.50

GOLDEN AXE
COOFVS RAILWAYEXPRESS
GUNSHIP
HAMMF.RFIST
HARD DRIVINHARD DRIVIN1 2

1 7 50
1 7 50
17 50
SPECIAL OFFER 3 99
NEW PRICE 7.99
17 50

HEROQUES1

NEW 1/50

HILLSI REETBLUES

NEW 1 7 50

HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THF GALAXY
,. ,. 6 99
HOSTAGES
7 99
HYDRA
NEW 17.50
I PLAY 3-D SOCCER
„..,
NEW 1 7 50

IMPERIUM

1 7 50

INTERNATIONAL ICE HOCKEY
17 50
INTERNATIONAL KARATE+
7 99
|ACK NICKLAUSGOLF
17 50
NEW 17,50
IAHANGIR KHAN SQUASH
JAMES POND
1 7 50
|AWS
..NEW PRICE 7.99
JOCKEY WILSON'S DAR'S
9 99
KAMIKAZE
7 99
KARATE KID 2
3 99
KENNY DALCLISH SOCCER MANAGER
7 99
KICKOFF + EXTRA TIME
799
KICK OFF 2
1399
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE..
8 99

ST COMPILATIONS

KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS

NEW 7 99

KILLING CIOUD

17 50

KILLINGGAME SHOW

NEW PRICE 7.99
7 99

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
LEGEND OF FAERGHAIL

,

6 99
71 50

LEISURESUM IARRY
LEISURESUIT LARRY I OOK I OR I OVE

24 99
31 99

LEISURE5UIT LARRY 3

31 99

BARDS TALE 1 OR2 OR3
CHAMPIONS 0C KRVNN
CODENAME !CJMAN

NEW 17.50
fi 99

DRAC0N5OFFLAMt
DUNGEON MASTER
HEROES OF THE LANCE

LORDSOFCHAOS

NEW17S0

HEROES QUfST

49 99

LOTUS ESPRITTURBO CHALLENGE....

17 50

Ml TANK PLATOON
MANCHESTFR UNITED

21 50
1 3 99

MASTER BLAZER
MEGA TRAVELLER 1

NEW 1 7 50
2150

MERCENARY COMPENDIUM
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MIDWINTER
MIG 29
MIGHTY BOMB|ACK

999
17 50
21 50
24 99
1 3 99

MOONSHINE RACERS

NEW 1 7 50

MOONWA: KER
MRHELI
SPECIAL
MULTI PLAYFR SOCCER MANAGER
N.A.R.C
NAM
NAVY SEALS
NEVER MIND
SPECIAL
NEW ZEALAND STORY

7 99
OFFER 6 99
17 50
17.SO
NEW 21.50
NEW 1 7 50
OFFER 3.99
1399

NIGHTSHIFT

17'so

NIN)A RABBITS

NEW 6 99

NINJAREMIX

17*50

NORTH AND SOUTH
OPERATION HARRIER
OPERATION HORMUZ
OPERATION STEALTH
OPERATION WOLF
OUTRUN
PACMANIA
PANZA KICK BOXING

NEW PRICE 7 99
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99
NEW PRICE 7 99
17 50
NEW PRICE 7 99
799
SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
NEW 1 7 50

P. BEARDSLEY INT FOOTBALL

699
NEW PRICE 7.99
1 3 99
2150
6 99
7 99
21 50

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

NEW 17 50

PROFLIGHT

27 99

PUBTRIVIA

4 99

QUESTION OF SPORT

6 99

R-TYPE
RAINBOW ISLAND

7 99
13 99

REDSTORM RISING

17'SO

RENAISSANCE
RICK DANGEROUS 2
ROADBLAS1 ERS

SPECIAL OFFER 6,99
1 7 50
7 99

ROBOCOP2

1/50

ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTER
ROCKET RANGER
RUNNING MAN

4 99
NEW PRICE 9 99
NEW PRICE 7 99

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND (1 MEC)
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHERMAN M4

21 50
1 7 50

NEW PRICE 7 99

SHOOT'EM UP CONSTRUCTION KIT
SIM CITY AND POPULOUS
SIM CITY TERRA.\ EDITOR
SKULLAND C'KOSSBONfcS
SNOWSTRIKE
SPEEDBALL

21 50
21 50
NEW 10 99
NEW 1 7 50

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
NEW PRICE 9.99

SPEEDBALL2

1 7 50

SPHERICAL

NEW 7 99

SPINDIZZY WORLDS
SPORTING TRIANGLES

1750
1 3 99

STARGLIDER 2
STAR WARS TRILOGY
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9 99
9 99

STRIKEFORCE HARRIER
STRIP POKER

NEW PRICE 999
NEW PRICE 7 99

SUPER CAR5 2
SUPER HANG-ON

17 50
7 99

SUPER MONACO G P.

NEW 17*50

SUPER OFF ROAD RACER

SEGA MASTER MIX 121,50
SUPERWONDEREOT DYNAMITE DUX,
CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUN &ENDURO RACER

HILLSFAR

INDIANA |0\:i TMr ADVENTURE
KINGS QUEST i OR2 CR3 OS4
LEISURESUIT LARRY 10R 2 OR3.
MANHUNTLS INSAN F3ANCISC0

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING, STEVE DAVIS
SNOOKER &BRIAN CLOUGH'S FOOTBALL FORTUNES

MIGHT ANDMAGIC2

POLICE QUEST 2

FINALE £17,50

P00L0FRA0IANCE

PAPERBOY. GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,

QUESTF0RCL0RY2
SAVAGE EMPIRE
SECRET OFTHL S EVER BLADES
SPACE QUEST 1 OR2 OR3

OVERLANDER & SPACE HARRIER

ULTIMA 5 OR 6 ...

FIST OF FURY £21,50

£5.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 2, NINJA WARRIORS,
PLATINUM £21,50

SHIN0BI & DYNAMITE DUX

WORLDS h GHOULS AND GHOSTS

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION £21,50
R0B0C0P, GH0STBUSTERS 2,BATMAN THE
MOVIE S INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE

STRIDER, BLACK TIGER, FORGOTTEN
CHALLENGERS £21,50
FIGHTER BOMBER, SUPER SKI, KICK OFF, PRO

COIN OP HITS 2£21,50

TENNIS TOUR & STUNT CAR

DYNASTY WARS, NINJA SPIRIT, VIGILANTE,
SOCCER MANIA £17,50

7 99

PLANETFALL
PLATOON
PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS AND SIM CITY
POPULOUS NEW WORLDS
POSTMAN PAT
POWERMONGER

BL00DWYCH h LOMBARD R.A.C RALLY

COLONELS 3EQUEST
CONQUEST OFCAMEL0T. .. ,
CURSE OFAZURE BONOS

LEMMINGS
LITTLEPUFF

LEISURESUII IARRVTRI?,; ?AC<

POWER PACK £17.50
XENON 2,T.V. SPORTS AMERICAN FOOTBALL

HINT BOOKS

17 50

KULT
LAST NINJA 2

HAMMERFIST& GHOULS AND GHOSTS

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICR0PR0SE
SOCCER, FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD CUP
EDITION & CAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER

INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXI0N &CENTIPEDE

THRILLTIME PLATINUM VOL 2£17,50
BUGGY BOY, B0MBJACK, SPACE HARRIER, LIVE RAINBOW ISLANDS, TURRICAN, CHASE HQ, X-OUT
&ALTERED BEAST
AND LET DIE, THUNDERCATS, BEYOND THE
ICE PALACE AND BATTLESHIPS

CALIFORNIA GAMES, THE GAMES WINTER S SUMMER ED.

THE WINNING TEAM £21.50
A.P.B., KLAX, VINDICATORS, CYBERBALL k

3,5" DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY, WITH LABELS.

ESCAPE-PLANET OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS
3.5" 40 PIECE DISCBOX....
3.5" 80 PIECE DISC80X....
3.5" 120 PIECE DISK BOX..

1

:

10

...£6.99
...£7.99

MOUSE MATS

...£9,99

STStAGEXTENSION LEADS

£5.99

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION
All orders sent FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just fill in the coupon and send it
to:- Software City, Unit 4,B.D.C. 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN
ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)
Name
Address

17 50

SWITCHBLADF

NEW PRICE7*99

SWIV
TARGHAN
TEAM SUZUKI

NEW 17.50
4 99
1 750

TEAM YANKEE
TEE OFF
TEENAGE MU1ANT HERO I URTLES

TETRIS
THUNDERBLADE
TOOBIN

Postcode

21 50
6.99
17 50

Tel i
Name of game

computer

value

l 3 99
7 99
NEW PRICE 7.99

TOURNAMENI GOLF

1 3 99

TOYOTA CELICACT RALLY

17*50

TRACKSUIT MANAGER 91
TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY
TREBLE CHAMPIONS

NEW PRICE 7 99
4 99
NEW PRICE 6 99

TRIVIAGAMESHOW

6 99

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

postage

"i 3 99

TURFFORM/SYS8 POOI S & V^CKC.PRE1X.IOR.
TURRICAN

,.9 99
1399

TURRICAN 2
U.M.S. 2(1 MEG ONLY)

17'so
21 50

ULTIMA 5

21 50

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post &packaging onall orders under £5.

17 50

EEC countries add £1 peritem. Non EEC countries add £2 peritem.

ULTIMATE GOLF (GREG NORMAN)
VERMINATOR
VIGILANTE

SPECIAL OFFER 3.99
7 99

VIZ

NEW 13 99

WARLOCK THT AVENCFR
WINGS OF DEAIH '91 REMIX

17 50
NEW 13 99

WINNING TACTICS

NEW 7 99

WISHBRINGER

WIZBALL

"

TOTAL

PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City
Card Type
Expiry Date

6 99

799

WONDERLAND
NEW 2\ 50
WORLD CHAiV:'IO\iS'ill' I'OXINC VAS.ACER. ,,13 99
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER
13 99

WORLD CLASS LEAIHRBOARD

WRATHOF THE DEMON

J-OUT

7 99

ZORK 1 OR 2 OR 3

EUROPEANORDERS

' 21*50

SPECIAL OFFER 6*99

XENON
7 99
XYBOTS
NEW PRICE 7 99
YOGI AND THE CRF.ED MONSUK . .
6 99

Signature..

MASTERCARD
EUROCARD ACCEPTED

999
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16 BIT COMPUTER
Europe's biggest 16 Bit Computer Show dedicated to the serious
and entertainment sides of the ST, Amiga and PC
July 12, 13, 14

Novotel Hotel,
Hammersmith,

Open 10am - 6pm,
Friday and Saturday.

London W6

Open 10am - 4pm,
Sunday.

Nearest tube station - Hammersmith

(Piccadilly, Metropolitan &District Lines)

Organised by
Westminster Exhibitions Ltd,

Surrey House, 34 Eden Street,

Pre-

Kingston, Surrey KT1 1ER
Telephone 081-549 3444

Purchase

Fax 081-547 1311

your tickets

VISIT 2 GREAT SHOWS
WITH ONE JOURNEY

On the same days as

before

the 16 Bit Show and

justf 5 minutes walk
away at Olympia is the

July 5th.

°

Save up to

visit both shows!

£2 if you
PrTraciMwffi
Regular ticket prices

Over 140

companies
will be exhibiting and
supplying everything

Companies
including:
• 2 Bit Systems
• A & G Electronics
• Adamsoft
• Active Studio

- £5 Adult, £3 Child
(Under 10) at door

Software, Peripherals

• Alf Payne

or after July 5th.

to Consumables for

Fast Lane

your ST, AMIGA & PC -

• Arkadia
• Arnor Ltd

from Hardware to

Ticket Prices

as well as all the

- £3 Adult, £1 Child

latest products from
Europe & America

(Under 10)

INTERNATIONAL

MUSIC FAIR so why not

Connect

GFA Data Media

Manfred Carle
Hard & Software
MCD Software
Media Direct
Media Value

International

GPS

Memory Expansion

Full Circle

Checkmate

Compulink

Technologies

Computer

Gastiener

Manuals Ltd

Gemini Computers

1 Hart Micros

' Delta

Centre

Harpers Computers

' Console Quest
Leisure (UK) Ltd

1 Hi-Soft
1 Hi-Tech

' Diamond

(Modems) Ltd

Computers

• B.C.S. Ltd

• Budgie UK
• Bytes & Pieces
(Europe) Ltd
• Care Electronics

Systems
1 Micro Mart

(UK) Ltd
1 Micro Value
1 Micro Smart

1 Digital Disks

' ICPUG

1 Microdeal Ltd

• DK Discs

' Kador

1 MPH Computer

' Dowling Computers
1 Euro Computer
Supplies

' Keytread
Computers

' New Dimensions

1 LCL Educational
Software

Specialists
1 North Eastern
Consoles

1 Omega Projects
' P & B Micros

To: 16 Bit Show, PO Box 68,
Fast Lane

Ticket
Holders
have their

Please send me

St. Austell PL25 4YB

I enclose a cheque/RO./Credit card details for £

Adult Fast Lane Tickets @ £3.

' Pandaal Marketing
' Paradise Computers

Child Fast Lane Tickets @ £1

• Protar

made payable to 16 Bit Show

1 Siren Software Ltd
• Soft Stuff Software

Address

entrance.

1 Recoil
• Riverdene PDL
1 Rombo Ltd

• Silica Shop

Name

own

priority

' Precision Software

• Software Plus

Postcode

• Software Squad

Expiry date

• Supergraphics

• Software Selection

Credit Card No.

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card jj",

@»

• Take Control
• Turbosoft
• US Action
• Viclek Ltd
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The virtually unique Atari ST User announces yet

about how exciting it's going to be, read the fea

another spectacular competition. You can win a

ture on page 14.

trip into another world with the latest computer
science technology - virtual reality. And you can
take a friend with you!
W Industries have just launched their brand new
Virtuality system, and you and a friend could be

Included in the fun awaiting you at the firm's
Leicester headquarters is the chance to fly the ver
tical take off and landing (VTOL) Harrier in a dog
fight - simulation of such realism has previously

among the privileged few to wear a Visette helmet

and experience the excitement of the latest gen
eration of computer games before they reach the
amusement arcades. If you need to be convinced

been limited to air force personnel!
All you need to do is invent a new leisure sce
nario for Virtuality and describe it to us in less
than 100 words..You never know, if it's good

enough, it might even become a virtual reality!

Complete the entry form below and send it to ZAP! POW! Competition,
Atari ST User, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
My leisure scenario for virtual reality is:

•^rW>
Name
Address

Rules

1. No employee of Europress Publications or Wembley pic is permitted to enter.
2. The closing date for entries is 19 July, 1991. The winner will be announced in the October issue.
3. The judge's decision is final, no correspondence will be entered into.

4. Entries may be made on a photocopy, but only one entry per household.

A STAR IS
BORN!

SUPERCHARGER SCplus 286
*

Full 286 at Compatible Co-Computer *
•*•

Norton Rating 14.0 *

* Plug in to DMA port, No Soldering Required *
*
*

Two 16 Bit Expansion Slots *
80287 Co-Processor Socket *

CONDOR TRADING LTD.,
6 BACCHUS HOUSE,
CALLEVA'PARK
ALDERMASTON,
BERKS. RG7 4QW

TEL:
FAX:

(0734)810066
(0734)819791

£434.00
EXCLUDING VAT

VISA AND ACCESS ACCEPTED

Condor
COMPUTER
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The Official NEW Ata

520STE Turbo Pack
has arrived!

Atai i 3?0S 1'C
". 12K tuiiIt in

i Keyboard

Access Memory

liiii11 iit i mtiij Double-Sided
Scried Dfsh Drive
Built in

IV Modul.-itoi

Superb -lusMi Colour Graphic
t! Channel Digital Stereo Sot

f o u t JoySt10•* port a
1 ifjht Gun Pen Facility
MIDI inputs (or music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
Atari Mouse and Joystick

... and all connecting cables to get you up and
running on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath

Anarchy

Blood Money

Outrun

impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine

Super Cycle

5 I'OS Games Ci e a tQ r
Hyperpafnt ti - uses all 4096 colours!
Music Makei II • uses tbe new stereo sound!

Mrst BASIC f*regramintivg t,an|jua<.j<
•

•;•

3J-rs—.
-..

-.

-MSR

T"8

-'•' Difvin' Poroe

also available the 520STFM Discovery Pat

QQ fr?c,

'r^r^-r

. Hock fl' Roll

' IitvtsiJPiH'siia ',• .

•..•• Asterix
','•" Skweek

Pipenwnia
Rfdkf\M1*3<WUS

> Onslaught

CtvssPlaye* 2VM

..'.- Uve S Let Dfe
.> Mouse Mat

> Metaecxmxi BASIC

Totalpackage price includes VATandNext DayDeliverybyCourier*
Pontdelay- Odernow!24HourCteditCard HotiimTelephone(0908)378008
only.
By Phone - Call our Credit Card
Order line on (0908) 378008 and

§jgjj|
•Han

quote your card number and

expiry date along with the
details of the goods you
require. We accept ACCESS,
VISA. EUROCARD,
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new

Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.
By Mail- Simply write down
your requirments and send in

your order to us by post along
with a personal cheque,
bankers draft, building society
cheque or postal order made
payable to " DIGICOM
COMPUTER SERVICES LTD ".
'Please note:- Personal

cheques require 7 days
clearance before despatch.

(fen details on request.

DIGICOM
36-37Wharfeide Watling Street

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Telephone (0908) 378008 -Fax (0908) 379700

Showroom Hours - Mon to Sat

9.00am630pm

INTERACTIVE
ST PC?
Q

After using an IBM PC at work and an
Amstrad compatible at home for sev
eral years, I have decided to "upgrade"

to an Atari ST. I read a few issues of Atari ST

User, to see what the best deals were then

Computer
cracking up?
Disks doing
back flips?

went along to a local micro shop and bought
one of the bundles. I've used my new ST

Printer out

night and day ever since I bought it and am
very happy with my purchase.
I do, however, have one huge problem and
that is I have many hundreds of 5.25in disks
containing valuable word processed files,

of puff?

and other data. I also have invested a sub

stantial amount of money in quality programs
for the PC. I don't have the machine itself any
more (I sold it to help pay for the ST), but I
would very much like to know if I can make
use of all this software.

A friend told me that there are such things
as PC emulators that will enable me to run my
PC stuff, but I'm sure that he may have been
pulling my leg! Are there such things? If so,
where do I get them from and how much do
they cost? Your help would be greatly appre

Atari ST
User's
very own

Silicon

and soldering circuit boards is Super
charger from Condor Computers
(0734 810066). Just 299 clams get
you an encased V30 processor with
on-board ram and a maths co-proces

sor socket that simply plugs into
your ST's DMA port at the rear of the
machine.

Supercharger is fast and powerful
and provides valuable little wrinkles
such as the ability to switch
between MSdos and GEM mid-flight
and back again without leaving the
PC program which is currently run
ning. All in all, a superior emulator at
a reasonable price.

Service

Supremo
is at your
disposal

ciated.

Andrew Petal, Kingsbridge, Devon
A

PRINTER PROBLEMS
Q l have a slight problem with an
Amstrad DMP2160 which is perfect for
wordprocessing using 1st Word but
when I use it with the Gdos programs Hyperdraw and Hyperpaint it prints garbage. I
know that my problems with the printer are
because it is not totally compatible with the
Epson FX80 printer driver - the only one sup
plied with Gdos - so where can I get a more
suitable one? Or could I adapt the FX80 one,

Don't worry, your leg isn't being
pulled! The ST, perhaps more
than any other computer, has
been used to a emulate a large vari
ety of other machines. With its fast
68000 central processor and high
quality monochrome monitor, the ST
is an ideal starting point for the diffi

I'd like to start using a new programming
language other than ST Basic. It must be
compiled for speed's sake and should have
full graphics and sound facilities and should
also allow me to write professional looking
applications which can be run from the Desk

cult task of emulation.

top.

and if so, how?

Indeed, the machine currently has
a range of hardware devices and
clever software packages available
facilitating the emulation of the PC,
Apple Macintosh, CP/M, Atari 8-bit,
Sinclair QL -

I have heard that either C or Modula-2

would probably be suitable and from what I
have seen of them, they appear OK. I would
also like to able to control the STE's music

even the Commodore

Amiga, although this latter is in fact
a jokey "shell" program which can't
really run Amiga software.
So, what do you need and how is
it done? Well, emulation is usually
implemented in two ways: software
or via a combination of hardware and

software. PC, CP/M, QL and Atari 8bit emulation are all implemented
using the former method, and Apple
Mac emulation as well as quality PC
emulation is performed using com
bined hardware and software.

PC-Ditto (Power Computing 0234
843388) is one of the finest software-

work at all is a testament to the qual
ity of the programming involved and
the sophistication of the ST. If your
requirements for PC emulation are
occasional, then choose PC-Ditto.
If you want to make serious use of
your PC software and plan to rely on
the "PC", then you'd be better
advised to shoulder the expense and
buy a hardware emulator. Several
excellent products have appeared on
the UK market in the last year or so
and, on the whole, these devices
provide super-reliable emulation at
speeds which beat the standard PC

and graphics facilities without resorting to
machine language. Is this possible using any
current products?
Which language and which specific pack
age would you advise me to buy? I also have
a very limited budget - £100 at most, or
preferably nearer £50.
I need a good technical guide, but those
available seem to range from pamphlets to
three volume epics. Which would you advise?
I will also need a good instruction book for my
new programming language.
In the very distant future I would like to buy
a

hard disk and second disk drive. Which

ones are best?

Roger Macmillan, Norwich, Norfolk

lot of

hands down.
One of the best emulators for those

Although of - relatively - poor
quality, the DMP2160 has, over
the years, proved to be a popu
lar printer. Why do I tell you this?
Simple. Big followings mean big sup
plies of PD printer drivers which also

work to do and the fact that they

who don't fancy opening up the ST

means

based PC emulators. For well under a

hundred quid, Ditto will transform
your ST into a fully-fledged, CGA PC
which will run all of the popular PC
applications, albeit very slowly.
Software emulators have a

A

that

someone,

somewhere

...anything can happen in the next half hour...
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will probably have constructed a
printer driver especially for the
Amstrad and it will, even now, be
lurking in the dark recesses of some
public domain library.
Try
contacting
some
of
the
libraries listed in the PD section of

the magazine. Softville and Good
mans are particularly good libraries
and will probably have what you're
looking for.
Failing that, yes! You can write
your own driver or modify the exist
ing FX80 driver that was supplied
with the Atari painting and drawing
programs. This will involve looking
up
the
correct
control
code
sequences in the Amstrad's manual
and substituting them for the corre
sponding commands in the FX80
driver.

How will you know which are the
corresponding commands? That's the
tricky part, and will probably involve
you chasing around public libraries
and Epson-owning friends in the hope
of securing an FX80 manual. Keep
trying - you'll get there eventually!
A new programming language? For
get Modula-2. If you've already
looked at Basic and are even vaguely
familiar with the old dinosaur, then

Silica Systems and Golden Image
who market high quality devices and
offer good after-sales service.

room. The set up is an STE, second disk
drive and an Epson LX800 printer.
Clive Jenkins, Glasgow
A

Is it really so important to re
arrange the siting of the printer?

IRRITATING CITIZEN
Q l have an irritating problem with a Citi
zen 120 printer and 1st Word Plus. I set
the printer to near letter-quality mode,
but after the first page, the printer reverts to

normal printing. The printer driver I am using
is the FX Epson which according to the man
ual is the one I should use.

A Centronics cable is a Centron
ics cable is a Centronics cable - in

other words, they're all (or should
be...) exactly the same and work
with any computer with a Centronics
outlet. I suggest you return it from
whence it came for an exchange or

How can I get the printer to print all the
pages in near letter-quality? Do I have to

refund.

enjoy only a passing similarity to the
language of yesteryear's home com

amend the driver? I have read the manual but

puters.

least!

parallel signals tend to become very
weak after travelling a relatively
short distance, when compared with
signals across a serial cable, and
your 3-5 metre (which is it?) parallel
cable simply might not be transmit
ting a sufficiently powerful signal at
the output end.

you should stick with that. The mod
ern Basics are really very good and

What's more, Basic tends to be

cheap and widely available. Which
one? HiSoft's Basic 2 is really very

good and can be had for £70. Call

the instructions are a bit sparse to say the
I have clicked on the appropriate part of the
printing instructions on the printing menu but
this has no effect on the printing. Any help you
can give me would be greatly appreciated.
S Morris, York

HiSoft on 0525 718181.

If you don't fancy plain old ordinary
Basic, why not have a look at STOS?
Although normally associated with
games programming, STOS enables
programmers to write truly profes
sional looking applications of all
types and has an uncommon turn of
speed. STOS can be ordered by call
ing Mandarin Software on 0625
878888.

The

ST's

accompanying

manual

isn't especially good so have a look
at the Abacus range of ST manuals.
They cover a variety of topics includ
ing the hardware, operating system,
hard and floppy drives and program
ming hints, tips and wrinkles. Rang
ing in price from £12 to £20, the
books are an excellent buy for those
in the market for easily assimilated
knowledge.
Until quite recently, ST owners
were lucky to get a basic second
floppy drive for under £120 and hard
drives were outrageously expensive.
Now however, all that has changed.
A quality replacement (or add-on)
floppy drive can be had for under £70
and a 20Mb hard drive for as little as
£299. Look at the advertisements in

the magazine to find a suitable sup
plier. I've used an Evesham micros
replacement floppy for a couple of
years and have found it to be reli
able, fast and well made, and heartily
give a personal recommendation.
As for hard drives, some of the
best suppliers are Power Computing,
Atari ST User July 1991

If you use the Citizen to produce
letters exclusively, then it may
be easier simply to set the DIP
switches to provide continuous NLQ
printing. If you need to run off the odd
listing then you can set the printer
temporarily to draft mode.
This solution, although not elegant,
is infinitely preferable to wading
through reams of printer codes in the
driver trying to track down the
source of the problem. DIP switch
settings will be detailed in the Citi

You should be aware though that

A

zen's manual.

LONGER LEAD?
Q l am anxious to connect a 3-5 metre

MONITOR MAYHEM!
QI've recently acquired a Grant GV8/a
monitor from a company I used to work
for. I've connected this monitor to my
ST but can't seem to get anything from it.
Now don't think that I don't know anything
about electronics and that I'm stupid,
because I have a BTec certificate in Com

puter Studies and I work as a computer engi
neer so I know what I'm talking about, but try
as I might this monitor simply will not work.
There's all kinds of stuff on the screen and

although sometimes a faint picture does
emerge - which must mean that I've con
nected it correctly - it doesn't stay for long
and appears to "leak" away. Any ideas?
Anthony Coggins, Tyne and Wear

extension cord to enable me to re-site

A

Well, you didn't exactly give me
a lot to go on, did you? You

my printer on the other end of a rightangled desk. I sent for such a cord from one
of the advertisers in your magazine with all the
pins connected Centronics to Centronics but

the problem is so all I can do is

it wouldn't work, which has me baffled!

answer in very general terms and ask

Logically if all the pins are connected,
surely the ones on the interface which need to
communicate with the ones on the printer

you to write again with more specific
information if my answer will not suf

would

Right. So what could be the prob
lem? Well, the tube could be faulty
with, perhaps, a leaking or shorted
cathode or grid. The tube driver cir

do so and the others that didn't,

wouldn't, or is this not the case? Either way, it
didn't work!

Can you assist in advising me of the correct
wiring for such an extension so that I could
get it made, or as to whether it would be more
sensible to get a lead made to a suitable
length, or would this invite data corruption?
I would appreciate your advice as I am
extremely anxious to tidy up my computer

haven't

even

described

what

fice.

cuits may be playing up or the fault
could lie with the delay lines, chromi
nance demodulators, colour burst

amplifiers, clamping diodes and tran
sistors or the microchips in the sig
nal path - are you beginning to see >

*******************

* PUBLIC APOLOGY *
*
*
•

M. D. Office Supplies would like to apologise to all its competitors in
this magazine. As ever we shall be offering Diskettes, Storage Boxes,
etc at prices which are simply INCREDIBLE

*

JUST LOOK AT THESE SUPERB OFFERS

•

*
*
•

*

*

*

•

*

*

•

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

*

*
f MAGIC MEDIA' HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS"\

*

•
*
*
*
*

10 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE

£14.99

30 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX

£39.95

50 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX
100 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX

£49.95
£64.99

(AS EVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY)

ACCESSORIES
100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
100 CAPACITY 5.25" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
3.5" OR 5.25" PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES
TILT N TURN MONITOR STAND
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND
3.5" OR 5.25" HEAD CLEANERS
DELUXE MOUSE MATS

,ROLL OF 1000 3.5" DISKETTE LABELS

BANX BOXES

*
*

BY OVERWHELMING PUBLIC DEMAND
WE ARE NOW ABLE TO OFFER THESE BOXES
AGAIN. THEY STACK HORIZONTALLY
OR VERTICALLY.
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

ONLY £8.95

~N
£7.95
£7.95
£4.95
£12.95
£7.95
£24.95
£2.95
£2.95

£12.95,

r

5.25" MAGIC MEDIA' DS DD DISCS

20 OS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
50 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
70 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
100 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITHOUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
200 DS DD 5.25" 720K DISCS WITH 2 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES

£13.95
£19.95
£23.95
£29.95
£54.95

Whatcan we say, simply these are the best valuemoney can buy. These diskettes
are packedin10's, certificated, tested, 100%quality product
v
YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER

*
*

*

BRILLIANT EXCITING NEW PRODUCT
Re-Ink the product that will allow you to re-u
fabric ribbons up to 50 times. Sounds amazin
is, just think of the saving you will make
1 can of Re-Ink is all you need, and the pn

*

im I mm m ^7 *J •
Simply Incredible!

ATARI REPLACEMENT MICE

Probably the best two mice on the market.
Logitek or Naksha, host of features, reliable, very
smooth operation, superb value and best of all
only £29.99

18 CRESCENT WAY, FARNBOROUGH, KENT BR6 9LS. TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-861400

*
*

(All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT and carriage UKMainlandonly) E.&O.E.
*
*
*******************
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
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> the impossibility of my solving your
problem without specific knowledge
of the symptoms?
By the way, none of the above
components should be handled by
anyone other than a skilled and com
petent display technologist, what
ever
your
qualifications!
Large
amounts of electricity lurk inside
your monitor, easily enough to kill.

M x,y - moves the pen to coordinates

Pal- print the characters in a$ up to
Q

R
S

MAKE THE CONNECTION
Q l am having printer connection prob
lems with my old printer which is a
Radio Shack TRS80 four pen colour
graphics printer plotter. I believe Oric rebadged the same printer to go with the com
pany's Oric 1 and Atmos machines.
There is a parallel port and I managed to

X

the next carriage return
n - set print orientation. The value
of n (0 - 3) chooses normal, down,
backwards or up
x,y - move pen relative to the cur
rent position
n - changes the size of the printed
characters, n can be in the range 0
to 63. 0 gives 80 characters per
line whilst 63 provides 1 character
a,d,n - axis drawing command, a is
the axis direction (0 for y, 1 for x).
d

is

the

distance

marks and n

between

along the axis. Here's a program to
illustrate the axis command:

connect it to the ST. However, there is also a

10 LPRINT CHR$(18);"I"
20
30
40
50
60

not been able to connect, therefore I cannot

use the colour option of this printer. Please
could you tell me a way to use the colour
pens in the printer and the right interface?
Sam Taylor, Leytonstone, London

LPRINT CHR$(18)

com

graphics

mode,

LPRINT

120 LPRINT CHR$(17)
130 END

C-ITOH CURE?
Q l have a C-ltoh printer and use it with
various bits of software on my ST.
Occasionally however, when I print out,
the print head starts its run on the far right
before the paper's perforations. Do you know
of any way to cancel this?
Ally Black, Horsting, Suffolk

CHR$(17)

returns the device to text mode.

LPRINT CHR$(29) rotates the pen
holder, thereby enabling you to
select a colour other than black. Try
this short program:

A

Simple! Issue a carriage return
and line

feed

command before

printing - usually in the form
LPRINT CHR$(13) and (15) respec
tively. This will have the effect of
returning the print head to its usual

10 LPRINT CHR$(18);"I"

left position and will perform a line

20 FOR N=0 TO 4

feed necessary to the skipping of the
perforation.
Alternatively, simply set the printer

30 LPRINT "S";N
40 LPRINT "PHELLO"

50 LPRINT CHR$(29);
50 NEXT

offline and twiddle the paper advance
knob until the print head is below the

perforation.
You'll be regaled with an ever enlarg
ing series of the word "hello" in dif
ferent coloured inks. The printer can
also be controlled using a series of
letters
representing
particular
actions. Here is a table:

A - exit plotter mode

C n - change pens to number n (0-3).
The pens are usually arranged in
the order black, blue, green and
red

D x,y - draw from the current position
to x,y. More than one set of coordi
nates may be used
H - move pen to plotter origin
I - reset origin to the current position
J x,y - draw relative to the current
position
L n - choose the type of line to be
drawn (parameter in the range 0 15, ranging from dots to dashes,
bold and so on)
Atari ST User July 1991

A N Carter, Solihull, West Midlands

A

Well done! Everyone should take
the plunge sooner or later with a
little programming, otherwise
it's rather like having a car, being
able to drive it but not knowing
what's going on under the bonnet sooner or later you'll come up
against problems!
A very good ST Basic book is Using
ST BASIC on the Atari ST by Dick
Meadows,
published
by Glentop
(ISBN 1 85181 175 3) and priced at a
very reasonable £7.95.
If you can't find it in the shops
write directly to the publisher at
Glentop Press Ltd, Bath Place, High
Street, Barnet, Herts EN5 5XE.

DRIVE VS RAM
Q l intend to add to and upgrade my Atari
ST some time very soon but I'm uncer
tain as to which addition to get first the extra memory or a second drive. Your
advice would be greatly appreciated.
L M Green, Manor Park, Avon

110 NEXT

issue the correct commands from the

feed,

"M200, -200"
"XO, 100,4"
"M0,0"
"XI, 100,4"
"M0,0"

80A=(X-200)*PI/100
90Y=SIN(A)*100
100 LPRINT "D";X;",";Y

The CGP-115 four colour printer
doesn't need a signal from its
serial port before enabling the
use of the colour pens. Connecting
the device to the parallel port of the
ST is perfectly adequate.
To use the colour pens you must

line

LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT

70 FOR X=0 TO 400

A

mands the printer to enter plotter

tick

the number of marks

serial port at the side of the printer that I have

computer. From Basic, these take
the format LPRINT CHR$(action). So
LPRINT CHR$(8) has a backspace
effect, LPRINT CHR$(10) performs a
linefeed, LPRINT CHR$(11) a reverse

guage for my ST but would rather stay with
the one which came with the machine.

x,y

A

A ram memory upgrade will
enable you to access far larger
databases,
spreadsheets and
the like. If your "bag" is wordprocessing, then a large memory will enable
you to create correspondingly large
texts - particularly useful if you're
about to produce that first novel.
More memory provides more scope
for writing games such as adventures
where you can have large, detailed
descriptions of the various locations
and more rooms, caves or whatever
to explore.
So

for

both

serious

and

leisure

software, a larger memory is desir
able. However, the ST is equipped
with a comparatively large ram mem
ory and most commercially available
software will work happily on unexpanded machines as well as those
with ram upgrades.
On the other hand, a second disk
drive will add flexibility and ease of
use to your system. There's nothing

quite as tedious as performing disk
copies with a single drive - insert the
source disk, read, remove the source

MANUAL LABOUR
Q

After several years with my ST I've
decided to get involved in the wonder
ful world of programming. It's not easy

but I have managed to make a little headway.
The one real problem with learning to pro

gram, I think, is that there aren't enough good
books and manuals in the shops for someone
like me to get the help and information they
need and that's why I am writing to you. Do
you know of a good book that will teach me
how to program the ST in ST Basic? I'm using

disk insert the target disk, write,
remove the target disk insert the
source etc, etc - utterly boring.
A second floppy will make word
processors and other serious applica
tions a joy to use, enabling you to
keep a spell checking or thesaurus
disk in one drive and your document,
file and so on in the other.

the Basic which came with the ST because I

I would advise against a ram
upgrade and for a second disk drive.
Many will decry this decision I know,
but then as you asked, so shall you

don't want to learn some non-standard lan

receive!

All points bulletins to
Interactive Rescue,
Atari ST User, Europa House,
Adiington Park, Macclesfield SKIO 4NP

COMPUTER MATES LTD

FED UP WAITING?

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

TEL: 0753 631101 (3 Lines)

PINEWOOD STUDIOS
IVER HEATH

FAX: As Above

WE GUARANTEE 48 HOUR
DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR
AT NO EXTRA COST!!!

BUCKS
SLO OLJ

A

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE

MITSUBISHI BRANDED

PROBABLY THE MOST RELIABLE DISKETTES ON THE MARKET.

THE THREE DIAMOND DISKETTES

NO QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT. 100% ERROR FREE. MADE IN JAPAN

M-2D

M-2HD

MF-2DD

MF-2HD

51/4n DSDD

51/4" DSHD

3W DSDD 1 MEG

31/2" DSHD 2 MEG (1.44)

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES
11-20 BOXES

£6.00
£5.50
£5.00
£4.50

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES
11-20 BOXES

£8.95
£8.15
£7.60
£6.85

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES

£8.65
£8.15
£7.10
£6.30

11-20 BOXES

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES
11-20 BOXES

£15.75
£14.70
£13.65
£12.10

FREE 574" 50 CAP BOX WITH EVERY 5 BOXES OF 57/ BRANDED DISKS
COMPUTER MATES - THE FIRST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETTES
QUICKSHOT JOYSTICKS

37*" MISUBISHI BULK

SEGA/ATARI/MSX/AMSTRAD/COMMODORE

LIFETIME GUARANTEED

MAVERICK I
FLIGHT GRIP
PYTHONI
STARFIGHTER I

£14.50
£11.50
£11.50
£35.00

(REMOTE CONTROL/WIRELESS)
ATARI/COMMODORE

APACHE I (DIGITAL)
TURBO II

3V2" DSDD
50 DISKS

£18.00

100 DISKS
200 DISKS
500 DISKS
1000 DISKS

COLOURED DISKS
31/2" DSDD 720K

3V2" DSHD
50 DISKS

£32.00
£63.00
£125.00
£295.00
£580.00

£35.00 100 DISKS
£68.00 200 DISKS
£152.00 500 DISKS
£295.00 1000 DISKS
INCLUDING LABELS

£9.00
£11.50

APPLE 2E/C, IBM PCAT/XT..£14.50

574" BULK DISKS

MOUSE MATS
CLEANERS
MOUSE HOLDERS
100CAP372"&5V4"
LOCKABLE BOXES
50CAP31/2"&51/4"
LOCKABLE BOXES
10CAP31/2,,&5,/4"

LIFETIME GUARANTEED, PACKED IN 25's INCLUDING LABELS

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

£7.50
£6.50
£1.15

48TPI
25 DISKS
50 DISKS
75 DISKS
100 DISKS

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS
BAMBI-2DD

MF-2DD 30's

30 DSDD 3V2"

£14.00
£13.00
£11.00

BAMBI-2HD

25 DSHD 3V2" IN 25
CAP STORAGE BOX

1 BOX

£21.00

2+
5+

£20.00
£18.50

1 BOX
2+
5+

10DISKS
25 DISKS
50 DISKS
75 DISKS
100 DISKS

£4.50
£10.75
£21.00
£30.75
£40.00

574" DSDD 48/96 TPI

BLUE, RED, GREEN,
YELLOW, ORANGE

96 TPI

'"'

HIGH DENSITY

25 DISKS
50 DISKS
75 DISKS
100 DISKS

£8.75
£16.50
£23.00
£28.50

25 DISKS
50 DISKS
75 DISKS
100 DISKS

£13.50
£25.50
£37.50
£46.00

10DISKS
25 DISKS
50 DISKS
75 DISKS
100 DISKS

£4.00
£8.75
£16.50
£23.00
£28.50

ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN
PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED.

25 DSDD 3V2" IN 25
CAP STORAGE BOX
1 BOX
2+
5+

£8.15
£15.50
£21.50
£27.50

RED, YELLOW, ORANGE,
GREEN, WHITE

MF-2DD 10's
10 3V2"DSDD

£14.00
£13.00
£11.00

MF-2HD 30's
30 DSHD 31/2"

1 BOX

£6.00

2+
5+

£5.00
£4.50

MF-2HD 10's
10 3VZ DSHD

M-2D48TPI 10's

M-2DD96TPI 10's

10DSDD5V4"

10DSDD5V4"

1 BOX
2+
5+

£4.25
£3.75
£3.25

M-2HD 10's
10DSHD51A"

1 BOX

£21.00

1 BOX

£8.50

1 BOX

£6.50

£20.00
£18.50

2+
5+

£8.00
£7.00

2+
5+

£6.00
£5.00

1

1

A

Prepared for
COMPUTER MATES

by Goodman Enterprises

£4.75
£4.25
£3.75

DATA CARTRIDGES
VERBATIM DATA LIFE

2+
5+

Atari ST Public Domain Starter Sets

1 BOX
2+
5+

DC2000
DC300XLP
DC600A
DC6150

£17.80
£17.80
£19.60
£21.50

WE ALSO STOCK JOYSTICKS, TRACKERBALLS,
PRINTER STANDS, COPY HOLDERS, VARIOUS
CLEANING EQUIPMENT, KEYBOARD DRAWERS, DUST
COVERS, MAILERS, LABELS, DATA SWITCHES,
TRADE & BUSINESS ACCOUNTS WELCOME.

Voted Shareware service of the

year by the readers of ST Format

Set 1 - Word Processor, Database, Spreadsheet, etc.
Set 2 - Top Games including Chess, Draughts, Roulette, Poker etc.
Set 3 - Top Demos including Decade Demo, French Kiss etc, etc.
Set 4 - Essential Utilities including Fcopy3, Virus Killer etc.
Send S.A.E. for free brochure for full details

PLEASE CALL 0753 631101 FOR OUR
CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE OF VAT
AND CARRIAGE.

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
July 1991 Atari ST User

UleServB BestHfor service

i

^WARPZONE P.D.L.J

LCIOMono

Star

£149.00 (£126.81 + VAT)
LC200 Colour

LC10 ribbon £4.70 inc.
Black ribbon £6.46 inc.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
& SHAREWARE FOR THE ST & STE

£209.00 (£177.87 +VAT)
(with Cable & Paper)

Colour ribbon £12.93 inc.

Canon BJ10e

Starl_C2410

with cable & paper

(24 pin) with cable & paper

£257.33 (£219.00 +VAT)

£192.00 (£163.40 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1081

Star LC24 200

selection of preset

with cable & paper

with cable and paper

disks direct from our

exactly what you

£145.00 (£123.40 +VAT)

£249.00 (£211.91 + VAT)

larse library

want to have on

Panasonic KXP1123

Star LC24200 COL

Choose from a

with cable and paper

(24 Pin) with cable & paper

£195.00 (£165.96 +VAT)

£299.00 (£254.47 + VAT)

520 STFM + Power

HP Deskjet 500
with cable and paper

(20 games pack)

£399.00 (£339.57 + VAT)

£278.00 inc VAT

Citizen 120D+

Mega File 60

with cable and paper

Atari 60M Hard Disc

£128.00 (£108.94 +VAT)

£445.00 (£378.72 + VAT)

LOW ST PRICES
Inc. VAT

STE
STE
STE
STE

512k
+ 1M
+ 2M
+ 4M

Ram Turbo....£279.00
Ram Turbo ...£299.00
Ram Turbo ...£329.00
Ram Turbo ...£409.00

1040 STE Family Curr

£359.00

The CHOICE is YOURS !!!!!!

Atari SM124

£4.70
£10.95
£7.97
£9.95
£10.95

£4.60

Flight Simulator II

£29.95

1st Word Plus
NeoDesk3

£55.00
£28.00

Hyper Paint
Superbase Personal

£8.95
£45.00

D.W. Stables, Unit 1, Johnson's Shopping Centre, 29/31 Bond Street,

Organiser by Triangle
1st Basic by Hisoft
Flexidump LC10 Colour

Blackpool FY41BQ. Tel: 0253 404550. Fax: 0253 406053

Samsung SF1000
Group 3 FAX
£292.58 (£249.00 + VAT)

DISKETTES
SONY branded
(100% certified error free)
10 3.5"DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5"DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

Personal Finance Manager ....£24.90
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Atari ST Basic

1

1M Drive

Inc. VAT

Inc. VAT

1

"THE ATARI ST DEMO SPECIALIST"

£58.75 (£50.00 + VAT)

£4.99 to £13.95

ST Basic Tutorial Book

I

•//////////////////////////////////////////////

Internal 1m drive

£4.95

Software etc.

i

£69.90 (£59.49 + VAT)

£21.50
£25.00

Full range of Joysticks

i

£119.00 (£101.28 +VAT)
External 1M Drive

Naksha Mouse
Atari Mouse

WARPZONE P.D.L.

53 Ropewalk, River St,
St. Judes, Bristol BS2 9EG

1

with ST cable

£4.70
£5.88

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

Send large SAE for catalogue.
Catalogue on disk 50p

with cable £225.00 (£191.49 +VAT)

Cumana CSA.354

£6.99
£2.95

£2.00

WATCH FOR ZONE 3 (P.C.)... SOON...

Philips CM8833 MKII

Inc. VAT

ST Printer lead
Mouse Pocket

(500K of Progs)

£265.00 (£225.53 + VAT)

Accessories

£9.50

£1.50
DOUBLE SIDED

MUSIC/MIDI, GAMES, UTILITIES,
BUSINESS, ART, CAD Etc, Etc.

y//

Atari SC1224

0.5 Simm upgrade Ram
£29.00
0.5-2M Simm upgrade Ram ...£89.00
0.5-4M Simm upgrade Ram .£169.00

ST Monitor plug to free end

?

SELECT ANY 2 S/S
TO MAKE 1 D/S

SINGLE SIDED

(250K of Progs)

Citizen Swift 24

Inc. VAT

ST Dust Covers
ST to ST Serial lead
ST Mono Monitor lead
ST RGB Monitor lead
STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead

your disk...

i

1

Choose from a long
list of programs

(24 pin) with cable and paper

ST SIMMS

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

ZONE 2

SINGLE SIDED
£1.25
DOUBLE SIDED
£1.75

£265.00 (£225.53 + VAT)

520 STFM Super Pack
£268.00
520 STFM Discovery Pack...£245.00
520
520
520
520

ZONE 1

£4.80

£9.90
£9.95
£28.00

Phone for ST Software catalogue.

Many titles inc. Educational.

£7.50
£32.31
£59.93
£540.50

The entertainment and interest value of Demos is immense! They provide a low

cost way of acquiring a collection of terrific graphics together with superb
music and I have one of the most comprehensive Atari PD Demo Libraries in

Britain...including the FULL RANGE OF 'PERSISTENCE OF VISION' Demo and
Soundtracker disks. ('POV disks contain demos by the popular crews, packed

so they take less room, with access to the demos being through an excellent
and individually designed menu screen).

The following Demos are particularly recommended (all disks being D/S unless
otherwise stated)...

POV 1 Micromix 1 (Pump up the Volume) + Micromix 2 (9 interactive tracks).
POV 15 V8 Demo (99 pieces of music) + 007 Demo + 2 more.

POV 24 Oxygene - MEG (650k Hypnosis Discomix of Jarre tune) + Pompey
Pirates Music (28 pieces of music; 137 different tunes!).
POV 30 Acid Burn Demo 2 + Demon, Counterpoint, CST Demos.

POV 37 STE Demos (4 superb demos to show off 'sight & sound' on your
STE!) + Nitrowave Demos + 2 more.

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty) SONYbulk

POV 47 Tufty Demo 7 (The 'Roger Rabbit' Demo...wonderful!) + ABC Demo 2
(Pump up the Jam, by Technotronic).

POV 52 Jungle STE (Terrific graphics and STE sound) + Softstuff Vectors + War

(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

103.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

£5.95
£19.80
£37.95
£82.25
£309.03

50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock
£5.99
100 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock ...£7.50

Phone for our 40 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons.

Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)
ST/U Dept

UleSeruE
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

Atari ST User July 1991

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

of the Worlds (Great music in this one).

POV58 Fantasia + Sunny Demo 4 + World Beat (3 Stunners for the STE) MEG.

POV 65 Scooby Doo- MEG (Good Demo bythe 'Scooby Doo' crew)+ Coders 6
(Sounds good...looks good!).
POV 70 Max Headroom (Super music, etc) + Just For The Money (Excellent

sample!) + What the Butler Saw (So this is what the Victorians peeped
at on the Pier!).

MD 11
MD 14
MD 21
S6
S 11
S 12
S 13

Delerious Demos - 2 DISKS ('The Alliance' present loads of demos!).
Galtan 6 (Guide a Spaceship to find the Demos...Fab!).
Dark Side of the Spoon (Incredible Demo pushing the ST to its limits!).
Braincrushers (Over 45 minutes of excellent music!).
Slaytanic Cult 7 (8 original tunes, each with 'horror' picture).
Amadeus Demo (The song sampled and remixed)...not STE.
Amadeus...extension disk for S 12 (you need to have 2 drives)
S/S...not STE.
PLUS HUNDREDS OF OTHER DEMOS...!!

Free Demo, Utilities and Games catalogue with your first order!

(Or send LARGE self addressed envelope with 50p stamps attached for same).
1-5 disks £2.50 each. 6-10 disks £2.25 each. Over 10 disks £2.00 each.

Please make cheques, postal orders payable to D.W. Stables. FAST Delivery!

•

Owners of STE and TT models

may be interested in a new library
which is concentrating its efforts
on software for those computers.
Spasoft stock plenty of cheap
disks, with an emphasis on games
and demos.

Expected from the library soon
is Mauler, the first 256 colour TT
game, which has players battling
digitised monsters lifted from vari
ous horror movies. The library
have a user support helpline which
attempts to solve ST users' prob

Hot on the trail of software for free,
John Butters looks at an exciting new
shareware game, a way of keeping

lems.

viruses from the diskbox and more

Spasoft are at The Bungalow,
Manor Hall, Sandy Lane, Leaming
ton Spa, Warwickshire CV32 6RD.
• ST users are likely to find an
increasing amount of shareware
becoming available, following the
US-based

Association of Share
Professionals' decision to

ware

accept
MT
Software
as
an
approved vendor.
They are the second British
library to become a member of
AoSP and now have plans to
include a separate shareware sec
tion in future catalogues. MT Soft
ware are looking for new software

in this category and readers with
suitable programs should contact
Mark

Thomson

at

the

address

given below.

• The
Boulderdash-type
game
Douglas Rockmoor, reviewed in
March's Public Sector, has been
updated to allow users of half
megabyte STs to use the software.

Blasting and saving

The new version can be obtained

from Sphinx Software, who also
have the follow up program Dou
glas 2.

It has 100 levels, in which the aim is to

• Goodman Enterprises have just
printed their latest catalogue.
There will be supplements for the
STOS software introduced at the

library and PC software is to have
separate sheets for those with
emulators.

• The education program Ship
wreck, which was reviewed here
in the December issue, has had
most of its bugs removed. Good
man Enterprises have the up-todate

version

Based on the Robotron arcade hit from the

Eighties is the shareware game Llamatron.

and

other

libraries

can get hold of it by sending an
sae and blank disk to the author,
Robert Hackett, 67 Myers Road

pick up tiny sheep, llamas, camels and
goats. Various types of enemy try to ham
per your task by shooting at you, ramming
you and murdering llamas. Some of the
nasties take more than a single bullet

before they're dead.
You will find your auto-firing lasers make
your job much more difficult. They work
well for getting rid of the enemy but are a
nuisance when it comes to rescuing the
animals alive.

The final objective is to destroy Ozric
Tentacle in level 99 and get to Herd
Heaven in the last screen. It's completely
joystick controlled and can be played by a
single player with droid assistance, or by

two players onscreen at the same time
operating as a team - this requires a sec
ond joystick.
If you do really well, you'll make it to the
high score table on the disk. There are two
versions of the program on the disk, one
for half megabyte users and another for
those with at least one megabyte. They're
run by double clicking on the filename on
the Desktop.
Playing fair and sending the quite rea
sonable sum of five pounds to the author
will mean you receive a poster of a llama,
a newsletter and a copy of another game,
Andes Attack.

The game has an original theme but
after a quiet start becomes a little too diffi
cult. It's available from Gemini Software,
disk number ST-626.

East, Crosby, Liverpool, L23 OQX.
July 1991 Atari ST User

With
virus

a

new

strain

Wipe out

rear

ing its ugly head
practically each week, it
has become very important
to keep a watchful eye on
what's entering our disk boxes.
virus has entered the

months before you realise that you have an
unwelcome guest spreading through your

ST's memory it won't be too long before
your disks become infected. Most people
are familiar with virus killers and how they
can wipe out the problem from individual
disks. But it could be days, weeks or even

disk collection and by that time much dam
age will have been done.
So prevention is much better than a
cure. Floppyshop have just added a diskful
of useful virus prevention utilities to their

Once a

Follow these simple

. .

instuctions then

Loading
Press a

key when done.

be displayed to con

firm that it is clean. If

This disk has a

it doesn't appear you
will know that some

thing is wrong and

Checking

disk

UPROTECT

not

boot progranne.

for

Mould

you

Telephone: (012!] 456783
tUROPRESS PUBLICBTIOHS
Line 1
2

dictor, and Personal Database.

program

demonstration

and

has

version of it

Morecombe,
3QQ.

into the

7

mm

ih

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

la

la

T0TBL=

hi

USE CURSOR KEYS OR HOUSE

£25.35

« - Prev Invoice

<P> - Print

•0 -

* - Hext Invoice

<Q> - Quit

The date must be entered into the soft

the account has been selected the user

just enters details of each transaction the computer does the rest and
then prints the invoice

invoices and credit notes are raised but can

be changed for individual transactions.
The program boots to give a main menu
from which all options can be selected
using either the mouse or function keys.
Invoice and Statement Generator can be

configured to the user's preferences and is
protected with a password.
Up to 20 macros can be set and used to

make life easier when putting together
invoices. Other options available from the
main menu include raising a new invoice,
searching for an invoice, an account
search, monthly report, account state
ment/credit, raising a credit note, printing
all statements and changing the invoice
disk.
14.83,1991

Conputer Systens Ltd

'

!
;

Account Details

F4

Monthly Reports

FS

fl/c Statement/Credit

F6
F7

Raise Credit Note
Print fill Statenents

F9

Change Invoice Disk
Exit Progran

F18

H

•

•

|/jjj~j^|«r
Custoners on file:
Invoices on file:

those

Tel:

and

small

firms

with

at

least

one

megabyte of memory and

(c)1331 BAY COMPUTERS (Horeca

0
B

clubs

most suitable for

which have been using
either a typewriter or wordprocessor packages for
these jobs. Unfortunately,
the program is limited to

Raise New Invoice
Search Invoices

F3

This user friendly soft
ware is

Fleet House, 12 High Street, fingtown, Anyplace. DB1 ZCD
Telephone: (0123) 456769

ibe) ^^^^^^^^

a high-res monitor.

Free hlnorg: 1,479

available
from
libraries including
man Enterprises.

(8524) 831162

The
Free Disk Space:

From the main menu all the options are
selected by either clicking the mouse button
or pressing the corresponding function key

Atari ST User July 1991

&17K

demo

Lancashire

LA3

Essex IG10 2EE.

It's very easy to generate invoices. Once

ware if the system date is set earlier than
1991. It's then used automatically when

disk

• Elmsoft, PO Box 17, Loughton,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

0 - First Invoice
Last Invoice

Ask for

• Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtowh
Road, Hilton, Inverness IV2 4PT.

^^TIOI^TO^
mm

monitors.

• Bay Computers, 3 Teasel Walk,

Invoice 5 Statenent Generator

I
5
6

invoices.

Fl
F2

or monochrome
number UTL312.

a

put

public domain. Statement and Invoice
Generator is a simple and clean piece
of software which does exactly as its
name suggests, with the PD version
being limited to five accounts and 30

DEH0

But this is only one of many virus utilities
on the disk and even if you don't use this
one, there's likely to be at least one that
you can employ. The programs can be
used by all STs connected to either colour

3

He has now written his first com

mercial

It checks the disk in drive A to deter

mine whether it's already auto-booting. If it
is, you have the option of overwriting the
boot sector with the protection system or

WHERE TO
GET IT...

D E H 0 Conputer Sjjstens Ltd
Fleet House, 12 High Street, RnytoHn, Anyplace. fiBl ZCD

programs which have become more
than popular - Pools, the pools pre

the .TOS file.

wrong.

like to oyer-write this disk

He has written two shareware

are

infected, the message will not show and

Accounts made simple
cles.

IMMUNE.TOS and VPROTECT.INF,

put into the same directory on a disk and
the program is run by double clicking on

so, it's hoped, you will realise something is

found

Brian Campbell and his company, Bay
Computers, are well known in PD cir

A virus killer which is very straightfor
ward is simply called Virus. Two files,

corner of the screen. If the disk becomes

UPROTECT

can stop the virus

before it spreads

find easiest to use.

leaving it alone.
Pressing Y will make the disk auto-boot
ing so that when it's used, the message
"The Atari ST says hello and that this disk
is virus free" is printed in the top left-hand

UPROTECT.INF

whenever you boot piace tne disk in dige fl!
from one of your This is just a read operation only
disks a message will

ever-growing catalogue. The programs do
very similar jobs and when deciding which
you should opt for, just go for the one you

disk

is

many
Good
Those

interested in the full version which costs

£29.95 should contact Bay Computers.

• Floppyshop, 45 Provost Graham
Avenue, Hazlehead, Aberdeen
AB1 8HB.

• Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick
Avenue, Slough SL2 1DX.

• Goodman Enterprises, 16 Conrad
Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent,

Staffordshire

ST3 1SW.

• MT
Software,
Greensward
House, The Broadway, Totland,

Isle of Wight P039 OBX.
• NBS, 132 Gunville Road, New
port, Isle of Wight PO30 5LH.

• Page

6,

PO

Box

54,

Stafford

ST16 1DR.

• Public Dominator, PO Box 801,
Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire
CM23 3TZ.

• SoftVille, Unit 5, Elettra Avenue,
Stratfield Park, Waterlooville,
Hampshire P07 7XN.
• South West Software Library, PO
Box 562, Wimbourne, Dorset
BH21 2YD.

• Sphinx Software, Erw Fynydd,
Carmel, Llanelli SA14 7SG.
• TRuST
PD,
18
The
Park,
Southowram, Halifax HX3 9QY.

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
FROM MJC SUPPLIES

DIS CS

SPECIALS

1

UNBRANDED 3.5' DSDD DISCS
6.95
10
20
....13.00
SONY BRAND MF2DD 3.5" DISCS
9.95
10
....18.9S
20

GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

Tlmeworks Desktop Publisher..68.95
Timeworks DTP Tutor

24.95

Easy Draw 2

36.95

Supercharged Easy Draw 2

59.95

Deluxe Paint ST
Canvas

44.95
10.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

19.95
22.95

CyberStudio
Cyber Paint

39.95
39.95

PRODATA

Still a very fast, non-GEM wp
package, but now benefits from
pull-down menus and better mouse
control (although all current key
press commands are still
available), holds up to 36
documents in memory, newspaper
style columns, new Collins
dictionary, new file selector. Still the
best wp for using your printers

Amor's database has excellent data

layout facilities, including a wide
range of printer effects, 10 indexes
per data file, and uses many of
Protext's editing commands
RRP £79.95

OUR PRICE £55.95

£149.95

Protext v4.3 & Prodata

£114.95

RRP £149.95 OUR PRICE £99.95

34.95

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisott C Interpreter
Prospero C compiler

58.95
15.95
39.95
74.95

Lattice C v5

99.95

Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

39.95
33.95

VIDI-ST AND VIDI-CHROME ST

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

Hisoft Wercs

21.95

The best value video digitiser

Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)
Hisoft Highspeed Pascal

33.95
69.95

available for the ST. Grabs mono

Splits a composite colour video
signal into separate Red, Green

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

19.95
13.95

STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro

32.95
15.95

STOS Sprites 600

9.95

STOS Games Galore
STOS Maestro Plus

13.95
52.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

the pull-down menus and some other

Prodata see "Specials"
Data Manager Professional
B. Base2byS. Ware
Super Card 2 by B. Ware

55.95
29.95
11.95
24.95

NOW PACKAGED WITH

VIDI-CHROME

THE COMPLETE
COLOUR SOLUTION

Colour software upgrade for VIDI.

Package consisting of

512 colours on an STFM or 4096
colours on an STE
RRP £119.95

OUR PRICE £89.95

Protext

(see Specials)

First Word Plus
Word Writer ST

59.95
36.95

Wordflair (1mb Required)

57.95

Call foravailability

Naksha Upgrade Mouse
280 dpi replacement mouse

NEODESK 3

includes mat & mouse house

Replacement forGEM desktopwith manyadded

and Operation Stealth game

OUR PRICE £29.95

Harlekin
Hisoft Knife ST

34.95
19.95

Flexidump (9 pin Mono only)

17.95

Flexidump Plus
Forget-Me-Clock 2 cartridge

31.95
24.95

CUMANA CSA 354
Second Disk Drive

quality external second 3.5" Double
sided disc drive,
INCLUDING PSU AND CABLE

£71.95

15.95
15.95
15.95

Language Tutors

French Mistress (12-adult)
German Master (12-adult)
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
Italian Tutor (12-adult)

14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

Learn to Read with Prof, bv Prisma
builds a complete reading courselor4 to9 yearolds.
Assumesno initial reading ability

1. Prof Plays a New Game

(Does not include First Mail)

OUR PRICE £124.95

Fun School 3 has 6 Programs per disk

Factliles aredata tor Quiz only. 10other topics available

OUR PRICE £134.95

PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

12.95
12.95

Kosmos Educational Software

all leads and power supply

Package Knee inyy.yb

Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2 for 8-12's

Answer back Junior Quiz (6-11)...14.95
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+) ....14.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
7.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
7.95

VIDI-ST
VIDI-CHROME
RGB SPLITTER

PLUS I IM£VVUril\i> U I V h'HU'jHMM

MISCELLANEOUS

enhancements

MJC PRICE £64.95

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

WORD PROCESSING

15.95

Fun School 3 for2-5's
Fun School 3 for 5-7's
Fun School 3 for 7-12's

now includes power supply

RECOMMENDED PRICE £179.00

Personal Finance Mgr Plus
MJC price £29.95

15.95

Numbers Count

Fun School bv Database Educational

and Blue for use with Vidi-Chrome

Green and Blue filters to digitise in

Letters for you

Fun School 2 has 8 Programs per disk
12.95
Fun School 2 for 2-6 years

images in 16 shades from any
domestic VCR with a composite
video output can be saved as
NEO or Degas files for use with
other graphic or D.T.P. software

camera with the supplied Red,

DATABASES/FINANCIAL

19.95

(Find and count the runaway animals)

characters from the TV show

(costdeductable onpurchase of
appropriate program)

THE COMPLETE COLOUR DIGITIZING SOLUTION

Uses a mono or colour video

19.95

Mickey's Runaway Zoo

£5 each

29.95

Hisoft Power Basic

STOS-THE GAME CREATOR

19.95

Sesame Street Colouring Books
Encourage children to use the
mouse by colouring in the

DEMO DISKS
For Protext v5, v4 or Prodata

Tempus 2-Prqgammers Editor

still only £64.95

characters

For 2-5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express
Donald's Alphabet Chase

Protext v5 and Prodata

features of version 5

comes a new range of educational
software featuring your favourite

(Learn about the Alphabet)

MJC PRO-PACKS !!

fonts and effects, rather than

For 512k machines, now benefits from

DISNEY SOFTWARE
From the World's best animators

(Learn about Colours and Shapes)

waiting for "graphicfont" print outs.
1 mb required.
PROTEXT version 4.3

PROGRAMMING

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

PROTEXT version 5

19.95

includes audio tapeand5 booklets
2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
SPREADSHEET
PRFRFNTATION GRAPHICS
COMMUNICATIONS
£15.95 EACH
2 FOR £30.00

19.95
19.95
19.95

Other Educational Titles

RRP £34.95
MJC PRICE £21.95
NEW NAKSHA HAND SCANNER

High quality 400 dpi scanner with
SOUND & SAMPLERS
Quartet V1.5- Stereo 4 voice music synth incsover 100 sounds
Mastersound 2 - Sampler cartridge + editing software
ST Replay 8 - Cartridge + editing software + effects
Replay Professional - As Replay 8 + Midi control software
STOS Maestro (software) - Music editing software for STOS

36.95
29.95
59.95
99.95
15.95

STOS Maestro Plus- As Stos Maestro + sound sampling cartridge

52.95

Playback - Cartridge which gives STEREO sound on STFM

24.95

B. Spell (5-8)
Schooltime Maths (over 5's)

10.95
10.95

Play-spell (7 and over)
Master Time (3-11)
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)

10.95
12.95
17.95

Henrietta's Book of Spells
17.95
Primary Maths Course (3-12)....19.95
Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
19.95
Micro French (11-GCSE)
19.95
Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
14.95
Let's Spell at the Shops (4-9)....14.95
Things To Do With Words (4-9)...14.95
Things To Do With Numbers (4-9) ..14.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.
Overseas customers also welcome, please call or write for quotations.
Allgoods subject to availability, all prices subject to change without notice. E&OE

7T

CALLERS WELCOME : 9.30 TO 5.00 SIX DAYS

MasterCard

MLJ.C. SUPPLIES (STU)
2 THE ARCHES, ICKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS, SG6 1UJ
TELEPHONE ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES ON:

LETCHWORTH (0462) 481166 (6 lines)

Proprietor: MJ Cooper

FAX: 0462 670301
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BYTEBACK

DELIVERY
SERVICE
. . . and the

Ring us now! 0636 79097 we're programmed to help

keenest prices

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
NEW GAMES

SALE and BUDGET

•

PRINTERS

Advanced Destroyer Sim

16.99

Afterburner

..7.99

Armour-Geddon
Back to the Future 3
Battle Command
Battle of Britain

16.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

StarLCIO..

Barbarian II
Blasteroids

..9.99
..4.99
..9.99

..9.99

including lead!

Betrayal

19.99

Blood Money
Bloodwych
Centrefold Squares..

including lead!
Star LC200 (Colour),

Brat
Chase HQ 2
Chessmaster2100
Chuck Rock

16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

Corporation

15.99

Crime Wave

16.99

Crystal of Arborea

16.99

Colossus Chess X ...

Curse of the Azure Bonds

19.99

Daily Double Horse Racing....
Deluxe Strip Poker
Dragons Breath

Cybercon III

17.99

HARD DRIVIN'+ 10 DISKS..

Defender of the Crown
Demoniak

8.99
19.99

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy..
Hollywood Poker Pro

Dragons Lair II- Timewarp
Dungeon Master + Chaos

24.99
24.99

Dungeon Master PLUS

Elvira

19.99

Chaos Strikes Back

Famous Five

16.99

Flames of Freedom (Mid 2)
Flight of the Intruder
Gauntler3D

19.99
19.99
PHONE

Genghis Khan (MB)

22.99

GODS
Golden Axe

Hero Quest
Hill Street Blues

16.99
16.99
24.99
16.99

Horror Zombies

16.99

Indianapolis 500

17.99

Jack Nicklaus Unlimit Golf
James Pond

19.99
16.99

Junipers Masterdrive
Kick Off 2 (MB)
Killing Cloud
Leisure Suit Larry TRIPLE
Lemmings
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

16.99
15.99
16.99
34.99
16.99
16.99

M1 Tank Platoon

19.99

..15.99
.8.99
...9.99

..11.99
...8.99

..24.99

Last Ninja 2

..7.99

Leather Goddess of Phobos..

..8.99
..8.99

Moonmist
Planetfall

..8.99

Rick Dangerous
Shadow of the Beast
Silkworm

..12.99
....7.99

Spellbreaker

....8.99

Steve Davis Snooker

Super Hang On
X-OUT
Zorkl
Zorkll

..7.99
..4.99
..8.99
..8.99

DISKS -100% Guaranteed
SONY bulk disks with labels!
10 disks
50 disks
100 disks

Merchant Colony

19.99

MIG 29 Fulcrum

24.99

Mighty Bombjack

16.99

NAM 1965-1975

19.99

Navy Seals
Night Shift
Pang
Panza Kick Boxing

16.99
16.99
16,99
16.99

PGA Tour Golf

16.99

TOP SHOTS

Powermonger

18.99

Prehistoric Tale
Pro Tennis Tour 2
Revelation

16.99
16.99
14.99

Kick Off and Extra time!
COIN OP HITS 2

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop2
Rocket Ranger

15.99
16.99
8.99

6.49
29.99
49.99

16.99

Competition Pro Extra
Joystick & Mouse extension
Quickjoy III Supercharger

15.99
4.99
11.99

QuickbyJetfighter

12.99

Quickjoy TOPSTAR

19.99

Quickshot III PYTHON

Postman Pat

...8.99

Learn to Read with Prof.

.19.99

Prof Makes Sentences...

.19.99

Puzzle Bookl

.15.99

Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell at Shops

Arcade Joystick

13.99

Zip Stick Professional

15.99

PUBLIC DOMAIN
1 disk = £1.99

.15.99
..15.99

9.99

Sting Ray Handheld

5 disks = £8.99

10 disks + file box = £15.99
20 disks + 2 file boxes = £24.99

Fun School 2 (under 6).
(6-8)
(over 8)....

.12.99

Fun School 3 (under 5).
(5-7)
(over 7)....

.15.99

.12.99
.12.99

.15.99

..15.99

ART & MUSIC
CAD 3D (1)....
Degas Elite....
Cyber Studio.

..16.99

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

BG.01. Monopoly; Classic Board game!
plus: Chess, American Football
BG.20. Dungeon Master; Maps of all
levels + 40 pages of hints, tips
BG.27. Strip Breakout; Knock out the bricks to
reveal the picture!
BG.55. Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel; Original
maze type arcade.
BG.57. Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon! Needs
original program to run
BG.58. Soko; 50 level puzzle game
BG.59. Bubble Trouble; Pacman style plus: Jump-

..17.99

ster; Q-Bert version

..39.99

BG.62. Millipede; Arcade classic
BG.64. ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!
BG.65. Joust; Arcade classic...

DELUXE PAINT

39.99

MASTERsound 2

..29.99

Quartet

..39.99

Battle the Ferengi.. .{not STE}
MT.09. Elvira; Stunning demo of the long awaited

Replay Professional.
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99

horror game

..59.99

MG.08. Star Trek - Next Generation

DA.01. 66 Adventure game solutions!
DA.02. 62 More Adventure solutions!

SONY Boxed with labels!
Box of 10

Box of 10 ( X5)
Box of 10 ( x 10)

9.99

47.99
89.99

COMPILATIONS
6.99

19.99

Ghouls & Ghosts, Hammerfist, Vigilante, Ninja
Spirit, Dyn. Wars
MONSTER PACK

19.99

Shadow of the Beast, Infestation, Nitro
WINNING TEAM

21.99

Cyberball, Klax, Vindicators, Planet of Robot

Rorkes Drift

15.99

Secret of Monkey Island

19.99

Shadow of the Beast

16.99

Sim City

17.99

Sim Earth
Ski or Die

19.99
16.99

Speedball2
Spindizzy Worlds
Super Monaco Grand Prix
Supercars 2
Supremacy

16.99
16.99
17.99
16.99
19.99

Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

SWIV
Team Suzuki

16.99
16.99

Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

16.99

Turrican2

16.99

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman The Movie,

UMS2
Viz
Warlords

19.99
14.99
19.99

Indiana Jones

Wings

18.99

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

19.99
14.99

4D Sports Boxing
19.99
All items due by publication date!
If release delayed - Sent A.S.A.P.

..209.00

EDUCATIONAL

Continental Circus ...

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares

JOYSTICKS
..159.00

Monsters, Klax
POWER UP

UTILITIES
DevpacST(2)

...44.99

First Word Plus

...55.99

GST Macro Assembler

...16.99

GST C Compiler

...16.99

Home Accounts

...19.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

...15.99

BU.57. ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
BU.58. File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk copier,

...15.99

Virus Killer.

BU.64. Fractal Landscape generator, and Explorer,

Neodesk3

...27.99

.109.99

Mandlebrot Show

Word Writer

...34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..

...19.99

BU.59. 2X81 Emulator; including 38 program files!
Uses the original keyword entry system! Great fun!
BU.61. ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to run with
the ZX81 emulator!

Rainbow Islands, Altered Beast, Chase H.Q.,
Turrican, A.P.B.

ACCESSORIES

FISTS OF FURY

Locking Disk Box (40+)...
Media Box (Holds 150+).

..19.99

Printer Stand

....9.99

19.99

MASTERT MIX

16.99

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux
SPORTING GOLD

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

PLATINUM

19.99

19.99

POWER PACK

FURRY MOUSE COVER

...6.99

6.99

(with eyes, ears and nose!)
Mouse Mat (BEST Quality)

3.99

ST Dust Cover

5.99

17.99

Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds

Disk Drive cleaner

3.99
21.99

16.99

Star Wars, Return of the Jedi, The Empire

MU.05. Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet plus tutori
al. Lotus compatible!
MU.13. F-Copy III;Superior Copier!
SO.02, Composer; enter notes from computer or
Midi keyboards!
SO.03.16 Voice synthesiser with multi voice
recording!
BC.16. Clip Art - Viz Magazine
BD.33. STE Demo; See what your STE is capable
of and be amazed

BD.34. What the Butler Saw; Demo

BE.02. Fun for 3 to 6 year olds; Kids Music,
Piano, Grid ...
BE.03. Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,
Kid Sketch ...

BE.05. On screen Colouring book!
BE.13. Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi choice

Xenon II,TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally.
STAR WARS TRILOGY

processor

Protext(5)

21.99

Double Dragon II, Shinobi, Ninja Warriors,
Dynamite Dux

BS.18. Madonna; Including those
controversial Playboy pictures
BS.20. NASA Space Mission slideshow
BS.21. X-Cert. Spectrum 512 Show
BU.01 Neochrome; Super Art Package
BU.07.ST Writer Elite; Professional quality word

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)
9.99

+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

Strikes Back

26.99

adventure game for kiddies!
MD.15. Snowman - Digitised demo. (MB)
MD.41. Robocop; Stunning digitised

sequences from the film! (2 disks)

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software . . . Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return post

Cheque, postal
orders or credit
card facilities
are available
Atari ST User July 1991
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HyperCard, or just hype?
Phil Trory gets stuck into the
Polyfiler database

Inage

•lisuaj photo, 8 users
•MfHEl Fixed display

Old Fields

Cortnands "

Photographic Hodels

Surnane

First Nanes

Rates:

Hourly

HI
The building blocks of a Polyfiler database are record cards
on to which you place fixed displays and fields. Displays
may be text headings, pictures or command buttons
A

File

hate address books. For a

you, is to relate it to a card index filing sys

start, unless you can write
under a microscope, there
is never enough space for

tem, in which each card holds some common

the address. Then, I seem to

totally different on each card.
Furthermore, some cards may just contain
an index to other parts of the filing system, or
may be like packets containing a sub-file of
their own. If this sounds complicated, it is.
Polyfiler gives you an immensely powerful and
flexible means of organising and retrieving
data, but setting it up is definitely not for the
impatient, or faint-hearted.

I

Address

access IWM Inage

Ancestors

Select

record

Superclass

3SnpHHHHH
lodels

have

accumulated

a

lot

of

friends and acquaintances,
whose surnames all begin with
the same letter, so half the

book is empty and two pages
are absolutely crammed.
And, again, for some people
I want to store a phone number
at work, as well as at home

The use of GEM means that all the tools

and there is never room - and

you need are there somewhere, under drop
down menus. The problem, which is a com
mon one in a graphical environment, is decid
ing which option to pick, and in which order.
You may go a long way down the wrong track
before you realise it is not going to work.

if they have a car phone as

well, I just give up altogether.
The answer, of course, would

BasiE Class

be to keep an address book on
my ST, in a card file database.
A few simple fields should
do the trick. Surname, obvi

GETTING STARTED

ously, say 15 characters. Hang

Polyfiler comes on a single disk and runs in
high, or medium resolution. The amount of

on,

what about Fiona Chol-

mondley-Psmythe?
Having imput the core information for Arthur Stonk, it's time
to promote him to a sub-class. He doesn't have the legs to
be a model, so comic is selected

better

data it can handle is limited only by the

make that 20, no, 25 to be
safe. And another field for first

amount of ram and disk space you can give
it, so a 1Mb ST is a minimum requirement and

names, make that 25 as well.

a hard disk would be nice.

Then
File

Access

Edit

Inage

there

is

I'd

the

actual

Double-click on POLY.PRG and wait until

address; should that be one

the rather natty database file selector
appears. You can then select an existing file,
or type in a new name.
Once inside, you will find a Desktop with
the usual menu bar across the top and four
icons down the side. The first, a large ques
tion mark, is the Record Types icon. If you
double click on this, a window appears, con
taining a small icon labelled New, and icons
for any record cards that have already been

great long field, or a separate
field for each line? How many
lines are there in an address,

anyway? And, how many tele
phone numbers should I allow
for each person?
Enter Polyfiler, a new kind of
database from Kuma, the peo
ple who brought us K-Data
and, more recently, the Adimens relational database.

What has happened to my card? Don't panic - it's just
Polyi'iter's way of roping off inaccessible areas while a field
length is changed

key information - for example, a name and
address - but the rest of the data could be

If you've seen the HyperCard
product on an Apple Macin
tosh, you will have a reason
able idea of what to expect
from Polyfiler. If not, then the
best way I can describe it to

set up.

Double clicking on the New icon lets you
create a new card, double-clicking on any of
the other icons allows you to alter an existing
card layout. However, a single click takes you
down a

level into a

sub-class of the main

record.

Defining a record falls into two categories:
July 1991 Atari ST User
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Right button to abort

Fields and displays have
to be positioned on the

iwodelsl

Visual photo, 8 users

card with the mouse.

-jMiir«nramM"-

Once an item is set it can

Ijgigfflffljlttgiijgg

mation you would need about a comedian, for
example, would be totally different from that
required for a fashion model.
In Polyfiler, you would set up a basic

be moved with the mouse

record for the core information and then add

and resized by pulling on
the black triangle in the

sub-classes for each type of artiste. The
Comic sub-class might have stage name, fee
and a scrolling window for a write-up of the

bottom right-hand corner

act, while the Model sub-class would need

age, male/female radio buttons, hourly and
daily rates, and ideally an image field for a
scanned photo.
You would also need a Group record,
which provides an index and controls the

21
jS

K

addition of new artistes and the. removal of
pnotograpriic Models

Surnane

those no longer on the books. When you go
into the database in Edit mode, you see a list
of the artistes already entered.
Clicking on the + button adds a new artiste
and then the Link button takes you into the
core data screen. When this is complete you
can "promote" the record to Comic, Model, or
another other sub-class, which then puts up
the screen layout for the remaining informa

fixed displays (headings, titles and field
labels) and fields (which hold data). If you
select Text from the Fixed Display drop-down,
you are given an expanding box, into which
you can type. When you press Return, the

box contracts to fit your text and you can then
use the mouse to position it wherever you

tion.

With a concept as different as this, the

would like.

structure

Fixed Displays can also be images in IMG
format, commonly used by DTP packages,
and command buttons which control links to

other parts of the database. The New Fields
drop-down menu contains a number of data
types. You select the one you want and drag
out a box to the required size and position.
When you release the mouse, a dialog box
appears with appropriate format options. All
fields can be protected against input, which is
useful if you borrow a field from another card.
Text fields are everything you would expect
and more. Especially good is the facility to
create a scrolling window, with word wrap
and justification. This neatly overcomes the
problems of storing variable length narrative
and addresses. You can vary the character

height for any field and, if you have Gdos
installed, even provide a user-selectable
choice of fonts.

Integer fields are slightly odd, because the
options include pound and dollar money for
mats and dates. Money values are held as
pence, or cents, and dates are held as the
number of days since January 1st 1900 , so to
group them under Integers may be conve
nient from a software development point of
view, but I doubt if many users will agree.
Real Number fields are floating point deci
mals, a distinction I am pleased to see disap
pearing from some other products. A modern
database ought to be able to work out how to

Polyfiler will accept graphics images in
IMG format, commonly used by scan
ners and DTP packages

At

File

Access

the database

needs

nodels

particularly loading images in medium resolu
tion. Those problems will have been fixed in

Photographic Models

Surnane

penfnld

the commercial release, which will also have

First Nonas

Penelope Hnn~

the benefit of the full manual.

Flat 17

I have no doubt that Polyfiler would be of
great benefit to estate agents, advertising
agencies, doctors and others whose informa

Fourier Court

Flood Ualk
Chelsea

London
Sates:

Hourly.

2D,80

Dally

tion needs do not fit into more conventional

150,0

databases.

After cutting out the area of the picture you
want, it automatically drops into place. It
would be nice if Degas formats were sup
ported, as well as IMG

My concern is that the definition of links
between records, without which the database
will not function, is cumbersome and far from

intuitive. Some users could also be put off by
the technical jargon used to identify parts of
the database.

Jn,

rile
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Edit
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Nevertheless, Kuma have created a power
ful and innovative product, which can only
enhance Atari's efforts to establish a

Field nana: i
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Product: Polyfiler
RRP: around C50

Supplier: Kuma Software
Address: 12 Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne,
Berks, RG8 7JW.

Telephone: 0734 844335
Configuration: All 1Mb STs

Text fields can be defined as scrolling and
justified giving you a mini word processor.
You can set the character height for any text
field, and Gdos fonts are supported

A

File

Access

Edit

Inage

choice between male or female. Alternatively,

the options can be displayed in the form of a
menu.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Hypercard-type, highly flexi
ble, GEM-driven database. Supports Gdos
fonts and IMG format graphics.
Defining record cards is
easy, but the links between them are
harder to get right. The technical
database jargon will confuse the uniniti

Finally, you can create an image field,
which will accept IMG format graphics in 2, 4
or 16 colours. Polyfiler converts between
mono and colour, although in medium resolu

ated.

tion the results were unsatisfactory.

Features

To get a flavour of how the various bits of
Polyfiler fit together, imagine yourself to be

Excellent
Good

the proprietor of an Entertainment Agency,

Average

handling various types of artiste. You would

When you add data to a record, you create an
Instance. If you want more than one Instance,

Bad

want to store name, address and phone num
ber for everyone on your books, but the infor-

you need to define a Group record, with Links

Appalling

and Pointers

July 1991 Atari ST User

more

serious base for the ST.

numbers can be represented as digits, or as
a slider bar, and you can specify maximum,
Also imaginative is the provision of a But
tons field, so that you can present a limited
choice of inputs as radio buttons. This feature
be could
used, for example, to make a

lot of

IN CONCLUSION...

store numbers for itself. More imaginatively,

minimum and default values.

a

The pre-release version of Polyfiler that was
used for this review produced a few bombs,

Edit Inane
.:'

of

thought. Give yourself plenty of time and be
prepared to rethink if your first effort doesn't
deliver the goods.

Ease of use

VISIT OUR FULHAM SHOWROOM
Fulham Broadway -

SK MARKETING
• ••

COMPUTER SUPPLIES

opposite station. District Line
Rickmansworth Station 5 minutes walk

TTT

>&
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NOW AVAILABLE - VIDI ST
COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION

ATARI HARDWARE

Atari 520STE
Turbo Pack

A
*
*
*
*
*

Capture High-resolutioncolour images from
either colour video camera, home VCR or any

video source. Open your imagination and get the
most out of your system.

Indiana Jones * Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine * Super Cycle
Outrun & Dragons Breath * Anarchy
Blood Money & Basic + STOS
Paint Package * Music Package

All Only £320.00

AMAZING VALUE AT £139.99

ATAR11040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
Five different levels of application modules

1001 Things to do Atari ST
Atari ST 3D Graphic Prog

£12.95
£20.95

£16.99

3375

Atari ST Basic TOC

£19.95

3386
3373
3965
4412
3372

Atari ST
Atari ST
Atari ST
Atari ST
Atari ST

£9.95
£19.95
£17.95
£24.95
£19.95

6714
5901

Game Makers Manual Atari ST
£14.95
MIDI And Sound Book for Atari ST .£17.95

5101
4693
3515

Musical Applications Atari ST
£6.95
Presenting The Atari ST
£16.95
ST Appl Guide Programming In C...E21.95

3516
3569
8480
4691
4692
6028

ST Artist
£19.95
ST Disk Drives Inside & Out
£19.95
ST Format
£11.95
Tech Ref Guide Atari ST Volume 1 .£21.95
Tech Ref Guide Atari ST Volume 2 .£21.95
Tech Ref Guide Atari ST Volume 3 .£24.95

£11.95

7567

Timeworks Desktop Publisher ST ...£10.95

Jettighter
£15.95
Startighter 1 (Remote Controlled Twin) ....£34.99
Python 1
£12.00

6978

Your FirST Basic

C11.99
£14.99
£11.99
EFrom £29.99

DIY Memory Upgrades
ST/M/FM

X-TRA RAM

Unpopulated
1/2 Mb

£49.90

£64.90
£79.90

2Mb

£119.90

£189.90

4Mb

£239.90

Module 1 - Play and Learn
Module 2 - Junior School

JOYSTICKS

Module 3 - GCSE revision

Quickshot Turbo

Module 4 - Business Computing
Module 5 - Creative Computing

ALL FOR ONLY £379.99

Basic

+ many more. Phone for details

ATARI520ST
*
*
*
*

* 520STE Computer with Mouse
ST Tour

1st Basic
Neochrome

By Golden Image
Inc. Touch Up Software
Supports IMG, IFF, TIFF. DEGAS + More
100/200/300/or400dpi

* Requires 1Mb+ DS Drive

* Full Technical Support

* Supports IMG, IFF

* Four Games: Anarchy, Dragons Breath,
Indiana Jones. Super Cycle

r\4 f\r?
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Naksha Mouse £29.99

£259

MONITORS

DISK DRIVES
Cumana CSA354 1 Mb 3.5" Drive
Cumana 5.25" ST Drive

£94.95
£125.00

Q-Tec3.5" External Drive

£74.95

Explored
Logo Users Guide
Machine Lang 68000
Programmers Guide
Tricks and Tips

Atari SM124 (Mono Monitor)
£110.00
Atari SC1224 (Colour Monitor)
£285.00
Philips CM-8833 Mkll Colour Monitor.£259.95

Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Easy Tools

£61.95
£31.95

First Word Plus V.3 (new)

£61.95

Flair Paint
Fleet St. Publisher

£29-95
£89.95

GFA Basic Interpreter V.3
GFA Basic Compiler

£100.95

GST Compiler

£21.95

GST Macro Assembler

£21.95

HighsoftC

£51.95

Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic
Home Acccounts

£37.95
£61.95
£25.95

Hyperpaint 2

£19.95

K-Data

£41.95

K-Graph 3 (new)
K-Spread 3 (new)

£37.95
£67.95

K-Word2

£42.95

Mailshot
Mailshot +
Mark Williams C V.3
Mastersound
Mastersound2
Mini Office Communications

£47.95

£22.95
£45.95
£41.95

£20.95
£20.95
£75.95

Modula 2 Developers

£115.95

NeoDesk3

£30.95

Prodata

£61.95

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£16.95
£21.95

Deluxe Paint

£35.95
£31.95
£20.95

Modula 2 Standard

£17.95
£17.95
£22.95
£32.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£41.95
£61.95
£19.95
£41.95
£36.95
£19.95
£32.95
£247.95

Degas Elite
Devpac2.0
Easy Draw 2

£26.95
£36.95
£117.95

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet

PROFESSIONAL ATAR SOFTWARE
Cyber 3D Developers
Cyber Architecture Design
Cyber Cartoon Designs
Cyber Control
Cyber Future Designs
Cyber G.I.S.T. (Sound Ed.)
Cyber Human Designs
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Star Struck
Cyber Studio
Cyber Texture
Cyber Video Titling
Data Manager Pro
Data Scan by Kempston

£41.95
£26.95

GFA Draft Plus

£16.95

1st Mail
CAD3DV.1

NEW HAND SCANNER

y|V DISCOVERY PACK
*

£8.99

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE

ATARI BOOKS
3521
3379

Software modules included worth over £485.00

*
*

£329.99

£9499
£119.99
£8.99

LynxPouch
LynxPower Acaotor
LynxCigarette Adaptor
Lynx Games

drive, 4096 palette, TV Modulator, power supply,
MIDI ports and highqualitystereo sound.

M

Star LC24-200 Co/our

£79.99

AtariLynxwith PSU
Atari Lynxwith PSU & California Games
LynxComm. Lynx Cable

designed to meet the needs of every family
member from the under 5's to the over 50's
The 1040STE includes 1Mb Ram, 31/2" 1Mb disk

|
£299.99
£179.99
£419.99
£179.99
£229.99
£239.99
£269.99

ATARI LYNX
Atari Lynx

Lunx Kit Case

A

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Panasonic KX-P1124i New Version
Panasonic KX-P1180
Panasonic KX-P1624
StarLCIO
Star LC200 Co/our
StarLC24-10
Star LC24-200

CAIV PAO.KINQ

£101.95
£101.95
£81.95

Protext V.4

£71.95

Protext V.5
Quartet

£101.95
£41.95

Sage
Sage
Sage
Sage

£138.95
£212.95
£86.95
£307.95

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper
Financial Controller

Scan Art & Draw Art

£56.95

Spectrum 512

£31.95

STOS
STOS 3D

£31.95
£36.95

STOS Compiler

£18.95

STOS Maestro

£19.95

STOS Maestro Plus

£62.95

STOS Sprites
Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Tempus 2 Editor

£21.95
£47.95
£71.95
£31.95

Timeworks DTP

£77.95

Timeworks Partner

£37.95

LEISURE SOFTWARE
M

£29.99
£21.99

Dragons Breed
Dragons ot Flame

£17.50

Rainbow Islands

£17,50

Viking ChildII

£18.99

£17

3D Construction Kit
Accolade in Action

£17.99

Back to the Future III

£17.99

Jones In The Fast Lane

£22.99

RedStorm Rising

£17.99

Brat

£17,

Aquanaut

£19.99

Champion of the Raj

£17.

Armour-GeddonATFII

£18.99
£17.99

Judge Dredd
Jumpin Jackson
Jupiter's Masterdrive

£17.99
£17.50
£17.99

£17.99
£17 99

£17,
£17,
£17.

£17.99
£17.50
£17.99

Resolution 101
Rider Of Rohan

Crime Wave
Famous Five
Final Command

Duck Tales
East Vs West
Elite

Atomic Ro&okid

£17.99

Elvira

£19 99

Kick Off 2

Flight of the Intruder

£21.

£17.99
£17.99
£17.50

Kick Off li-Final wnistle
Kick Off Xlra Time
Kid Gloves

Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors

£19 95
£17 50

£17.99
£17.50

£17.

EmlynHughes Int. Soccer .
Epic
Everton FC Intelligensia

Xiphos
Xybots

Go

£18.99
£23.99
£17.99

£17 99
£17 50
£18 99

£17.50
£21.99
£17.99
£21.99
£17.50

Atommo
Awesome
Back to the Future n

Robocop II
Secret Agent/Sly Spy'
Secret Ot Monkey Island

Weird Dreams
Wheels of Fire
WolfPack
Wonderland
X-0UT

BAT(includes Cartridge)

£26.99

F-16 Falcon Mission If

£17,50

Battle Chess

£17.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£21.95

Battle ot Britain

£19.99

F-29 Retaliator

£17.99

Killing GameShow
KingsQuest V
KnightsOfLegend

£21.99
£32.99
£21.99

Betrayal
Billy the Kid

£20.99
£17.99

F15Strike Eagle
F15Strike EagleII

£17.50
£21.99

F16 Combat Pilot
F23
Fina BattleFire S Brimstone.

£17.50
£21.99
£17.99
£17.99

Life S Death
Line of Fire
Lost Patrol*

£17 99
£17,99
£1799

Fists ot Fury

£17.99

APS

£17.

Horror Zombies from the Crypt £17.
Hype Exterminator
£17.
International ice Hockey
£17.

Lemmings

£17.

Master Blaster

.£17.

MightyBombjack
£16.
Monster Pack (10 game comp) £21.
'Nam

£21.

Panza KickBoxing
Play Back(Cart)

£17.
£21.

Power Uc

£21,

Predator 2

£17,

Prehistoric Tale
Pro Tennis Tour
Revelation
Skull and Crossoones

£17.
£17.
£16,
£17.

BladeWarrior
Blade Warrior"

£17.99
£17.99

Blocd Money

£14.99

Bomber Mission Disk
Brain Blasters

£17.50
£17,99

Briandough's EuroSoccer

£17.50

Flames 01 Freedom(MidwinterIt) £22.99

Japan Scenery Disk FS2

£17.50

..

£17.50
£17 50
E17 99

Shoot em Up Construction Kit,,£21 95
Silent Service

£17

Sim City
Sim CityTerrainEoitor
SimCity/Populous

£19.
£17
£23

Simulcra

£17

kCauldron

Lotus Esprit

£17 70

Speedballll

£17 99

Ml lank Platoon

£2199

Spell Book

£17 50

MagneticScrolls Collection

£22.99

Spintttzzy Worlds
Spirit01 Excalibur
Starflight
Straego
Street Hockey

£1799
£21 99
£17,99
£17 99

Maniac Mansion

£17,50

MegaPack VolII
Midnight Resistance

£17,50
£17 99

FlightSimulator 2

£36.80

Car-Vup

£17.99

Flood

£17.99

Midwinter

£21,95

£17.50
£17.99
£21.99

Gauntlet ill
Gold of the Americas
Gremlins II

£19.99
£17.99
E17.99

Mig29 Fullcrum

£24,99

Stunt Car Racer

£17 99

Moonwalker
Narc

£17,99
£17 99

Super 01!Road Racer

£17 99

Switchblade II

£1799

£17,99

Swiv(SilkwormIV)
£17 99
TeenageMutant HeroTurtles £17 99

Cadavar

£17.99

£17.99

£21

Carthage
Carthage
Champions OfKrynn

Subuteo

£17.

Chariots of Wrath

£17.99

Gunship

E17.99

Bightshitl

Super Monaco GP
Supercars 2

£17.
£17.

£17.99

Nine Lives

£17,99

Heroes

£21.95

Ninja Spirits

£17,99

£17,
£17,
£17.
£17,

£17.99
£17.99
£19.99

Hard DrivingII

Team Suzuki
Turn 'N1 Burn
Turricanll
Ultimate Ride

Chase HQ II (SCI)
ChipsChallenge
Chronoquest II

HighEnergy

£17.99

Colossus Chess X

£17.50

Honda RVF

£17.50

Horror Zombies

£17.99

Hound of Shadow

£17.99

Pang

£17,99

The Ultimate Ride

£17 99

£21.

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

£17 99
£17.50
£17 99

WinningTeam

Corporation
Crime Does Not Pay
Cruise For A Corpse

Nitro*
Obitus
Oriental Games

Impenum

£17.99

Curse of the Azure Bunds ...

£17.99

Indiana Jones/Adventure

£17.99

Cybefcon 111
Daysof Thunder
DickTracy

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Int Soccer Challenge*

£17.99

£17.50
£21.99
£22.99

£17 99

£21.

Pick n-Pile
Pilots In Paradise
Pool Of Radienc e

Theme Park Mystery

Wrath of the Demon

It Came From The Desert
Jack Nicklaus Golf

£17.99
£17.99

Populas Datadisk
Populous
Power Monger

£17.50
£17.99
£21.99

£17
£17
£17
£18
£17
£17

£17 99

Primary MathsCourse

£24.00
£16.90
£17.50
£17.50

Sporting Gold

Call Peter on 0923 896969
for more information

£19.95
£19.95

BetterSpelling

£16.90

Better Maths
French Linkword
French Mistress Level A+B
Fun School 2 6 to 8
Fun School 2 Over 8
Fun School 2 Under 6

£16.90
£22.94
£19.95
£17.49
£17.49
£17.49

Fun School 3 5 to 7
Fun School 3 Over 7
Fun School 3 Under 5

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Hoorayfor Henrietta

£17.90

Prof Looks at Words
Sesame St Letters
Sesame St Numbers

Learn to Read with Prof 1

£29.90

Spanish Tutor LevelA*B

£19 95

Magic Maths (4-8)
£22.95
Maths Mania(8-12)
£22.95
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing..£21.95

The Three Bears

£22.95

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words

£19.95
£19.95

Micro Maths

Times Jubilee Crossword

£19.95

£24.00

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

£23.99

Power Play

£21.99

Toyota GTRally

Powerboat
Powerdritt
Powerdrome
Precious Metal

£1799
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99

Turbo Outrun

E17 50

TVSports Football ..

£17 99

Ultima V
Ultimate Golt
UMS
UMSII
UMS Scenario 1
UMS Scenario 2
Universe 3

£19 99
£17.99
£1899
£21,95
£17 50
£17 50
£17.50

Proflight
£28 99
Projectyle
£17 99
£17.99
Prophecy1- Viking Child
Quest ForGloryII- Trial ByFire£32.99
RailroadTycoon
£22.99

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

24 hour hotline for
credit card orders

All prices subject to change

£17 99
£17 99

TestDriveII(Euro Challenge) .£17.50
TheSpy Who LovedMe
£17 99
Three Musketeers
Thunderstrike
Tie Break
Toki
Total Recall
Tournament Golf

Power Pack

ST EDUCATIONAL
Answerback Junior Quiz
Answerback Senior Quiz

Test Drive
Test Drive II

SALES HOTLINE
(MAILORDER) 0923
W W™ • 89
WW 69
W W 69
WW

Zork I. IIAnd III(SKMSpecial) £23.99
Budget Titles
From £6,99

99
99
99
99
99
99

£19,90

Codename Iceman(DS1Meg) £23.90
Colonels Bequest
£29.50
Conquestsot Camelot(DS1Meg)£29.50
KingsQuest I
£23,90
KingsQuest II
£23 90
KingsQuestIII
£23 90
KingsQuest IV(DSI
£29 90
LeisureSuit Larryt
£23 90
LeisureSuit LarryII DS
£29 50
LeisureSuit LarryIII(DS)
£29.50
Manhunter IISan Francisco (DS).£23,50
Police Quest I

£23,50

PoliceQuestII(OS)
QuestforGlory/Heros Quest(DS)
Quest for GloryII(DS)
SpaceQuestl
SpaceOuestII
SpaceOuestIII(DS)

£29,50
.£29.50
£29.50
£23.50
£23.90
£29.50

Manhunler New York

£23.99

Hoyle's Bookof Games
Hoyle's Bookof Gamesll

£19.99
£19.99

Gold Rush!
Sierra T-shirts
Sierra Hint Books

£23.99
£8.99
£8.99

PhDne for rangeof T-shirtsand Hint
books available

Dynamix'
-*

BAFT OF THE SERB* HkHHf

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES
South London:

North London:

10 Fulham Broadway
London SW6 tAA

13 Moneyhill Parade
Uxbridge Road

Tel: 071 381 6618
Fax: 071 381 0528

Rickmansworth
Herts WD3 2BE
Tel: 0923 896969

Fax:0923 771058-

without notice

All goods subject to availability.
Titles marked * may not be released
and will be sent on the day ot release
(subject to availabiiity).

To order: Please send cheque/PO/Access or Visa details to SK Marketing Ltd,
13 Moneyhill Parade. Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 2BE.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT

Allprices include VAT and carriage is free (UK mainland)

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.00pm

BOTH SHOWROOMS

VISIT OUR RICKMANSWORTH SHOWROOM

•

The first Stereo Sample adaptor for the ATARI ST, STF & STFM
WHAT IS PLAYBACK?
PLAYBACK is a neat hardware cartridge which plugs into the ROM port of any 16 BIT ATARI computer

and provides 2 channel (Stereo) sample output from its twin RCA style phono connectors. These signals
can then be fed into any standard LINE or AUX input of a HI-FI amplifier for truly stunning stereo output
when running programs compatible with this cartridge. The cartridge avoids using the much slower
printer port and subsequent lower sound quality, the cartridge port places no practical limit on the top
band width of sound quality.

PLAYBACK enables the owner of a standard ST, STF or STFM computer to take advantage of the new
breed of Stereo software which is starting to appear for the ATARI 16 BIT computers. It remains a
commitment of MICRODEAL to maintain compatibility across their range of musical products wherever
possible. To this end, PLAYBACK offers a superb, low cost enhancement to QUARTET version 1.5, the
worlds first and best professional multi voice sample sequencer for the ST. PLAYBACK provides QUARTET
version 1.5 owners with the ultimate in high quality STEREO music for the first time. Obviously owners of
MONO samplers such as MASTER SOUND II, REPLAY 8 and REPLAY PROFESSIONAL can take advantage
of the two channel outputs to create even more stunning effects in their on programs or with
DRUMBEAT STEREO included with this package.
As well as the PLAYBACK cartridge, this package contains the following:

DRUMBEAT STEREO
PLAYBACK provides a sophisticated 2 channel DRUM sequencer which allows up to 15 samples to be
loaded into the KIT. DRUMBEAT provides up to 50 patterns in memory at once. The patterns may be
assembled into a list of up to 99 ordered entries to compose a SONG and up to 10 songs may be held
in memory at once. The TEMPO can be varied from 40 to 239 beats per minute either internally or
externally via an external MIDI system master control. Timing can be set at 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 with or
without triplets.

QUARTET STEREO DEMO DRIVER
One of QUARTETS top mono music demo's has been adapted to give full STEREO output with two left
channels and two right channels, The graphics display is easily adaptable using a paint program to
customise your own graphics and the Scrolling message can be changed by simply editing the file
using an editor or word processor. The STEREO Quartet music played with the demo is one of our latest
mixes and if you have your own Quartet music you can replace our music very easily with your own.

INCORPORATE STEREO OUTPUT IN YOUR OWN PROGRAMS
We've thought of everything for the home programmer and have included sample STEREO routines for
Hi-Soft Basic, GFA BAsic and machine code, and before long we are sure many commercial products
will support this high Quality STEREO cartridge which brings a regular ST owner STEREO output similar to
the STE.

FULL QUARTET VERSION 1.5 SUPPORT
If you are thinking of upgrading to Quartet version 1.5 or already have a copy then STEREO PLAYBACK
is fully supported with 2 channel output through each speaker and playback as clear as your regular
hi-fi output!

© COPYRIGHT MICRODEAL
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

QUARTET DEMO DRIVER

DRUMBEAT STEREO

atari st

PLAYBACK ORDER FORM

Please send me PLAYBACK the best stereo output cartridge for the Atari ST
Playback is £29.95 post & packing £1 (all prices inc V.A.T.)
BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARDS

BY POST: with Cheque, Postal Order or Credit Card
Name
Address

(0726)68020
3 m

™ (jh

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date

Number

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Send to: Microdeal PO Box 68 St Austell Cornwall England PL25 4YB

COP THIS!
Last year, at the end of November to be

ii

exact, I had enough money to buy the com

puter which I had my mind set on - ever since
I started playing on my friend's one. The com
puter was an Atari 520STFM.
When I bought the computer it was in a
Discovery Pack. I got all the disks plus the
four games. After I bought the computer I
didn't have any money left over to buy any
games or accessories.

5r^%.

Every month we
love to hear what

After the Christmas school ' holidays, a

you think, on any
topic related to

friend loaned me a game. At this moment I
did not know that it was illegal to copy, in fact
I did not know until about five weeks ago,

after my mother phoned you about this matter
and you told her it was illegal to copy games.

the ST. And
if it's the
best letter of the

She then told me.

The game was Double Dragon. It was a

good game and my friend said to copy it, so I
did. I used Fastcopy III and it worked.
loaned

my friei

best friend

month, we'll even

bles. Again,
ou copy it?

pay you €10.
So if there's

So I trie.
This

When on

Fastco

into drive

A". I pi

the disk

drive tu

Copying-

Reading-'

then the

something you
just have to get
off your chest,

disk drivi

I got

disk out

'i\

write to:

computer off. After about
five minutes, to check that the Untouchables
and switc

Atari ST User,
Europa House,
Adiington Park,

disk was alright, I put it in the drive and
switched the computer on.

Up on the screen came the Desktop. This
shouldn't have happened. When you switch
on the computer with the Untouchables disk
in it, it should have gone straight to the title
screen. It was like the whole disk was wiped.
I didn't know what to do and so I told my
friend about it and I told him that I'd buy him

Macclesfield
SK10 4NP

i'\

another game but at that moment I didn't
have any money. So I couldn't do a thing.

Later on my other friend gave me a loan of
another game - Super-Hang On. He said to
take a copy and I thought that this time I was
safe to copy because he got Double Dragon
and Super-Hang On with many others in an

it's to protect the incomes of those
responsible for creating the games.
The

creators

of

artistic

works

you don't already know about com
puter crime, take a look at the fea
ture in the April 1991 issue.
By the way, your letter has won

just the same as Double Dragon. But it didn't.
I got even more worried because now that is

receive royalty payments which
reflect the popularity and success of
their products, and copyright laws

two friends I am in trouble with.

exist to make sure that their income

such an important issue. But since
you shouldn't be seen to be profiting

I thought the problem was that the Fastcopy III program on the CoverDisk was faulty,
so I sent it along with the other game disks to
you, with a letter explaining what had hap
pened.

is protected.
There are laws

from crime, we've decided to donate
the £10 to your favourite charity.

Atari Pack, and I thought that this would copy

Name withheld to protect the guilty,
Perthshire, Scotland

to

cover books,

magazines, radio and television pro
grams, music, newspapers, art and
design - in fact anything which con
cerns individual creative endeavour,
including computer games.

So, if you copy a game then you
Well, there's a glaringly obvious
moral in this story somewhere -

are effectively stealing from the peo

ple responsible for its existence. And

something to do with crime, and just

don't think that it doesn't matter -

desserts and all that. Only of course,
in this instance, you say you were

games creators aren't generally mil
lionaires, the games industry relies
on sales of games to survive and if

completely unaware of the illegal
nature of your activities.
Once again, and to everyone who

has just borrowed the latest and
greatest game from a friend: copying
software which is under copyright and that includes every single com

mercially-available program - is ille
gal. That covers every game except
for those which are genuinely in the
public domain.
There's a very good reason for this:

everyone did it, there wouldn't be
any new games out. Huff said?
Anyway, just to show there's no
hard feelings, we've asked the gener
ous software houses to replace your

games for you, and we've sent them
on to you. But only one copy of each,
so you'll have to give that one to your

friend and buy your own, won't you?
Copyright infringement really is a
serious problem. And to find out what

the letter of the month because it's

Give us a call and we'll make out the

cheque!

MISSION UNCONTROLLED
I was just presented with Mission Disk II for
my birthday. This completes the set to date.
My son tried the disk out to be sure that it
was alright before bringing it over. Delight
and pride turned to shock and horror when
the plane was mysteriously shot down after
30 seconds of flying. This was continuously
repeated regardless of all our efforts.
I had to wait for Monday to contact the

makers. I always go to the top. I reckon they
deserve the right to defend themselves.
"Complaints, er, technical services depart
ment. Can I help you?" The young man, on

receiving my enquiry, first stated that this was
a protection device. The disk read the "chips"
from the computer and decided that it was
being copied.

The story changed when I suggested that
July 1991 Atari ST User

Cambridge
Business
Software
ATARI ST SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTS

LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
System 3 Extended

£39.95
£59.95

Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£79.95
£89.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£29.95

DATABASES
Adimens Plus

£99.00

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)
Super Base Professional (V3.02)

£29.95
£69.95
£175.00

DigitaDGBase

£39.95

Prodata

£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks DTP

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack

£124.95

Fleet Street Publisher v3

£159.00

Calamus

£250.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DynaCADD
PC Board Designer

£747.50
£135.00

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Megapaint II
Megapaint II Professional

£42.00

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

Hisott Lattice C v5

£115.00

Hisoft
Hisott
Hisoft
Hisoft

£89.95
£49.95
£45.00
£119.00

High Speed Pascal
C. Interpreter
Devpac V2.22
Devpac TT

Hisott Power Basic

£39.95

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£42.00

FTL Modula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
Nevada Coool (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minixv1.5

£139.00

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread4T
Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LDW Power Spreadsheet
Digicalc

£79.95
£209.00

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

£79.95

CAD 3D V1.0

£18.95

CAD 3D v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95
£17.00
£39.95

£59.95

MUSIC
C-LAB Creator v3

£275.00

C-LAB Notatorv3

£459.00

Creator/Notator Upgrade
C-LAB Notator Alpha

£239.00
£179.95
£89.00

C-LAB Midia

£59.95

C-LABv.3 upgrade

£37.95

Cubeat

£239.00

Cubase

£459.00

FM Melody Maker

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug

£19.95

Pagestream v1.B2 TT (UK)

C-LAB Aura

Mark Williams C v3

£57.95

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00
£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Thats Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus v3.2 TT
Pretext v5
Protext V4.2

WordPerfect V4.1

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00

IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA

Superbly reviewed educational
adventure. Develop reading and
imagination.
MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA

Highly rated primary maths
programs. Selection of games.

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)
IBM, ST, AMIGA. Keyboard trainer
which helps spelling.
THE BEST IN EDUCATION

Add and Subtract.

HOW TO ORDER

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA. "The best
primary programs I have yet seen."
Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)
IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,
BBC, CBM(D). Highly acclaimed

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring tor advice.

Ask your dealer to order.

Prices:

IBM 5.25" or 3.5", ST & STE, AMIGA ..£22.95

CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)
FREE CATALOGUE

tutor. Received excellent reviews.

Challenging.

ORDER DIRECT TO:

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC,
CBM (D). Very comprehensive
coverage of all the major aspects of
maths for this age group. Excellent.

School Software Ltd.,
Tait Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-45399.
Fax Orders: 010 353-51-44315.

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.):
010 353-61-45399.

Others Tel: 010 353-61-45399.

£69.95

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter

£39.95

Wordflair

£65.00

MISCELLANEOUS
KIT AT Speed C16 PC Emulator
PC Speed

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)

£229.00
£99.00

Neodesk v3 (UK)

£29.95

G + Plus
Deluxe Paint

£29.95
£59.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw

£29.95
£29.95

Degas Elite

£19.95

Knife ST
Hartekin
Turbo ST v1.8
Mailshot Plus

£24.90
£39.95
£29.95
£34.95

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

ATARI UPGRADES
ATARI 520 ST
512K Upgrade to 1024K

No surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles in stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

,<£* PROGATE HARD DRIVES

•^-^

16 or 4 chip kit ONLY £32 + VAT

FAST, HIGH-SPEC, HARD DRIVES FOR ALL STs

• FAST ACCESS TIME • EXTERNAL DEVICE NO. SWITCH •
• DMA THROUGH PORT • UP TO 12 PARTITIONS • AUTO

Upgrade Including Fitting ONLY £44 + VAT

BOOT/PARK • EXCELLENT GRAPHICS-BASED SOFTWARE •
• 12 MONTH INSTANT REPLACEMENT WARRANTY •
Progate 20Mb
£345.00
Progate 30Mb
£379.00
A VAILABLE, INCLUDING
Progate 40Mb
£399.00
REMO VABLE44SAND
Progate 60Mb
£490.00
TAPE STREAMERS—
Progate 80Mb
£625.00
PHONE FOR DETAILS.
Progate 160Mb DC
£1229.00

ARRAY COMPUTER SERVICES LTD.

24-HOUR ORDER LINE (0763) 263127

Imperial House, St. Nicholas Circle,

All price* include VAT & delivery. Make cheque* payable to Cambridge Buskieaa Software

Leicester. LEI 4LF

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS

MelboumScience Park, Cambridge Road, Melboum,Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability) Wk^m
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. &TVEI

HOW TO ORDER:
TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932

Atari ST User July 1991

Please Call For Details About Fitting Service

Tel. (0533) 628182

Fax. (0533) 626636 E

£16.95

this meant that the game could only ever be

I find that your articles are very brief and in

missile

installations

and

aircraft

played on one machine. No up-grading per

some cases assume the reader has a fair

bases have been previously obliterat

mitted. Now it was a bug of which they were
aware. Why no warning? No answer.
"Do you have an external drive?"

degree of background knowledge of the arti

ed by other offensive methods.

cle. I have to admit that I have to re-read the
article several times and even then sometimes

"Yes."

am no wiser in the end.

"Try disconnecting it."
I explained that this was more than a little

Perhaps you could have a rotation on the
different aspects/uses of the ST and associat

ZX81 BLUES

late and even if it did work, the damage was

ed articles that are written about them so that

already done on Sunday 7 April.

one article per issue, especially about the

I have a query in connection with the ZX81
emulator on the May CoverDisk. On selecting
several of the programs on file the screen
appears blank with the symbol 0/0 in the bot

The Falcon Mission Disk requires you to

basic uses, could be allocated a greater

tom left hand corner.

unplug external disk drives. Another back

amount of words so that a dunce like me can

ward step for Spectrum Holobyte.
G Morgan, Stirlingshire, Scotland

gain greater knowledge of the ST. Then, when

I cannot find the symbol on the emulator
keyboard and have been unable to access
these games. Other games with conventional
instructions have come up OK. I would be
grateful if you could tell me how to get past
the mysterious 0/0.

Are you sure you're not being just a
little tough on Spectrum Holobyte?
You do have a point - an instruction
should have been provided, but at
least no permanent damage was
done. Ho doubt you could have done
without the frustration and inconve

nience,
game!

but it's a

blistering good

the briefer articles appear later I would have a

good chance of understanding them.
Well, have a pat on the back plus a moan,
so as a consolation prize: "Keep up the good

J. Haselwood, Knutsford, Cheshire

work-great mag".
L Knight, Ramsgate, Kent

Quite a lot of ZX81 software does not

Hmmmm, it's a tough one but it's also
extremely important. We know that
the magazine Is read by raw begin

run automatically. When such a pro
gram has loaded the user must tell

ners

ZX81 produces many various codes,
all meaning different things. The 0/0
indicates that a program has loaded
successfully and is ready to be run.
All you have to do is type the RUH
keyword and press Return. The pro
grams should all work perfectly.

as

well as

those

who

could

write a program with one hand and
solder together an upgrade with the

SHABBY TREATMENT

other while blindfolded. So it's not

I have read your magazine for some consider
able time now and have
impressed with its contents.

always

been

My reason for writing is that although I am
still more than happy with the contents of your
magazine, the exterior is looking quite shab
by. Why? Simple. Each month I purchase
your magazine and then proceed to remove
the CoverDisk. No matter how careful I am,

each and every month the front cover is
ripped to some degree.
Could I suggest that instead of attaching
the CoverDisk to the magazine each month,
you give some space inside your magazine to
printing a coupon which could be sent to
yourselves for the Disk?
This could indeed increase your magazine
sales if you were to subsequently reduce the
cost of the magazine and levy the appropriate
difference as payment for the disk. I can
assure you that I find the cost of magazines
(most now have a cover-mounted disk) quite
alarming and am sure that there must be
many who cannot afford to buy at the current
price.
Anyway, food for thought.
Chris Grey, Immingham, S Humberside
This problem is harder to solve than
the old chicken-or-egg one! If we fix
the disk to the cover using a differ
ent method, it tends to fall off before
you buy it, so we get complaints
from readers and newsagents about
that. If we tape it on as we are doing
at present, it stays on so well, it
sometimes rips the covers as it
comes off.

If we don't put it on the cover, peo

ple complain - we've already tried it
once! The vast majority of people do
want a cover disk with their maga
zine, even though it adds to the cost.
So, what can we do? I think we've
struck the right note with what we're

easy to strike the right balance. And
of course, we also have limited
space.

But we do most definitely try to
consider the needs of beginners. It
seems that perhaps we haven't been
doing enough, so we'll have to look
at it again. We'll consider your idea,
but it's almost impossible to rotate
articles
because
the
subjects
become repetitive.

What does everyone else think? If
you think we've been "going over
your head" so to speak, write in and
let us know. We want to get it right!

TIPPING CARRIER
I have had my 520ST for about two months
now, and even without comparing it to the
Spectrum, I can say it's a superb machine. A
click of the mouse buttons and actions are

performed in seconds.
I got fed up with the Spectrum's cassettebased system, and not having a decent mag
azine to support my hobby. All that has
changed with the ST.
One of the games supplied with my ST was
Carrier Command, a very good game, but can
anyone win when the enemy moves around
faster than you do?
Where can I get some tips on the game?
Has Atari ST User any I can use?
D Smith, Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan

Keep watching our Trade Secrets
page if you want to find useful tips on
beating your favourite games. But
just this once, here on the mail
pages, direct from the games team
comes some sound advice.

the software that it has to start. The

PUBLIC APPEAL
I am trying to start a public domain library in
my area but am finding it difficult to get infor
mation and advice, Goodman Enterprises

being the only ones to respond to my letter.
I don't intend to step on anyone's toes but

if any other libraries or vendors would be will
ing to give some advice to a budding librarian
I would be grateful. Also, if anybody is having
the same trouble trying to get started and
finds it hard to do on their own why not con
tact me, maybe we could do it together?
Clive Andrews, 101 Doverdale Close,
Redditch, Worcs B948 7SD

Any takers? Good luck with your
business proposal anyway, and hope
fully you'll be receiving some good
n e w s soon.

GOING LOTTO
Here in Australia they have a weekly TV Lotto
draw. Lots of people enter. So, seeing as I'm
now living here I thought I might as well join
in.

What it is is that each week eight balls are
drawn from a cage and you compare them
with the numbers you entered (a bit like bingo
except you choose your own numbers. The
numbers are from 1 to 45.

Now all I want to know is if anyone has

made any programs to help win this thing. If
so, will you put it on a CoverDisk or ask peo
ple to write to me if they have done one and
are willing to sell me one cheaply?
Unfortunately a spreadsheet will not help

When attacking an island, use the
laser at the stern of your ship to
destroy aircraft hangars and, if possi

me because I have no mathematical qualities
to work out any routine.

doing now. The short answer? Sorry -

ble, the HQ establishments. Should
your laser be out of range, try firing

This is a great mag. Thanks for listening.
Most people here don't even know STs exist

no can do!

sea-to-surface missiles instead.

and as soon as Atari is mentioned they think

If you launch an air attack, use the
hit and run tactic because spending

of those early games machines years ago
with space invaders. But such is life.

ROTATING BASICS

too much time in enemy airspace will

I look forward to reading your mag every

cause you to be shot down almost
straight away. Amphibious vehicles

R J Birks, 2/5 Warrie Close,
Paradise Point, 4216, QLD Australia

month - quite informative and instructive,
though now for a bit of constructive criticism.

should not be sent to islands unless

Sorry, can't help. Sounds impossible!
July 1991 Atari ST User

S.T. RD,,.JOP a&. {

NO GIMMICKS!!

JUST HONEST PRICES

WHY BUY FROM US ?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

GRAPHIC,FONTAND ART/DRAWING DISKS

323 Digitised pictures. 5from Raiders oftheLost Arck 12from Ghostbusters.
375 FONTEDIT v3.0, Editor& loadersfor Ramk downloaded fonts. Inc.are a

FIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ST RD.
FAST AND EFFICIENT ORDER PROCESSING
ALL DISKS ROUTINELY CHECKED FOR VIRUSES
HUNDREDS OF DISKS TO CHOOSE FROM

numberof fonts,fontdata disassembler +

397 DOODLE, This disk has theoriginal Mono k Colour versions. NEOCHROME
v0.6.

578 ST GRAPH. Acomprehensive graph, handles Bar, Horizontal/Stacked Bar, Line
& Dot Charts.

376 FONTS2, Screen k desktop fonts. Columbia, Devoil, Hudson, Saturn, Spokane,,

ALL DISKS ARE SCANNED FOR ERRORS AFTER COPYING
6) ONLY TOP QUALITY DISKS USED
7) PRICE - AS FAR AS WE KNOW WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN LOWEST!
WHY NOT?

Thames k Universal Roman.

1) YOU DON'T LIKE ANY OF THE ABOVE

876 DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0 Print a large choice oforiginal fonts onan
Epson/IBM/NEC compatible printer. *MD*
388 APics disk includes Mona Lisa, Moon, ST keyboard, Planet, Yoohoo, Sarurn.+
392 Aversion ofNeochrome &Neofun. Agreat artpackage.
803 Amiga &Macpaint pic files plus PICSWITCH which can read Neo, Degas, etc.
808 FRACKTAL isa fractal drawing program from Germany. Fractal landscape

2) YOU DO LIKE SPENDING MORE MONEY THAN YOU NEED TO !

850 FONTKIT 3.31 Anexcellent font program. *D*

prog.

880 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.2, This program allows you toadd different colours to
UTILITIES

302 DAs inc. clock, calculator with Hex/Dec convn, free Ram checker, 2games.
Watch DA.

328 Formatter, calendar, clock, dirprinter, Disk Manager -format, copy file, disk free
k rename folder options. +printer utility.

303 Reverse mono display. Fast copier. German Copier 11 sectors and 83 tracks. Hex

dump prog. Deg-Neo, Koala-Deg k Neo-Deg. File compressor utils. Tiny Basic
language 68K.

337 Hard Disk Drive Utilities. Hoot from drive C,Dir checking, back uputilities,
Auto folders,k overcomethe 40 folderlimit.

810 FILE SELECTOR V6.0, Select drive,sort, print, full info onselected file, rename,
show time/name in selector.Virus Killer2.01.

881 100% IBM compatible formatter - 3.5" k 5.25" for DOS/TOS. Manual pager, a

way for Unix techies toproduce documentation. MEGA formatter. +lots more.
379 GULAM CL1 Command Line interpreter, 60commands. Comprehensive
instructions.

383 DR FLOPPY, disk sector editor, SCODE makes ASCII for easy data transfer.
FORMAT plus. SORT, string sorting.+ more
745 STAR LC-10 PRINTER configuration utilities for 1stWORD k 1st WORD PLUS. +
746 SUPER VKILLER isa utility thatdetects 5different viruses, 7anti-viruses k 133
other types ofboot sector. +
751 SUPERBOOT V6.0 THE latest version ofthis utility for controlling your ST. Plus
a goodselection of otherutilities.

438 REAL TIME MULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEM, a complete multitasking
environment fortheexperienced user.*D*
439 GEMDOS USERS GUiDE,a disk full of informationabout GEMDOS. Excellent
value

572 GEM PLUS. This isa great variant ofNeodesk. Alter desktop icons, design your
own, anddothesame with progs.
381 dbMAN tutorial. Visicalc style spreadsheet. Disk formatter. Multi-purpose file
print util. Mramdisk.acc. +

882 CHK 2.3 - Disk checker. Desktop Manager v2.1. IBM MODIFIER alters DS Atari
disks so that an IBM can read them.+

pictures from other packages. *CX*

885 PROMOUSE self-adjusting mouse accelerator. RATTRAP locks out menus.
TURBODOS. MAXIDISK reset proof Ramdisk.
333 Printer drivers for useinprogs such as1ST Word, Degas k Gemfont.

888 ANI-ST, animation system. You draw the initial k final shapes &the ST draws

385 68000 assembler, anAddress/Mailing list, anAutodial Utility. Label printer +

396 MASTERPAINT, A great drawing package with some excellent features k it

more.

824 PICSWITCH 7change resolution. Hi-Res k Colour emus. BBOOT boot Bdrive.
SWITCHER -2progs inmemory. FSEL 5.5.
517 STE BOOTUP, boot uputility for STE's, gostraight into medium res.
886 DIY DEMO, Make demos, features ritlescreen k scrolling message.
836 BICLOCK tosettime/date. Coder Set printer from desktop. MONOEMU v5.0.
324 ADDRESS LOG, On this disk there's a limited address book k label printer, a
disk catalogger that auto disk directories etc.
747 TURTLE, AHARD disk backup utility. PROTECT, write protect Hard disk
drives. HDUTIL. DSBMARK test hard disk speeds.
728 HEADSTART Vl.l, excellent program that allows you to autoboot programs,
inc. GEM from an Auto folder. +

729 RECOVER,copy specified sectors ona diskto a named file onanother disk.

BOOTIINFO put any text onscreen atboot up. FSCK vl.l File System Checker
k Repairer.

730 GEMINI Desktop replacement. All English version ofa replacement Desktop
simular to NEODesk.

384 Onthis disk isa prog called LABEL EXPERT good label maker. Preset formats
for floppy disks, video, k cassette tapes.
857 DISKMECH powerful disk analyser/archiver/ editor with full docs.
884 AMC GDOS, Atari's replacement forGDOS, used thesame. ARC SHELL vl.98.

the ones in between. Fulldocs.
works in Mon & Col. LITTLEPAINTER

394 PICWORKS, This isautility for enlarging, reformatting &manipulating pics up
to 3 times normal size. * M *

809 AIM 3.21, An image processing package, plenty ofdocs. *DX *
810 AIM v3.21 disk 2.This has colour images k macros.'DX*

812 AIM v3.21 disk 3.Three macro demos, PCB analysis, shading correction k
Abingdon Cross Benchmark.* DX*
540 PUBLIC PAINTER An excellent artpackage. German butnothard tomaster. *M*
820 SNOOPY, 25cartoons withdisptayer *C*

571 GRAPHS disk. Full ofutilities for printing graphs. TOP CHART.
336 STFONT EDITORS. GEM fontsare used.Includesa fontloaderthat worksas a

DeskACC. Also a mouse designer.
577 PALART. Excellent artprogram with full docs ondisk. Excellent features. *C*

556 VAN GOUGH( Dutch)& STUDI02( lmeg ram), 2colour artpackages.
401 LOW COSTCAD 6.20. PD demo version.

442 ST CAD v2.1, a medium or High res CAD package. Full docs. CALCPLOT,
scientific calculator andfunction plotter.

393 THE ARTIST, Agreat drawing package with all thenormal options. *M*
805 HiRes slide show of 'California Girls'*M*

DISKTOOLBOXv2.03. HYFERFORMATv2.56

584 MOUSE TRICKS, a .ACC that gives theuser extensive control over mouse
movement k menu. QuickST Speeds screen output.
843 AUTOGEM autoboots anyGem program when booting. XFORMAT2 extended
formatter k VCSpreadsheet.

883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking &user environment, allowing upto7 concurrent
tasks such ascompiling, printing, etc. *D*
842 DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01 Do almost anything toadisk via GEM

464 NEOCHROME MASTER, This isa recent upgrade ofNeochrome. Inc. Extra cut
&paste, etc. LOW RES only.

469 JILCAD, a good shareware CAD package. Lots of features (2D)Add-ons
available. *XD*

471 FONTS, Calamus PD fonts from USA. Advert, Babyteth, Barnum, Carolina,
Casual, Celtic, Chancery Bold, Chancery +others *D*

•Characters between asterix's show special requirements:

PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS

COMMUNICATIONS DISKS

"M" * Mono Res

"C" = Colour Res

574 6800 ASSEMBLER. Assembler. This disk is full of the assembler and it's

364 PACK-ET-TERM v3.3A, a great radio package. YARP splitscreen RTTY

"V" = Double Sided Disk

"X"u 1 Meg Ram

associated files.

terminal.

702 STOS SOUND FX CREATOR, Create sound effects for STOS games inthe format
MUSIC

of STOS banks.

875 COMPOSER, music creation, uses ST's soundchip ormidi interface, with drum
kitetc There isalso a player program.
370 Digidrum demo from Microdeal

570 CZ SOUNDS, xfer data from CZ101 toST midi. MASTER, demo sampled music
sound.

371 Digitised music Secret Separation *DX*
550 Digital sound demo,Degas k Neographics. Quartetdemo,4 channel
sequencer.*C*

373 Digitised Wind Him Up bySAGA. »DX*
870 SINGING CALIFORNIAN RAISONS 4piece group ofsinging raisons
720 - MUSIC WRITER, create music onscreen, Also Sound Chip Controller.
721A-BSOUNDTRACKER PLAYER k MODULES. ZOWEE, TIMDEMO, AUSIFOOT,
GRILLEDMUSIC!,more* 2 Disks!!

536 CASIO CZ SOUNDS &EDITOR, 2Casio CZ series synthesizer editors/librarian
programs.

871 CHANNEL SCOPE, an earlyversion of Midi Monitor. HIGH-TECH TRIVIA

325 XLISP vl.7, Experimental object orientated language. Includes masses ofdocs.
360 APascal disk with alarge selection ofprograms andtheir source codes.

828 STOS RUN, isautility that enables you torun STOS programs without STOS.
312, 313 &314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1,2&3 ofElementary C,a setof3disks of
program toillustrate tothebeginner theuse of'C. Each prog includes Csource

535 ACCOMPANIST 2.3, midi sequencer program. 16voice 96bpm resolution.

prog

752 VANTERM 3,71 &3.8 isjust about thebest PD Communications package
around

463 LOFT COMMS DISK. Ideal for thebeginner, some conns progs andvery
largehelpfile.

code.

361 A68000 Assembler, selection ofprogs in FORTH-83, ST Logo, ST Basic k OSS

APPLICATIONS - SPREADSHEETS, DATABASES ETC

826 DATABASE I,GEM driven database. Easy to use&learn. Online help

Pascal.

305 CPM EMULATOR, CPM-8 version 2.0, runs at2megahertz.

screens,

306 CPMUTILITIES, to utilisedisk305.

827 ST SHEET. This isa very good quality spreadsheet. Canbeused asa Desk

308 GEM CLASSES, 1to17taken from Antic magazine. Good tutorial.
334 CCOMPILER, boot uputility, ramdisk, and command line interpreter.

Accessory. *C*.

830 HOME ACCOUNTS vl.O Pullin. 43 different statements in memory. 100

813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors, CONTEXT v2, PRO-ED and P-ED1T.
Docs.

359 Onthis disk there are a large number ofPascal documents, programs k source
codes.

vl.2 +

316 XMODEM, MODEM 7,a multiple file transfer utility, transfer a whole disk
inonego.Plenty ofdocs.
366 UNITERM v2.0a, docs inc. Superb comms package. Tektogem transformer

839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0 gives a popup guide toAssembly

Loads of features.* C *

entries perstatement *C* NOTSTE.

873 B/STAT v 2.01 This isa sophisticated graphing k statistical analysis
Srogram *D*.

'PUS v2.2. This program isaGEM based spreadsheet &charting program
543 WG DATA, database, custom screen layout fordata input. Comprehensive

760 KYLIE MINOGUE, digitised sound demo with aslide show ofKylie.* D*
753 XBIOS Music Construction Kit, a powerful song editor.
754 PERCUSSAMAN isa 4track, 16instrument, digitally synthesised sequencer.

887 SOZOBON C,Probably the best PD Ccompiler.
851 The STOS products demo. Covers the language, compiler, Maestro k Sprites 600.
759 SPRITE EDITOR. Create k save your own sprites. Excellent Sprite design

750 SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER & MODULES. D-DREAD1, D-DREAD2, PAT-MIX,

program that has several fast k flexible routines.
440 CTUTORIAL, superb diskmanual thatprovides an excellent intro to C
programming.

755 PERSONAL DTB is a database forstoring your names &addresses &
creating labels orpersonalise mail shots.
541 INVENTORY PRO v2.0 is a fully featured stock control system. Very

474 GNU GDB, source level debugger. SZ ADB, M/C debugger for SOZOBONC.*D*

432 TCOS database that allows data tobestructured ina tree arrangement.

RVB DEMO, SPREAD.

767 MICHAEL JACKSON -BAD, digitised sampled sound &great graphics.
466 GHETTOBLASTER, asimple butenjoyable demo designer. LOW RES.
477 MFP, music design package from Yugoslavia. Comprehensive package in
English *DX*

475 MKRSCGEM resource construction util.

GAMES (BU)£2.95

PRODUCTIVITY DISKS(PRO)£3.95

SELECTA FREEPD DISKWITH EVERY BUDGIEDISK PURCHASED
BUffi FOOTBALL88 am

329 & 336

D926

BU17 MAKE ABREAK quiz
BU23 SPACE BLOB plat

346 & 347

D931

BUM GOLDRUSH plat
BU21IMPULSEarc

BU26 CARHiR ATTACK battleships

BU31INFERNOtouldeKtash
BUM SAFE AS HOUSESboard
BU41 EXODUSarc
BUM EXTERMINATE arc

BU43 THE VILLAGE adv

D917

BU08 SPECULATOR -am

BU11MAELSTROM arc

BUS CRYSTALCAVERN'S cavesadv
BU36DOGFIGHTarc

308 & 321

BUCSPRODARTSsim

BU18PARABELLUMplat

359 & 360
BU38BUDGIESCROSSWORDS
BU51SPACE DUEL arc

BU58 BERTTHE SQUIRT plat, excellent!

BUM AUTORAMA racing

BU61DEZY LIZZYn
BUffiDOUGLAS 2
PROl ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT VI3 *D»

BU68BLACKSCAR MOUNTAIN
PROSSPRITEMASTER

PROSTHE SPRITESPORTFOLIO Vl.l *D*

PRO10CLASSROOM MATHS
PR012ASTROLOGY
PR017SPLASH. ART PACKAGE FOR3-10YEAROLDS

Atari ST User July 1991

i'RO; MUZEXX.MAKER *D»

PROI8FUNTIME-3-7 YEARS

powerful.

DOUBLED UP DISKS FOR DS USERS ONLY
314 & 334

sim-simulation plat •platform arc -arcade

thatcovers allaspects except VAT.

433 ZAPCARD, easyto usecardtypedatabase. Allows upto 1024 a
BANKER Simular toLotus 123. Comprehensive docs.

476 MODPAS, Pascal Compiler, docs. *D*

FULL BUDGIE RANGE STOCKED -

docs.

537 DOUBLE SENTRY, Accounting prog. Afully working accounts package

D937

309 & 319
317 & 326

D918

312& 313

D923

324& 328

D911

332 & 343

D927

338 & 350

D929

348 & 355

D932

352 & 353

D934

363 & 375

D913

365& 366

D939

383 & 384

D945

387& 392

D947

D907

369 & 370

D940

388& 393

D948

D956

829 & 830
826 & 827

D902

813 & 819

D901

828& 845

D959

832 & 833

D904

835 & 836

D960

839& 842

D963

200 GULF TORNADO, awesome scrolling shoot 'emup.Blast those Tanks, Missile Launchers
&Migs. Not Public Domain. EXCLUSIVE TOUS.
£2.50

WORDPROCESSING k DESKTOP PUBLISHING

CLIP ART

727ATEX, 6DISK PACK, Includes TEX thedocument processor k typesetting system.
Comes withit's ownprogramming language, handles graphics &equations
with ease. Comes with 114
fonts in 28 styles.

521 Various human figures, different cartoons, Titles +
522 Sports figures ofhigh quality, July 4thlogos.

Full documentation ***** 6 DISKS!!! *****

326 Arcade games including Warzone, Daleks, Haunted House k Mousemess.
317 The games on this disk are Battleships, Checkers, Maze(.ACC),
Megaroids(Mono) Pool.
547 ADDICTION, a great version ofthecard game patience, great graphics {not

523 Children's whimsical k elaborate fonts &Christmas card images.

524 Food images, Atari ST &Fuji logo etc. Disks, Computers, Robots k other

*DM*

310 Onthis disk there arethree versions ofIncludes template &quick reference files.
835 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Fully GEM based professional wordprocessor.
831 (SS}84I(DS) EASY TEXT vl.2- Fully working DTP demo program. Fully Gem
orientated using theWYSIWYG presentation. 21 pagemanual ondisk. Theonly
difference between thisandthefully working version isthatthiswill onlyprint
1/4 ofa pageat a time.
363 STWRITER EUTE,v3 the latest releaseof STWRITER. It's a superb PD
Wordprocessor withtext files, docs, etc.
877 ST FOLDING EDITOR v0.9A Shareware 'folding' text editor which allows
sections, sub-sections k paragraphs tobemade invisible sothestructure ofthe
document can be clear.
GAMES

343 SHERLOCK, A cluedo game Sherlock. El Bozo City, Sci-Fi text adventure.
Around TheWorld In80Days, collect 17souvenirs inordertosucceed.* M*

309 ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

340 ARKANOID CONSTRUCTION Kit.'DX*

GAMES

544 AYATOLLA, Yourborderis under attack from terrorists.

764 YAHTZY, Anextremely popular game.
799 BOMB OUT BROTHERS, Compilation diskNo.l. MAD MOLE, great version
of the Boulderdash, LASER RACE, defeatenemylasercars in the arena..
ALIEN BLOCKADE, based uponthearcade game QIX.
548 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER. Football team management. MILEGAME isa
cardgame.
563 DARKNESS ISFOREVER, adventure full graphics in Mono or textonly in

868 ROBOTZ, Very playable game withexcellent graphics k animation. There are40
levels foryoutocomplete.
847 FRUIT MACHINE simulator.

352 Eamon is anAdventure game writing write your own games. Comes with 5
games.

856 CHESSNUT, isa 3Dchess game. SPOOKS isa great PACMAN clone. BELLUM
INTERNECINUM, Calaxianclone.

Colour.

531 COMPUTER PINBALL, as it sounds. DEVASTATOR, a 3Dgame, &a DARTS

565 SKIDPAN, Amotorracinggame.

529 STOCKMARKET, Wheeling k dealing. GALACTIC WARRIORS, a good shoot

game.

'em-up.
532 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 1 - Solutions to over25advs.Crowley Manor,

576 TA1.ESP1N. The wolf and the 7 kids. This was intended as a first adventure for

518
519
780

781
403
405
409
410
413
419

children aged5-9.
Cribbage, Othello, Yahtzee.
WIZZARD'S LAIR complete text&graphic adventure,
UNDER BERKWOOD Amassive graphic adventure.
MAKE ABREAK, Agreat Trivia game leaning heavily towards Snooker rules.
FLYOVER, a bombing raid game, reasonably difficulty.
BOXING CHAMP, fight theworlds top10champs.
ESCAPE FORM THE TOMB OFRA, collect jewels toprolong your life, find the
secret passsages, andifyoucan, getoutalive.
MUTANT, Areactor ina nuclear powered mine goes outofcontrol. You must
gettotheendcavern anddestroy it.
MARS MAZE, good platform game. Work yourwayupthrough thelevels, get
thefuel pod before your time runs out.
CHESS, a verygood implementation.

Amazon,Zork 3A,2B& 3,Enchant,+ others.

354 Diamond Miner isa multi-screen game with a built ingames editor. Snafu k a
cardgamecalled Skat.* M*
855 EXPLODE isa fairly original game where youhave to outwit thecomputer.
BALLZONE isan Arcanoid clone controlled bythemouse. JITTERBUG, You
rescue aliens from a 'dying'spaceship.
528 FLOYD THE DROID, an ultrafastshoot 'em-up. Sampled sound isa real
blast.

530 AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, witha choice of warplanes, accurate
details, fly'solo'. Full documentation.
705 HARRIS WENT SKIING, You have to getHarris across a busy road to buy
Skis.

710
402
406
407
408

VIRUS Save theCPU from a virusouttodestroy it.
JITTERBUGThe shipcontains rarealienlifeforms which youhavetocatch.
TRACKER, destroy theenemy tracker base.
OVERLANDER -shoot 'emupwhere youfly inanddestroy theenemy base.
CHANCE, Defeat theArchons. You haveto flythrough theirdefence system
anddestroy themothership.
414 STEEL, agood scrolling shoot 'emupwhere youcan blast everything insight.

421 COMPANY, businesssimulation.

422 MOTORBIKE, driveyourbikearound andBLACKJACK.
423 TARK, great text adventure. You areTark, priestess oftheFirst Church, inher
battle against theDemon oftheDark Desire. Dk Dtype.
467 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a roleplaying adv.
418 THE NAME GAME, based upontheSunpuzzle.

OTHER ITEMS;
QUICKSHOT MAVERICK 1 arcade style joystick (myboys think they're great) 24ft cables,
player 1/ player 2selector Special price £13.99
EASY TEXT PLUS commercial version

£18.50

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE book with disk (+ 2 free PD disks)

BULK DISKS-DS/DD 135 tpi fully certified

10-£4.99

GENERAL

588 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO NO.2 •

Megabang, Robomix, &

Magiceys. *D*

£20.00

25-£10.99

50-£19.99

807SKY MAP, willdisplayover1500 ofthebrightest stars.
356 FAST BASIC 1, A selection of FB progs. There's an address database,
575 CONSTELLATIONS, an Astronomers disk *M*.

358 GFA BASIC 1, A run-time version of GFA Basic is included with plenty
ofsamples.
549 POOLS predictor, that includes a data
462 AUTOROUTE DEMO, Demo version is highly useable, covers thesouth
ofEngland.
465 POOLWISE V3.5, Sophisticated pools predictor. MED RES.

with Fastcomm, & more

802THEPLANETS, A slide showaround the planetswith plentyof pics,
facts &figures.*D*
832 STTOUR, GuidedtourofyourSTin tutorialform.
833 YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL - A text file of the book. A must for
all ST users.

586 LIFE'SA BITCH,demo *D*

593TRANSYLVANIA DEMO byTLB *D *

435 NEWGEN V4: verygood Genealogy prog. Can printfamily trees etc.
437 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100 business style letters. SPREADSHEET, visicalc

595THENEW YEAR DEMO, by TCB. *D*

594 SOUND CONNEXIONS DEMO * D *

587 STEVE'SCOMPACTED DEMO DISK NO.l • Bat Demo, Micromix II,

568 THE DEFINITIVE DEMO, byTLB "D*

FujiBonk,*D*
889Virus killer, a monores' emulator, Art utilities, OIDS demo& a Space
Invaders game.
821 POV6, Space acedemo, Starwars Rap, Bouncing ball+others. *DS*

EDUCATIONAL

control overplayer selection.

351 HACK 1,a Dungeons &Dragons text adventure with graphic maps.
581 TOP OF THE POP, Climb up theTop50
350 MINEFIELD k MISSILE twoarcade games *M*
507 SKULDUGGERY, Mono/Colour, Guidea cavemitearoundcaverns collecting
diamonds. 100 levels. BLASTER defender clone.

347 SPACEWAR isa good arcade game. FIRESTORM, uses themouse. AZARIAN
shoot 'emup,beat theinvading Thraxx
349 SOLITAIRE with 3Dgraphics, MACPAN is a Pacman clone. Galaxy k
Sprengmeister arestrategy games *M*
508 ATOMS is a mentally challenging game for2-4 players. KILLERCHESS.
AMMOTRACK's a race k blast'em game.
348 PACMAN, TRIVIA QUIZ,YAHTZEE

511 SCANNER acheckers game, SPACEWAR, 2space ships battle itout
515 SHIPWRECK, educational maths with graphics.
514 A DUDLEY DILEMMA, ADV. game. You guide a student at Harvard
University.
782 NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships
707 CENTAURI, a Horizontal scrolling shoot 'emup.
783 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON

412
416
417
411

GRAND PRIX, goodfast racing game
WHEEL OFFORTUNE, quizbased upontheTV programme.
HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone.
KEY TOATLANTIS, Goaround collecting various treasures to prolong
yourlife.

PD DISK CATALOG
ONLY 60P OR FM WITH ALL
ORDERS OVER£5
424 DOT2DOT, join the dots to make pics. KIDCOLOUR, for young
children. KIDSHAPE.

426 THE BODY SHOP, a great progideal forany agegroup, locate bones
andorgans.
427 SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY, loadsofdataonthesolar system.
428 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR, a great shareware package, full ofallsorts ofinfo.
429 ZOO MAKER, a game with a difference, youareasked questions and
thecomputer tries toguess theanimal.
704 WORLD MAP GAME Locate places around theWorld.
825Spelling madeeasy
341 BARIMYARD pairanimals from memory. Smoothtalk demo. *C*
564 CHUNNEL, AFrench to English &vice-versa tutorial game, *C*
744 PERFECT MATCH, Tryand matchcards 2 at a time. Questions &
answers.

872 KLDGRAPH, KIDMUSIC, KIDPIANO KIDPOTATO for children from

2-5 years *C*
559 KIDPUBLISHER, Kidsong. Numeric goround, Braille.

DOUBLED UP DISKS - Although every disk listed will work with Doubled Sided disk drives, Double Sided disk users can save
even more money bybuying, where available, Doubled Up Disks - 2single sided disks combined onto one double sided disk for
greater value for money. Just quote the 'D'No and enclose the appropriate payment.

539 TYPING TUTOR (2) Avery good fulldocumentation.
557 SPELLING MADE EASY, Thecomputer speaks theword, youthentype
inthecorrect spelling. Words included.
558 MATHS MADE EASY, Another great prog withspeech synthesis.
430 ME FIRST, a progwhere thepicshavetobeput in thecorrect order.
431 COLOURING BOOK, Superb progforyoung users. Draw pics& then
colour them in.

Telephone yourorderNOW oranytime,

PRICING
6-10disk £1.25each,

11disksand over90pBACH

6-10disks £1.70each

order lineopen 24 hours a day, seven days aweek to

03548 394

DOUBLED UP DISKS
1-5disks £1.95each

580 LEAGUE SOCCER, Play thefull league programme week byweek. Full

538 TYPINGTUTOR (1).

567DELERIOUSDEMOII,*D*

clone.

766 TUNNEL VISION, Agreat maze game
552 BERMUDA RACE 2,Thechallenge istosailto Bermuda.
562 INVASION, advsetona huge spaceship, Over 100 locations tobeexplored k
puzzles tosolve. CRICKET, text simulation.

cards.

701 PLANETARIUM, look at planet &getstatistics onthem.
357 FAST BASIC 2, A selection of FastBasic progs. FILECOST.ACC, use

Ballit.'D*

569 SLATATA.N1C CULT, Demo I & II *D*

553 1STSERVETENNIS,tennis simulation

425 MIX'N MATCH, anexcellent game where youmustpick twomatching

& others.

589 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK NO,3 -- Micromix, Stingray &

1-5 disks £1.49 each

STE).

329 Checkers, The Original Adventure, Pool &a fun Chess game. *M*
525 Faces &Eyes, concentrating upon expressions, Horses, Building plan symbols 345 PUZZLE PUZZLE, jigsaw puzzle games from Germany.*M*
&somedifferent Christmas images.
863 SLEUTH, ACLUEDO style whodunnit. LOCATION CRISSLEFR1DGE, You're
526 Americantrademarks from the 1920's& 1930's.Some very atmospheric
Denby k youmust dispose ofradiation canisters.
images.
891 SUPERBREAKOUT, There areover40brick types allwith special fearures.*M*
527 Various borders, tints etc. High artyk cartoons - Picasso tosmall fluffy 554 NAPOLEON, conquer europe. *M*
animals.
761 EMPIRE BUILDER property development simulation. LOST TREASURE, you
732 IMGSHOW, MGVIEW show progs, fruit, over20arrows k Access symbol.
have to recover the lost treasure.
733 Occasional Clips, Various Characters etc,
762 RUSH, rush around moving bricks inorder tocreate a way outfortheball.
735 Herbs &Kitchen parts.
Game where youhead buttattacking rats.
738 Humorous clips +individual letters A-Z.
566 DIE ALIEN BLOB, a greatshoot'em up.
736 More Arrows, Artdeco, Breakfast, cups/glasses &more kitchen parts.
742 TREASURE SEARCH, find the hidden treasure.'D*
737 Babies, Boys &girls.
582 STUMPED play international cricket, Control ofteam selection *D*
739 More Girls, Scrolls k Occasional clips.
344 BALLER, arcade castle k cannons game. *M*
Sci-Fi.

11disband over £1.50 EACH!

PaymentbyAccess/Visa/Mastercard/cheques/POs.
Prices inclusive ofpost, packing and VAT. International orders welcome +10% oftotal,
Air Mail 50p per disk upto10 disks then plus 20p per disk 11 &over.

just quote the following; credit card Name, initials and address,
and Ik numbers ofthe disks that you require.
or postto:
COMPUTER CONNECTIONS, ASHLAWHOUSE EUXIMOOR DROVE,
CHRISTCHURCH, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. PE14 9LS
July 1991 Atari ST User

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

THIRD COAST

Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577

TECHNOLOGIES

H^

INTERNATIONAL +44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives
Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has
been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you
have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free
set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,

partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with
a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.
The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£349.99

Third Coast also provide kits so you
can take advantage of any bare hard drive

53IWByte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park

£429.99

STE Compatible

mechanism you may have. We offer complete

65M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£499.99

Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£529.99

both of which include all cables, software and

106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park

£599.99

155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device

£599.99

DIY Kit Pricing

155M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive

£899.99

ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock

32M/Byte Supra hard drive

£349.99

50M/Byte Supra hard drive Quantum 10 milli sees.

£429.99

disk drives.

such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

Third CoastTechnologies.

manuals to get you started.

£74.99
£99.99

Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

Complete Kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete Kit ready for ST506 drive

£99.99

65M/Byte Supra hard drive

£479.99

£199.99
£299.99

85M/Byte Supra hard drive

£529.99

106M/Byte Supra hard drive

£599.99

ICD Internal mega drive kits

£74.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Mega file 20/
30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

Call for more details on Supra hard drive

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
warranty and free twelve months telephone support

Other Products

Internal &External Floppy Drives

Z-Keys PC Keyboard Interface

All floppy drives include free software utilities

Happy Discovery Cartridge
£149.99 The uftimate backup Device £149.S

NO CASE

MODIFICATION

Z~Keys is the IBM-PC/IT keyboard interface requires no soldering
and no software. Does not tie up any extra ports. Both mouse,

NO CASE

ST keyboard and PC keyboard active at the same time.

MODIFICATION

Complete with installation manual. Order today only £55

Virus Protector

1MB internal replacement offers extended track count
up to 84 tracks fully software compatible; supplied with full
fitting instructions. External drives have built in PSU.
1MB internal 80 track £49.99
1MB external 80 track £59.99

Hardware virus protector
offers total protection against

1MB internal 84 track £69.99
1MB external 84 track £69.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector

all link virus and boot block

virus. Plugs into disk drive

NOCASE
MODIFICATION

Port suppled with manual &
virus killer on|y E9"-

Backups all Atari software as well as all Amiga and PC.
Requires no external floppy drive 10 run. Software updates
available every week. Over 200 backup routines included
with the cartridge. Floppy to file transfer allows programs to
be modified etc. Comes supplied with analyser software so
that you can find the protection on the disk. Uses custom

hart chip. Buy the Happy Discovery cartridge and you will
never need another copier.
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

T h e r e seems to have been a plethora of
replacement mice in recent months,
each trying to tempt your trusty Atari
rodent into retirement. Many of the
new models offer novel features and styling
which make your original mouse look like a
ZX81 accessory.
Hot

from

the

mould

this

month

is

the

In fact, it glides along extremely smoothly.

fortably operated by an average-sized hand.

regarding the standard model is its relatively
short lead - it can be frustrating when trying to

But despite giving a positive click and an
instantaneous response, a slight problem is

perform some operations. The DAATAmouse
overcomes this by providing a handy 180cm,
which should be long enough for even the

encountered when double-clicking to open a
file. Occasionally the second click does not
register, but this may have been a fault pecu

most obstacle-ridden of desks.

liar to the review model and did not occur

more common

DAATAmouse from Pandaal which concen

The microswitched buttons which sit flush

trates on improving performance rather than
providing flashy gimmicks. It certainly looks
the part, and the rounded case with its
streamlined button sits very comfortably

THE BOTTOM LINE

under the hand indeed.

280dpi, microswitch buttons.

With a resolution greater than twice that of
the original Atari mouse, a noticeable
increase in sensitivity is to be expected. This
proves to be the case as the mouse pointer
zips across the screen with a minimum of
wrist strain - ideal where desk space is lim
ited.

Accuracy of movement is aided by the flex
ibility of the lead, which ensures that the
DAATAmouse is

not restricted in the same

way as some of its more rigid-tailed cousins.

to the curved surface of the mouse are com

complaints

One of the

Rounded case feels com

fortable, long flexible lead offers smooth
operation.

I Features

I

Ease of use 1

HExcellen^^

Excellent

.1

BtTtB

Good
Average

*

Average

%

Bad

Bad

Appalling

Appalling

regularly enough to cause concern.
The finished product will come with a free
mouse mat and instructions - although any
one who requires instructions for this mouse
ought to take up fishing instead.
If your furry friend has departed to that
great mouse mat in the sky, or if you fancy
trading your Atari model in for something a bit
sportier, then you could do a lot worse than
Pandaal's DAATAmouse.
Product: Pandaal DAATAmouse

Supplier: PML, 44 Singer Way, Woburn Road
Ind Est, Kempston, Bedford, MK42 7AF
Telephone: 0234 855666
Price: £34.95

Configuration: All STs

HOUSE
Two new

MICE

hopefuls are
vying for a
place on your

mouse mat. Jaime Atkinson coaxes them

onto his desktop to see how they run
With

such

an

abundance

of

replacement mice already on the
market, the success of any new
model rests on its ability to stand
out from the pack. Innovation seems to be in
vogue at present, with an ST/Amiga switch
becoming almost a standard fitting on the lat
est designs.
As its name suggests, the 5 in 1 mouse
from Contriver goes even further by offering
compatibility with three types of PC as well

glossy cream moulding. Despite a below
average resolution of 220dpi, it still has a sig
nificant speed advantage over Atari's slow
coach and is quite adequate across the
desktop. Some STers may find the new
breed of 280dpi mice too sensitive for their

liking, and will welcome a

compromise

between the two extremes.

Unfortunately, another problem comes to
light here, in that every now and then the ball

large box, which contains a mouse holder,
mat, adaptor lead and installation disk for

THE BOTTOM LINE

Commodore PC owners. Also included is a

220dpi, accessories included
in package, ST/Amiga switch.

Following the clear instructions on the box,
the somewhat thick adaptor lead is attached
to that of the mouse by means of a chunky
connector. This arrangement does nothing
for freedom of movement because it tends to

pull during use. Fortunately, the mouse lead
itself is long and fairly pliable, which com
pensates for this problem.
The 5 in 1 is similar in shape to the stan
dard issue Atari unit, but is smaller and has a

microswitches beneath the buttons. These

are ideally sprung for both single and dou
ble-clicking and operate excellently.
It's a great shame that a little more thought
was not applied to the adaptor, and more
importantly to the cap on the base of the
mouse. If these flaws could be sorted out,

as the usual combination. It comes in a rather

product registration/warranty card.

sticks, causing the pointer to jerk. Removing
the ball reveals square edges on the inside
of the cap which holds it in, the likely source
of the problem.
Contriver have fitted the by now standard

Shape and buttons good,
poor movement due to design of ball cap.

Features

the 5 in 1's good points would make it a very
worthwhile product.
Finally, the package is also supposed to
include a free Contriver T-shirt. The T-shirt

did not accompany the review copy, so you'll
have to judge the quality of that fashion item

for yourself!

j

Excellent

.

Good
Average

*

Excellent
Good

Bad

Bad ^^V

Appalling

Appalling

Product: 5 in 1 mouse

Supplier: Contriver, Unit 3, Buckingham
Industrial Park, Buckingham MK18 1UH.
Telephone: 0280 822803
Price: £30.65

Configuration: All STs
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Atari 520STE Turbo Pack

£349

Atari 1040 STE Curriculum Pack &Exclusive STE Only Starter Kit

£399

Atari TT030/2 2Mb RAM, HD, Col Monitor
Atari TT030/8 32Mhz 40Mb Hard Disk, 8 Mb RAM & Col VGA Screen

£1999
£2499

External 720K Cumana Disk Drive
Panasonic KXP1124i 24 Pin Printer

£299

£79

HP DeskJet 500 Ink Jet Printer

£499

Philips CM8833Mk2 Colour Screen
Atari LynxS Paperboy Game

£249
£109

Atari Portfolio Pocket PC

£199

EDE"

Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising
we can offer you high quality European manufactured
disks at these extremely low prices

"

DSDD QH n INC VAT

DISKS 0 I\i +LABELS

250 +@29p each; 500 +@28p each; 1000 +@27p each

Phone For Our Trade In Prices

Make Cheques To SPASOFT. Send to: Spasoft (U3),
Manor Hall, Sandy Lane, Leamington, CV32 6RD.
Tel: 0926 413706

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

SONY
3
5"
38d
"™::"'
WVll
5.25" DSHD....36p
DSDD BULK
'

WWll I ViW
FREAKS PUBLIC DOMAIN
Tired of buying PD disks filled with stuff you don't want?
Only get one game or utility on a disk?
Freaks PD are offering disks filled with programs and files
of your choice!!
And each disk is only £2.00 single, £2.50 double.
Freaks gives

24 hour turnaround

3.25

Mouse Pockets

Mouse Mat

1.75

1.50

Printer Stand

.3.75

Amiga Dust Cover

2.50

Posso Box

15.00

Atari Dust Cover

2.50

32.00
59.95

THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES

software

Virus free disks

50 Capacity Disk Box

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

Full range of Budgie

Ribbons Re-inked

100 Capacity Disc Box ....3.75

Superb value for
money

Environment friendly packaging -

All packaging is
recycled!

Send for our free catalogue today (enclose a stamp) from
FREAKS PDL2, 29 LEAP VALLEY CRES, DOWNEND, BRISTOL BS16 6TQ

64.95

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £7.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Depl STU)
TELESALES HOTLINE
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton,

0782 212970

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

ATARI 520 STE

PRINTERS

DISCOVERY PACK

NEW!! NEWI! NEW!! NEWI!
ATARI1040STE
FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

Atari 520 STE with Double Sided Disc Drive,
Mouse, Owners Manual, First Basic,
Neochrome, ST Tour, Indianna Jones,

Super Cycle, DragonsBreath, Anarchy
ONLY £274.95

Plus FREEI Oursoftware pack comprising:
Wordprocessor, Database, Spreadsheet, Virus
Killer, Your 2nd ST Manual, Eleven Great
Games, Disk of Desk Accessories,
Five Programs tor small children

Panasonic KXP1180

...£159.95
...£259.95
...£154.95
£214.95
£254.95
...£299.95
£139 95
.£279 95

Panasonic KXP1124

Star LC10 (UK)

Star LC200 Colour (UK)

Star LC24-200 (UK)
Star LC24-200 Colour

INCLUDES

ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUAL, BUSINESS
MODULE:- ST WORD, ST CALC, ST BASE

CREATIVE MODULE:- HYPERPAINT2, MUSIC
MAKER 2, FIRST BASIC
PLAY AND LEARN MODULE:- PROF PLAYS A NEW

GAME, PROF LOOKS AT WORDS, PROF MAKES
SENTENCES

Citizen Swift 9

£189 95

JUNE SPECIAL OFFER
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR PRINTER
£279.95

Inc Lead and Courier

Data Manager Professional

£29.95

Timeworks DTP

£72.95

Lets MakeSeries: Greetings Cards

Signs and Banners

DISK DRIVES
£79 95

ALL ITEMS IN FAM. CURRICULUM PACK ABOVE,PLUS:
DUST COVER, TWO MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICKS,
MOUSE MAT, 10 DISKS IN A BOX

ONLY £384.95

Super Cycle, Joystick

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

ZYDEC EXTERNAL DRIVE WITH POWER SUPPLY
ONLY £59.95
ACCESSORIES

VINYL DUST COVERS

ONLY £329.95

Includes our FREE software starterpackas listed above

Contains allthe itemsin PackAabove, PLUS!!
Vinyl Computer Cover, Twin Joystick Extension Lead,
Mouse Mat, 10 Blank Disks, Microswitch Joystick.
ONLY £294.95

Atari 520ST/1040ST
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124
StarLCtO
Star LC24/200
Star LC200
Citizen 120D
Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

Philips CM8833

Includes our FREE software starterpackas listed above
GOLDEN IMAGE HAND HELD SCANNER
ONLY £184.95
INCLUDES VAT AND DELIVERY

£8.95

£8.95

Calendars and Stationery£8.95
Art Library1 or 2 (State)
£8.95

PACK A

Atari 520 STE with 1Mb Disk Drive, Mouse, First
Basic, Hyper Paint 2, Music Maker 2, STOS
Game Creator, Anarchy, Blood Money,
Impossible Mission 2, Dragons Breath,
Human Killing Machine, Indiana Jones, Outrun,

£57.50
£36.95
£17.95

Atari SM124 Monitor
£139.95

ELEVEN GREAT GAMES

TURBO PACK

£8.95
£8.95

£39.95
£44.95
£29.95

Only£249.95

PLUS FREEI! A SUPERB DISK CONTAINING

Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£7.45
£9.95

£18.95
£99.95

Colour Monitor

ONLY £359.95

£21.95
£9.95
£12.95

Replay Professional

MONITORS
PHILIPS CM8833 Mk2

ONLY £294.95

Includes our FREE software starterpackas listed above

QuickjoyMegaboard
KonixSpeedking
KonixNavigator

Quartet
Deluxe Paint
Neo Desk 3

JUNIOR SCHOOL MODULE:- ANSWER BACK

JUNIOR QUIZ, GENERALKNOWLEDGE QUIZ,
SPELLING, PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

GCSEREVISION MODULE: MICRO MATHEMATICS,
FRENCH MISTRESS, GEOGRAPHY QUIZ

£12.95
£13.95

First Word Plus V3
Wordwriter
Home Accounts
Degas Elite

AllPrinter prices includeconnecting lead

DISCOVERY PLOS PACK

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above PLUS!! Vinyl Computer Cover, Mouse
Mat, Twin Joystick Extension Lead, 10 Disks,
Microswitch Joystick

Professional
Professional Plus
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

£5.95
£4.95
£4.95

..

...£12 95

£4.95

£2.95
...£24.95
...£24.95

... .£4.95

.£4 95
..£4 95
.. . £6 95
£6.95

pans

JUNE SPECIAL OFFER
FORGET ME CLOCK 2

SIMULATIONS

FlightSimulator 2

£4.95
£5 95
£2 95

£16.95
£24.95

European Scenery Disk

£12,95

BULK DISKS

Japan Scenery Disk
HawaiianScenery Disk
F19 Stealth Fighter

£12.95
£12.95
£21.95

3.5" DS/DD Disks + Labels

50 for only £24.95
100 tor only £39.95

1

1

Fun School 3 under 5 Years
Fun School 3 5-7 Years
Fun School 3 over 7 Years

£17.45
£17.45
£17.45

Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£18.45

Maths Mania 8-12 Years
Three Bears 5-10 Years

£18.95
£18.95

Better Spelling (8-14)
Better Maths (12-16)

£18.95
£18.95

Learn to Read with Professor 4-9 Years

£20.95

Professor Looksat Words (4-9)
Prof Makes Sentences (4-)
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)

£14.45
£17.95
£14.45

LetsSpell at Shops (4-12)

£14.45

Lets Spell Out and About
DonaldsAlphabetChase (2-5)
Mickeys RunawayZoo (2-5)
Goofys Railway Express

£14.45
£17.95
£17.95

Mathtalk (5-12)
FirstLetters&Words (4-8)

£14.95
£14.95

Sesame Street Numbers
Sesame Street Letters

£14.95
£14.95

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00 please add 50p. Order value £10.00 to
£99.99 delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over please add £5.00.

Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges.
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Getting more out
of the ST's
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floppies and
an insight into
the most
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L a s t month you learned all about the

little floppies, so why can't the ST? 720K might

intended for use only with high density floppy

ST's 3.5in floppy drives. Atari had the
foresight to plump for the 3.5in specifi
cation at a time when most industry
pundits were shouting about the wonders of

be a lot compared with the cassette and Sin
clair Microdrives of yesteryear but it pales into
insignificance alongside the IBM - and com
patibles - monster.
Well, the 1.44Mb floppy is actually a com
pletely different device from the standard

drives.

Hitachi's 3in microdrives.

A lot of people thought that that is where
the industry was going in terms of cheap and
reliable backing storage. They were wrong.

3.5in

Nothing wrong with Hitachi's drives mind you,
it was simply that the biggies, IBM et al,
decided that they were going to have 3.5in
floppies in their machines and you don't
argue with the likes of IBM! Atari saw what
was happening and chose well.

much thinner coating of magnetic material on
them. Combining the two, it's possible to
squeeze just that little bit extra into what looks
like the same amount of space.

But what's this? Some of the IBM PCs in

your school or office can save as much as
1,44Mb of data on to what look like ordinary

drive.

Inside

the

drive

itself,

the

read/write heads (remember those?) are
much smaller and the floppy disks have a

Take another look at the front of one of

those floppy disks. See the 'HD' logo next to
the sliding disk access window? That denotes
the disk as being a high density device

The high density drive can read and write
normal floppies or the bigger capacity variety,
but an ordinary drive can only use normal
floppies. The reason for this is that the
read/write heads are so large in comparison
with a normal floppy, that data written with
them on to a high density floppy can some
times be read right through on the other side
of the disk, corrupting what is already there!
If you try an HD floppy in your ST you might
be able to use it for a little while, but sooner or

later (and probably sooner,..) it's going to be
corrupted, and you can say goodbye to valu
able data of which you have only one copy that's no joke!
Stick to normal density floppies. You won't
July 1991 Atari ST User ^3fc *-*•

It's perfectly possible
to buy all of these

the total percentage of those who have the
spare cash to buy your peripherals might be

items in kit form...

as little as 5 per cent or even less, then the
only way to recoup your investment in pro
duction and distribution is to sell the product
at a premium.
All of which explains why a PC hard drive

touch the surface of the disk as they do in a
floppy drive but instead, ride on a cushion of
air just the tiniest bit above the surface of the
disk.

In

fact,

the

distance

between

the

read/write heads and the disk is so small, that

one particle of cigarette smoke is enough to
cause the head to crash into the disk.

gain anything by buying the high density vari
ety and in fact they're far more expensive.
So, how do you get more out of the stan
dard ST drives and floppies? Well, as with
most electro-mechanical equipment, the ST's
drives are designed to work within a toler
ance.

That means that as long as no-one over
steps the tolerance, everything is guaranteed
to work fine. The thing is, however, everything
will usually work even if you push the equip
ment way past the specified tolerance.
Now manufacturers

such

as Atari

don't

want to do that because they want to be able
to guarantee that their stuff will always work
as specified. The Atari community, however all those clever programmers who're con
stantly coming up with little tricks and turns
don't have to guarantee anything.
If they come up with a natty little fragment
of code which gets still more of the big Ks out
of your floppies (and remember, every extra K
is for free...) who's gonna bother to ask for a
guarantee? Not me, that's for sure!
And that's just what's happened. Some of
these skilled programmers have come up
with little floppy formatting routines that
enable you to squeeze far more into a stan
dard disk. The extra data can't be guaranteed

so it's a good idea to keep backups of impor
tant data stored on an extended disk, but

after several years of using these 'big' format
ters, I've yet to experience any problems.
If you're interested in acquiring and trying
one for yourself, have a grub about on our
public domain pages for a suitable supplier that's right! Most of these fantastic utilities are
in the public domain, so you don't even have
to pay for the program.

THE BIG 'UN

Which leads us very nicely to head
crashes. These are exactly as they sound, the
read/write head actually hits the disk, often
completely destroying it. When a piece of
metal comes into contact with another piece
of metal spinning at 3600 rpm, it doesn't
require much to imagine the results - a deep
scoring which almost invariably renders the
disk useless.

Head crashes usually happen because the
disk has been moved or inadvertently nudged
while it was switched on. The phenomena is
particularly prevalent if the drive is knocked
while it's actually accessing data because the
read/write heads are moving across the disk
and become even more susceptible to a jolt.
The relationship between a fast spinning
disk and an incredibly close read/write head
working together inside a vacuum-sealed con
trolled environment produces the vast capa
bilities of the hard drive.

BUT WHY SO MUCH?
You've probably all passed computer stores
selling PC and compatible hardware and
lusted over the incredibly cheap hard drives
to be found there. How many times have you

wondered whether it might even be worth
buying one just in case it is possible to con
nect it by some means to the ST?
So why is it possible to buy a PC hard drive
for considerably less than £150 or a second
hand device for £50 or £60 when the very
cheapest for the ST leaves only a penny
change from 300 big ones?
Well, it's all about supply and demand. Set

ting up manufacturing plants, distribution and
dealer networks and so on costs an awful lot

of money. Now that's fine if there are an awful
lot of punters out there who're going to buy

your goods. But if, as a whole, they can be
counted

in

a

few

hundreds

of

And so to the hard drive, possibly the sexiest
peripheral in the known universe. Everyone
who's anyone wants one and when they get
one, they can't stop talking about it. And who
can blame them? Breathtakingly fast and able
to swallow a huge amount and regurgitate it in
the blink of an eye.
The hard drive provides access to some of
the most powerful software that simply won't
run from anything less. Desktop publishing
packages, emulators, databases, all benefit
from being used with a hard drive.
But just what is a hard drive? What's under
neath that humming metal case and how can
it store and retrieve so much, so quickly?

as

The

Honourable',

or

'Your

Lordship'.
In short, if there's no silver spoon in your
mouth, then you're in for a lot of hard saving
before the faint hum of 20Mb will be making

itself heard beneath your ST's monitor.

MAKE DO AND MEND
You're desperate for a drive but devoid of the
old demerara, right? What alternatives are
there to getting your hands on the goodies?

We've already talked about the big floppy
formatters of course, and these are certainly
one way to get more storage without having to
dig deep. Trouble is, they're good, but not
always reliable.
Probably the next best alternative, particu
larly for those lucky enough to have a 1Mb
machine is to use a ram disk. Now before you
start pooh-poohing the idea, we featured a
very good ram disk indeed on our CoverDisk
quite recently which, when coupled with com
puters with a healthy ram quotient, can cer
tainly bring home the bacon, backing stor
age-wise.
You can designate the ram disk as drive C:
and configure complex software so that it will
be supported. In fact, a ram drive really is an
excellent alternative. All you have to do is to
remember to save its contents before switch

ing off power to the computer at the end of
the day. They're mostly free too. Have a look

at our public domain pages for a supplier.
If nothing else will do, and you must have a
hard drive, then why not build your own? It's
not as difficult as it may sound and even the
most hardened technophobe can manage
with a little application.
There's no messing around with compo
nent-level bits and pieces either, you simply
bung a hard drive of your choice (and it can
be second-hand PC drive in certain cases...)
into a box with the correct interface, power
supply and leads and Bob's your aunt's live-in
lover - you have one big fat hard drive, up
and running. Look out for kit ads in the maga

Finally, there's always the second-hand
market. Not many STers are lucky enough to
own a hard drive, and those who do rarely

want to part with them. Occasionally however,
bargains are there to be had. Look out for
second-hand drive ads in Atari ST User clas
sifieds.

At least you'll be able to save while looking
for a second-hand device. And who knows?

By the time one comes along, you may, in fact
have enough to buy a new one. Prices have
come down by leaps and bounds in recent
years and there are several excellent models
on the market for less than £300 - cheaper
still if you use a home-brew power supply
(one of the most expensive components).
The continued popularity of the ST will
ensure that hard drive prices will continue to
fall steadily. It's never fun waiting for anything,
but if there's 20Mb of throbby hard drive at
the end of your rainbow, believe me, it will

At the heart of the hard drive there is, as

the hard drive spins at a much greater rate,
typically 3600 revolutions per minute as
opposed to the floppy's 300rpm, this helps to
speed data flow from disk to computer.
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addressed

zine.

the name might suggest, an inflexible disk.
Similar to the floppy disk in that it's covered
with a magnetic substrate used to hold data,

The hard drive's read/write heads don't

thousands

(compared to millions of the biggies...) and

can be had for a song - cereal manufactur
ers will be giving 'em away soon, whereas ST
drives, although coming down in price, are
still mostly restricted to those who are

The most sought-after peripheral

have been worth the wait!

LIVE IN LEEDS?
... THEN LET'S GET SERIOUS!
WE HAVE MOVED!

Why not visit Leeds' no.l Atari ST Dealer
at our new City centre superstore?
We specialise in DTP, MIDI, GRAPHICS, and BUSINESS
applications and always have in stock a great choice of
serious software plus, of course, the full range of Atari
ST computers and related hardware. All on demo too so
you can TRY BEFORE YOU BUY. And if you want
competitive prices, we've got them too...eg
520 STE Discovery Pack
£279
1040 STE Family Curriculum
£389
520 1 Meg
£309
520 2 Meg
£369
520 4 Meg
48 Meg Hard Drives

£459
£469

SM124 (when bought with 1040)

CALL

PC Emulators

CALL

Mega STE's

CALL

All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice

PLUS
for the MIDI MUSICIAN
an exciting range of
Yamaha, Roland and Cheetah synths, keyboards and four tracks.

Why hop between computer and music stores when you can get

QAND&AL
k
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e
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n

g
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DAATAscan RANGE
The DMTAscan Pro range combine
Japanese quality with British
know-how. Our software has been

developed over 2 years and has
received rave reviews from

leading STjournalists.
Software features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real-time scanning display
100-400 dpi resolution
Scans line-art or photographs
Pixel perfect editing
Zoom, crop, rotate, flip & inverse
Supports IMG, TIFF & DEGAS
Full printer support

Syntex OCR allows you to convert
a scanned page of text from an
IMG file Into a standard text file for

use in DTP & WP. Very fast!

the best advice and deals under one roof.
Scanner offers inc. free DMTAFAX

Miditech
MIDITECH, 54 THE BALCONY
MERRION CENTRE, LEEDS 2

personal organiser (RRP £34,95).

SCAN TRAC is an exciting new
concept for hand scanners! This
NEW stabilizing and guiding
system eliminates distortion and
data loss due to erratic hand
movements. SCAN TRAC holds

0532 446520
Access & Visa Welcome

documents stable and guides the
scanner during scanning

MUSIC & PERIPHERALS
DMTASOUND sampler converts your

ART TUTOR
Bought an expensive Paint package? Fed up with using all
the gimmicky Tools'? Want to be able to produce good
Artwork?

Then LEARN TO DRAW with ART TUTOR

ST/STE/MEGA STinto a powerful
sound system.

SOUND

Real-time oscilloscope
Sample magnification
Fade in/out & flip
Cut, copy, paste & splice
Real-time echo facility
MIDIcompatible
18 track sequencer

M
DAATASOUND

Mono & Colour versions
DMTAdisk drive is a

3.5" ext

2nd drive manufactured in I

720K formatted capacity

'An ingenious package at a very reasonable price'
ST FORMAT (APRIL ISSUE)

Slimline case with on/off switch
• Dedicated psu

DAATADISK DRIVE

See Review in this months issue of ST USER.

Young, old, beginner: there is something in ART TUTOR for
everyone!

TWELVE Tutorials cover such subjects as:
Anatomy, Animals, Design, Cartoons, Colour, Fantasy

DMTAmouse is a silky smooth 360
dpi high resolution microswitched
replacement mouse almost twice
as fast as the Atari's standard

DAATAMOUSE

Landscape,Perspective, Plants, Vehicles, Face, etc.

STE compatible 3 single sided disks

On-screen demonstrations with stage-by-stage explanations.

3 disc Tutorial, plus 3 picture libraries, plus comprehensive
manual. Over 1 Meg of Tuition! Only £19.95 inc PS.P
CASTLESOFT,
53 Ewart Grove, Bo'ness, West Lothian,Scotland EH55 OJJ

FAST Mail Order Service

All prices include VAT & postage. Please make all cheques

Tel: 0506 823769

payable to PML. Send your orders to the address below.

ACCESS/VISA NUMBER

EXP. DATE

Please send me Art Tutor. I enclose a cheque for £19.95.
Name
Address

\,\kcREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0234 855666
PML, 44 Singer Way, Woburn Road Industrial Est, Kempston,
Bedford MK42 7AF.

..Postcode.

Fax: 0234 841331
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Play that \ u«
T h e r e are almost as many ways of cre
ating a piece of music as there are
musicians. Some start with a melody,
some a chord sequence, some a drum

That mad musical genius Ian Waugh
shows you how to create your own bit
of hip, funk, soul, or whatever...

pattern. A few clever composers can think of
tunes and arrangements in their head without
touching an instrument.
Most musicians, however, tend to compose

Desk

File

Functions

and arrange with guitar in hand or key

board under their fingers. Nothing

W II T

£*%

method
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it

piece of rock music, heavy metal or a ballad,
but the way we'll be using the sequencer is
particularly suited to pure funk.
In order to join in, the minimum require

rr
Figure I

ments are a sequencer and a rnulti-timbral
instrument for playback. You'll need to know

The bass line

how to perform basic sequencer operations
such as recording, playing back and track
muting, and you must be able to change the
also have to perform simple edits such as

You can begin your composition with any
part you wish. Many musicians work on the
melody and accompaniment at the same
time. It helps if you know a little bit about

quantisation, copying and transposing. Noth

chords - there are lots of books on the sub

ing too difficult.
But if you don't want to create your own

ject - but even if you don't you can use trial

Midi channels the'tracks transmit on. You'll

and error.

piece straight away, you can load the files on

Lots of musician use this, too, although

this month's CoverDisk and just follow their
development in the article.
You can use any sequencer, even a PD

perhaps few would admit to it! It simply
means playing a few notes or chords one
after the other until you get a sequence you
like. Just like doodling, really.
This is where a little musical knowledge

one but ifyou want to play the CoverDisk files
it will have to support the Midi file format. The
illustrations are from C-Lab's Notator, mainly

comes in as then you'll know which notes and
chords are likely to sound good together.
However, a lack of music theory can also
work to your advantage because you won't
be encumbered by what should and should
not go together. Many people's earliest
pieces are written simply by picking out notes
on keyboard or guitar.
Before you begin there's only one rule you

because it shows the notes on the stave so

you can follow the progress of the music but
also because I like it!

I GOT RHYTHM
Most modern rnysic consistS;of three main
elements - melody, drums and an accompa
niment. In a band the accompaniment will

typically be a bass player and rhythm guitarist
and/or a keyboard player. In a large band

have to follow - save it often!

there may be a brass section, too.

a bass line, so that's what we'll do. Now this

Functions

Copn

-^^

piece of music. It doesn't *
have to be funky. You can write a
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m

Edit
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What we'll do is com
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wrong with that, in fact, that's the
adopt
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Flags
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A fairly common approach is to begin with

Options

3,8

Edit

Copy
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may sound a little strange but it helps if you're
in the mood, so get into a "funky groove"

either by listening to some funky music or by
humming some to yourself. Snap your fingers
and tap your feet - close the door if you're
shy!
Now hit some notes low on the keyboard in

a funky rhythm. Ifyou're using a portable key
board with built-in rhythms, use a funky
rhythm to help you. Take it slowly, a few notes
at a time.

Work out a two-bar riff and record it or

copy the riff shown in Figure I. It's in the key
of D minor. Depending on the bass guitar
sound you use, you may find it sounds better
transposed up or down an octave. I've opted
for a reasonably up-tempo speed of 110 bpm
but you can play faster or slower.

KEEP ON DRUMMIN'
The next step for many musicians is to put
down a drum track -

sometimes it's the first

step. It is often fairly basic and used simply
as a guide for the composition of the rest of
the song. It's quite common for the final drum
track to be built up last to make sure it fits in
exactly with the rest of the song. You can do
that later if you wish. For now, let's put down a
basic groove.

-ffl UrlKJUi mfiBaiJ •J-'tf'.* TriSMn llft™iraimPm^«*mi»i

One of the easiest ways to build up a drum
1 NOTE

10

1 NOTE

9

128
128

r

'cr/1

It
m

n

n

n

in

pattern is to create a bass and snare drum
rhythm and add other drums over the top.
Most synths and expanders have a special
voice or two which turns the keyboard into a
drum machine so each key you press plays a

*rrir~m
'LT

n n

different drum sound.

a

Funk is characterised by quick bursts of
sixteenth notes, often off the beat and often

played on the bass drum. Start with a bass
•rr

-•^ rrrrT

"uj\j_j]tm[ fmliJ
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drum and snare and work out a funky rhythm.
0
1

Figure II
The drum patterns

The example in Figure II uses Notator's
Drum Map facility to show the drums in drum

•
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chord the two bars are based on. These

the notes, D, F and A.
The space doesn't have to be completely
devoid of notes -that would be rather difficult

in a funky piece. Figure III shows the two
spaces I found and the brass stabs I put in
them. You may find it sounds better on your
equipment if you transpose it up or down an

5>:

n

find a reasonably empty beat, that'll be even
better - create a riff to fill it. You only need a
note or two. Use the notes which make up the

examples are based around D minor so use

1

E

1

1

......,..v..

Ltr.gth/In
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12 2 1 NOTE

TOM*

Edit
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Options
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octave.
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LET'S GIT GOUT
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Is there room for something else? Loop the
piece, listen to it and see what you. think. I

reckon we can squeeze a guitar lick in there
somewhere. Care to try before reading on?
Figure IV (see page 87) shows one possi
bility. It doesn't do much, it just adds a little
depth. That's fine. Don't go overboard with

EFI
Figure III The brass stabs

the fills.

notation. The bass drum in the top stave is
"off the beat" and quite funky. Notice the off
beat hand clap at the end of the second bar
which provides a nice lead into the following
bar - which we haven't written yet!
The secret - if there is one - of producing
interesting drum patterns is to create them a
bar or even a beat or two at a time. When

you've got a good basic pattern then you can

try altering or adding to some of the figures.
Some sequencers have a loop and over-

dub facility which, as its name suggests,
loops around a number of bars in a perpetual
state of recording. The first time around you
play bass and snare, the second time around
you add closed hi hats and so on.

It's all very well if you know exactly what
you're going to do but it's no good if you want
to try out different ideas. Editing the
track such as removing the odd hi
hat, for example, can be awkward,

LOADING AND
PLAYING THE FILES

There are two files on the CoverDisk in Midi File format
with a .MID extension. You should be able to load

them into any sequencer which supports the format
using a file option which says "Import file" or "Load
Midi file". The names of the tracks should appear in
the track list.

RIFF.MID is the two-bar pattern created in the arti

cle. SONG.MID is the result of transposing and copy
ing it as described and it also includes a lead line.
The Midi channel assignments are as follows:
Bass

2

Brass

3

DistGuit

4

Melody

5

BasSnaM

10

BasSnar2
Hi Hats

10
10

Roland established the practice of putting drums on
channel 10 and in deference to another Roland habit,
the first instrument channel is 2. You can alter the

channel assignments once the piece is in your
sequencer.

There are no program changes or controller mes
sage in the files. You will probably have to change the
note assignments of your drum sounds to make them
play correctly.

too. It is a good idea, however, to

loop a section on playback so you
can practise - without recording other lines to go on top.
The second stave in Figure II
shows a simple but effective closed
hi hat pattern. For a little variety I've

If you've been recording the parts from a
keyboard, the chances are they may not be

quite "together". Funky music is quite precise
so to tighten everything up we can quantise it.
You can easily get away with doing a
straight global quantise to sixteenth notes on
the whole piece.
If your sequencer has options to limit the
quantisation in order to keep a certain amount

of human feel, try this and see if you're happy
with the results.

Don't forget to save before performing a
potentially destructive and
operation on your music.

TODAY A RIFF TOMORROW TOTP!
Now that we have a two-bar pattern, how can
we turn it into a song? We use two basic
sequencer functions - transpose and copy.

Songs are often based on four and eight
phrases, so let's put a chord sequence

added a shaker at the end of the
first bar and a tambourine at the
end of the second bar. You don't

together.

have to use these instruments, of
course - use any drum sound you

as this:

wish.

non-reversible

You can stick to something traditional such
Dm / / / Gm / Dm / A7 / Gm / Dm / A7 /

The third stave shows an alter

nate bass drum line, busier. You

can create more drum lines if you

wish to give yourself a greater
choice when you put the final song
together. If you keep each sound or
pair of sounds on a separate track
you can try different combinations
using the track mute function.
For the time being, mute the track
containing the alternate bass and
snare drum pattern. Now that you've
got your rhythm section nicely
groovin' along, loop the two bars
and listen for gaps or spaces in the
music.

Initially, just look for a

place

Or use a 12-bar blues sequence like this:
DM /// Gm / Dm / A7 Gm Dm (A7)
If you have a melody in mind you can work
out the chords to go with it. Or work out the

chords and melody together, whichever way
suits you best.

I dallied with a melody or two and came up
with this chord sequence:
Dm/ C / Dm / C / Am G Am G Am G Am
GFGFGFG////Am///

Whoops! There are some major chords in
there and our riff is in a minor key. A couple of
quick edits will put that right.
Exactly how you now proceed depends on >•
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• your sequencer. Ideally you want to store the
current riff - which will contain five or six

tracks in one pattern - and copy this to anoth
er pattern for editing. If your sequencer only
has one pattern, copy the tracks to other
tracks in the track list and edit those.

To turn our riff into a D major riff we must

change the Fs to F#s and the Cs to C#s. This
is easily done in an event editor. If your poor
sequencer doesn't have an event editor, the
only option is to record the tracks again play
ing the alternate notes this time. The bass,
brass and guitar parts should now look like

Desk

File

Functions

Duantize

25697

MIDI

Flags

HOTHTOR

ffijfj, DistGuit

Options
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Edit

Copy
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Figure V.
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TRANSPOSING
How you tackle the next stage, again,
depends on your sequencer. We want to cre
ate a final sequence by copying the major

p
i f , . •>

and minor riffs onto it, sometimes transposed.
In a program such as Cubase you can

copy the patterns, drag them into a line and
transpose whichever ones require this treat

Figure IV The distorted guitar lick

ment.

In Notator, one option is to copy the pat
terns to other patterns and transpose them

accordingly then link them as required. For
example, pattern 10 may be C major, pattern
11 may be Am and so on.

A slightly lower level approach which you
should be able to perform in most sequencers
is to copy the tracks onto the end of each
other, transposing the relevant sections when
Desk

hi I

File

Functions

1 Bass

Quantize

MIDI

H 0 T fl T 0 R

necessary. You will have noticed that our riff
is two bars long and in parts of the chord
sequence we only want one bar. So only copy

Well that's fine, if you're in the mood for
experimenting!
Many sequencers let you assign a track as

the first or second bar of the riff! In the Am-G

a drum track which immunises it against

sequence, for example, use the first bar for
Am and the second bar for G. One thing you

transposition. Other sequencers have a dis
able transpose function linked to Midi chan

must avoid and that's transposing the drum
tracks, otherwise what was bass and snare

nel.

If you are using the patterns in this article,
when you get to the 27th bar, substitute BasSnar2 for BasSnarl. This beefs it up a bit.

may end up as a guija and samba whistle.
Flags

3.0

Options

Edit

Copy

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN

(c) 1990 Leng

The last thing to add is a lead line. I'll leave
that up to you although the file on disk con
tains one which I created earlier, baked over
a slow heat for 10 minutes. It was written with

a saxophone in mind but you could use a gui
tar or brass sound, even a piano - anything

you like. When you've selected the final
sounds, the last thing to do is balance the rel
ative volumes of them all. You may be able to
do this from the sequencer or it may be easier
to do it on the playback instrument.

Now you have over a minute's worth of
music from just two bars of notes. If you want
to make it longer, slow down the tempo. It
sounds quite good even around 86bpm - laid
back, man.

Of course, much work can yet be done.
You could vary some of the patterns a little
and add some drum fills. Create other riffs for

a verse and middle section and you'll have

enough material for a single!

Figure V The bass, brass and guitar parts transposed into D major

DRUM
NOTATION

Desk File Functions
'illlll PrunHote
_ji—

a

As drums don't have a fixed pitch they use a slightly
different form of notation to pitched instruments. It

iBHiiiaai!

may look more complicated but that's only because

w

there may be three or four parts on the same stave.
Use the notation guide in the diagram to follow the
rhythm of the parts. The bass drum, for example,
appears as A in the bass clef, although the key which

MIDI

Flags

Dptions

Edit

Copy
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STRTUS

CHANNEL

PRODRUM

1

NOTE
1 1 1 1 Bass

CONTROL

BD

101

Tanbourine
CHORD

TEXT

2

L.VRICS

Maracas

produces the bass drum on the keyboard I was using is
actually C, two octaves below Middle C. It'll probably
be a different key on your keyboard so read the note as

h

Duantize

Bass

p

Drun Hotation

a drum sound and not as the actual key you have to
press.

To keep things relatively simple, the drum parts
have been split onto two staves. One contains the
bass, snare and handclap, the other hi hats, a shaker
and tambourine.

Tf
Drum Notation used in this piece
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W i t h a cheap modem, telephone
and a comms program, any ST
world's

most

US-based CompuServe provides access to

tion services which include just about every

Smaller booklets

is, daunting.
Additional pamphlets include a European
Membership Brochure which lists the PSS
Diaplus network telephone numbers needed

ments.

It's an ideal arena in which ST users
can become friends with owners of the

computer who live in far-flung and exotic

time as possible.
One of CompuServe's smaller features, but
of great importance, is its electronic mail ser

vice which enables private messages to be

between different conferences and services

in the quickest and most straightforward
route. All documentation is easy to under
stand and reflects the simplicity of the whole
system.

Security consists of entering a user ID and
a password, both of which are issued upon
joining. Once online, menus help to make its
use friendly and shortcuts listed in the manu
als ensure that you are kept online for as little

computer in the States but takes a fair amount
of time to download.
Some of the 175 other forums include those

world. They needn't be fellow ST owners, they
just need to be able to access CompuServe

for professions such as teaching and journal
ism and there are others for hobbies like golf

and you need to know their IDs.

and photography.
Many leading software and hardware com

HAMMING IT UP
Messages can also be sent to people in the
CB section, which operates like general chat
ter 0898 telephone numbers but uses the
computer's keyboard for communication. Sim
ilar to CB radio, it has many "channels" and

enables members to get to know others.
Scores of online conferences cover specific

panies have their own areas on the system.
They are mainly based on IBM-compatible
computers but there are plenty of items of
interest for ST users.

As well as the various computing confer
ences members can find plenty of free soft

ware to download. However, although there

subjects. The Atari ST falls inside the 16-bit

are many quality programs, unfortunately time
and money is often wasted in pulling off soft

Atari forum and many other types of computer

ware that you are unlikely to use. Messaging

John Butters logged on to CompuServe,
the world's largest online information
and communication service...

Part of the ST section on CompuServe is taken up by

V 25883 SS/Husic/HIDI
Bl-Apr-91 81!21:34

a bulletin board where people can leave questions or
messages for other members to comment on

Sb: 8ATARI 8 MIDI

Fni

lands, and a place where hints and tips
can be picked up on how to get the best
from the machine. A regular ST news
report is also included in this part of Com
puServe. ST Report is one of the best
places to find out what's happening with the

sent to other computer users around the

for UK users and others for those ringing from
mainland Europe. It also explains what to
punch into the keyboard at the various
prompts when logging on to the system.
Thankfully, a quick reference guide con
sisting of no more than 36 pages is also
included in the members' pack. Its well laid
out pages instruct newcomers how to go

type

mon for officials from the company's
Sunnyvale headquarters to leave their
own response to criticism or compli

number.

first time users the prospect of tackling this
tome as the phone bill clocks up looks, and

simply

ing with the machine. It's not uncom

are provided for
quick reference

scribers from all corners of the globe were
registered with the service. Although based in
Columbus, Ohio it can be reached from many
parts of the UK by dialling a local telephone

how to access the services once online. For

forum

over the world - although mainly from
North America - chat about new prod
ucts and problems they are experienc

how to operate
the system.

thing you can think of, from business man
agement to travel.
At the last count more than 750,000 sub

A smart A5-sized ringbound manual run
ning to some 260 pages gives an in-depth
explanation of how to logon to the system and

the

GOATARI16. In it, ST users from all

instructions on

comprehensive

a vast network of information and communica

enter

gives clear

user is able to access one of the
online services.

also have their own sections. To

The manual looks
very smart and

Fannelle toilette 76328,164

To: All

Hello everyone!
I need an answer to sone questions about NIDI, Music and Atari, I would like
to know what soneone needs to start using MIDI on an Atari based systen, I
already have a keyboard, but 1 don't have anything else,
Is the Atari nore cost effective than using a HAC for music?

I own an IBM now

and I think that I will need to buy sonething called the LhPC-1 to do NIDI,

That costs $495,88 or so, If I have to buy that part, it seens to only nake
sense to get an Atari. I believe the 16485T sells for 888,89 or so and cones
with the interface included

plus the nachine has nuch better sound capability,

An I correct in ny thinking,
this forun set ne straight,

If not, I would appreciate it if the nenbers of

From
To:

Flight
1
2

3
4

There are 5 Replies,

Press <CR> for next or type CHOICES II

5
6

Once CompuServe knows that you want to go
to New York, a list of available flights is given.
All the information you need is supplied and
you can go on to make a reservation
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FLIGHT SCHEDULES
(HAN) MANCHESTER,
(NVC1 NEH VORK cm, hv

BA 183
DA 171
BA 185
DA 171
BA 1
DA 171
BA 175
BA5186
SK 911
BA4413
BA 185

Leave
HAN
HAN
LHFI
HAN
LHR
HAN
LHR
NAN

155P
645A
1825(1
645A
1630ft
645(1
1188ft
728ft
1125ft
HAN 730ft
1825A

Arrive
Heal
JFK 428P
LGM 745A II
EUR

LGW
JFK
LGU
JFK
CPH
EUR
LHR
EUR

115P

745A B
928(1
745A H
135P
1010ft
285P 1
838ft
115P

Stop
B
B
H
8
8
H
8
6
8
6
6

SATURDAY

Aircraft
Lie
Bll
747
Bll
SSC
Bll
747

Bll
763
757

747

•or AVAILABILITV, enter the line nunber of your desired flight, or

L3 View MORE scheduled flights
14
L5
i

CHANGE schedule request
View FIRST schedul e display

flPR-27-91

imp—ffl72

7HP

Allbritton's Stiff Dose of Reality „ .

8 HP

84/22

Mid-Atlantic Hedical's Profit Rises 55 Pet, in .,,

9 HP

64/22

POHER C6HPHTIHG

18 HP

on the flight and providing there's space,
make a reservation using the EAASY SABRE
service. After a long day's work there are
plenty of games to be found by logging on to

Don't Leave Energy Uut of a Irade fact Hitn ,,,

64/22

84/22

„,...,.

,

For Uersar's Benjanin Rawls, Profitability Is ,,.

Enter choice or <CR> for nore !

CompuServe. The vast majority are text only

Executive News Svc,

but nevertheless they are addictive.
The disadvantage of these is that quite

List of 51 selected stories
LI HP

84/22

12 HP

64/22

84/22
84/22

Qrbital's Stock Flies to New Highs on Air Force Hings
Hanger Orthopedic's High-Stakes Ganblel Conpany ...

13 HP
14 HP

often people become obsessed with the war
they're fighting on their monitor and their tele
phone bill is put to the back of their minds -

Appointnents

ECONOMIC INDICAT6RS

t

As „

The Washington Post
newspaper is published on
CompuServe each day.

15 HP

84/22

Pain Beach Runaround

[6 HP

84/22

Rebuilding Eastern Europe

17 HP

84/22

Medi-Ganble

18 HP

84/22

Buagnire Tine?

19 HP

84/22

Saudis Reject Role In Talks; Baker Is Expected To ,.,

Stories are selected from a

28 UP

84/22

An Arns Sale Pause

list so that time and money is
not wasted looking at stories

„,

, r

that is, until a few months later when the

postie comes whistling down the road.

SO SHOULD YOU?

main advantage over other similar services,

goods by chargfag them to a credit card.

There's something on CompuServe for every
ST user. Even if you don't have experience of
flashing modem lights and telephone num
bers that squeal at you when rung, you'll soon
get used to jumping between its features and

such as the British Prestel, is the amount of

They will then be delivered like mail-order ser

getting the information you want and need.

information available.
Most of it caters for business users. There

vices to your doorstep.

Enter choice or <CR> for nore II

that are of no interest

plays only a small part in the system's use. Its

through the stock of large stores and order

But it's hard to ignore the service's Ameri

The very comprehensive travel section

can roots. Much of the information supplied is

are sections for general world news, sport

operates in a similar way. No knowledge of

more beneficial to US subscribers.

and travel, but by far the largest proportion of

airports or airlines is required to find out how

the service is given over to money matters

to get from one city to another.

The only other grumble concerns its cost,
which is fairly high for home users. The cost

and markets.

ing for home users. For example, the world's
most highly-respected newspaper, The
Washington Post, is put on to the service

If you wanted to hop from Manchester, UK
to New York for an evening meal but didn't
know which, if any, airlines flew the route or
the cost and seat availability then within a
couple of minutes on CompuServe the infor

each day. News items are listed on a menu

mation will be at hand.

A lot of the information is certainly interest

of joining CompuServe is £19.95, which
includes an hour's access time. There's also a

standing charge of £1 per month but it's the
additional cost for the database services -

which can reach about $30 per hour - that is
likelyto concern the hobbyists.

be

Tell CompuServe that you want to go

selected to read or bypassed depending on
whether they are of interest.
If your other half is ready to divorce you on

between the two cities and the date on which

ari ST User readers ci

you wish to travel. You'll be presented with a
list of flights, including ones which require a
change of plane. Information supplied
includes times of departure and arrival, flight
number, the type of aircraft, meals on-board

• the

and

the

individual

stories

can

either

the grounds of you spending too much time in
front of the keyboard and not enough on fam
ily matters, then the home, health and family
section might provoke a change of mind.
Cooking and health topics are well covered.
Mail-order catalogues have become a part
of everyday life. At present online shopping is
far less common but plays a major role on
CompuServe. Subscribers can browse

and the number of stops en-route.

The example of Manchester to New York
gives you the option of six destination airports,
and another which will select flights to any NY
airfield. Once you've found the ideal trip you
can check to make sure that there are seats

magazine on

the

CompuServe

stem. The ID is CIS Mail: 75300, 1505

Product: CompuServe
Price: Membership £19.95, monthly charge of
£1, plus various online charges
Supplier: CompuServe Forum, 15/16 Lower
Park Row, PO Box 676, Bristol, BS99 1YN.
Telephone: 0800 289 378
Configuration: All STs

The system's travef
RESERVATIONS MENU

Flight Reservations and Availability
Flight Arrival/Departure Infornation
Hotels
Rental Cars

5 Airline Fares
6 Itinerary Review and Change
7 Sign On for Reservations
8 Flight Schedules
Specific Flight Details

section is one of

many areas that has
user friendly menus

THE BOTTOM LINE
The member's kit includes

To select one of the options above, enter the nunber:

luick Tip:

The following systen navigation connands are always available:

Help or ? for assistance, or
Res

plenty of clear documentation, system
is straightforward to use, security
through user ID and password.

or /R to return to this nenu or

Top or /T to return to the HAIN MENU or
Exit or /E to return to the Systen Operator

Electronic mail, confer

ences,

a

wide

choice

of

online

databases, free ST software to be
downloaded, games, shopping serBy Henry Allen
Hashington Post Staff Hriter

Select a report and it
will be printed on to
the monitor. The

Return key is pressed
to scroll through
the story

Ease of use

TAHPA, April 21 - Gen, H, Nornan Schwarzkopf, ftnerica's first conquering hen
in nearly half a century, cane hone today fron the Persian Gulf, .

Excellent
Good

He got a quiet welcone, but there was no sign he hadn t wanted it that way.

Soon enough, he'll be riding in a ticker-tape parade in New Vork, shaking hands
with Mickey House at Tanpa Stadiun and presiding as grand narshal at the
Kentucky Derby,

Average

Average

Bad

Bad

Appalling

Appalling

Press <CR> for nore !
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Mo Warden helps out a struggling landscape artist
and offers to empty her Moneybox again...
ello again, and thanks for your letters
and screens. I'm getting queries
about various paint and animation
packages - some are short and
straightforward questions but others may take
a whole column to answer, so if I don't reply
quickly, keep watching this space - I haven't
forgotten you.
Anyway, on to business. I've had a letter
from P. Rogers of Bristol who says (s)he never
has any luck when attempting landscapes,
and wants me to give a few pointers.
Drawing from an actual scene is quite diffi

H

cult. You could make a sketch with notes on

A) Select a rough palette from the source

B) Draw in the main lines
and areas, and flood-fill in
the main colour

C) Detail, mostly
with spray-can
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colour but a photograph is much easier to
work from - the lighting won't change and the
colours are simpler to match. Magazines and
books on photography are good sources of
inspiration - spend an hour or so in the "art"
and "hobbies" sections of the library.
Choosing a good picture isn't difficult if you
remember a few rules. You must be fairly cer
tain that you can cut it down to 16 colours. In
among all those blues, greys and greens are
lots of shades of red and yellow.
Some artistic licence may allow you to
adapt certain colours in your photo so that
they're the right tone but not the correct
colour. Keep a couple of spare colour slots if
you can, Justin case.
Landscapes can be divided into three
planes (the Rule of Thirds), back, middle, and
foreground. Try splitting your palette into four
definite parts, three colours for each plane, a
couple for sky/clouds and the rest as extras.
Study the composition and break an image

preferably lead the eye to the focal point, or
around the picture instead of coming out of

scape by giving it scale as well as a focus, or
a strong lead-in to a focal point. A few trees
can help to make a mountain look massive

light shades for the background and try to
make the sky cloudy or a pale colour - it will
help the effect more than a deep azure

it. The focus needn't be in the centre -

instead of like a small outcrop.

shade of summer blue.

Distance affects light and hue. The nearer
an object is, the stronger its colour. In bright
midday sunlight, tonal perspective is flat
tened, so distant objects are less "greyed"
than in oblique light.
Earlier or later light has more quality of
depth and gives better shadows, helping you
to create an impression of distance. Save

scape drawing, but the main rule is practice,
practice and more practice! Eventually you'll
be able to spot a good subject quickly and
see exactly how to approach it. So
Mr(Mrs/Ms) Rogers, content yourself with the
knowledge that every failure brings you that

down into its basic shapes. Lines should

a

contrast of rolling hills against a straight little
building will be enough, but remember, per
spective lines must lead to a focal point on
eye-level within the frame of the picture. If
they don't it will bring that object forward and
spoil your impression of depth.
A carefully placed object like a figure or
small cottage can do wonders for a land

There's a lot to remember about land

much closer to success, and don't give up.

The artist's interpretation of
shadow and light on this Swiss
Cheese plant is excellent

A gleaming object of pure
fantasy for most - the Ferrari,
superbly executed

.".Jr^^BrMr. •SWBW' HuflfcT.' jaLsjM '£' KJr* - -'••^••••^••••••••••^•••i

CRACK THAT MONEYBOX!
That's all I have room for this month, except for my regular Money
box prize. This month the £25 is going to Jason Pritchard of Derby
for this "Scene", an effective study of layering and tone.
I also like his "Cheese", taken from a photograph. His interpreta
tion of shadow and light on the plant is very good. I wish I could
show you more, but unfortunately it's copyright material.
Please note! I've received some excellent work from some of you

from home. Wreckage. An alien presence. Survival alone". Inspired?
If not, send any subject you like (I get lots of car pictures...!) and

too, but please, no book or album covers or cartoon characters.

maybe win £25. See ya next month. Happy pixel-pushing!

Send them if they're for me to look at, but they can't be printed here.
I like Roadrunner and Tom and Jerry too, and artwork from Iron
Maiden and Marillion to name but a few, but I couldn't print it even if
I'd copied it myself. 'Nuff said?
This month's brief is to form a screen from - "Another planet, far
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The ST Club

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

Tel: 0773 761944/605010
FONTKIT PLUS 3

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, which re-configures the keyboard and changes screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price: £1995.
UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR IH

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III
incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder

• Al!disks only £1 to £1.50, S/S or D/S •
• Same day service. Quality virus free disks •
P&P 50p on orders under £5.00, free on orders over that.
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue (£1.50 each):

D.216
D.208
D.205
D.195

Fish 'n' Chips: A mega-demoby Sewersoft. 12demos by top writers. D/S.
Darkside of the Spoon: The ULM Mega-Demo.D/S.
Killer:A sample of the Adamskihit. (Alsoon this disk R-Rap demo). D/S.
European Demo: A superb mega-demo.Shouldbe in everyone's collection. 2 D/Sdisks
£3.00.

how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

D.232 Star/Erasure: A sampled rendering by Hidden Strength. D/S.
G. 110 Llamatron: Very addictive Llama 'em up by Jeff Minter.S/S.
G.100 Star Portal: Sci-Fi adventure based on the Damon Knightstory, 'Ticketto Anywhere.'D/S.

THE CATALOGUE

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

G.80 Tetris/Pile Up:Twoverygood adaptationsof the Tetrisgame. D/S,
G. 77 Chaos Strikes Back: Tennew dungeons on twodisks (£3.00).You must ownthe original

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages

A. 27

Red Dwarf: A Steven Howiett slideshow of scenes from the fourth series. D/S.

A. 30

Full Screen Construction Kit: Display your pictures in stunning fullscreen format with this
French program. D/S.
Shipwreck: Educational program witha maths theme. S/S.
Bart Simpson's Hit Song: A slideshow of pics from the hit satellite TV. show. D/S.
Air Warrior: Flight simulator of second world war aircraft. S/S.
Circuit Designer: Two very good programs for drawing electrical circuits. D/S.
Adventure Writer: Writeyour own adventure programs. S/S.
League Table: A program for maintaining football league or similar tables. S/S.

A4) details these disks and all of our products and services: PD disks, Books,

Budgie UK Licenseware and LaserPrinting. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),

Guides toTimeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM

and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current
catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street,

Nottingham NGl 1LX (0602) 410241
Please send me:

3 Universal Item Selector III (£19-95)
J Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

D Free copy of the 46-page STClub catalogue

game to play. D/S.

M.31
M.39
M. 19
M. 63
M. 3
M. 62
S. 8
S. 34
S. 15

Noisetracker: Soundtracker and modules converted from the Amiga. D/S.
Exorcist 1: 9 Noisetracker modules ported from the Amiga. D/S.
Slaytanic Music 5 & 6:18 pieces of music. D/S.
X rated disks strictly over 18's only. Orders must be endorsed to that effect

X. 15

The Awe-Chasm: An adult adventure. S/S.

X. 14
X. 13
X. 9
X. 10

Ivor Biggun: Sampled offeringfrom the 'Winkers' album. 1 meg D/S.
Go-Go Dancer: Digitisedand animated pictured of a go-go dancer. 1 meg D/S.
Centrefolds: Glamorous girls withoutthe staples. D/S.
Madonna: The pictures she tried to ban. S/S.

For a FREE copy of our latest catalogue disk just send a blank disk and s.s.a.e. to the
above address and we'll send you one by return. Alternatively send us £1.00 and we'll
send you a catalogue on one of our disks. The catalogue disk also includes two free
games, a slideshow and the top rated UNIVERSAL PICTURES demo. The catalogue is
easy to use and is exceptionally user friendly. Don't be put off if you've had poor cata
logue disks from other libraries. Ours is different. Try it! (Please quote STU1). Catalogue

Name:

Address:

can now be downloaded from Sherwood Forest BBS on 0602 397113

Postcode:

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NGl 1LX

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH FOR
QUALITY AND SERVICE

GFA Basic 3.6 Interpreter
GFA Basic 3.6 Compiler

*S
*0

The best just got better

GFA-BASIC 3.6 now supports the Atari ST, STE and TT. GFA-BASIC is also compatible with GFA-BASIC on
MS-DOS and WINDOWS 3.0

GFA Data Media

Available from your Atari Dealer, and most software
stockists or in case of difficulty by mail order:

Box 121

GFA Data Media (UK) Ltd, Box 121, Wokingham,

Wokingham
Berkshire, RG11 1FA

Berkshire, RG11 1FA.

GFA

Credit card or cheque/postal orders payable to
GFA Data Media (UK) Ltd accepted

Tel: (0734) 794941
I wish to pay for the items indicated by Visa/
Mastercard; please charge
to
my account. My card number is:
I

MasterCard

I

I

i

i

i

i

i

Expiry Date

Signature

GFA BASIC 3.6 INTERPRETER (ST)

50.00

GFA BASIC 3.6 COMPILER (ST)

30.00

GFA BASIC 3.0 S/W DEVELOPMENT BOOK + DISK

20.00

GFA BASIC 2.0 ADVANCED PROG. BOOK + DISK

20.00

GFA ASSEMBLER 1.51 (ST)

50.00

GFA DRAFT PLUS 3.13

100.00

—*^-—s ,

GFA GEM UTILITY PACKAGE

Name (on card )

>-

Order Date:

Address

D

30.00

GFA MISSION CONTROL

20.00

GFA G SHELL

20.00

GFA BASIC AND ASSEMBLER USER BOOK

20.00

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFERS (only available direct from GFA)

>

GFA BASIC 2.0 INTERPRETER + COMPILER

Q
H

o
n

Postcode
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All prices include VAT, post and packing within UK.

20.00

REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS - PART FIVE

Hidden surfaces
and illumination
H

ere we are, poised for a big break
through in our graphics "pipeline".
Last time, the capability for rotation
was put into place. Now we'll add a

couple of very important new stages which
will add dramatically to the illusion on the

Andrew Tyler looks at how light and
movement affect the appearance of
three dimensional objects

screen.

We don't want to draw surfaces which

shouldn't be seen - for example on the far
side of an object - and we want to add a vital
visual clue to the "solid" appearance of an
object by illuminating more brightly those sur
faces which face a light source.
It turns out that both of these can be done

conveniently together.

HIDDEN SURFACE REMOVAL
A computer is a fast number cruncher, but it
doesn't know anything about the real world.

This is done in the following way. Each sur
points out at right angles so that the polyhe
dron as a whole looks like a porcupine, as
shown in Figure I. Each of these vectors has
the same length, which is chosen to be unity
(1). They are called surface normal unit vec
tors. The only difference between vectors

is a real loser.

For practical purposes in binary arithmetic, 1

face problem and is the basis of some very
time-consuming algorithms in computer

This curious product has the useful property
that it's positive if the two vectors point the
same way (both to the left or both to the right),
but negative if they point in opposite direc
tions. For a surface to be visible the product
must be negative, which means the surface is
pointing back towards the viewer.
There's only one thing missing: the surface

therefore is their direction, which tells us

which way they face.

Making the computer show this simple fact

V.n = Vx.nx + Vy.ny + Vz.nz

face has associated with it a vector which

When it comes to conveying simple everyday
experiences - like not being able to see
through solid opaque objects - the computer

of life is hard work. It's called the hidden-sur

amounts to is taking the products of corre
sponding components and adding them:

lem is to convert the word "faces" into a math

ematical expression.

DOT THE VECTOR

normal unit vector. It has to be worked out.
But the effort is worthwhile since the normal

vector is also required to calculate the degree
of illumination of the surface forming a light

is not a useful size for a vector and so, like

sines and cosines, it is multiplied by 2"
(16384). This keeps quantities within word

source, which we want to do as well.

size and makes multiplication and division

CROSS THE VECTOR

graphics. In our programs we can make the
problem as simple as possible by ensuring
that polygon meshes (the joined-together
polygons which make objects) are convex,
that is, each polygon looks outward and not
towards another polygon.
Figure I shows a polygon mesh which is
completely closed and therefore forms a poly

visible from the view point consists of seeing
whether its unit vector is in the opposite direc
tion to a vector (the view vector) drawn from
the view point to the surface. Figure II shows

hedron. The procedure for deciding whether

ibility is called the vector dot product (V.n) of

a surface is visible is straightforward in princi
ple: it is visible if it faces the viewer. The prob-

the view vector V and the normal vector n.

The first part of the task is to find the nor
mal vector which points outwards at right

That sounds very mathematical but what it

angles from a surface. Figure III shows a nor- *^.

simple.

To calculate the unit vector you need to do a
square root which, while not being a great
problem, does require additional work. For
the object we're going to display - the ST
monolith where each polygon is a rectangle it is possible to take a short cut, as discussed

The test to establish whether a surface is

this.

below.

The actual calculation which is done for vis

Figure 1
A closed

polygon mesh,
or polyhedron

XV

hidden

view point

i

II

JU
Figure II
The test to

yv

n^ ^^visible

/

/ V.n""^n
positive

establish
whether a

V.n negative

^~\

surface is
visible from the

view point
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Figure III
Calculating the normal
vector which points out
at right angles from a

>mal vector B between two vectors A12 and

A23 lying along adjacent edges of a polygon.
The way in which B is calculated from the
two edge vectors is called a vector cross
product; the second kind of product you can
do with vectors. Again, this sounds like
another complicated piece of maths, but what
it amounts to is an odd combination of prod
ucts of vector components:

surface

xi,ai

x3, y3

Bx = A12z.A23y - A12y.A23z

By = A12x.A23z - A12z.A23x
Bz = A12y.A23x - A12x.A23y

Now to get the unit vector from B it is neces
sary to divide by the size of B to end up with
a unit vector of length 1. This all sounds a bit

Figure IV
An illumination

daft but remember the unit vector still has x, y

vector gives a
pointer to the

and z components which is all we need to
see which way it's pointing.

direction of the
illumination

ight beam

Here's the short cut. It turns out that for

vector

rectangular polygons the size of B is just the
area of the rectangle. Since all our polygons
are rectangles we can calculate their areas
beforehand and store them in a list, ready to
use.

Therefore, having calculated the compo
nents of B for a given rectangle, a simple divi
sion by its area taken from the list yields the
components of the surface normal unit vector.

ALL LIT UP
In 3D, one of the easiest and most dramatic

Figure V

improvements to add realism to a model is
illumination by a light source. Facets which
face the light source are more brightly illumi

The connections
between the control

panel, the palette and
the pixel colour

nated than those which face away. As the

object changes its orientation, so changes in
illumination give additional visual clues to its
shape and structure.
The new information we have to include is

ful, 16 different colours can be displayed
simultaneously on the ST out of a possible
512. This selection of 16 is called the colour

ing, the colours will be different shades of the
same colour. There is obviously a trade-off
here. The example program uses eight
shades of two colours in blue and red (called

a pointer to the direction of the light beam.
Figure IV shows how this is done by means of

palette.
There are tricks to exceed 16 for the screen

the intrinsic colours) although other combina

an illumination vector - yet another unit vector

as a whole by changing the colour palette

pointing along the direction of the light beam.
You might be able to guess what bit of

while a picture is being drawn but we will stick

tions are possible. The colours are listed fol
lowing the label palette in the file DATA_04.S.

to the basic 16. What we will do is set the

maths will tell us the illumination intensity of a

palette with different shades of different

surface. It is the vector dot product of the sur

colours so that the effects of illumination can

face normal unit vector n and the illumination
vector I. This is where we can use n for a

be seen.

second time.

Using the dot product this time isn't just a
convenient bit of maths which gives the right
sort of answer. There's another way of writing

the dot product which shows how it is related
to the angle 0 between the two vectors. Since

EXAMPLE PROGRAM
This

month's

example

program

on

the

An excellent aid to understanding how the

CoverDisk shows the ST monolith, which has

colour palette works is found in the Control
Panel Accessory which comes with the ST.
This shows three sliders of red, green and
blue, each with eight possible settings in low

previously been used to show perspective
and simple rotation, now in rotation about a

resolution.

vertical axis and illuminated from the righthand side by a light source.
Also, hidden surface removal occurs so

that when the ST points away from the viewer

COLOURING IN

it is not drawn - this is vital for next month's

l.n = cos@

This means there are 8x8x8 = 512 possible
combinations. Have a play with the sliders to
see what can be obtained. Why can only 16 of

sides will be displayed, in motion under key

What the dot product really gives, therefore, is
the cosine of the angle between the light

these be displayed at any one time? Because
there are four colour planes for each pixel on

source and the surface normal. This is very
useful because it turns out that the brightness

together as bits, make a colour nibble.

both n and I have size 1 it is:

of a surface really does vary this way. So in
this case the dot product gives a good
approximation to real life.
What actually happens in the program is
that the components of the unit vector are
multiplied by 2'4 to make them a convenient
size to use (like the sines and cosines we met

last time) and so the result of the dot product
is somewhere between +228 (directly away
from light) to -228 (facing the light).
All that remains is to add 228 and divide by

the

screen

in

low

resolution

which,

put

The value of the pixel's colour nibble is then

The main control program is 3D_05.S and
is the one to assemble and run. It INCLUDES
all the others. All the new subroutines are in

the file CORE_04.S, consisting of, in order,
the calculation of the surface normal unit vec

tor, a determination of whether a surface is

palette. It only remains to see how the colour
palette can be set up from the settings on the

tion.

control panel.

Figure V shows the connections between
the control panel, the palette and the pixel
colour. The words which specify the colours

can be generated directly in hexadecimal
from the control panel settings. For example,
a setting of $777 means red=7, green=7 and
blue=7. Once the colours have been chosen,

between 0 and $f to give 16 illumination levels
which can then be mapped to the colour
palette.

they must be listed together and then loaded
into the colour palette with a call to the operat
ing system.
For our purposes, in order to simulate light-

Atari ST User July 1991

board control.

used to index one of the 16 colours in the

225 (by right shifting) to produce a result

In low resolution, which is the most colour-

program where a solid object with several

visible and if so a calculation of its illumina

Finally in the routine set_colr the illumina
tion is combined with the surface intrinsic

colour (red or blue) to produce the final dis
played colour.

IN THE BOOK
This article and programs are adapted
from Real-Time 3D Graphics for the Atari
ST by Andrew Tyler, published recently by
Sigma Press. The book includes everything
here plus much more besides.

TRuST P.D.
Quality Public Domain for the ST
Demo's
_ Utilities
Games
Art
Music
Word Pro

Educational

Your Atari ST is

I

the only teacher

I

which YOU CONTROL!

Clip Art
Programming
Slide Shows

NEW 50 page catalogue out now. Send a large S.A.E.
Plus over 80 Budgie U.K. games etc.

Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.
Subjects include...

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic

For free catalogue on disk send a S.A.E. and blank
disk or £1 cheque/PO to: TRuST P.D., 18 The Park,
Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606

Reviewed in
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Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational
Software designed to help you enjoylearning from your
computer. Ourprograms even allow you to add your

Atari Approved Service Centre
All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,
Monitors, Disk Drives etc
Atari trained engineers
Ail work fully guaranteed

own lesson material.

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE

Free estimates

of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

Full range of ST's repaired
Let us take the effort out of your repairs.
Collection and delivery arranged

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST(no stamp needed)

AVON MICRO CENTRE

DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Kosmos

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 OAH
Telephone: 0789 292269

A

SOFTMACHINE
Mastersound 2

£29.99

40 Great Sub Adv's

£13.95

Replay v8
Replay Professional

£59.99
£94.99

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£13.95

Falcon Air Combat

£14.95

DG CalC

£27.95

Naksha Mouse
Contriver Trackball

£19.99
£29.99

£434.99
£614.99

Marconi Trackball

£49.99

Universal Printer Stand

£6.99

£784.99

Centronics Printer Cable

£4.99

FlightSim Odyssey
Flying FlightSim
Gunship Academy
Jet Fighter School
Jet Fighter School II
Learnto FlyFlightSim

£14.95
£7.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£14.95

K-Spread
K-Spread 2
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
Logistix
Mini Office Spreadsheet

£18.95
£43.95
£64.95
£91.95
£64.95
£18.95

Sub Commander

£12.95

Atari Hardware
520ST-FMDiscovery

£249.99

520ST-E Turbo

£314.99

1040ST-E Family

£359.99

MEGA 1 ST
MEGA 2 ST
MEGA 4 ST

Stacy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD £1344.99
Stacy2MbRam40MbHD £1629.99
TT 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1629.99
TT 4Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1934.99
TT 8Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£2139.99
SM124 Mono Monitor
£94.99
SC1224 Colour Monitor....£264.99
PTC1426 Multisinc
£409.99
MEGAFILE 30 HD
£344.99
MEGAFILE 44 HD
£819.99
MEGAFILE 60 HD
£459.99
SLM605 Laser Printer....£1024.99
STM-1 Mouse
£24.99
Portfolio
£179.99

Philips 8833 Mkll

£244.99

Citizen120D+

£134.99

Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9

£199.99
£194.99

Citizen Swift 24

£289.99

Swift 9/24 Colour Kit
Star LC-10
Star LC24-10
Star LC-200
StarLC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour
Cumana 1Mb 3.5* Drive

£34.99
£159.99
£209.99
£214.99
£254.99
£299.99
£79.99

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM

£61.99

0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

£46.99

Forget-Me-ClockII

wmm

£23.99

AT Once

£172.99

ATSpeed
PCSpeed

£189.99
£89.99

Hitachi Camera 8. Lens
VidiST

£224.99
£86.99

Golden Image Scanner £199.99
Kempston Prof Scanner ...£171.99
Type10 HandyScanner....£134.99
Designer Modem

£109.99

Linnet Modem

£161.99

RS232 Cable
Scart Cable

£7.99
£8.99

3.5" 40 Cap Disc Box

3.5"80 CapDisk Box
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk3.5'
10xSonyMFD2DD3.510xTDKMF2DD3.5*

TakeOffFlightSim
£15.45
£8.95
£6.99 Up & Run FlightSim
£5.99
£24.99
Word Processors
£44.99
£9.99 1st Word Plus
£59.95
£4.99

£9.99

*3D Graphics Prog

£18.95

Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

AtariST Logo Users Guide.£18.45
AtariST Mach Lang68000 .£16.95
AtariST Programmers Gde£22.95
AtariST Tricks& Tips
£18.45
Game Makers Manual"
MIDI & Sound Book*

£12.95
£16.45

Musical Applications*
Presenting the AtariST
*ApplGde to Prog in C

£5.95
£15.95
£19.95

ST Artist
£17.45
ST Disk Drives In & Out
£18.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol1 VDI
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol2 AES
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol3 TOS ....£22.95
Timeworks Publisher

K-Word2

Protext v5
That's Write

£102.95
£89.95

Wordflair
WordPerfect

£59.95
£178.95

Word Writer
Write On

£36.95
£44.95

DG Base

£34.95

Data Manager Prof

£29.95

K-Data
Prodata

£35.95
£55.95

Superbase Personal
£39.95
Superbase Personal 2
£64.95
Superbase Professional....£164.95

Accounts
Cashbook Combo
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Home Accounts

£47.95
£35.95
£22.95
£18.95

Programming the 68000 ....£23.95

Personal Fin Man Plus

£29.95

Teach Yourself 68000

£8.95

40 Great FlightSims
40 More Great Flights

£13.95
£14.95

Small Bus Ace Cash
Small Bus Ace Xtra

£57.95
£81.95

System 3

£35.95

68000 Assem Lang Prog ....£21.95
68000 User Guide

£8.95

Communications

Spreadsheets

Languages Compilers Etc
Devpac 2

£41.95

FTL Modula 2

£48.95

1 soft Basic

£54.95

FTLModula 2 Developer £69.95
GFA Basic v3.5 Compiler....£23.95
GFA Basic v3.5 lnterpreter..£39.95
1 soft C Interpreter

£34.95

1 soft Forth...

£28.95

1 ghSpeed Pascal

£67.95

(-Seka Assembler
_atticeCv5
JevadaCobol

£35.95
£102.95
£35.95

'rosperoC
'rospero Fortran

£72.95
£72.95

'rospero Pascal
STOS

£72.95
£29.95

C Breeze Editor
Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin
Knife ST

£21.95
£25.95
£34.95
£21.95

K-Graph3

£35.95

K-Resource 2
Mailshot Plus

£28.95
£34.95

Multidesk
Neodesk3

£24.95
£29.95

Tempus2

£28.95

Twisl
Turbo ST

£17.95
£24.95

WERCS

£21.95

Databases

£9.95

Your First Basic
£14.95
* Indicates Atari ST in title

£28.95

Desktop Publishing
Fleet St Publisher v3

£169.95

Pagestream
Pagestream Font Sets

£124.95
£44.95

Timeworks DTP
Timeworks DTP Tutor

£72.95
£25.95

FaSTcomm 2
Flash
K-Comm2
Mini Office Comnns

Educational

£39.95
£18.95
£35.95
£18.95

C-Lab Creator
C-Lab Creator/Unitor
C-Lab Notator
C-Lab Notator/Unitor
CuBase

£479.95
£799.95
£494.95

£289.95
£609.95

DrT's CopyistApp
DrT's CopyistDTP

£76.95
£201.95

DrT'sKCS
DrT's KCS Level II
DrT's MRS

£169.95
£249.95
£51.95

DrT'sTlgerCub

£84.95

K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

£21.95
£35.95

Roland Midi Equipment

Better Maths 12-16 yr
Better SpellingOver8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6

£14.95

Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 Over 8
Fun School 3 Under 5

£14.95
£14.95
£17.95

Fun School 3 5-7
Fun School 3 Over 7

£17.95
£17.95

Lets Spell at Home
£14.95
Lets Spell at the Shops
£14.95
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs
£19.95
Maths Mania8-12 yrs
£19.95
M Beacon Teaches Typing..£22.95
£20.95
Mega Maths A-Level
Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95

Prof Looks at Words
Prof Makes Sentences

£19.95
£19.95

Prof Plays a New Game
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell BookData Creator

£19.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

£659.99
£314.99
£374.99

CN-20 Midi Entry Pad

£114.99

PC-200MidiController

£149.99
£174.99 The Three Bears

CF-10 Midi Mixing Controller
CA-30 Intelligent Arranger
CP-40Pitchto Midi Converter

£114.99
£264.99

CAD/Graphics/Animation
Canvas

£10.95

CyberControl
Cyber Paint
CyberSculpt
CyberStudio
CyberTexture

£29.95
£36.95
£57.95
£36.95
£36.95

Deluxe Paint

£36.95

Degas Elite
£19.95
Easy Draw 2
£36.95
Easy Draw2 Supercharged £59.95
Hyperpaint2
£29.95
Megapaint2
£89.95
Spectrum 512
£22.95

All prices include V.A.T. & U.K. Delivery. Allprices subject to change without notice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE

Dept. STU7,20BridgeHouse, BridgeStreet, SunderlandSR11TE.Tel: 091-510 2666/2777 Fax:091-5641960

£20.95
£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs

CM-64Sound Module/Cardslot
CM-32LU Sound Module
CM-32PPCMSound Module

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. All items subject to availability.

H

A

£19.95

Things to do with Numbers£14.95
Things to do with Words ....£14.95

Simulations/Strategy
A10 Tank Killer
F-16 Combat Pilot

Call

F-16 Falcon

£17.99
Call

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£21.50

F-29 Retaliator

£17.99

Falcon Mission Disks

Call

FlightSimulator II
Flight Sim Scenery

£24.99
£10.99

Gunship

£17.99

M1 Tank Platoon

£21.50

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Proflight

£24.99
£28.99

Team Yankee

£21.50

UMS II

£21.50
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Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd
ANA ;

152 Uitchmere Road,

Tel: (0811-546 9575

Kingston-upon-Thames. Surrey KT2 5TU

Tel/Fax: (081) 541 4671

COMPUTERS

Feed Vour ST!
MEMORY UPGRADES

STE KITS

520 STE DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK TSk=

520 STE TURBO PACK

NORMAL

512KTO1024K

1 MEG ..
2 MEG..

£22.00

2 MEGABYTE

£85.75

£75.75

4 MEGABYTE

£162.25

£152.25

All above kitscomec/wan illustrated instruction booklet. 2 and 4 Megabyte kitscome c/wFree multitas

1040 STE FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK^Il:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

STF (M) KITS

FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK INCLUDES:

An Atari 1040 STE Personal Computer and Five different level application modules.
MODULE 1 is designed for Pre-School aged children
MODULE 2 Targets the Junior School children
MODULE 3 is designed to assist those taking GCSE exams
MODULE 4 Contains Hyperpaint, Music Maker 2 and ST First Basic
MODULE 5 is a business computing compilation: Wordprocessor Package, Database, Spreadsheet

Price

Solder in 1 Mb Upgrade
1 Megabyte board Expands to 2.5Mb
2.5 Megabyte Plug in Upgrade
4 Megabyte Plug in Upgrade

PH L PS 15" TV/MON TORS
MODEL 2331 Highquality mediumresolutioncolourmonitor withremotecontrolteletextTV&cable...
MODEL3332 Highqualitymedium resolutioncolour monitorwith remote controlTV&cable

...£229.00

£40.25
£75.00
£150.00
£248.00

EMULATORS

...£269.00

|ilkftli];1M£l

PC EMULATORS
PC SPEED hardware emulator tor ST. Runs 4 times faster

1 Meg 3'A" INTERNAL
1 Meg 3V>" EXTERNAL WITH ITS OWN PSU..

..£54.95

than standard PC. Full I/O compatibility

Supplied

..£59.95

AT SPEED 16MHZ 286 Processor Norton 8.3

«EEEa

£95.00

Fitted

£125.00

Supplied

£225.00
£250.00

Fitted
£99.99

PC SPEED & FITTING
AT SPEED C16 INCLUDING FITTING

• 16 MHZ Clock Speed • Norton Factor 8.2 • Dr Dos 5.0 included
• 800287 Maths co-processor on board

Spectre GCR MAC Emulator

£59.95

ST/STM/STF/STFM TO 1 MB
ST/STM/STF/STFM TO 2.5MB ..
STE TO 1MB..
STE TO 2MB..

Supplied

16x256x1 Dram Chips
16 x 1 Mb x 1 DrapChips for upgrading TCTand Frontier Boards

DISK DRIVES

£29.95

£89.95

Internal Double sided drive upgrade
with spacers

MEMORY CHIPS FOR YOUR ST AT LOW LOW PRICES

40 Mb Hard Drive with DMA Out, internal PSU,
£29.99
£89.99

16x256Kx1 BIT DRAM
16x1 MEGxl BIT DRAM

REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES
520/1040(STFM/STE) • FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND

STFM/STE PowerSupplies(Service Exchanges)

*

E49.S

• All pricesinclude VAT and Delivery
• Please callforspecialdealson Monochrome Monitors, Printers and otherAtari Products

HOW TO ORDER
Prices include VAT.
Add £1.50 P&P to orders
under £5.
Please call before

sending your computer

Our drives feature the same ICD case-external

£150

SCSI ID changer, external SCSI port, and DMA
through port. But we now feature Plus Impulse
Drives (A Quantum company) with a 2 year
warranty, and a 64K cache on drive.

Mega 2 to 4mb

£150

£159

Others - 2.5mb
Others - 4mb

£235

STE SIMMs

£45

TT SIMMs

£47

£529
£439
Free Post:
£425
£255 ICD Cleanup
£269 Quick ST 2.22
£340 Turbo ST

SYQUEST SQ-555 based drive:

£32

£19
£28
£34

Neodesk v.3

The famous ZCS-44 removable

£639

extra cartridge
a three-pack
bare SQ-555 SCSI (w/cart)

£86
£231
£431

Combo drives - add another bare.

UIS3

£18

PageStream

£104

£20

Fonts
Calamus

£195

Font Editor

The Megafile 44 is a SYQUEST.

Telephone orders and enquiries welcome on: 081-777 0751
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:

HCS 35 HartlandWay, Shirley,Croydon, CRO8RJ
•**"*•

p 3

Goods normallydespatched within2 days of receipt.

Trade-in paid as a refund

e&C

New Gadgets (by Small)!!!

520 to 2.5mb

All our drives have clocks!

£47.00

£320.00

Allgoods carry a 14 day returned-as-new money back guarantee. All memory
upgrades carry a 2 year warranty against faulty manufacture.

ZRam upgrades

Hard Drives!!!

Supplied

17mS access time. Quiet running.

£59.99

POWER SUPPLIES WITH ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

68030 SST
Go to TT speed on your ST with a 68030 chip.
Then you can add Fast RAM (up to 8MB), and a
coprocessor.

Bare Board (needs A, B, or C)

Option 'A'-16mhz 68030
Option 'B'-16mhz 68030, 4 1Mb SIMMs
Option 'C'-33mhz 68030, 68882, 4 SIMMs
Option 'D'-4 1MB SIMMs
Shipped with a 68030 version of TOS

£435
£145
£335
£579
£189

MegaTalk
A fast communications board for Mega STs. Adds two
serial ports (up to 900,000 baud!!!) and a true SCSI port
For Spectres (v.3or higher) this means...

AppleTalk!

AppleMIDI!
MAC hard drives!

£218!

In Atari mode you get 3 serials (BIOS drivers included)

£66
£172

Outline

Ours comes with ICD host/software

Spectre v. 3.1

£204

We guarantee all hardware -

ICD Adspeed St 8/16 mhz £210

We even pay
return shipping

with 64k cache

Drives come set for US, UK or other

power. They come with PD software

Zicount Computers & Servi
8102 Thoreau Drive

Bethesda, MD 20817-3160 USA
Atari ST User July 1991

£24.00
£85.00

..£159.95

5.
520 STE TO 4MB
W~.
£169.95
* Wespecialiseinsurfacemountchips* WestockFrontier Software and Third CoastTechnolooiesy Memory Upgrade Kits

ICD w/Plus 105Meg 11ms
ICD w/Plus 52Meg 11ms
ICD w/Plus 40Meg 12mS
Bare Plus Impulse 40Meg 12ms
Bare Plus Impulse 52Meg 11ms
Bare Plus Impulse 105Meg 11ms

ECall

CHIPS Etc.

...£249.99

MEMORY UPGRADES/WHILE YOU WAIT
520
520
520
520

WITH 512K
TRADE IN

PRICE

SIMM OR SIP TYPE

Indtanna Jones LastCrusade,Anarchy. Dragons Brealh, SuperCycle, Neochrome,
FirstBasic,STTour and CX40 Joystick

Dealers: we offer trade prices on some items

All Prices include VAT

Post: £12< £200; £8< £500; free>=£500
Voice: 0101 + (301) 229 2407
Fax: 0101 +(202)333 1756

Atari ST User brings you seven specialpages
devoted to your very ownfavourite ST subjects.
There's somethingfor everyone —every montl.

MIDI AND iUTPi

PAGE 10

Voice editors and managers have Ian Waugh's close attention,
and there's more exciting news about CD/Midi systems

EDUCATION

PAGE 1

Pat Winstanley brushes up her O level French with a selection

of foreign language programs collectedfromfar and wide
COMMUNICATIONS

PAGE 105

A reader's queries are answered, the Phantom BBS returns and

then Fielding Mellish ponders the problem ofTari-Talk
PAGE 107

Screendumpsfrom MSdos, exclusive distribution rights, and an
emulator that didnt make it. Giinter Minnerup explains

o

Tony Crowther, of Captive fame, dared to invite Cyclops in to
look at his latest mega-game. But did he regret it?

Charles Michael explains about moving artwork between
documents, integralfont handling systetns and Neodesk 3
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MIDI AND MUSIC edited by IAN WAUGH
What does
Albert Einstein

have to

multis in a bank is dead easy just click on one and drag it to a
new location. Depending on the
edit mode, this will copy it to the
new location or swap it with what
ever is there. You can copy
between banks simply by clicking

do with

voice editors

and managers?
It's not often that a program
comes along which is both
cheap and impressive. Well, I
have for you today not one pro
gram, not two programs, not
even 10 programs, but 14!
They are voice editors and
managers from German software
house EMC. When I tell you that
their logo is Albert Einstein you'll
understand the heading of this
piece (terrible when you have to
explain your jokes, isn't it?).

a

voice within

a

remains with any

bank and

voices it uses pop up at the top
of the screen. Very logical. Click

it

multis it is

assigned to.

on a

Delete a voice, (the program
warns if it is assigned to a multi),
put another in its place and the

assigned to are highlighted. Very
impressive.
If you are using the TG55 you
can hear any of the sounds by
calling up an onscreen keyboard.
There's also a mini sequencer
which lets you hear sounds in

new one becomes attached to

the multi. Copy a multi to another

on another bank icon.

Okay, so that's easy. But once

bank and it takes its voices with it

you start swapping voices and
multis around you're quite likely to

if they are not already there.
In case you forget which voic
es are assigned to which multis,
just click on the multi number and
the voices highlight. Any preset

lose track of which voices are

assigned to which multis, aren't
you? Not with this program! Move

context.

As this is an editor as well as a

manager

Desk

tttk

Susten

Tools

Kawai K4 (£55),

Main Screen

showing Mufti setups
and Voices in TGSS
Bank

What's a voice editor without a

filters, LFO and so on - and you
click on the group you want to

(£55),

randomise. If you want to tweak
rather than marmalise you are
able to limit the degree of ran

Emu Proteus

domisation.

(£55).
The managers cater for the
Korg M1/R/M3R (£55), Roland
D50/550 (£30), Kawai K1 (£25),
Ensoniq VFX (£75), Oberheim
OB-8 (£90) and the Lexicon
PCM70 (£75).
If you're a couple of editors
short that's because programs for
D70

and

the
Edit

random voice generation func
tion? The voice parameters are
arranged in groups - envelopes,

and Lexicon LXP-5 Multi FX unit

Roland

edit
Voice

around the screen.

(£75), Yamaha SY/TG55 (£55)

the

can
The

although operation is quite
graphic which makes it relatively
easy to use. For example, ampli
tude, pitch and filter envelopes
can be edited by clicking and
dragging the envelope nodes

SY/TG55
Editor/Manager.

Drive

are for the Roland D10/20/110

U20/220

too.

screen is fair crammed with data

There are six full editors and

Roland

you

sounds,

six voice managers. The editors

(£55),

voice and the multis it is

In the Multi Editor screen you

can assign new voices and set
all the multi parameters such as
tune, pan, effect, volume and
output settings.
The Drum Editor screen con

tains a large scrolling keyboard
which

shows

the

sounds

assigned to each note. Each key
contains the parameters of its
sound such as pan, output and

Yamaha

SY22 are on their way - they
should be here by the time you

volume.
Two banks of voices and mul

read this. They're expected to
cost between £55-75. All pro

tis are supplied. "Adequate"
sums them up although there is

grams include a range of sounds
to get you started.
Although they handle different
sets of data, the programs are
roughly similar, so to give you a

some nice stuff there. Look upon

them as a bonus and you won't
go wrong.

The manual is thin - only 46

flavour we'll have a look at the

very small pages - and it sur

SY/TG55 Editor/Manager.
It comes on a copy-protected
disk which acts as a key disk if

vived the translation from the

German with hunger pangs and
a sense of inadequacy. Apart
from some Germenglish, the

you install the program on a hard
disk. You'll need a hi-res monitor

main criticism is that it doesn't

and 1 meg of ram although it will

explain what all the functions do
(the Voice Editor suffers the
most) although if you know your

also run with C-Lab's Softlink and

Steinberg's M.ROS if you have 2
meg or more. A DA version would

instrument you should have no
difficulty in navigating your way

have been nice.

There are five bank icons on

the main screen - SY/TG55 and

around.

presets plus three memory
banks. Clicking on one of these

the most recent additions to the

The SY/TG55 Editor is one of

shows the bank's 64 voices and

16 multis (a collection of 16 voic
es used for sequencing work).
Little crosses next to the voice

names show how many elements
each contains. You can swap
data easily between instrument,

program and disk.
Ten icons at the bottom of the

screen let you select operating
functions such as copy, swap,

gf Hut.
n
,.

TECH

mxx

EWt CINM9

SY/TG5S

Editor/Manager. A
pop-up warning
during a copy
operation

delete, and edit.

Reorganising the voices and
Atari ST User July 1991
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EMC range and already updates
have been promised. But even
the current version is very
impressive.
The library manager functions
are a delight to use and the edi
you're ever likely to need. It's def
initely a bargain at the price!
More from AMG, Hurst Farm
Barns, Hurst Lane, Pivett, Nr.
Alton, Hants, GU34 3PL. Tel:
073088 383.

•7iaw.ii»aaa

More sound support
This must be the month for voice editors. Hot from the Frankfurt

Music Fair (see report in June's issue), Geerdes' new range of voice
editors have made their way into the UK.
They reside under the generic title of softworkstations and they
are full editor and librarian programs. There are currently eight in
the range and they support the following instruments: Kawai K4,
Yamaha SY77, Roland U20/220, Roland 0-70, Korg M3/R, Prophet VS,

Geerdes Soft-

|

workstation -SsSSSl
fM l.."l I.H.1I
for the Korg

i

Wavestation.

•

Main screen
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Korg Wavestation and the Waldorf Microwave.

Intriguingly, at least some programs have been written using GFA
BASIC. Like the EMCeditors they share a certain uniformity of oper-

nrrafiiii»iii'iiHi<ri

Bfff!,' ',*,"'."','.. ..I.,'.,',..,*'.',"i...'i.'.'.,:.•!i.":':.':" -••j-*.
Xpert 4, Geerdes

cost £129 each and demo disks are available for £5.

Softworkstation

Geerdes also has a range of managers which fall under the

for Yamaha

Soundmaster banner. The Roland U20/220 Supermanager (£49)
comes with two sound sets, the Korg Ml Supermanager (£49) con
tains 1400 sounds and the Roland D50 Supermanager comes with
2600 sounds. These are useful if you don't want to edit sounds - and
with so many third party sounds on the market you'll never need to.

E=3i

i

'©

More from Newtronic on 081 6992919.

o

©
Geerdes Softworkstation

Geerdes Soft-

for the Waldorf

workstation for

MicroWave.

the Roland D-70.

Main screen

Main screen

S
^=3
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NEWS ROUNDUP

Media (UK) Ltd., Box 121, Wokingham, Berk

• Tracker, the sample playback music creator,
has only been around for half a year but the dis
tributor MPH has already cut the price twice!
From a launch price of £39.95 it went down to

• Got a band? Want a video of you working live?

MOW SE

©

shire, RG11 1FA. Tel: 0734 794941.

£24.99 and the latest offer is a mere £15.00!
Tracker was reviewed in December's issue.

On a budget? Then have a word with Btm (Back
to mono) Studios. Situated in Kempston Hardwick in Bedfordshire, 10 minutes from the M1,
Btm has set up a "live" club stage complete with
full 16K lighting rig, smoke, strobes, backdrops

The current bargain is the same program. Buy it

and risers.

now! Or you could wait to see if it reaches

An introductory fee of £500 including VAT (that
would work out at around £100 each) will let you
perform six songs in a "live" club atmosphere.
You get a 30 minute VHS broadcast quality cas
sette with DAT mastered sound quality. Some
thing to impress the neighbours with - and,
hopefully, the record companies. More from Btm

£5.99...

• We've recently had several enquiries from
readers trying to track down ProScore which was
reviewed last August. Talk about a delayed reac
tion!

Since the review was printed, ProScore has
been updated and has acquired a new distribu

on 0234 741727.

tor, none other than GFA of GFA BASIC fame.

• Watch out for the QY-10 - a complete worksta

GFA also handles the full range of Comus
Digigram music software which includes Track
24 (£75), Studio 34 (£150), BigBand (£159) and
BigBand Plus (£259). More from GFA Data

tion smaller than a video cassette! It has 30

<ft File Midi EEBU Functions Paraneters Options
PROSCORE: DEtlOHSTRflTION SOFTMSRE - HO SHLE DF.HSC0R2.PSH "

,"~

c"™.i:.re .dft^Be*

, BB"""

tones, 26 drum sounds and it's 28-note poly
phonic. The eight-track sequencer can record in
step-time or real-time from the QY-10's "micro
keyboard" or an external Midi keyboard. It
has 76 preset accompaniment patterns and four pre-recorded backing tracks.
Ideal for jotting down those elusive ideas
on the bus or train.
All this for £249. More from Yamaha on

T
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Chordsedltlng
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Proscore edit screen

0908 366700.

• Yet another plug - the last one this year!
- for the International Music Show (formerly
the British Music Fair) which takes place
from 9 -14th July at Olympia in London. It's
the premier UK music event.
Be there or be square! For more
details

contact Westland

071 730 7852.

Associates

on

The idea of including Midi
data on CDs has certainly

sparked
tions.
Last

many
month

i

CT£>

imagina
I

said

o
I

U^3

didn't know of any com
panies actually engaged
in the production of CDs
containing
Midi
data.
Now

American

music

software house Passport
have just announced a
CD/Midi
system called
MIDIworld.

i

i

©

It supports a new soft
ware

format

called

the

Hyper
Audio
System
which will let you repeat
selected passages, mute
the left or right-hand part
of a piano solo, for exam
ple,
alter tempo
and
change key.
You will need a special
MIDIworld CD player to

s

use the system although
it will play back conven
tional CDs, too.
But don't rush out and

try to buy it. It's unlikely
to be available until very
late this year. Further
enquiries to Passport's
UK distributor, MCM on

o

081 963 0663.

o
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ton-Jiff
Gasteiner Mouse
And when you've finished playing
games, you won't do better than this
mouse. It's a real winner! Replace that
sluggish ST rodent with this elegant,
high resolution Gasteiner product.

^ ^ 111ill iiMM_

To order, please use the form on Page MO

NEW RELEASE

Our Price £17.95

RRP: £26.95

HiSoft - Your 2nd Manual
Want to know more about the secret, and not-so-secret

bound I

workings of your ST? Your 2nd Manual, written by
Andreas Ramos, contains all you'll ever need to know how to do repairs and recover lost information, hints and
tips, short-cuts, and much more. Also included are two
free double-sided disks - a Public Domain Disk containing
lots of goodies, and a HiSoft Demo Disk with full demo
versions of five great programs. So what are you waiting
for? We have limited stock - buy today for only £12.95
WHY LET YOUR FINANCES BE A WORRY?

Capture any sound you hear
and replay it in seconds

Personal Finance Manager

It's so easy to use: Simply connect the sampler to your
ST or STE, load the software and immediately you have

the ability to capture sounds with amazing accuracy.
Connect your compact disc player or personal stereo and
digitise sounds to incorporate into your own games and
tunes.

The supplied software provides complete control over the
sampled sounds: Cut and paste them, flip and fade them
and you're still only using a tinyfraction of the sound
processing tools available.
Best of all, the comprehensive instructions willsoon have

you creating your own public domain demo disks complete
with IFF picture files.
The perfect sound sampling package for beginners and
experts alike.
Master Sound 2 is a complete hardware and software
sampling system for only £34.95 (RRP £39.95).

"Is it real or is it Master Sound?"
-Amiga Computing, May 1990

FOR THE ATARI ST

W

Personal FinanceManager providesan easy wayof lookingafter your bank account, building society
account, credit cards and so on. Its WORKBENCH interface allows transactions to be entered or altered as
easily as filling out a form
Full mouse control of PFM'swindow environment means a really user friendly program.
PFM forthe ST appears and runsexactly the same as ourtop selling PFM program forthe Amiga.
Automatic StandingOrders means that regularpaymentsare never forgotten, whilst the graphicdisplaywill help
you manage your account more effectively.

PersonalFinance Manager will even attempt to match yourstatementsbyautomatically identifying transactions that
haven't yet been cleared.
• Thenumberol entries Is limited only by the size of the memory
• Full Workbench interlace

• Account entriesareautomatically placedIndateorder
• Selectable date formats

• Automatic standingorders
• Autobalancingagainststatement

RRP PRICE

OUR PRICE

£29.95 £94 Q5
INC. VAT

• Graphic analysis Including: Balance plotBudget comparison. Spend piecharts

• Windows are moveable and re-sizeable

• Graphics are self-scaling to fit windows
• All windows can be displayed at the same time

• Account print option

/~vtas>fc

Ok
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• Full multi tasking - allows multiple account access** ^*

SOUNDBLASTER
Boost your computer's sound with an
ST SOUNDBLASTER

__ __
•_.
®
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Make the most of your ST's superb sound
capabilities by connecting Soundblaster's high
quality stereo amplifier and speakers.
Using the latest microchip technology, the
specially designed amplifier can deliver an earshattering five watts of music power, with twin
controls provide complete control over volume
and balance.

The fifty watt speakers consist of a woofer, a
mid-range and a tweeter for the highest
possible sound quality. Thumping bass, crisp
trebles: You'll hear them all with incredible

ONLY
£47.95

Atari ST User July 1991

clarity.
ST Soundblaster comes complete with mains
adaptor and full instructions. No alterations to
your computer are required - just plug in and
switch on to re-discover sound on your ST.

EDUCATION edited by PAT WINSTANLEY

Talking some of
the slog out of
learning the
lingo

ATARI ST FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
Two well established software houses have had their
educational software chosen for inclusion in Atari's

years ago. With the software
around now I might even have
passed my '0' level French!
All the programs featured here
have help available during play

Family Curriculum bundle.
From Kosmos (05255 3942) comes the excellent
Answer Back Junior Quiz together with add-on Factfiles for spelling and world geography. Also included
is The French Mistress which offers around thirty
topics for both tutoring and testing.
Meanwhile LCL (0491 579345) have also hit the big
time with their entire current ST range being
selected by Atari. These are Primary Maths Course
(3-12) and Micro Maths (11-GCSE). By the time you

so there's no need to have a

read this LCL should have released Micro French ST

translation dictionary at hand.
Some also allow you to print out
word lists or to add your own.

Plus which they state "... will be the only course in
spoken and written French on the ST and covers
verbs and grammar as well as vocabulary."

If you're anything like me, learn
ing a foreign language is a hard
slog with little guarantee of suc
cess in the end. How I wish I'd

had an ST available some 10

French

spelling
In May we looked at the Let's Spell

Z

<

an

item

the

relevant

letters

with

the

mouse then clicking on them.
As each letter is selected the

phonetic sound of that letter is
spoken via
clear
sampled
speech. Clicking on the larger
teddy leaves you to figure out both
the vocabulary and spelling for
yourself.
The series is ideal for primary
children who are tackling French
at school as so many do these
days, but older children may find
the graphics too childish.

Product: Let's Spell (French)
Supplier: Soft Stuff Software, 19
Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent
TN9 2RN

Telephone: 0732 351234
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for all
On the PD scene I've dug
out a couple of programs

to

help

with

French.

FRANGLAIS (GD989) is

a curious program in that
it presents questions in a
mixture of English and
French, hence the title,

P £ s

and asks for the answer

2

<J

•< K

J

P- W
n !5

to be typed in French.
Initially,
the screen

(lord linbir 1 / 42
HSLISK UQRD:

set of numbers

with their French names

ignored. Then a sho..
graphical show presents
the same odd language
mixtures with objects to

A> U!.-I|i!','' IVI'KV.U!

ilnita

shows a

which can be studied or

by Ian Furlonger

count.

CHUNNEL (GD808) is
more

USE M.TEMTE Ami

Si I

m.

of

exercise.
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a

translation

Presented

on

screen is a French word

International links
Central to this range of packs is ST-Vocab which although selfcontained (covering French and Latin) can access vocabulary
lists from the various collection disks. The system simply tests
vocabulary.
Choosing Latin produces a set of Latin words to translate into
English. Not always as easy as it looks since there isn't always a
word to word translation available. My guess at "sitting"
demanded instead "he sits".

together with multiple
choice English words.
Playing feels rather like
the English word games
like Call My Bluff where
inspired guesses and red
herrings rule the day.
someone like me who has

much harder. One problem with typing in other languages is that
the characters and punctuation differ - such as the acute and

guage and would like an
improvement in under
standing when French

grave accents in French.
This is overcome by displaying the alphabets onscreen with
instructions for access. Normally involving a combination of Alt
plus a character the system is painless and simple to use.

Verbmaster is slightly different in that it concentrates on such
topics as tenses. Do you know the difference between them? I
certainly don't. Because of my own failings I can't speak for the
accuracy of the products, but since the publisher specialises in
language software I would imagine few if any mistakes would

O

Great fun and ideal for

French vocabulary is tested the other way around - the English
word is presented for you to type the equivalent in French. It's

Anyone wanting to practise or improve their vocabulary in a
variety of languages will find the range from Academic Software
to be right up their street.

Let's Spell

PRESSEZ

2

emerge.

Price: £19.95

POISSOH

ET

v.

VERBMASTERI

changes to show the alphabet
(with foreign characters in this

the

I

UH

A6AIH ?P

3

screen

case) and a blown-up picture of
the desired object.
Two teddy bears, one large and
one small, offer difficulty options.
Clicking on the small teddy brings
up the spelling of the word which
can be copied simply by selecting

BOM

LIKE
CHANCE

•*•

z

Each shop has its name above it
and by moving the mouse a partic
ular shop is selected.
Once in the shop various items
can be chosen at random. Having
selected

UHE

ES8AVEZ

(j

OS

English range, and this French
range is virtually identical. For
those who missed it the games
consist of a screen showing a
scene such as a shopping centre.

X

a

I WOULD
TAKE

a smattering of the lan
o

words are encountered in

everyday reading.
Products: Franglais, Chunnel
Supplier: Goodman Enterprises, 16
Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent ST13 1SW.
Telephone: 0782 335650
Price: £ 2.50 each

at the shops
in
•I.Dunn

las*

•J»yr>«

Curat

SOFT
STUFF
imm

Products: ST-Vocab £10.99, French Collection £8.99,
German Collection £8.99, Latin Collection £8.99, Verbmaster £14.99
Supplier: Academic Software, 128 Ingram Avenue,

Aylesbury, Bucks HP21 9DJ
Telephone: 0296 82524 (24 hours)

o
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WIZARD P.D.

STRATEGY SOFTWARE
Strategy Games for the Atari ST

178, Waveriey Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ

SUMMER SPECIAL
LLAMATRON and the Latest
TETRIFforall ST's
BEGINNERS

WELCOME.

£1.50

EUROPE AT WAR - is a strategy war simulation of the Second

World War in Europe. For one to three players with each player
having the choice of controlling the Axis, Allied or Soviet forces.
The game is built around an easy to use menu system and a
detailed map containing 48 countries from the British Isles to the
Middle East and from Scandinavia to Africa. All these countries

have their own armies, navies, airforces, population levels, trade,
types of government, industry, defences, alliances and much more.
The game also contains charts to make information easier to
understand.

BEGINNERS

(Double Sided Disk)

WELCOME,

For free paper catalogue detailing over 800 disks send SAE (A5)
or ring 0734 574685. For disk catalogue send blank & SAE.

The game starts in 1939 just before the start of the Second World
War and ends when victory conditions are achieved. There is also
a save game option and a detailed manual.
Colour Only.
Price £19.95 P&P included. Outside UK add £2.00 P&P.

Cheques/Postal Orders payable to STRATEGY SOFTWARE
^STRATEGY SOFTWARE, 32 Albert Street, Seaham, Co Durham, SR7 7U.,

Disc Drive Problems?

Why buy a new drive when we can repairyour

READ THIS....

existing drive fora fraction of the cost?
FRC Electronics specialise in the repair of
all micro computer disc drives and our work is fully
guaranteed.

•"•y/a" pi

ADVENTURES

GAMES '

GL040* UNDER BERKWOOD
GL082: ELVEN CRYSTALS

GL005: ST VEGAS

GL015: BUNNY HUNT
GL025: JOUST
GL034: TENNIS SIM

GL096: WIZARDS TOWER

GL197: NETHACK THE ADVENTURE

GL181: BOXING CHAMP (D/S)

Contact us for a fast efficient service with your Atari disc

drive problems.

GL056: ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER
GL1 19: LEAGUE SOCCER

FREE DISK BASED CATALOGUE
WITH EVERY £5 ORDER

ORSEND50p (or blank disk)

FRC Electronics Ltd, 52 Queensway, Caversham Park

CHEQUES PAYABLE
TO:

PD.ST

V.2

GL1 51: TOMBS OF DEATH
UTILITIES
GL049: FAST COPY III

GL099: FOOTBALL POOLS PREDICTOR
GL1 52: ST WRITER ELITE
P.O.V. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

Send to: PD.ST, 95 ELTON ROAD,
SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CW1 1 9NF.

Village, Reading, Berkshire RG4 0SJ. Tel: 0734 479550.

A world of information

at your fingertips

SWITCHBOARD
75 Kirkmuir Drive, Stewarton, Ayrshire, KA3 3HP

Tel: (0560) 85296

-.*#**>\°

Fax: Voice Request

HEWLETT PACKARD
PRINTERS / PLOTTERS

You can keep it informed with the very latestworld news, share prices, weather, sports results
and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free information isn't

Deskjet 500

£325

3 year warranty

PaintJet

£429

Colour Deskjet
1 year warranty

trapped behindglass. Now you can...

Save or Print.Pages may be savedor printed out.
Programmable. Thesystem can be programmed to get a series of pagesand print orsave them
foryourownprograms to access. Itcould print outthe days TV times!
Multiple display. Works with anykind of monitor and can display and update two pages simulta
neously! Page selection from the keyboard or just by clicking with the mouse.
FaslText. FastText reduces the waiting time for pages and the Review facility provides instant
access to the last pages received.
Digital Tuning. Tunesitself inautomatically! While the prime purpose isforTeletext ifyou havea
CM8833 monitor youcan use itas a colour TV.
Only a Microtext adaptor is as easyto use andcan provide allthese facilities and more!
Everything is supplied, allyou need is any typeofST and a normal TV aerial.
At just£129.50 +VAT (£152.16) for an advanced Teletext TV itsexcellent value formoney.
International VHF/UHF version for use outside of the UK£169.50.

HP7440A - Color-Pro

8-pen Plotter

£369

1 year warranty

Make sure you're always upto date and getyours from Microtext.

The following software packages are compatible with the
Microtext adaptor:
ProShare ST
Stock market analysis by TC Developments £49.95 inc
Market Breaker
K-Spread4T

Stock market analysis by Jewsbury Software £69.95 inc
Spreadsheet withTeletextoption by Kuma £149.94 inc

Prices exclude VAT

S
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

MICROTEXT H

Dept SU, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW
Tel: 0705 595694 Fax: 0705 593988
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COMMUNICATIONS edited by FIELDING MELLISH

Help with

TALKING TARIS!

StarNet, the
announcement

little conundrum I received in

your section on null modem cables a

ofa new

the mail the other day! It's from Herbert
Spencer of Maidstone, Kent and he

couple of months ago which seems to

Viewdata

asks: "I wish to transfer documents from

transfer without a

my Atari ST to my Atari 800XL. I have

rather make use of my existing equip

bulletin board

Here's a

me to be the method to use to do a
modem but I would

the Tari-Talk cable which enables me to

ment."

and ajinky little
conundrumfor
you to solve...

transfer documents from the XL to the

Well, Herb, seems to me that the ST
does not recognise the 850 as having a

Phew! There's just so much to

cessful. My ST is connected via a cable
to an Atari 850 interface and so is my
XL. I have several public domain com
munications programs for the ST includ
ing Vanterm which appears to allow me

get through this month that I'm
not going to be able to start the
scheduled StarNet tutorial.

Apologies to all those who
anxiously await it, but just so as
not to annoy poor Brian Sherry
who needs some specific ques
tions answering and fast, I'm
going to provide a solution or
two to his problems which were
described last month.
The full

StarNet tutorial

will

definitely (I promise...) appear
next month.

Right, Brian. First, don't worry
your pretty little head about this
American telephone numbers

ST but I wish to do it in the other direc
tion.

standard RS232 outlet. Either that, or

"I believe that I have all the necessary
hardware and software but my efforts to

you simply haven't crossed the wires
from pins 2 and 3 in the ST cable to the

achieve a

850 - see the discussion on null-modem

transfer have not been suc

Tari-Talk?

I'm

not

Tari-Talk? Write and

I'll

pass on the

I read with interest

O

ENTER RETURN!

Can't open ft: \TEXT\Hekone.txt
Enter User ID or Handle
If no Account Enter NEW: neN

Can't open ft:\TEXT\NEHUSER.TXT
Please enter the handle you would like to use on this systen
Handle:

mean, who actually calls up the
offending idiot to tick them off?

about

for the XL and this also transfers docu

ments to and fro.

Can't find USER.UER

delete them from the board. I

what

to transfer documents. I have Mini Office

business! OK, so it means that

simply

And

familiar with it, but would imagine that
the Tari-Talk cable and software ought
to do the transfer job in both direc
tions. Can anyone shed any light on

you won't have the proper tele
phone numbers of those who
register, but who cares?
If they're abusive

cables again in the February issue.

test

Looking for pathnane a:\user.ver
Realnane: fielding
Please enter your Phone Nunber (Exanple 617-839-5810) :0625 878888
Please enter your Phone Nunber (Exanple 617-833-5810) :0625 878888

Please enter your Phone Nunber (Exanple 617-839-5810) :|

Not me!

Put

a

message

about the

problem into the opening credits

StarNet BB: Help

tor beginners

THE PHANTOM RETURNS!

of the board - how to do this is

outlined in the accompanying

requires in order to initialise it

electronic manual.

I'll also tell

and set it to answer calls. The

you about it next time.
An alternative is to get the

commands for a Hayes-compat
ible modem for example, uses

One of the very first Viewdata bulletin boards is to go
back online. First established way back in 1986, the
Phantom BBS became, for a while, very popular
among the many comms enthusiasts just starting out

callers to enter their numbers

this:

with their modems.

followed by zeroes. That way,

ATz

you can count four then six
(code and number) from the left

to initialise. When StarNet fires

Phantom had to close down on June 11 1990 but

bit hit and miss, but if it means

up, it sends whatever text
strings
it
finds
in
the
MODEM.TXT file to your modem,

you get the board up and run

then sits back and waits for a

ning, it's worth it, right?

call.

and miss out the zeroes. It's all a

And so to the MODEM.TXT

file. What you put in this is what
ever codes that your modem

..M-WW^**-"

I'll go into the points raised
above, and more, in greater
detail next month.

m P®

Although StarNet requires American
telephone numbers the problem can
be easily solved...

now it's back, and with a vengeance! Registration is
free and can be made during your first online session
with the board. And once registered, you can roam
freely.
New editors are needed too to set up interesting
special interest groups (SIGs) and other sections, so
if you've got a good idea, and can't wait to test it out,
call the Phantom board on 0226 340425. It's on air 24

hours a day and you'll need Viewdata software of
course, but the board supports both V22 and V23.
Do you run a Viewdata BBS? If you do, then the
Sysop of the Phantom BBS is just dying to hear from
you! Phantom's Sysop has decided to compile a com
prehensive list of all of the Viewdata bulletin boards
in the UK together with their telephone numbers, the
software they're running on and so on.
So if you run a Viewdata board, or know someone
who does, and it could do with the publicity, send its
name, location, Sysop's name, telephone number, on
line hours, supported speeds and details of the host
software in use to The UK Viewdata Directory, Phan
tom Comms, 56 Aldham House Lane, Wombwell,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S73 8RG.
You'll be included in the directory, a copy of which
has been promised to me once it's complete.
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READER OFFERS •

READER OFFERS

Passing an exam . • •
applying for a job .. •

STITCH UP
YOUR
BOOKIE

whatever you want to do in life
you need to be able to SPELL!

n{er

. . for only \jrO.

There's mounting alarm about the

appalling standards of spelling

practising spelling painless but also
loadsof fun as well.

among Britain's schoolchildren. MPs,
SPELL! is unique. It lets the user
teachers, parents and employers are learn at his or her own pace. They

£24.95!
Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a
much higher than average chance of winning on the horses.

Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by
sending time and date franked letters by Post Office mail, ProPunter has shown that it can predict winners with remarkable
accuracy.

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any
doubt about the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.

all stressing the vital importance of can take as long asthey like - ortake
being able to spell correctly.
onthe computer in a high-speed chal
Yet most homes have what could lenge!

be the ideal means of teaching
And this one package is ideal for
spelling - the computer.
everyone - with the lowest age group
Instead of zapping aliens it could suitable for under-5s, while the more
be turned into the best weapon of all advanced words will stretch even the

to deal a body blow to baa spelling.

most able students.

With the help of a brilliant new soft
It includes five different tests, each
making use of more than 5,000
ware packy=^^*-r^.
\age that not words - so much variety that you'll
Jonly makes never getbored.

For a short period, the best news of ail is that you can save over
£32 off the recommended price if you buy it from us.

• 5

DIFFERENT TESTS

•OVER 5,000 WORDS
•

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

SAVE £32.55

SPELL! only costs £8.95. It is now available on
disc and tape for six ofthe most popular home
computers and can be ordered on the form
below.

A VIDI

SPECIAL
OFFER

Thanks to a breakthrough by Rombo Pro
ductions in frame-grabbing technology, you
can now produce good colour images
quickly and cheaply with Vidi-ST and the Vidi
Chrome-ST colour software.
• Perfect freeze frame from any video.
• Incorporate real-life objects into your own design.
• Full palette controls.
• Take snapshots in 16 shades live from video or TV.
• Print to any ST supported printer.
• Multiple frame store.
t Compatible with all video standards (colour, black and white, VHS,
Beta, PAL, N.T.S.C, etc.).
Includes Vidi Chrome-ST colour software

"Also available - Vidi-RGB Colour Splitter. The splitter is an elec
tronic filter which takes a colour video signal and separates it into
the three primary colours, allowing each to be digitised. Replaces the
need for a conventional filter set and ideal for use with Vidi ST and
VidiChrome-ST"
Vidi ST/Vidi

Chrome-ST

RGB Splitter

RRP £119.95

RRP £79.95

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£104.95

£61.95

SAVE

£18.00

While stocks last, use the form on Page 110
Atari ST User July 1991
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EMULATION edited by GUNTER MINNERUP
colour,

Dumping Dos
screens, the pros
and cons of

and

if that

was

not

enough there is the additional
complication of the way these

between the two environments is

BUM fTTideol IKeubnard IIColorsI IHousel

fairly straightforward. Also, be

Drive B: is: |_FtrstJKiilili USUI

your ST by the emulators.

cause GEM has its roots on the

a book about all this, and in the

distribution, and

end it's all down to trial-and-error

an emulator that

depending on the screen grab
ber you're using. Some tend to
cut off parts of the image when

didn't make it...

Executing PG-DMEMU•PRE. •.
Copyright Una nvant-Sarde fastens

different formats are brought to
It would not be difficult to write

exclusive

TouchUp and Megapaint, for
example,
so
file transfer

run on the ST, some reverse the
of

course some

mode, however, can be a
headache because the resulting

External drivel QSafl GG^ EE1
Hard disk attached: EH.'?>1
Ignore non-BEM Hard __,

, ,

disk partitions! KB [52
ISave Changes!

,

IHelp I

ICancel Changes I

The First drive is gour Atari fl: drive.
The Second drive is your Atari S: drive
The Second drive can be a 3,5" or 5.25'

Vou nag need to start DOS and sone
programs fron the Second drive: Select

Last month, we looked at doing
screendumps from Mac pro

colours,

refuse their services altogether

grabs are basically Ascii files

grams running under Spectre

in some modes.

and can look a bit weird when

GCR. Now, as promised, it's PC
time - just how do you go about

On the whole, I found the
shareware program HiJaak fairly
reliable, but there are many oth
ers from quick and tricky PD
hacks to polished commercial

displayed on the ST. Familiar as
we are with the all-graphics

PC-ditto II: nice configuration
dialogs, shame about the

environment of GEM, we tend to

hardware

grabbing a screen from an
MSdos program, and how do
you get it into the ST running in

and

PC, the familiar .IMG format is
not hard to come by. As long as
you grab a graphics screen,
therefore, things should run
pretty smoothly.
Programs running in text

utilities.

its native mode?
There
are
several

The most widespread graph

issues

screen -

such as boxes and

involved here. First of all, as ever

ics format on the PC is .PCX,

frames - are really text charac

which has its origins in the PC

ters from the IBM character set.

VGA,

Paintbrush program but is now
supported by pretty much all
MSdos graphics applications

All these are of different sizes,

and has also made inroads into
the ST world: monochrome .PCX

The solution lies in loading the
files into a wordprocessor and
doing a search-and-replace,
believe it or not. You also get the
ST's system font rather than the
IBM fonts for any text.

CGA,

PC

screens:

Hercules,

EGA,

MDA,

Olivetti and so on.

most can

be

monochrome or

dBflSE III PLUS

version 1.0

files

can

be

imported

M

j
i
S

You nay ose the dBflSE III PLUS software and printed nateriels in
the dSflSE III PLUS software package under the terns of the dBflSE
III PLUS Software License figrccnent.
In sunnarg, fishton-Tate

a
a
a

a

grants you a paid-up,

a

z

d8P.SE III PLUS on one nicroconputer or workstation,

ff

become the owner of the package,

the right to

a

i
a
a

copy or alter the software or printed materials, Vou arc legally
accountable for any violation of the License Rgreenent or of
copyright, tradenark, or trade secret laws,

0
a
»

personal license to use
You do not

a

E

...

Ml .

II

are tradenarks of flshton-Tate

nor do you have

F:\CU\GRflB_01.PCX

il

IBII/HSD0S

Copyright (c) fishton-Tate 1984, 1985, 1336, Fill flights Reserved.
dlflSE, dBBSE III, dSDSE III PUIS, and Bshton-Tate

non-transferable,

by

.a EH

EH

no
Li,

c_

£

ii l~~Z,.

' a^Er

- ^k^^-- ^^HilH-

^1

DITTO

to ask me about the PCditto

II

PC-Speed
and
SuperCharger?
Simple answer, Jeff: for
get it. Last I heard was
that Avantgarde Systems,
purveyors of PC-ditto, had
gone belly-up although
was

The .PCX graphics file format can be imported by
the better ST art programs such as TouchUp

I'd

swap

emulator will be well known to regular
readers of this page, but there is some
thing that worries me just a little bit.

vide technical support for existing owners
to the high level that HiSoft customers
have come to expect from the outfit.
In essence, this is due to Gadget's
refusal to grant HiSoft exclusive UK distri

bution rights - in the words of HiSoft's boss

walk

for

miles

to

any of the

as the original PC-ditto in
its

Colorado and transatlantic communication

is not every British ST owner's cup of tea.

pany, and several others continue to sell it

I, for one, would feel more comfortable
with a UK phone number to pester when I
need to cry on someone's shoulder.
I bought my Spectre from HiSoft, who
were closely identified with the product in
the early stages because of their consider
able promotional effort. Unfortunately,
relations between HiSoft and Gadgets-by-

and may well give good customer support

software

incarnation

was a classic, a masterful

piece of coding which,
although of necessity a
bit slow, was incredibly
compatible.
I

David Link: "We understand our customers'

needs and try hard to balance those
against our need to be successful commer
cially; Gadgets have made it impossible for
us to balance this equation."
Of course there is no problem getting
hold of Spectre GCR in this country: Lad
broke Computing, another reputable com

that HiSoft no longer sell the cartridges

it

This is a shame really,

now, and find themselves unable to pro

Small have broken down to such an extent

of

instead.

My enthusiasm for the Spectre GCR Mac

publishing an excellent newsletter, but
they are located somewhere in deepest

talk

other hardware emulators

ALL OR NOTHING?

Now Gadgets-by-Small are renowned for

also

Having spent several
days of increasing desper
ation and frustration try
ing to install PC-ditto II on
a common-or-garden vari
ety 1040, I can only say
that

their commitment to Spectre owners, even

emula

ation.

r.

this one.

hardware

tor. Is it available, and
how does it compare with

some sort of rescue oper

Press the Fl keu for HELP,

You see, forking out close to £400 for
the Spectre cartridge with roms is no triv
ial matter and naturally you expect good
after-sales support, particularly with a
product which is as regularly upgraded as

♦♦♦

Talking
about
distant
American companies, Jeff
Wheeler from the equally
distant Darlington wrote

there

I^SkiL^

The typical text-only application dBase!!f looks like
this on the ST when displayed from the Desktop

treated as the DOS B: drive).

forget that the original PC dis
play is character-based, and
any graphical elements on the

with the "industry standard",
there is the problem of the many
different

the Second drive to be used as your DOS
fl: drive (and the First drive Hill be

would

have

wished

Avantgarde's
hardware
board a better fate, but
alas PC emulation is one
battle in which the

mans
beaten

appear
the

to

Ger

have

Americans

decisively.

PC-ditto II, once I had it
going, was not actually

into the bargain.

bad, but it offered no par
ticular advantages over

A free-for-all benefits us, the punters, by
pushing prices down. So maybe HiSoft are
just lamenting having lost a captive cus

its competitors, and it did
hang out precariously on

tomer base? Or would we indeed be better

to

off with an exclusive distributor charging a

nected keyboard with the
casing unscrewed and the
radio shielding leaning
against the wall...

realistic price for reliable and efficient sup
port?
Answers on a postcard...

a foot or so of stiff cable
the

left
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Your ATARI is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is
irrelevent. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own HOME BASED
BUSINESS

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else' "ditch".

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively
shortperiod of time just by doing a few basic things! It'smorerewarding than
playing games.The benefits are manyand varied. Fullor part time.
FOR FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E To:

omewasedwtisiness.
31, Pilton Place. King & Queen Street,
Walworth, London SE17 1DR

Silica Shop
SK Marketing

47
71

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

Softmachine

97

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

Software City
Spa Soft

54
80

2 Meg-£175
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108

Frontier Software
Gasteiner
GFA
HCS

6
IFC
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Strategy Software

104
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10
97

EARN!

Yes making moneywithyourATARI becomes incidental when you know how!
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ST Club
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Home Based Business
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Protar
School Software

104
80
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HiSoft

MAKE YOUR
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104
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Warpzone
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64
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Zicount
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TROUBLESOME

512K-E40

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K-£40

2 Meg-£175
•

REPAIRS - Phone for details

TERMS: Please specify exact requirementswhen orderingmemory. Strictly paymentwithorder.
All products fitted by us guaranteed for3 months against defective parts or workmanship

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Penge, London SE20 7LJ

^? 081-659 2851
Please make cheques payable to "BREVCO" Thankyou.

STFM MEMORY UPGRADE

FAULTY ST?!!

Upgrade to 1Mb for a fully inclusive price of

Quality ST Repairs

defective parts and workmanship. Phone forfurther details

From only £23.50 inc. return

Branded Verbatim Disks (Box of 10)

* FOR SPEED, FREE POSTAGE
& PEACE OF MIND
CALL FOR OUR FIXED PRICE
OFFER ANYWHERE IN THE UK!

£8.49

520/1040 Dust Cover

£4^99

Star LC10 Dust Cover
Quality Mouse Mat
Star LC10 Ribbons

£4.gg
£2.99
£2.99

Orders under £10.00 Add£0.70 P&P
Orders under £20.00 Add£1.40 P&P

Ring Repairs Hotline

STAR ASSOC. Computers

Wembley 081 961 5366

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
37 Crossall Street, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK11 6QF.
Tel: 0625 503448 24 Hrs, 7 days a week

THENJ WHY NOT TRY, ^M

LET'S COMPUTEf ••
NOW AT YOUR NEWSAGENTS.-^Ili

£OR FOR. A SPECIMEN/ Copy

SgNP TWO I7p STAMP'S To
Atari ST User July 1991

£55

Includes Fitting, Return Postage anda 3 month warranty against

Pon't .sp>y yooVe- been able
TO WRITE YOUR OWN <5(\ME-?/

yuP! let's COMPUTE/
makes \r/\U So EASY/

LET'S COMPUTE! EURoPA House,
ADDN6T0N park, MACaeSFIELD.SKIO 4NP

ADVENTURES edited by CYCLOPS
i

adventurer visits

to miss.

Mindscapefor

Knightmare is a game with a
past. A game of the same name

an exclusive

was released a few years ago

viewing of
Tony Crowther's

and it was so bad that even now

I can't bring myself to talk about
it. However this is a completely
new game which puts you in

latest

I'm

back.

TO
i

And

I

who are selected from the stan
dard middle-earth races of wiz

ards, humans, elves etc.

have

As
with
all
role-playing
games, each race has its own
skills, attributes and weaknesses
which you must learn to exploit.
Zillions of magic spells have
been crammed in, so be pre

returned with the answer to the

question, "What game should I

play after Captive?" The answer
is Knightmare.
Mindscape
obtained
the
licence to the Knightmare TV
adventure show and gave it to
Tony Crowther, with the brief that
he create a game which pushed
the "Captive-style" game even

pared to get your eyebrows
singed by fast-moving fireballs.
As with Captive, there are also
lots of weapons to become profi

further forward.

cient with. Standard items such

Having come up with some
thing which he thinks is pretty
special, Tony invited yours truly
to pay him a visit and apply my

a real battle try a chainsaw!
The game is split into four
quests which involve finding a

as swords can be used, but for

Travelling by boat is one of the modes of travel
around the new-look dungeon. Find the aqualung
and you can try travelling underwater as well

Magical Shield, The Crown of
Glory, The Cup of Life and The
Sword of Justice. There are eight
floors, each made up of 32 X 32
locations to battle through,
which makes it comparable with
the Dungeon Master game.
Instead of the endless same

ness of dungeon corridors, the
action takes place in a number

of different scenarios - forests,

castles, dungeons and lakes and they're all populated by
monsters which tend to breed at

an alarming rate.
There are breeder pads set in

the ground which means that
when man or monster steps
upon them, another monster is
created.

Sounds

like

"unsafe"

used. There are also a few spe
cial underwater areas which only
the leader of the group can
enter by using the aqualung.
Unfortunately for the rest of
the group, they're forced to fol

And now: "Ladies and Gentlemen, Boys
and Girls - Dying Time's Here." And if
you know where that quote comes from
without looking at the bottom of the
page, give yourself five house points.
US Gold's Curse Of The Azure Bonds

low the leader, and as there is

is the latest "Advanced D & D" game

only one aqualung, they tend to

created by Strategic Simulations which
has had me bashing scales and crack

lose interest in the game pretty
quickly.
Luckily there are magic

ing skulls. This type of game is meat
and drink to the devotees of role-play
ing games. Once you realise that this
game features 50 different weapons,
approx 90 different magical spells, and
more rules governing combat than my
underwear's got fleas, you'll appreciate
that it's not a game for the faint-heart
ed.

The game begins when you wake to
find that you are now the proud posses
sor of a set of tattoos which you didnt
have when you last looked. (An experi
ence which is not uncommon among
sailors who drink scrumpy, but a bit
unsettling if you're a bold hero!) As
these magical tattoos force you to do

1H*

Hi'

LIRUSTLE

LlQREHDEI,

places where you can give your
A map of the playing area is available for you to
call up and plan your next move around this land
of monsters and rival opponents

things you don't normally do - like
handing your toffees around - you're
obliged to seek out the evil perpetrator
and have them removed. Having dis

posed with the obligatory nonsense
about why we're gathered here, you
can get down to business - buying
weapons and learning blasting spells.
Instead of the old style RPGs where
you had to imagine all of the combat
action, this game has a 3D view which
permits you to manoeuvre your band of
heroes as well as decide which weapon
they should employ.
All RPGs tend to repay their asking
price by providing weeks, if not months,
of enjoyment and this one is no excep
tion. I would say, however, that this
game is more for the experienced
enthusiast rather than the mainstream

"•

RISK

COME

HRE
TO

OF

HDVEHTURE

ttREHTER.
THOSE

WHO

IS

FAME

WREflT,

AMD

BRHVE

THE

And this is what it is all about. 'Hack and Slash'

your way to riches, then you can pay for classes
In heavy weapon wielding and fireball heaving

player. And who said it? (Don't cheat!)
The Ringmaster from Mad Max Beyond ThunderDome.
Next issue I'll be reporting on the
European Trade Show in London which
will be showing off all the latest soft
ware, so don't be late back.

O

reproduction to me!
To get you across the lakes
and through the flooded dun
geons, there are boats to be

ACCURSED BONDAGE

1RDS

i

control of four worthy champions

mega-game
Well

i

optic to his creation. It takes a
lot to drag me from my cave, but
this was too good an opportunity

Our untamed

buddies the kiss of life when

things get desperate, ( I always
find a quick kiss makes things
brighter when I'm feeling des
perate too) so things can turn
out alright in the end. If things
get really desperate, the game
has two friendly guides which
turn up periodically to provide
help and encouragement.
Tony did all of the work in
Captive, but this time he has
concentrated on designing the
game plus the clever code rou

I

I

|3
©

TO
o

Ln-nJ

©
O

tines which control the monsters

and heroes, and someone else

is responsible for the actual
graphics.
This means that all the great
ideas

which

we've

come

to

expect from the creator of Cap
tive will be there, plus an excit
ing new look. When Tony starts
to babble excitedly about some
thing you should pay attention
because this boy knows when

o

he's got something to be excited
about.

The game will be on sale in
September so keep a look out
for it as it's sure to be another

mega-smash hit.
July 1991 Atari ST User
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ORDER FORM
Using a system of
strengthened steel rods
these handsome binders

All prices include postage, packing and VAT for
UK orders. Europe and Overseas orders incur
additional postage charges as shown. Please
allow up to 28 days for delivery

will hold 12 issues of your

favourite

ONLY £5.95!

January 1991
February 1991

£3.50*

9246 I

March 1991

£3.50*

9247 I

April 1991
May 1991

£3.50*

9248 I

£3.50*

9249 [

June 1991

£3.50*

9250 [

£3.50*

Keep your ST free from dirt
and dust with these smart
dust covers. Made from

rugged PVC, bound with
strong cotton and sporting
the distinctive Atari ST logo,
these are the perfect way to
protect your micro.

ONLY £4.95!

DISK BOXES
These sturdy closeable
boxes will protect your
disks from damaging dust
particles

9245

can hold up to 50 disks.

9443

K SPREAD II

£19.95

94 75

£34.95

9136

HARLEKIN
9484 I

I

MASTER CAD

DISC BARGAINS
Things to do with Numbers

9110

tiers of

PRO PUNTER

£24.95

£9.95

9404

Chess Simulator

£19.95

9115

Welltris

£19.95

9114

Toyota Challenge
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Chips Challenge

£19.95

9125

£24.95

9477

£19.95

9133

James Pond

£19.95

9134

9408

YOUR SECOND
MANUAL

New

£12.95

9111 I

I

Plus post and packing £1.50

TOTAL
For Europe and Eire add £3 and
for Overseas add £5 towards postage

PEN TECH 2000

(unless otherwise specified)

Black

£14.95

Silver

£14.95

9486

Both

£20.00

9487

9485

Send to: Europress Direct,
FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port,

JOYSTICKS & MOUSE
Comp Pro Extra Joystick
Comp Pro Glo Green

£13.95
£14.95

9139 I
9140

Gasteiner Mouse

£17.95

9152

South Wirral L65 3EB

I

(No stamp needed if posted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within
48 hours of receipt but delivery of certain

BINDERS

items could take
£5.95

9478 I

I

DUST COVERS
£4.95

ONLY £4.95!

9442

£42.95

up to 28 days

Each one also features

the Atari ST User logo and

£7.50
£20.00

PRO SHARE

IsixmagazinesJan 91-June91 £18.00* 9162 I
All back issues include coverdisk * Add£3 Europe&Eire / £7 Overseas

£24.95

DUST COVERS

25 assorted disks

REAL TIME 3D
New
GRAPHICS
£1295 9146

BACK ISSUES

boards and book cases

for dog-eared back
issues when you can
keep them safely together
in one place?

5 assorted disks

Valid to July 31,1991

magazine

securely in place. Why
rummage through cup

ATARI ST USER
COVER DISKS

Order at any time of the day or night
9119

Orders by phone: 051-357 1275

DISK BOXES
£4.95

Orders by Fax: 051 -357 2813

9135

General Enquiries: 051 -357 2961

MUSIC PRODUCTS
Soundblaster

£47.95

9156 I

Mastersound 2

£34.95

9104 V~~.]

Quartet

£44.95

9105 CZID

Bundle of Three

£99.95

9106

I

Payment: please indicate method (/)
Cheque/Eurocheque made to Europress Direct
Access/Mastercard/BarclaycardA/isa/Connect
No.

STOS GAMEMAKER
MANUAL
nthly cover disks, but they are

£11.95

I new and have never been

9476

used, so you can safely reformat

ROMBO VIDI-ST
Vidi-ST/Vidi Chrome-ST

5 FOR £7.50!
25 FOR £20!

/

1
Name

Signed ...

them and uaHhem for any purpose
you like. Look at these prices '

Expiry date I-

RGB Splitter

Address.

£104.95

9161

£61.95

9155

£34.95

9103

PFM PLUS
Post code

TO ORDER FILL
IN THE FORM
ALONGSIDE
Atari ST Use

PLAYBACK

New
£26.95

Daytime telephone number in case of queries:

9149

ST7
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING edited by CHARLES MICHAEL

Integral
font handling,
moving
artwork and

Neodesk 3...
When

you

produce

a

really

excellent section of a document,

or compile a logo from graphic
and text elements, how easy is it

in

you can do is to delete all but the
required page and save this as

This depends not on the
import capabilities of the pro
gram, but on its export facilities.
More particularly, it depends on
the facility to save single pages,
or better, portions of a page.

the second document. It's only a
partial solution though, as it's by
no means always convenient to

Timeworks Publisher has no

one element? Calamus does a

facility to export parts of a page,
nor to open more than one docu
ment so that you can cut and
paste between the two. The best

bit better - it allows you to save a
file and merge it into another. But
even this is still only part of the
way there.

Hello, hello, what's all this
then? Having suggested a
couple of months ago that
an integral font handling
system would be a damn
fine thing for Atari to intro

Fleet Street Publisher does

duce to the ST, it seems the

better still, by being able to save
any selected block to disk. You

company may have been
thinking along the same

can then reload the block into

lines.

to reuse those elements
another document?

Desk File Edit Layout Uieu Stale Foraat Text Object Global
ilntitleiEr-

±a@

chris

•

E

•

O

.so

V

Q '

0
j

another document and position it
from there. Text, graphics or
composite blocks can be saved
like this.

PageStream comes out as the
best of the bunch though,
because it can open and display
up to six documents onscreen at
once. With more than one docu

Oh

1 -• V n::i Hii.J.'V'.ni;'

,

,

I H'.ikW'l*',

chris
lawrence

Q~l

ment open, you can cut or copy

an object, or group of objects,
from one document to another.

This facility to open more than
one document is unique among
ST DTPs and among most similar
programs on other machines.

i

i

i

Beyond
®

Gdos

start a document with the section

copied from another. And what if
you want to import more than

i

i

i

o

Ln_nJ

The current word is that

Atari will soon push UltraScript as a printing/graphics
standard in the same way it
did with Gdos.

UltraScript

would

be

installed as a Terminate and

Stay Resident (TSR) pro
gram, one which sits in the
background but remains
available all the time. Any
supported DTP program

O

would be able to make use
of the scalable fonts and

graphic printing and display
routines.

PageStream can open more
than one document at a time,
and can group objects and cut
and paste them between
the two documents

GST SNIPPET
I was at GST's offices in St
Ives last week to see a new

PC product and naturally
pushed them for news on the
ST version of Timeworks Pub
lisher.

While they were deliber
ately vague about it and

Calamus and PageStream

Quick load
GST also provided me with a copy of NeoDesk 3, the
replacement Desktop interface which has been well
reviewed recently.
One of the nicest things about this program is its
ability to create "Active Icons". These icons, which
can be edited, coloured and assigned to applications
and their data files, have one special function.
When you tie a data file to a particular icon and
that icon to an associated application, you can load
the application by clicking on any of its data files.
This is very convenient and similar to working on a
Mac or the Archimedes. It also works under the PC

insisted there was no release

version of GEM, so it's good to see it added to the

pencilled in, they did confirm

best machine of the bunch.

there

There are lots of other goodies tied into the
Neodesk 3 interface, which is suitable for use on
floppies
or hard
drives, though eas

was

work

afoot

on

improvements to Timeworks
and on "other projects". Don't
hold your breath, though - I'd
guess we're looking at the
end of the year before any
thing solid comes about.

have

been

mentioned

as

possible users of such a
system, and Fleet Street
Publisher has been supplied
with an UltraScript option
for some time now.

If

this

move

i

i

=•3
i

i

®

becomes

more than a rumour, it could
bode very well for all kinds
of DTP and graphics pro
grams on the ST.
There are direct connec

tions with PostScript emula
tion too, as UltraScript can
reproduce PostScript files
on a variety of nonPostScript printers.

o

L7^

•=3
i

i

®
o

ier to install on a
hard
drive.
The

program is money
well spent, not just
from the DTP view

point. Contact GST

EXPRESSWORKS
WORKS

on (0480)496666.

s

For anyone who wants a
copy of The Guide to Cala
mus

Desktop

Publishing,

after reading last month's

©£

column, it's available from
Expressworks

on

(0252)

costs

£19.95

the selection and

plus £1.80 P&P. Thanks to

loading of DTP files
through its
Active Icon system

726255.

It

Expressworks
up to this.

for

owning

NeoDesk 3 can speed
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For UK subscribers who would prefer free games software
instead of the Personal Sound System (see opposite page)
we are giving away TWO brilliant Infogrames awardwinners which have impressed reviewers worldwide.
Normal rrp for the package of these two games is £29.95
SIM CITY
Take the destiny of the world's greatest cities or the
city of your dreams in hand ... build factories, houses,
airports ... fight crime and pollution. Will you prove to be
a good Mayor?
£Entertainment Program of the Year, Educational Program
of the Year, Best Simulation of the Year f
- USA Software Publishers Association

POPULOUS
Create the world ... govern the people ... unleash
natural disasters on your enemies . . . change the
geography of mighty planets.
a"Game of the Year, Most Original Game, Best
Strategy Game f - European Computer Leisure Awards

1

L VALUE FOR MONEY!
Subscribe now, and receive either the Personal Sound System or
the two games absolutely FREE! You will receive 12 issues of
Atari ST User at £2.99 each (£35.88) plus your gift worth £29.95
- that's a total value of £65.83 for only £34.95!

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM (including FREE monthly disk)
Subscription orders received before June 12
willcommence with the August issue

Please tick the appropriate box

E

MasterCard

12 months' Subscription (including monthly coverdisc)
New

Renewal

UK

£34.95 9300 -

Europe/Eire

£39.95 9390 ~

9391

Rest of World - Airmail

£54.95 9392

9393

Payment: please indicate method (•)

9301

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Europress Publications Ltd
Expiry

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

Date

MY CHOICE OF FREE GIFT (UK subscribers ONLY)
Personal Sound System (ST version)
Personal Sound System (STE version)

930s ~
930s

Thalion Compilation

9307

Name-

-Signed-

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,
South Wirral L65 3EB (No stampneeded if posted inUK)

Order at any

By phone: 051 -357 1275

time of the

Address-

-PostCode-

day or night
Don t torget to give your name,

Daytime telephone number incase ofqueries-

L

address and credit card number

By fax: 051-357 2813

General queries: 051 -357 2961

The Personal Sound

System comprises:
•k A cleverly designed Interface and the latest
high-velocity lightweight headphones

1
I

k Crystal clear sound reproduction (in stereo with the Atari STE)
k Can be used In three different ways: headphones sound only,
monitor sound only, sound on both headphones and monitor
k Interface features a tough plastic case with volume control
(dual controls for Atari STE version)
k You can also use the headphones with your personal stereo or
hi-fi system
k Full instructions supplied to help you get the most out of this
superb accessory

*today,
Uperb of?Se
offer /J

BP

THE LUCASFILM
BONANZA!
In our April issue we gave you the chance to
win one of 25 Lucasfilms games in our easypeasy competition. All you had to do was

match up some characters from Loom, Zac
McKracken and the Alien Mindbenders, and
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade to their

respective scenarios.

Is your name here?
James Mottram, Woking, Sur

HISOFT SHOW WINNERS

Daniel Charlwood, Sevenoaks,
Kent

rey

Remember in last month's issue we announced the

winners to our HiSoft compo, well here they are in
glorious colour recieving some super HiSoft pack
ages. Well done Mr N Carter and Mr J Smith.

Ivan Dover, Ivybridge, Devon

K Leahy, Sheerness, Kent

Carl Krystek, Cheadle,

B C Thomson, Wetheriield,
Essex

Cheshire

M J Hale, Farnham, Surrey

D Stanford, Belper, Derbyshire

Martin Kirlow, Normanton, W

Norman Raeburn, Leven, Scot
land

Yorks

Mark Burrows, Wisbech,

Stijn van der Linden,

Cambs

Amstelveen,

Mark Watson, Clacton, Essex

Holland

D R Grant, Kings Lynn, Norfolk

A monk's worst fear? Most of you came up with the obvious: either
making a mistake or DTP. But there were other less, shall we say, pre
dictable answers - especially when explaining why we should award
you the prize. Have a look at the winning entries below.
The second and third questions were not difficult to answer: Eclectron is Working Title's former name, and Calligrapher is indeed a true
WYSIWYG application.
So the winners and their answers are:

Barry Walker, Edgbaston, Birm
ingham

Steve Wright, Maltby-le-Marsh,

D Robertson, Walton, Surrey

Lincolnshire

K Chilvers, Leeds, IV Yorks

Neil Parker, Luxton, Kent

Lee J Botterill, Darlington, Co

Mark McGilton, Bangor, Co
Down

Durham

G V Rawlins, Worcester Park,

Richard Abbot, Carnforth,

Surrey

Lanes

John McGuigan, Hebburn, Tyne

Kenneth Fiore, Lorain, Ohio,
USA

& Wear

Ian Barker of Whitworth near Rochdale, Lanes who said "Going blind" and
"How else am I going to write professional abusive letters to the poll tax
office?" Wryand amusing.

Ray Elder a technology teacher in Minehead, Somerset who said "Cal
ligraphy - making a mistake" and "Because my headmaster said we stood
so little chance of winning that he'd provide an Atari ST if we did!" Persua
sive - and, remembering schooldays, worth it for revenge!
N. Whitham of Hanworth, Middlesex who said "Making spelling mis
takes" and "My abbot says if you don't he will set the mother superior on
you. Amen". Threatening but amusing.
H Woodfin of Whitefield, Manchester who said "Spilling ink on a finished

PAGESTREAM PRIZE WINNERS
Still holding your breath? Wondering if you're one of the chosen win
ners in our March issue PageStream competition? PageStream is an
absolutely superb package. Your competition prizes arrived in the
office a few weeks ago now and we've been looking longingly at them
ever since. And there were absolutely heaps of entries.
But showing incredible will power we've kept our hands off the
goodies and they're now going to their rightful owners:

page" and "I have the negatives". Threatening and obviously to be taken
seriously.
Jared Earle of Forest Road West, Nottingham who said "Bookworm"
and "You should give me Calligrapher if you value your pet hamster's
kneecaps". Threatening and pretty weird!

Susan E Wilkinson, Yarm, Cleveland
Glenn Dean, Newtonards, Northern Ireland
Michael Booth, Pinders Heath, Wakefield
Martyn L Cottrell, Kewstoke, Avon
Bernard Freeman, Whitley Bay, Newcastle

NEXT MONTH IN YOUR SUPER BUBBLY
School may be out, but the ST's in. Roving
reporter John Butters investigates the bias
towards Acorn and how Atari is set to over

come this. He finds a school packed with
STs and asks is this the shape of things to
come?

Discs, you use them, you loathe them and
until now, you've ignored them. Does a
branded disk mean better quality? Are all
disks really made in the same factory? We

July 1991 Atari ST User

reveal

what

is under the

label.
Reviews

hardware

of

and

the

latest

software

plus our comprehensive guide to games, not
forgetting the hottest news as it happens
from all around the world.

All this and much more in your favourite
and best value for money magazine. Atari ST
User, miss it, and it's detention for you!

Highspeed
Pascal
Turbo Power for your Atari ST and TT
Highspeed Pascal is a brand-new Pascal system for your Atari ST/STE and TT computers
Designed to be compatible with the hugely successful Turbo Pascal 5.0 on the PC, Highspeed Pascal is
packed full of features that make it simple for everyone to learn and use.
Desk

File

Edit

Search

Conpile

Highlights

Options

C:\IIP\GEHDEHO\DEMDGRflP.PflS

•
•
•
•
•
•

end;

{ Return current size of the graphics window Hork area >
procedure GetUindowSize;
begin

•BIIHHgrafKindoK, UF-HORKXVHK, hX, kY, ««, hH)
end;

{ This is advanced! The trick is, however, ouitc sinple ; Let the

procedure put a Message into the event pipe saging that a redraw
is requested. In this May, Me let the GEMDEMD application write a

Procedure »

I'flR Hi-gHl, HUgMZ,
wi-gwT, wi_gw'

Fast, single-pass compiler in a fully integrated environment
Compilation speed of more than 20,000 lines per minute (ST)
High level of Turbo Pascal compatibility with full recursion
Compile to memory or compile to disk
Integrated multi-window editor
Interactive error detection for both compile and run-time errors

! Integer);

• Context-sensitive help for language

Return infornation about a window (ur the desktop),

li-ghandle
li-gfield

syntax and editor usage

window handle

Edit Search Conpile Options

desired infornation type

EHDEHOXDEHDGRRP.P

• Unit concept, such as found in Turbo

value Highspeed CONST infornation returned
procedure iffiiiira:
vsr i

Pascal 5:

: intci

begin

Conpiler Options

I Cancel 1 I

Ok U

allows modular development
- gives very fast compilation
- many standard units supplied

GetNindoHS

vsf_color(0

Source code control using
conditional compilation

Supports Shortlnt, Longlnt,
Single (4 byte IEEE format),
Double (8 byte IEEE format),
. Extended (a special fast 10

for I

VSf_Stljll

Multi-path search facility for
include & object files & units
Special unit to ease porting
from Personal Pascal
Link with DRI-format

assembly language code (as
produced by DevpacST 2 etc)
Turbo Pascal compatible
dynamic length strings, shift

operators, hex numbers,
untyped parameters, generic
pointers, file handling etc.

Version J.?
•

inline assembler

•

improved editor

•

i/o mapped maths co
processor support

• desk accessory help utility
Now Shipping

Upgrades from earlier versions
cost£7.50 - pleasesendback
your master disks.

CM

ysf_inter

Range check
Stack check

v si

„

I/O check

Use 32 bit fixup
Keep nanes for debugger
Strict string checking

IS

(CEM/VDI, TOS, BIOS/XBIOS,
PRINTER, UTILities, GRAPH)

SDefl ne! I
{ Redraw gn
procedure I
begin

- buildyour units into one resident
library - library maker supplied
• Stand-alone compiler also supplied
• Versatile Make facility for easy project

Search Paths:

Units: C!\HPSUHITS;BEHDEHO.
Progran!

case dem

Include: GEMDEHO

BoxcsDe
LinesDi

Object:

Ellipsd

Integer and Real
Full source include facility to
a depth of 7
Inline procedures

^c^

1 Options:

Initi

1

v_ellpie
-JlMl

byte format) as well as

Numerous examples

:=

I'WJTO

management
esk

File

Edit

Search
Run

•ragran RanLines;
Uses EasgGraf;

Make
Build nil

< Filenane: RanLines.p
{ Coder
: Jacob V,
{ Coded
: 1-8-1990

Find

Error

< Purpose : Exanple

Destination: Henory
Prinarg File:

•( The nouse

Bet

is not she

Info

JIPTIOHS/Linker dialog >

Procedure Make-Lines;
Const Extra=-ZD;
Begin
Repeat
LineColar(Randon(MaxColor+l));
Linet Rflndon<MaxX*Extra*Z)-Extra,

Randon<MaxY+Extra*2)-Extra,
Randon(MaxX+Extra*2)-Extra,
Randon(r1axY+Extra*2)-Extra) j
Until (KeyPrcssed)]
End; i Make_Lines >

BEGIN i nain >
Randoniie;

InitBraphics;

^

The integrated development environment is a joy to use, making programming easy and fun!
All these featuresmake Highspeed Pascal a truly powerful and easy-to-use

system which runs on anyAtari computer, from the humble 520ST with 1 drive
up to the new Atari TT.

HiSoft

Supplied with a quality, ring-bound manual and full technical support from
HiSoft, Highspeed Pascal is theoneyou've been waiting for! Personal Pascal

High Quality Software

users - call for a special upgrade offer.

The Old School, Greenfield,

Highspeed Pascal is available from allgood computer stores andcosts only
£99.95 inclusive (£89.95 before 1 May 1991) for delivery within the UK; ifyou
havedifficulty locating your copy, pleasecallHiSoft on 0525 718181 and ask

Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

to speak to Julie.

Fax: +44 525 713716

Tel: +44 525 718181

STRATEGY...REALnY...
y

I
r- O ^ S Y

Heralded the American computer

,0^

i role-playing game of the year!
Based on

Megatraveller by
Game Designers
Workshop, the
world's most

popular science-

fiction gaming
system.

Twenty-eight planets and
satellites to explore in eight

systems filled with exciting
puzzles, dangerous subjects and
interesting characters to
encounter.

"Megatiaveller 1 is one of the best
science-fiction role-playing
games ever for the computer"

"Megatraveller 1, a game that
The most sophisticated truly warrants the highest level of
character generation praise, the attention to
system ever devised: detail makes it
five military classes, exceptional"
^^^^^
& more than seventy

3 talents and
abilities. Allows

player to control
character development
through five services: Army, Navy,

(Quotes taken from
Dragon magazine US and:
Quest Busters magazine US)

Amiga and ST implementations
by STeVeN Green

Marines, Merchants and Scouts.

TAKES SCIENCEFICTIONROLE-PLAYINGLIGHT YEARSFORWARD

The
no. 1 best

sBB?

selling book has now
turned

into the no. 1 best

selling game
Team Yankee is the definitive action simulation of modem tank warfare.
"Team Yankee.... the critics'choice"

Team Yankee is designed to test your leadership and tactical skills to the
quick.

., ...

AMIGA FORMAT

STRATEGY PLUS

Team Yankee presents a game,

This is a game and a half!

in a sims clothing, which when
dealing with tanks has to be the
perfect approach!

The use of four screens in

ACE

The blend of thought and
reflexes required to play Team

one is simply brilliant - at
times it's almost like

playing on four
computers at once!
I quickly found
myself hooked on a

Yankee is exactly right!

genre of game
which previously

ST FORMAT

held no interest.

Hunting the Red Bear has never
been so much fun!

AMIGA ACTION

You won't be able to tear yourself
away from Team Yankee!

The tanks have been superbly

animated, with great attention to detail!=
This has to be a must for everyone!

EMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4 THE STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE
BASILDON, ESSEX SS15 6DJ. TEL: 0268 541212

AVAILABLE NOW FOR

ATARI ST, COMMODORE AMIGA AND IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

Ik.

